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FunewonD

I have previously written a series of books on the practice of
Green Witchcraft, drawn from my personal experience and
the instruction I received from my mother and from my grand-
mother as was passed along to me. I have done this because of
public interest in the Craft and to afford an insight to others as

to how at least one family carried on their particular heritage.
Readers are encouraged to freely adopt whatever appeals to
them for inclusion into their personal spirituality. But while lit-
erature and studies about Witchcraftmay aid you with develop-
ing your own practice, in divination there is no greater guide
than your own intuition and your personal connection with the
Divine Spirit that passes through everything.

The cards of the tarot are only tools for that connection, and
I therefore urge anyone who would use the tarot for divination,
for communication with the Divine Goddess and God. to fol-
low the example of the card I call "Drawing Down the Sun' (the

Ilierophant or the High Priest), and organize in your own mind
what is your spirituality. In the introduction I show an example
of this, utilizing what I call "The Creed of the Green Witch,"
tal<cn from my Book of Shadows, but everyone needs to follow
thc individual spirituality within. Over time and with regular
usc of the cards, you will see how each card of the tarot, in par-
ticular those of the Major Arcana, relates to your life. Your un-
tlcrstanding of these archetypes will increase as you continue to
rull<c tlre correlations between the cards and your personal spir-
ilrral connection with the Divine. Everyone walks a singular
spiritual path, and this book is intended not to be your road,
lrrrt only a guidepost along your route.
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My purpose in writing this book is to guide the seeker through
the learning process of reading tarot cards. While there are

many methods of divination available to the would-be seer,

from dream analysis to pendulum, from scrying by smoke, crys-
tal ball, or tea leaves to reading the lines, mounds, and finger
shapes in palmistry, the most popular practice today must cer-
tainly be that of the European development of tarot cards.
Adding tarot reading to your repertoire of divination skills is

something you will enjoy often and can share with your friends
and family. This book is divided into parts rather than chapters,
with the first one offering a brief history of the tarot and a
glimpse at how the tarot is used for divination, but do not be
daunted by this. Intended as an overvieq part one is supple-
mented with more detailed instruction you will need to carry
with you as you proceed through the book, with examples and
illustrations of cards and layouts to help you assimilate the ba-
sics to reading the cards.

Please do not skip part one in your eagerness to get started.
There is a lot of information sprinkled throughout this section
that applies to the divination process and how to prepare your-
self prior to doing readings. Once you get your feet wet with
part one, the rest ofthe book addresses the associations for each

card of the tarot, the meanings of the four suits, how the suits
alter the interpretation of each of the aces (the ls) and pips
(those numbered 2 through 10 in the four suits) and court
cards, the meanings for numbers and multiple numbers in a

throq how to look at relative placement of the cards in a given
sprcad, how thc surrounding cards interact with one another,



and exercises to help you in learning how to work with your own chosen

tarot deck.

Most instruction books follow one particular deck throughout, de-

scribing the pictured scene on each card, providing upright and reverse

interpretations. While this is handy, I have instead used cards selected

from five different tarot decks to iilustrate that the archetypes are the pri-
mary influence, no matter what the design. By examining the pictures of
any tarot deck and comparing them to the interpretations given here, you

should be able to find a point of reference within each card that high-

lights the meaning within the image. Using that as your starting point
will allow you to then receive the psychic impressions that bring the read-

ing to life, regardless of the picture depicted on the card. The tarot as a

whole is viewed as relating to the practice of the Craft, and as such, all the

cards, no matter what their theme, fall into place. You can move from one

deck to another without difficulty because the association is attached to

the greater archetypes.

Because I view the tarot as a Pagan form of divination, there are neces-

sarily a few differences in interpretation in this book than may be found

in others. Many tarot decks favor the Elemental association of Fire for

Wands and Air for Swords, and although there are decks in which these

are reversed, I am in agreement with the former arrangement and do not

change this for any deck, despite the alternate choice ofthe creator ofthe
card images. My feeling on this is that the cards are being read through

the reader, and so you cannot continually change your personal method

to adjust to that of the designer of a tarot deck. Another difference that

appears between tarot decks is the placement of the Major Arcana cards

for Strength and Justice. Strength in some decks is the eighth card and

Justice is the eleventh, but in other decks this is reversed. Again, the sig-

nificance is carried with you, no matter what deck you use, because the

archetype may have greater bearing on the reading depending upon the

pip cards, and you simply make the mental adjustment as you proceed

through the reading. By learning a method, you are able to apply it to any

deck, no matter what the illustrations. I present my methods here in this

book, but the important thing is that once you have determined which

view works for you, this should be consistently carried through in your

own use of all your decks.

xii Introduction

My method of reading cards draws upon the influence of the natural
theme of Witchcraft, so the archetypes reflect the seasons of the Earth,
t he Sabbats and mythic pattern of the story of the Goddess and the God
of Nature. Because my Craft is Green focused, that is to say, grounded in
Nature and the immanent Divine (not dealing with deities of law, rulers,
priesthoods, or warriors), the way I read the cards is centered on the en-
crgies of the Earth. There are a number of variations on the mythological
details of the Wheel of the Year due to the differences of Wiccan Tiadi-
tions (denominations), but there is also a similar enough thread running
through all so that many aspects of the Divine interaction are easily
transposed. The benefit of developing and following the themes and mo-
t ifs of Witchcraft that resonate for you is that in the larger scope you de-
vclop an innate feel for the inner significance for each season ofthe year.

In a finer content this understanding may be applied to each of the cards
so that this consistency carries over to any deck used, helping you to
avoid getting mixed intuitive signals when doing readings.

Each person who practices the Craft functions within an ethical guide-
line. For me, that guide was repeated by -y mother, who told me she had
received the same instruction from her mother when she was a child.
\{hat she said was:

Be careful what you do. Be careful who you trust. Do not use the
Power to harm another because what is sent comes back. Never use

the Power against someone who has the Power, for you both draw

from the same well. To use the Power, you must feel it in your heart
and know it in your mind.

This then is my Craft Ethic-my family's Rules of Conduct-which is
casily supplemented with the Wiccan Rede often distilled to, "An'ye harm
rrone, do as thou wilt." The mythic patterns I have developed in working
with the Craft blend the themes of the harvest and hunting cycles with
thusc of the cycles of life and Nature. In order to understand howthe
tarot is integrated into the spirituality of Witchcraft, you should develop
your own creed, laying out what the seasons and the deities mean to you.
'l'his is not an end all to spiritual expression or communion, but serves to
lrclp organize your own spiritual thought, as indicated through the tarot
cirrcl of Drawing I)own the Sun, (the Hierophant, the High Priest). Here
is rur cxanrplc of such a Crcecl:

Ittlrotlrrcliort xiii



I Acceltt the tJnity of the Divine, symbolized by the Divine Andro'

gyne, aspected as Female and Male, Goddess and God, Form and

Energy, Lwnar and Solar Powers, honored during the WeeI of the

Year at Esbats and Sabbats, and Sacred Days.

I Accept the immanence of the Divine, whose Spirit resides in all

things and worlds, creating a Unity of AII in Oneness and Knship

througlr the Goddess and the God'

I Accept that the Elementals: Earth, Air, Fire, and Water are exten-

sions of the Goddess and the God, both external and indnellingkith

and kin, connecting all through Spirit.

I Accept the immortality of the individual spirit, comfortedby the

God in Underworld, refreshed by the Goddess in Summerland,

choosing incarnation by form, place, and soul purpose.

I Accept that the God lovingly demonstrates the life cycle in His

yearly passage through the Sabbats. He is born as the Oak King of the

Goddess as Mother at Yule; cleansed and carried by the Crone into the

arms of the Mother at Imbolc to be nourished by the milk of Her love.

At Ostara the Goddess transforms as Maiden and joins the God that

They may walk as The Lady and The Lord of the WildWood to

awaken the Earth from the sleep of Herself as Crone of Winter. The

God and the Goddess unite at Beltane to bring renewal to the Earth,

and at Their Litha wedding, the God shows His face of Wisdom and

Age, turning from Oak King to Holly Kng as He impregnates the

Goddess with Himself. At Lughnassadh, the God enters into the God-

dess aspected as Mother Earth, filling Her abundance with the Life

Essence of His Solar energy. He enriches the vines and barleycorn

with the Essence of His Spirit at Mabon. He enters into Underworld,

leailng the Goddess alone as Mother-to-be and Crone through Au-

tumn and Winter, while He leads the Wild Hunt as the Horned

Hunter, gathering the dead to His realm' He rules Underwoild as the

Lord of Shadows, where He offers rest, solace, and release of burdens

to the spirits at the end of their incarnations' At Samhain, the God

passes His Spirit through the Goddess, making thin the veil between

the worlds by Their union of Shadow and Light, turning the Tomb

of the Crone into theWomb of the Mother. AtYule, the God as Sage

xiv lntrotluction

affers His blessing and farewell to the children of the world, then
turns His Face to join them as the Infant Oak King reborn. Through
the Wheel of the Year is the path of perfect love and perfect trust in
the Divine demonstrated, that we may walk with the Goddess and
the God in the Bond of Love.

I Accept the Three Great Mysteries: the Ancient God as Father and
Son; the Maiden Goddess as Mother and Crone; and the union of
Tomb and Womb for the eternal cycle of Life Immortal.

The Creed of the Green Witch
from The Book of Shadows of Aoumiel

The associations in the tarot emulate the themes and motifs estab-
lished in the life cycle patterns, upon which are modeled the mythologies
of the Goddess and the God, as well as providing a perspective of how
these roles relate to the average person. The Holly King is the God as an-
cient sage and antlered Hunter, ruling from the summer solstice of Litha
unto the Winter Solstice of Yule, while the Oak King is the God as care-
free child and vigorous Youth, ruling from Yule to Litha. The Solstices
are times of change, but I do not envision a battle between Tanist Twins,
rnerely a transition of the same God into a different aspect, thus reflect-
ing the ancient vision of a Triple God who has the aspects of Child of
l.ight and ]oy, Youth of Strength and Virility, and Sage of Wisdom and
I)eath Passage. With the Triple Goddess of Maiden, Mother, and Crone, it
is the Goddess who is the Tiansforming One in relation to the God, even
lssuming joint aspects at various times in the life cycle mythology. She
bccomes mother-to-be at Litha, but additionally becomes Crone from
Lughnassadh until Yule. Then she becomes both Mother and Crone of
wi.ter from Yule to Imbolc. The Goddess reveals herself in both the
Irlrth and the Moon, while the God is revealed in the Earth and the Sun,
;rrrd yet because they are One in Balance, their roles intertwine, and the
S.lar aspect of the God unites with the Earth Mother aspect of the God-
rlt'ss.'l'hc Divine theme of progression through life with birth,life, death,
rrrr<l rcbirth for the God through the Goddess is echoed in the phases of
tlrt' Moorr, the Solar seasons of the year, and even in the Solar Eclipse
wlr.rr thc Dark union of the Moon and sun is dispelled with the reveal-
irrg P.w.r- .1'thcir individual Light. These mysteries of the Divine and

Irtlntrlrtcliort .r'



our relation to them are translated into the archetypes of the Major Ar-

cana, while the Minor Arcana addresses the mundane activities, personal-

ities, energies, and people of our daily life.

Think of this book as a workbook containing information and prac-

tices set up for the student to gain a sound footing in the art of divination

with the tarot. At the end of the book I present a quick tarot guide of Key

Word Listings, but this is not intended to substitute for the pages before

it. Rather, the words are intended to trigger responses to the meanings

learned for the cards, and I recommend that as you do your own read-

ings, you adjust the key words as your intuition directs.

wi Introduction

Part One

(emnq 5rnRrep

A Brief History of Throt
Interpreting the casting of a spread of tarot cards, called read-
ing, has been associated with Witchcraft and magical practice
for many decades, and with Gypsy fortunetellers for centuries.
In Witchcraft, the tarot is used today as a tool for divination,
psychic readings, meditations, personal growth pathworking,
and spiritual insight, but what is the origin of the tarot and how
did this intriguing set of cards evolve? This mysterious deck of
cards began its career as the game of tarocchi in fifteenth-
century ltaly, recognizable today as the game of Trumps or
Whist. Subsequently the tarot cards have been embraced by
people, denounced by Christian clergy, banned by kings, revived
by kings, and regulated by laws. Over the centuries, the tarot
evolved into today's recognized system of divination, beginning
with the writings of an eighteenth-century Mason named An-
toine Court de Gebelin and a host of French clairvoyants oper-
ating on the premise that the cards were of Egyptian origin. The
designs, numbering, interpretations, and reverse interpretations
bcgan to take the familiar present-day shape through the efforts
of nineteenth-century Ceremonial Magicians. These people
wcrc Masons who operated in the secret societies and occult or-
rlcrs popular in the Victorian Age, in particular those of the
( irand Order of the Rose Cross and the Hermetic Order of the
( ioldcn Dawn. Many people contributed their special insights
orr thc carcls firtrn the eighteenth through nineteenth centuries,



and by the early twentieth century the tarot form most familiar in Amer-

ica was that of Arthur Waite, painted by Pamela Coleman Smith, and

known as the Rider-Waite deck.

Today, the typical deck has seventy-eight cards divided into two parts,

with the Major Arcana representing archetypal powers, universal im-

agery, and cosmic fates, while the Minor Arcana represents the interac-

tions of daily life. The Major Arcana contains twenty-two cards, of which

twenty-one are numbered, plus the unnumbered Fool, which is usually

assigned the 0. This 0 card may begin or end the deck, depending on your

point of view. The ordinary pack of playing cards descends from those of

the Minor Arcana, although with only three of the possible five court

cards for each suit. The four suits of the Minor Arcana are variously la-

beled Pentacles, Coins, Disks, and Bells; Swords, Knives, Daggers' and

Leaves; Wands, Batons, Rods, and Acorns; or Cups, Cauldrons, Bowls,

and Hearts. Depending on the tarot deck, the terms for the suits may

vary, but these became in modern playing cards, respectively, the suits of

Diamonds, Spades, Clubs, and Hearts'

There are a number of opinions on how the tarot came to Europe, but

I feel the most plausible is that the Romany Gypsies, migrating from India

through eastern Europe and into northern Italy during the Middle Ages,

brought the cards with them. Any suggestion that ancient Egyptians used

tarot cards results in the uncontrolled raising of an eyebrow since there is

no evidence to support this theory. The earliest tarot deck of Europe still

in existence with nearly all the original cards (five have been recon-

structed) was made in 1450 in Milan for Viscount Sforua, although play-

ing cards are mentioned in writings from 1397 and 1441. This tarocchi

deck had no titles or numbers for the distinctive cards that are now iden-

tified as the Major Arcana. The Minor Arcana consisted of the four suits

containing Kings, Queens, Knights, and Pages as Court Cards; the Aces;

and the cards numb ered2 through 10 as pips like modern playing decks,

making reverse readings out of the question. In fact, the idea of reverse

meanings is a relatively recent invention. The Ace of any suit may be read

as a 1, or as a trump card of greater power than a King card, so it may be

at home on either end of the four suits of the Minor Arcana, somewhat as

the Fool card may be placed on either end of the Major Arcana.

All subsequent tarot decks show the influence of the Sforza deck, and

examining this deck reveals the evolution away from the earlier Pagan

2 Part One

images. There were several aspects of the Goddess Diana and examples of
tools from the Etruscan and Roman period, and more contemporary
tools, such as a war wagon carrying an enthroned woman and being
pulled by golden-winged white horses without reins, and the accouter-
ments of the Medieval street magician. The Diana images were replaced
in later renderings by generic females, and the battle wagon became a
chariot with unruly teams of horses or sphinxes held in check by the
sheer will of a dominant man. The mages controlled the Elementals
through intellectual power, and the original's floppy hat evolved into the
cosmic lumniscate, while the hourglass of the gentlemanly old Father
Time became the lantern of the monkish Hermit. The popess, a reminder
that a woman was once elected to rule the church based upon her ability
when no one knew her sex, only to be deposed upon discovery, became a
less intimidating High priestess. The wildman awakening the Earth, a
custom still followed in German, Romanian, Austrian, and British vil-
lages with variations of the British Morris Dancer tradition, and possibly
derived from rites of Dionysus and Bacchus, was changed to the Foor,
heedlessly stepping offinto danger. The Sun of Apollo, spreading joy and
erasing fear, became the Sun of twins or a child on horseback. tiis in the
many aspects of Diana that most changes took place. Diana releasing the
star of Hope from her open, outstretched hand (the rays of which fall in
fiont of her hand) became a generic woman pouring out waters on land
and sea beneath the stars. Diana of Temperance, pouring from one
pitcher to another the dark wine that symbolized the blood of th" ."r,rr-
rccting God, giving it thus the breath of life, became an angel pouring
water between pitchers. Diana of the Moon, standing with her bow inr'c hand, broken in remorse for accidentally killing orion with an
irrrow holds the waning crescent Moon in her other hand, showing that
lilL' passes into death and hence into immortality, for orion was reborn
rrs ir constellation-the same one that the Egyptians named after their
( i.cl rf the Underworld, osiris. This image vanished to become a Moon
Irctwccn towers' bayed atby a wild wolf and a domestic dog. The Tower
irr thc dcck is actually erupting, releasing the Star and the nciipsed sun in
;r tk'rrr.'stration of the power of internal enlightenment and passage, but
tlris irrragc evolved into the Lightning-struck Tower, showing outside in-
llrrcncc rathcr than internal inspiration.

(lcttitre Startcd .l



While a variation of cards was also being used in China, with the con-

tact between China and India it is difficult to determine who influenced

whom. Those of India, however, have suits that may be matched to the

accouterments of either the image of Shiva as Ardhanari (Shiva as Half

Male and Half Female), or that of the Goddess Durga, the Great Goddess.

since the Gypsies came from India and used the cards first in Europe' it

seems reasonable to link these two indicators as the predecessors for the

European tarot.
Very quickly, the cards were adapted to provide the user with a Chris-

tian interpretation of the archetypes, and by the eighteenth century the

depictions showed the influence of the divination structures reflecting

Christian culture and the Iewish Kabbalah that were favored by Ceremo-

nial Magicians. Differences of opinion as to the exact lineage of the tarot

continue, with about the only consensus being that the tarot is not of Eu-

ropean origin. As instruments of divination, it seems likely that since

these cards were in the hands of the Gypsies first, and they have a strong

tradition of reading cards, that the origins of divination with the cards

may be misplaced in the salons of gentility in Paris. This is supported by

the use of the cards for visions or oracles in the sixteenth century, long

before being associated with fortunetelling. The difference as I see it be-

tween the two terms is that the first uses mediumship and spiritual con-

nection for counseling, while the other relies on fixed meanings for the

cards in a manner that does not allow much room for working with the

energies indicated. Overall,I do not see the quibbling as vital to the use of

the cards today as a tool of mediumship and spiritual guidance, for, in

Witchcraft, this is what divination is actually about.

Modern Tarot Decks

In the latter part of the twentieth century, depictions on the cards in

many new tarot decks returned to Pagan themes, and others related to

fantasy worlds and international ethnic archetypes or mythologies. In-

deed the proliferation of new decks shows that nearly any taste can be ac-

commodated to the tarot. Most of these decks come with little pamphlets

or bookiets tucked inside with the interpretations for each card provided.

\{hen you go looking for a tarot deck, keep in mind the point of view of

the creator of the deck. You may be thrilled with a vampire version of the

4 Part One

tarot, or quite frustrated with the images when trying to match the pam-
phlet descriptions to the scene, or blending both with your usual values
for the cards and your own psychic reception. You may be drawn to
fairies, unicorns, dragons, or fantasy, but have difficulty relating these im-
ages to real-life matters. I have found over the years that I like to have a

variety of tarot decks, not only for the beauty of the artwork, but for the
sensations they evoke, and that by handling the cards and examining
them for their esoteric insights, any deck can become a useful compan-
ion. Some of my decks feel best during holidays, others are more attuned
to one of the four seasons, and a few are distinctly aligned with the ener-
gies of specific people for whom the cards are most often read.

I have over fifty tarot decks now and I use almost all of them- almost,
because some things are a matter of live and learn, and I have found that
despite handling, examination, and ritual dedication, a couple of my
decks are so gorgeous and decorative as to be works of art rather than av-
cnues to psychic awareness, so that instead of finding the common thread
within, my eyes wander over the swirling designs. I also have heard peo-
ple complain that a deck may be too overbearing in a theme for them, or
so restrictive to a theme as to block psychic input, but other than being
drawn to admire the beauty rather than focusing on the reading, I have
not found any deck to be impossible to work with.

Some typical themes found in tarot decks include following a format
of suits structured to fit a set of myths (Celtic, Greek, Norse, Arthurian,
ctc.); blending cultures and traditions from around the world; and gener-
ating the ambiance of Gothic, vampire, fairy, nursery rhyme, feline, wolf,
gnome, unicorn, dragon, and other such motifs into a coherent spread
rnatched to the arcanas. There are a number of choices in buying a tarot
rlcck suited to your particular taste and interests, but be aware that there
rr rc also decks in which the normal number of cards may be expanded, or
that there may be cards absent that are familiar to tarot. A deck may have
irclditional cards for the four Elementals (Earth, Air, Fire, Water), the four
Virtues (Hope, Faith, Prudence, and Charity), and even the twelve signs
ol'thc Zodiac. The deck with the Virtue cards is curiously missing the
lligh Priestess card, so for me to read with this deck,I substitute Pru-
tlcrtcc for the Priestess and set the other Virtues aside (which somehow
sccnrs appropriate, for if you are prudent, the rest will follow). Elemental
cards r.uay sccnt a lrit rcdundant since Aces are the power cards of the
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Minor Arcana and double as representatives of the Elementals as well,

but each person is different, and you might actually find these useful as

guides for timings as with seasons.

Since these decks can be quite expensive, ranging from $10-00 to

$30.00 or more, you should be prepared to buy with care. Many of the

larger bookstore chains, and even some of the smaller independent

shops, have a tarot card reference book in which one or two sample cards

of the various decks are displayed for your examination. Otherwise,

check the bookshelves in the New Age or Metaphysical section of the

bookstore and flip through some of the books on tarot so you see images

of cards used to illustrate the text and identifu the deck of those cards

that catch your eye. With care, you should avoid the pitfall of buying a

deck that does not work for you. In Europe there have always been many

varieties, easily purchased at the shops in the railroad stations that criss-

cross the countries, with especially prominent displays in the shop win-

dows lining the platforms in front of the rails of the Italian stations. It is

wonderful that the different decks so readily accessible in Europe have fi-

nally reached across the ocean to America with the Lo Scarabeo collec-

tion of tarot decks distributed now by Llewellyn Publications.

The Meaning of Reading Cards

The most common reason I hear for reading cards is to "divine the fu-

ture," but I do not consider this a totally accurate description of what is

actually going on. There are states, and counties within states, in the

United States that view tarot or other card reading the same as fortune-

telling, and require that, in order for you to do public readings, you must

have a license indicating that you are an entertainer affiliated with an en-

tertainment corporation or business, or a person of moral character if
reading independently, usually with a number of signatures from people

who will vouch for your integrity. Again, this is not what card reading

means to me. While there are instances of people being mistreated

through the use of cards, generally involving turning over large sums of
money to the reader to avert a disaster or remove an alleged evil influ-

ence, I feel there are sufficient laws in existence to treat such cases the

same as any other scam or swindle rather than directing the laws at the

process ofreading the cards.

6 Part Onc

For me, reading cards-be they tarot or regular playrng cards-is part
of the spirituality of the Craft, so much so that even as a child, visions
and perceptions used to leap out at me in card games as innocuous as gin
rummy and solitaire. The very act of divination in Witchcraft requires a
Iink with the Lunar aspect of the Divine, such as with the Goddess
Ifecate, Cerridwen, Bendidia (Bendis), Artemis, Diana, or Isis, each of
whom is considered a Goddess of Witches. When you read the cards, you
are connecting with the energies of the Divine for insight and guidance.
You also connect with the Elementals through the process of grounding
and centering before a reading, thus aligning your internal energies with
tl-rose of Nature and the Spirit, while opening your psychic sight for a
consultation for yourself or someone else. The cards do not of themselves
tcll the future, but they offer the reader a focal point through which to
rrccess Divine energy and gain visions or interpretations of influences
surrounding a particular question or person as illustrated by the cards
that are pulled.

Before you rush out and buy a tarot deck, you should examine your
rcasons for using cards at all. If you feel that the cards will tell you all
tlrcre is to know about a situation and what the future holds, you are
rnissing the true purpose for reading cards. The future is not some pre-
.rrdained, immovable series of events. If it were, there would be no point
irr card reading, no point in spell craft, no point in learning the art of
Witchcraft, and indeed, no point in any type of spiritual or religious pur-
srrit and prayer since nothingwould be changeable. As a third-generation
l iir nrily Tiadition witch (described in my books on Green witchcraft: Folk
NItgic, Fairy Lore 6 Herb Craft, 1996; Green Witchcraft II: Balancing Light

r r r t t I S had aw, 199 9; and Gr een Witchcraft III : The Manual, 2000; and Green
A,ltrgic: The Sacred Connection to Nature,2002, allwith Llewellyn publica-
t irns), my point of view is quite clearly in opposition to predestination
.rrrtl unchangeable futures. The movement of time and events is fluid,
,rrrtl (hc energy of the Divine as the Power may be called upon to bring
rirrirlance, to show how things are currently aligned, and to suggest op-
t i.rrs firr making desired changes. This ability to make changes and shape
('ilr'owrlfuture is what defines both the magic of witchcraft and the ex-
t'rt isc <ll'Frce Will.

Whilc I consider the term
llrc orrc gcncrally used and

"divination" insufficient for readings, it is
commonly understood. However, I must
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emphasize the explicit spiritual interpretation of the Divine within div-

ination. My feeling is that the cards provide a venue for connection of the

reader with the Divine, being a visual, tactile object through which the

Divine-the Goddess and the God to the Witch-may offer counseling

to the inquirer or querant by the opening of psychic pathways. It is
through this linking that the reader and the querant ask the Divine for
direction and advice to aid in the making of informed personal decisions'

The key here is that it is up to individuals to make the choices that are

appropriate to them, whether they feel comfortable with these choices,

are willing to try something new or are disposed to accept the possible

results of their actions or lack thereof. Not everyone makes use of the in-
formation presented in a reading, but often simply being aware of the

possible consequences or flow of energy is sufficient for them to be pre-

pared for whatever reason. It is important to recognize that the cards do

not spell out your fate, that they do not control anything, and that there

is nothing scary about them. Their function is to provide a venue for a
reader to access the psychic intuition that is naturally present in all peo-

ple, but more developed in some than others.

For the reader, the connection with the Divine implies a reciprocal un-

derstanding that what is being seen in the cards is a sacred trust. If you

are not clear on what you see, winging it is not an option. People who go

to readers are seeking advice and may be in an emotional state at the

time. Tiying to carry on a reading when you are simply not getting any-

thing on the psychic level is not a good idea. You could explain that you

are having an off day, and that while you could describe the meaning

of the cards as they lie you are not up for a deeper reading. Be attentive to

the reactions of the people you read for, since at times a person may be

nervous or upset, and you do not want to further alarm him or her by

not offering at least a cursory reading ofthe cards.

Reading the Tarot
Reading cards is a talent that anyone can develop. There are two basic

ways to read cards: by the surface meaning of the cards and by the intu-
itive meaning of the cards. The first method requires only the memoriza-

tion of the meanings for the cards, which are then recited as the cards are

turned up in a spread. While not totally dissatisfring, this technique is

I Part Onc

vcry limiting and, if used without any psychic input, may be difficult to
interpret coherently since each card has more than one meaning. This
rurethod requires the reader to find the common thread among the cards
in the spread as relating to the question asked, and if this is not ad-
clressed, then there is a possibility that there is a different message being
brought forward. The second method, however, utilizes both the general
meanings of the cards and the psychic visions that come to the reader
while looking at the cards. This provides an in-depth interpretation and,
with the psychic intuition engaged, may also run into ancillary matters.
You could reshuffle the remaining stack of cards after alayout to set out
rnodi$ring cards, or follow a train of thought from any one of the cards
in the spread in this manner. My own Tiee of Life spread, as an example,
nray use fifteen cards or all the cards of the deck. Using the tarot regu-
larly, even when starting from the recitation method, will actually help
you develop your innate psychic abilities so that, with practice, more
than the surface becomes apparent to you.

I started deliberately reading cards (as opposed to automatically seeing
things in the cards during card games) in my mid-teens,,using a regular
dcck of playing cards and depending almost entirely on my intuitive feel-
ings and visions. In fact, I created my Tree of Life Spread at this time
based on the seven-card layout of a standard solitaire game, then moving
on from that as the inspiration came to me. The seven cards became the
branches of the tree, then there followed a tree trunk of two cards linked
to the center card of the branches, a circle of roots of five cards, and
within this the heart of the tree with one card. The spread simply came to
nrc, as did the name for the spread, and it has been a highly successful
nrcans of reading for me. While you may start working with one or two
sprcads, do not be surprised if you begin to create your own patterns.

'l'he combination of assigned meanings and psychic perception will be
slightly different for each person who reads cards, but he or she will have
lo lcarn to be confident and trust their own intuitive powers. I have
l<nown readers who began by carefully adhering to the written pamphlet
corrclations between cards and their import; after a time they found
tlrcnrsclves qualifring their readings with their own impressions that
bcgan to appear jointly with the cards. This is a case of developing those
psychic gifts that reside within each of us. When you start looking at
trrrrls arrd chcclcing your sorlrccs for thc intcnt of the card, you may
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recognize a different meaning in the card than is given in your source' so

do not feel your intuition has less value than the written words. As your

skill increases, you will see images superimposed over the pictures of the

cards, and after awhile you will be able to look at any given court card

and see someone relevant to the person for whom you are reading. From

there it is a short step to seeing motion in the cards, with events unfold-

ing before your psychic eye as the querant seeks further information on

some portion of the reading.

Ground and Center for a Spiritual Reading
When you read the cards, you may do so either without any verbal con-

tributions from the querant or with the person's active participation as.

you consult over the relevancy of a card and your impressions of a par-

ticular question from the querant. The method is up to the individual.

When going into a reading, the important thing is to ground and center,

so that you can focus on the reading itself, not on attitudes, making an

impression, being self-conscious, or saying the right or wrong thing.

The term "ground and center" is used frequently in Witchcraft in rela-

tion to ritual, magic working, and spell casting, but it is also a vital step in
tarot reading. What you are doing is focusing your personal energy in-
ward and draining off into the Earth beneath your feet any chaotic or

tension-inducing energies so that you are relaxed. Next, you pull up into

yourself the powerful energy of the Earth, seeing and feeling this energy

blending with your own, perhaps following the cycles of the chakras or,

more simply, weaving the energy around your body internally and into

your hands while holding the cards. I usually hold the cards to my heart

for this, but it is the passage of energy that matters. When the reading is

over, touch the ground with the palms of your hands, envisioning the ex-

cess energy draining out, leaving you with sufficient personal energy so

that you are not left feeling depleted. If you do not ground a second time,

the energy builds up internally and will manifest through nervousness'

headache, tension, and irritability. I know some readers who will run

outside after a reading and hug a tree to release the energy, but I prefer to

touch the floor or ground, envisioning the release through the palms into

the Earth, where it can be used as needed.

10 Part One

The way I like to do readings is to shuffle the deck of cards, then have
the querant make a fist and soundly knock on the top of the deck as it lies
fhce down on the table. I immediately put my hands together side by side,
thumbs touching, so the palms are open over the deck and facing the in-
clividual, and I state firmly, "This is YOUR deck." The energy of the knock
from the querant is bounced off the palms and into the deck, reinforcing
the connection with the querant while also linking to me through the
palms for a meaningful reading. After the reading, I shake my hands in
the air, releasing any residual influence, and touch the floor.

In a convention or festival situation, in which numerous readings may
take place in the space of an hour, I find that I can utilize the energy
clrawn up from the Earth without grounding again until the end of the
scssion. For these events, wherein there is usually a line of people formed
arrd waiting for readings during a predetermined time slot, I will lightly
shake my hands and shuffle or fan the deck of cards to warre through the
a ir quickly between readings, thus releasing the influence of the previous
cluerant prior to having the new person knock on the deck.

I find there are some people who want to discuss a specific issue, and
we have a quick consultation that is very focused, with an ongoing con-
vcrsation relating to the cards. In this type of reading, a person may want
to pursue the relevancy of a card, and I find that through discussion, my
psychic impression of the card will change to follow the direction of the
inquiry. This does not change the reading, but allows a glimpse into pe-
ripheral regions relating to the reading. occasionally someone will sit at
thc table, knock on the deck, and sit back slouched with folded arms,
waiting in silence to see what I have to say. I recently had a man sit for a
lrcc reading during such a convention and he had all the body language
.l'sclf-assured skepticism. Because I ground and center, I am no longer
lware of the person's incredulity, but focused on the cards. In this case, I
lcrncmber it distinctly because of the man's reaction. Looking at the
cirrds, I read them, recounting the visions and stating what I saw. As I
spol<c I became aware that the arms unfolded, the man sat upright, and
lris rnouth fell open. When I finished, he stood up and said shakily, "you
Irirvc no idea how exact you were."well, actually, I did, but I let it go at
llrlt. I Ic left the table telling the people in the line, "She's GOODI" While
rt is always gratiflring to hear praise, I am also amused. I do not seek to
stlrtlc ilnyonc with a rcading or to imprcss thc qucrant, but know instcad
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that what I do is through the gift of the Goddess, and so there is no doubt

in my mind that I will see what She feels is relevant. It is a matter of trust-
ing the intuitive insight She provides. In this sense, I often feel I am

merely the conduit for Her purpose, and that suits me just fine.

To Charge or Not to Charge,
That Is the Question

One of the questions about,reading cards is whether or not it is morally

or legally right to charge a querant money for a reading. This issue is one

that you as a reader must decide on your own, but for what it is worth, I
shall put in my two cents. I have read for many friends without charge,

simply because I enjoyed the cards and the experience, read for people

who were total strangers and charged for a spiritual consultation, and

read for strangers without charging. My feeling is that when people are

charged money for a reading, they tend to assume the role of a customer,

and are psychologically more likely to expect to have a lot of time and en-

ergy expended on their behalf whether the cards warrant this or not,

until the reading runs to their satisfaction. If you are not comfortable

with this, but would like some kind of monetary compensation, you

might want to simply have a container labeled for donations.

Be aware that there are folks who will want what they consider to be

their money's worth, and there are folks who will feel that they are in the

position of consumer with the reader as some kind of retail spiritual

clerk. I avoid doing readings for people who address readings as com-

modities, but that is just my preference. Dealing with the public at large

may work for you, or you may find there are people you read for who

annoy you, in which case it could be the circumstance rather than the

reading or the people. My preference is to read for people who appreciate

the reading. Barter is always a fun experience, or trading readings with
one another. You have to determine your own preferences, but do not let

yourself be bullied by anyone who attempts to press for one practice or
another. The idea of never charging is not a practical one. If you want to

try and make a living from doing readings, first check on the local and

state laws relating to psychic readings. Then make an honest assessment

of your abilities. It is best to start off doing free readings among your
friends and family when first learning the tarot. Make an effort to know
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the cards, for people obviously will not want to pay you if you are flip-
ping through a pamphlet to do readings. The amount you charge is up to
you, based on your experience, ability, and what the local reader's market
is like. Do not demean yourself by undercharging if you feel your read-
ings are worth a certain amount, but remember that the cost of the read-
ing should not be your focal point, or your mind will be on the payment
instead of on the cards.

Decide where you want to read. You could approach a shop that sells

Wiccan supplies, for example, perhaps offering to do a few readings for
free one day as a means of attracting customers to the store. Or the store

may allow you to set up a table in a room and/or by the door. Do not be

surprised ifthe store expects a percentage ofyour earnings, for they are

in business after all. You may want to place an ad in a store or selected

newsletters for individual or party readings, and there are many corpora-
tions who hire readers for entertainment at conventions or company
events. Some people do readings in their homes, and again, you need to
be aware of the laws and community regulations regarding having a busi-
ness in your home. If you do have readings at home, these ought to be by
appointment and scheduled with plenty of time between sessions so you
do not become fatigued, have people milling about the house unat-
tended, or cars jamming the street and annoying your neighbors. Have a
room set aside for readings that is comfortable and not ostentatious. The
drama of many lit candles, tons of incense smoke, or scarves draped over
the lamps is up to you, but remember that the people for whom you read

may have allergies, that candles generate heat, and that a tipped-oyer can-

dle can cause a devastating fire. While I have heard readers talk about one

cxtreme to the other in decorating taste, I really do not feel that it is any-

<rne's place to tell you how to design your readingarea. Go with what you
irre comfortable with, what you feel will draw rather than repel people,
and what gives you a sense of grounding and connection to the Divine. If
things do not work out, you can always change the decor. The key is to be
llcxible.

Relating to Various Throt Decks
As I nrcutioned beforc, I find that certain decks have a feel to them that
rnirl<.cs tlrcrrr rrr<rrc attuncd to spccific typcs of readings. I find The Nigel
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Iackson Tarot Deck (Llewellyn Publications) to be excellent for doing

many readings in a row. I call this my Teflon'* deck because the energies

of the querants do not stick to it as they do with other cards. This makes

the deck especially good for readings at conventions, gatherings, festivals,

and an)'where that numerous people are involved because I can move

from one person to another without having to expend energy releasing

the influences of the previous querant. Some decks are a lot more ab-

sorbent and need a good pass through incense smoke to be readied for

the next reading, and others are so spongy that I reserve them for specific

people I read for frequently or for myself.

Good, all-around versatile decks includ e The Robin Wood Throt (Robin

Wood and Michael Short; Llewellyn Publications), which utilizes sump-

tuous colors in traditional visuals, and The Sacred Circle Throt (by Anna

Franklin and Paul Mason; Llewellyn Publications), which follows Celtic

and Pagan themes. The Witches Tarot (EIlen Cannon Reed and Martin
Cannon; Llewellyn Publications) is a powerful deck with clear-cut Wic-

can imagery. Now that Llewellyn Publications is the U.S' and Canada dis-

tributor of the European tarot decks of Lo Scarabeo, along with their

own beautiful and meaningful tarot decks produced by various writers

for the publisher, the world of choice has opened quite a lot since the

days when it was impossible to find anything in America besides the

bright yellow Rider-Waite deck. These European decks are fascinating,

not only because they are noted in Spanish, Italian, French, German, and

English, but also because many are facsimiles of historical tarot decks

from parts of ltaly and France dating from 1450 to 1725, 1764, 1780,

1810, 1835, 1860, and 1880, plus there are a number of excellent theme

decks that are beautifully illustrated. The Secrets Deck is romantic and

darkly gothic in tone, while the charmingly eafthy Fairy Tarot ttilizes the

German suits of Bells, Acorns, Leaves, and Hearts. The Celtic Tarots (G.

Gaudenzi and S. Tenuta, Lo Scarabeo) is a modern rendition that in-

cludes motifs arranged by suits for myths; the T[atha de Danann' who

are the Sidhe or Fairy Folk of Ireland; heroes; and history. With so many

styles and designs to choose from, you are bound to find a deck that

seems to speak to you, that reaches out to you. When you feel this sensa-

tion in the presence of a tarot deck, it is likely to make a good choice.
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Methods of Reading Throt
Si'ce the reading of cards is one of individual psychic development, you
rrced to discover through trial and error what method works best for you.
I have experimented with different shuffling techniques and layouts, and
lrave found the type that suits me, but these may not be right for you. For
rnyself, I first fan out the cards in a deck and wave the cards through the
rrir or through incense smoke to clear them of residual energies and to
trwaken them if the cards have sat in a box or bag for a while. The next
thing I do is shuffle them a bit to energize them, then set the deck on the
I ir ble. I ask the querant if there is a particular matter to be addressed, and
il'so, I ask that the person focus on this, then rap the deck with the
kruckles of the fist of the power hand (the one favored-usually the
writing hand). I then ground and center, taking the deck and holding it
i' my hands close to my heart as I feel the energy rising from the Earth
through my feet, up my body, down my arms, and out of my hands into
thc cards, while also feeling the opening of the crown of my head to the
bright white light of the Divine. In this way, I become a conduit for the
( ioddess of the Earth and the universe, channeling the energy into the
t ards and opening my psychic vision. This done, I shuffle the cards, fo-
t using on the issue the querant desired information about, or simply on
(hc querant ifa general reading is sought.

\\4ren the time feels right, usually indicated by repetition in the shuf-
lling pattern,I set down the deck and cut it into three stacks. The bottom
.l'the deck forms the first stack, the middle section of the deck forms the
sccond stack to my left of the first stack, and the top (remaining) section

'l' lhe deck forms the third stack to my left of the second stack. Now I
l,ick up the second (middle) stack, then place it on top of the first stack
(t. the right of the middle), and under these combined stacks goes the
t lr i rd stack (to the left of the middle) . The cards are ready to be dealt out
irr a'y pattern, called a spread, that I feel appropriate, and the reading
( ()n)rnences. It reads like a long procedure, but aciually it takes only a few
rrorncnts. \44ren the reading is over, I shake my hands, gather up the
,.rrcls, shuffle them, fan them out, and pass them through incense smoke
( )r wirvc briskly in the air, freeing them of any residual energies. If a read-
irrli is lcngthy and complex, I may feel a need to touch my palms to the
glorrncl irficrwarcl to rclcasc thc tension-otherwise, I may do several



readings before touching the ground. You will simply have to judge when

to do this.

Of course there are other methods of preparing for a reading, and

some readers prefer to have the querant handle the cards, shuffle them, or

draw the proper number for a spread out from a face-down fanning of
the deck on the table. Do what feels right for you. I have had times when

I wanted the querant to select cards randomly from the fanned-out deck,

and others when I wanted the person to hold the deck and focus on the

issue of concern. The difference seems to be in the energy flow of the

querant, which is something that I sense and work with.

Card Values

In learning to read the tarot, the listings of meanings for a card should be

whittled down to what relates to the information sought, question asked,

or surrounding cards, as with a nonspecific reading when the querant

seeks only a general idea of current surrounding influences. This means

that not all meanings listed for a card apply in any given reading. Nothing

can be more confusing to the querant than to have a list of possible

meanings rattled offwith no clue as to which one is pertinent, so use your

intuitive powers to get an overall impression from the cards present so

they form a cohesive unit. Visions or sensing a strong interpretation for a

card should prevail over all, since the tarot is a tool of mediumship, chan-

neling, and connection with the Divine in counseling. You may want to

read each card as it falls, or turn over a laid-out spread one by one, or you

may prefer to see the spread all at once for a unified impression. Usually,

the cards can be connected into a lucid sequence of events and impres-

sions, and this is how you should read them. Other times, there are spe-

cific areas covered in a placement, and the card should be read to relate to

that place meaning. Even after following the place settings of the cards,

there is still a flow between them that you will perceive and relate to.

I feel that since reversed cards are a recent innovation, and there are suf-

ficient cards in the deck for a concise reading, these reverse meanings may

be ignored as you right the card, or else they may be read as lessening the

influence of the card or delaying the influence. Again, you will learn to

trust your intuition with practice, and let this be your guide in the inter-

pretations. For me, the Aces are power cards, and I always read them as up-
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right. Remember that in the original tarot decks the number cards were
tlouble-sided, meaning that there were no reverses for these. The court
cards and Major Arcana were pictures that could be seen as upside-down,
but as these were considered power cards or people cards, they were
righted for the readings. Today, all the cards tend to be illustrated, so you
rnust decide for yourself what avenue of approach to use, and I will list
sLrggested reverse meanings later on.

There are those who say that you must stick to one style of reading so
ts to gain proficiency, but I believe that nothing in Nature is stationary,
so why should we attempt to be contrary to Nature? If you normally turn
rcverses right side up, but in a reading your psychic pull tells you that a
rcversed card should be read as delay or lesser power, then do so. ifthe
spread you use has a set guide for each space where you place a card, but
you see an unfolding series of events, read it the way you see it. The read-
ing is not for you, but for the querant, and if there is something that the
l)ivine wants to impart, it will be there.

In the area of revealing the import of the cards, tact is a major consid-
cration. You need to be carefirl with how you phrase things. I did a read-
ing for a woman who was trying to come to a decision about a man she
said was her boyfriend, and while the cards were obviously telling her it
wi.rs time to let go, she was the type of person who needed to be told in no
rrncertain terms what was being indicated. I prefer to let people draw
thcir own conclusions from the influences indicated in the cards, so that
they can see what the possible outcomes are for any particular action
thcy might take. This woman, however, was not content with that, and
wanted the blunt, in-your-face meaning of the spread. Her strong energy
was clearly reflected in the cards, and she was finally satisfied with having
lhis presented to her in no uncertain terms. For her, the reading pro-
llrcssed from showing that the influences for a relationship were not
lhcre, to flatly stating that the cards showed the guy simply was not inter-
1'stccl-5s how could he be her boyfriend much less a candidate for mar-
r iagc? She accepted that, and I felt she had to aheady know this, but
rvl ntcd to ground herself psychically before accepting his rejection of her
rornautic overtures. For her part, she acknowledged the reality of the sit-
trrrtirlu and even admitted that the man was really only an acquaintance
whonr shc was pursuing, and recognized that she was on the borderline
lrctwccn ardcnt and harassing. with that undcrstood, shc was able to let
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go without a loss of self-esteem-the chemistry or energy for a relation-

ship just was not there.

Care must be taken in reading cards in a spread that may seem to have

a heavily negative overtone. The individual cards themselves depict vari-

ous influences and conditions-things that you may interpret as giving

warnings about negative energies, about delays or obstacles, and offer al-

ternative avenues of approach to a problem or situation. If you see a

physical death in the cards, should you reveal this? Tough decision. By

withholding the information, a person may be shocked when the event

occurs, but by giving the information, a person may blame you for the

event. You need to determine what the person seems willing to listen to,

and approach with consideration to the person's feelings. You could ask if
someone is ailing, if this is what you see, or if the querant has checked

with a close relative (for example) lately, and if not, that this might be

worth doing.
When I see something momentous in a reading, I will try to draw out

from the querant what this relates to, and usually the person is already

aware of a problem and appreciates the confirmation in order to be pre-

pared. In other cases, I prefer to give a more indirect warning, so that in-

stead of saying, for example, "You will be in a car wreck in two daysi' I

would say, "You have to be very careful, focused, and aware of your sur-

rounding when driving for the next two days because there is a lot of

chaotic energy around you and automobiles." The first interpretation

leaves no opportunity in the mind of the querant to avoid the situation,

while the second interpretation offers the querant a chance to avert an

accident. Remember that the primary goal of a reading is to see what en-

ergies are influencing a situation and how to work with them or deflect

them as desired by the querant.

Not all negatively influenced readings reflect the true situation, so be

prepared to assess the emotional state of the querant. There are times

when the person getting the reading has already determined that every-

thing is awful, and this is passed on into the cards. To overcome this, you

must draw up additional energy from the Earth and from the Universe to

get a clearer picture of any given situation.

The other end of the spectrum is what I like to call the "huppy' happy'

joy, joy" readings, where the querant is so enthusiastic and optimistic,

and everything turns up gloriously in the cards. Perhaps this is a realistic
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assessment, since there are people who, without thinking about it, ma-
nipulate energy by sheer upbeat personal energy. These are the rare,
haloed ones-people who succeed at everything with very little effort,
and I can only imagine that they are high up in the spiritual scales. With
these people, you have to look through the overlay of optimism to see

what is really happening below the surface-otherwise, all you can say is
that everything is just great. By focusing beneath or past the aura, which
looks like a bright sparlding haze,you can then make out the sensible in-
lirrmation. Yes, this is generally a reading of good things, but beyond that,
you can see what is going on when and where, in career or family, and so
lirrth.

Once you have given your reading, there may be some areas needing
clarification, so you may want to take one of the cards from the spread
lnd use it as a base for another spread laid over it. In this case, you are fo-
cused on the issue represented in the card, and you gather, reshuffle, cut,
collect, and cast the next spread to broaden the scope of the information
lcceived through the earlier card. with my Tree of Life spread, illustrated
lir tcr on in this book, I can lay out the spread in a single layer, and if seek-
irrg more information, continue to lay out the cards without reshuffling.
Another technique is to lay out the cards in a spread, then reshuffle the
rcmaining cards in your hands and lay out one or more to extend the
rcading of a particular card in the spread. These additional cards form
little rivers or branches extending from those cards being further investi-
liatcd. This type of layout is done after the complete spread is first laid
orrt. If a spread has ten cards, for example, you would cast the ten
,irrcls, and as you are reading them, you might pause at one of these
t ir rcls, shuffle the remaining deck again, and run a few cards off the one
tlrat interested you for clarification. An important thing to keep in mind
whcn expanding a reading is to not over-stress your own energy levels. If
y()u f'cel you are becoming trred, fuzzy-headed, or headachy, draw up
r r r o rc Earth energy for support.

Sorne people become tarot addicts and want a reading every day, or
.'ve n scveral times a day. This is not a good idea, and unless you want to
lict calls at all hours of the day and night you should advise people that
{)n(e ir r-nonth is more than sufficient, with once every six months being
tlrc lrcst practice. You do not want to enable the tarot as a tool for some-
.r)(' t() ptrt off thc dccisions of daily lifc, so you may find you nced to pnt
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your psychic foot down with the querant who never seems to get enough

information before taking any type of action.

As you experiment with the tarot cards and develop your psychic abil-

ities, avoid letting the cards become the end all of your activities. The key

to readings is that they provide insight for a situation, but the situation

will not be resolved simply by reading the cards-action or response of

some sort must also take place. The cards only offer a glimpse of how

things are currently lined up, but that can change depending on what is

or is not done by the querant. This is not to say that the tarot may not be

used daily by any means. Drawing a single card at random from your

deck in the morning while focusing on asking what the tone for the day

will be can help you see at the outset what influences are working around

you. This does not entail a deep reading with a detailed card spread, just

a quick glance at what is in the air, and is much like pulling a daily rune

from a rune pouch. Doing a daily spread for yourself is fine for the prac-

tice, but after awhile you will probably discover that there simply is not

enough time between readings for them to offer much variation, and

with mostly mundane matters reflected in the cards, the scope of the

readings becomes very narrow.

Numbers and Suits

Numerology can play a part in the readings, and there are additional

meanings for multiples of numbered cards. Each number, 2 through 10,

has its own significance in the tarot, and is influenced by the suit. Each

suit has its own qualities and influences the tone of the spread by the

amount represented, so that if, for example, the cards are mostly wands,

the reading is mainly career and creativity focused. If there are three or

more cards of one number, the number itself indicates the focus of the

reading, so that if the spread with the mostly wands cards contains sev-

eral 6s, you know the reading is more likely attuned to career and an im-

pending decision. The suit of an Ace in a spread of cards may be used to

indicate a timetable, subject to interpretation, which is covered in part

three.
I see an overall influence in a spread by the general interpretation for

the pips or court cards, as well as by additional meanings for multiples of

3 and,4 of the same card. Thus, there are three or four suits represented
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to achieve the multiples of a numb er-2 of wands, swords, cups, and
coins gives you four 2s. An additional number comes from the Major Ar-
cana, so that ii in this example, there is also the Drawing Down the
Moon (High Priestess) card in the casting, then there are five 2s, since
this is the numeral usually assigned to that Major Arcana card. while
doubles of the numbers 2 through 10 in a spread are not normally given
special significance, I generally interpret this as a lightweight influence of
the number, so a spread with two 10s, as an example, indicates moderate
success in the subject of the reading. when there are several sets of mul-
tiple cards, I read them as a coherent and interrelated whole based on the
other cards and the subject ofthe reading. Aces and court cards have ad-
ditional meanings for doubles, with Aces indicating something powerful
and impressive, and court cards relating to people interactions and social
cvents. The Aces are also matched in the Major Arcana with the witch
(Magician) as the number 1.

Meditations and Pathworking
Meditation is a good process for gaining a feel for the cards of the Major
Arcana, for it involves looking inward without payrng attention to the ex-
tcrnals, and provides a means of receiving information from the Divine
and the universal unconscious-the storehouse of universal experience
irccessible through altered states of consciousness. There are different ways
,f meditating, and you should follow the type that suits your needs. When
you have an issue requiring clarification, a problem for which you cannot
sccm to find a solution, or a remedy you cannot quite grasp, meditation
will often remove the barriers to creativity and lucid thought. Through
rrrcditation you release the subconscious mind to work on a problem that
your conscious mind was perhaps too busy or impeded to properly ad-
tlrcss. conscious fear of change, inadequacy, hopelessness, or uncertainty
r:rrr stymie the creative process on that level, so this is when you tell the
tonscious mind to lie down and take a rest, and let the enthusiastic energy
.l'(lrc subconscious mind take over. For each type of meditation, you first
Iotrrs on the issue you want to see resolved, then dismiss it from your
rrrinrl-stop thinking about it-and proceed to the meditation.

()nc method of meditation is to simply go for a walk. your conscious
rrrincl is actually occtrpicd with thc activities of moving your feet, noting
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the distances and motions of objects, the scent of the air, the sounds of
the birds, and the view of the landscape around you. While this is hap-

pening, the subconscious mind is plugging away at the problem, and the

answer will burst upon your consciousness as a sudden bolt of insight.

You snap your fingers and say something like,'Of course!" and finish

your walk with a huppy, light step. A second method of meditation is to

think about what you are seeking, then lie down and relax, releasing your

cares into a half-sleep. During this time you are accessing the subcon-

scious mind, but you are not in a dream state. This method is best for

healing and matters of the heart: love, loneliness, remorse, companion-

ship, and the like.

For tarot meditations, there is a third style-sitting comfortably but

erect, with both feet on the floor and hands resting in your lap, so that

you are ready to gain insight into specific problems or issues by address-

ing them. The procedure is usually two-fold: breathing and visualizing.

Begin with breathing and muscle relaxation exercises to release tension'

(a pattern of mentally counting "one, two" then holding a count while in-

haling, and exhaling to "one, two" and holding a count before resuming

the process, while also tensing and relaxing the muscles from the feet up-

ward and down again), then move into a visualization to take you to a

safe place from where you move on to find a solution as presented to you

by the beings you encounter in your travels or from looking into a reflec-

tive surface at the destination (a pool, well, cauldron, etc.). You can also
'slip into a meditative state by standing in a relaxed position and letting

your thoughts detach and take flight. For meditating with the tarot, the

easiest method is to be seated at a table while gazing at a selected card,

seeking from within yourself the hidden meanings of the symbols and

how they apply to you. This enables you to tap into the Universal Con-

sciousness of symbols and unspoken interpretations, of senses and feel-

ings, of intuition and comprehension.

Pathworking is also a method for developing your insight for each

card of the tarot. It is very much like a sitting meditation, only what you

are doing is encountering specifically the beings on each card, walking

with them for a while in their setting,listening to what they may speak or

indicate through gesture and action, and learning directly from the card

what meaning it holds for you. The technique is often used in association

with a Kabbalah pattern for magic called thc Trcc of t.if-c (dil'{crcnt from
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rny card spread), which depicts three pillars containing ten forms of
being, interlinked through pathways. The whole is a blueprint for show-
ing the process of bringing something into being through the application
of manifesting force into a form-that is, creating through concept. The
cards of the Minor Arcana are aligned with the forms by suits and court
cards, while the cards of the Major Arcana are the twenty-two pathways
between these ten structures, or emanations. This area of study was pop-
tularized by the Rosicrucians and the Hermetic Order of the Golden
l)awn, and plays a strong role in Ceremonial Magic. It is because of two
scparate ideas of where the Major Arcana cards should be placed on the
'liee of Life that the strength and fustice cards may be reversed in their
numbering, with the Golden Dawn changing the numbers from l1 for
Strength and 8 for Justice to 8 for Strength and I 1 for |ustice. Today, de-
pcnding on the tarot deck, these cards have either number, with most of
the older numbered decks favoring 11 for Strength, but the newer decks
(as with the various interpretations of the Rider-Waite Throt) using 8 for
strength since it actually fits on the Tiee better at that position. However,
the earliest decks from five centuries ago were not numbered at all, and
irny numbering is only a couple of centuries old, so use what you feel is
lppropriate.

The archetypes of the Major Arcana may be applied to any magical
system simply because they are universal concepts. Pathworking, then,
ruay be done with or without the Tree of Life method, simply by moving
witl"r the card imagery, or through envisioning the starting and ending
points on the Tree and traveling along the bridgeway linkage with the
r;r rd imagery. In either situation, you are opening yourself to the subtle
rrrcanings of the card. Pathworking may also be done as a guided medita-
lion by having someone else work with you, or by using a recording that
yorr have purchased or created for yourself.

Now that you have a little background information on the tarot, take
()u[ your deck to use along with the next two parts, or use the illustra-
li,ns provided, and let's get started on the cards. Part two is devoted to
tlrc Major Arcana, and part three looks at the Minor Arcana, including
tlrt' rnultiples. After this the cards of the individual suits are addressed,
lrll.wccl by information on using spreads and looking at the relationship
lr.lwccrr paircd cards. Finally, a list of keywords, tarot exercises, and a
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record-keeping chart rounds out the text. The idea of tarot reading is to

enjoy what you are doing.
If you would like to consecrate your deck before using, you may do so

by stating, "I call upon the Goddess and the God, the Power of the Earth

and Sky, Moon, and Sun, that this deck be consecrated to my use." Then

sprinkle a little sea salt over the deck as you state, "by Elemental Earth";

pass the deck through incense smoke, "by Elemental Air"; pass the deck

quickly through a candle flame as you state, "by Elemental Fire"; and

sprinkle very lightly (so as not to damage the cards) with spring water as

you state, "and by Elemental Water" (wipe off any water spots), "is this

deck cleansed and made ready for my use' so mote it be." An alternate

method is to pass the deck through incense smoke and set it on the pen-

tacle while stating words of purification and consecration: "Through in-

cense smoke is this deck cleansed and purified, grounded by the

pentacle, and consecrated to my use by the power of the Lady and the

Lord. So Mote It Be!" Wrap the deck in silk or cotton cloth without the

box it came in. Any color may be used for the cloth, but it should have

significance for you, such as black for protective power and warding neg-

ativity, purple for spiritual power, green for Earth power, red for success

power, silver for Lunar power' or gold for Solar power. Place the wrapped

cards in a box or other special place where you may safely keep them

when not in use.
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Part Two

Mruun flncnnn

Learning the Cards
The titles of the Major Arcana cards as presented in this section
reflect my view of the Green (Nature) outlook of Witchcraft,
and are demonstrative of Craft aspects, spirituality, mytholo-
gies, rituals, symbols, tools, and customs. The associations made
at the end of each interpretation show how the cards relate to
the practices of Witchcraft. The symbology is relevant to the
Craft, without reference to those attributes created in the latter
nineteenth century linking the tarot to astrology or the Kab-
balah, and can stand on their own for the intuitive links and
psychic channels they open for the reader. The tarot as pre-
sented here is not a complicated structure, but a tool of psychic
vision that relies on the universal symbolism recognized deep
within the human spirit and released through the subconscious
mind. While the eight Sabbats were not followed by all pagan

cultures as a universal practice, today they are (in the main) an
accepted feature for most of those working within the Craft,
and these holy days of celebration forming the eight-spoked
\44reel of the Year are thus incorporated into the interpretations
of the Major Arcana.

Spirituality is an evolving thing, and there are cards in the
Major Arcana that address this. Pathworking that draws the
Witch into closer alignment with the meanings of the cards and
tlrc archctypcs they represent may be done without relying on a
nurnllcrcd scqLlcltce, which is pcrtincnt sincc the Major Arcana



cards were not originally numbered but free flowing like the reality of
life. At various times in our life travels we feel the influence of specific

forces that can be identified within certain cards, often with several cards

relating to our experiences at the same time. The Major Arcana is not a

linear progression, just as the concept of time to the Witch is not linear,

thus allowing for time to be manipulated. As such, these cards provide a

visual imprint for the sensations, events, milestones, and emotions that

flow and swirl throughout a person's life. By using imagery related to

Witchcraft, I hope to make these connections easier to feel and grasp.

The Major Arcana are twenty-two cards representing universal arche-

types that relate to personal growth, life experience and lessons, and

cosmic influence. Think of the term "archetype" as the basic form from

which all others like it originate-the templates for all that exists. Then

think of the matrix from which these archetypes originate and are

birthed into being as the gestating womb of the Goddess as Universal

Creatrix. The Major Arcana addresses these original forms as visual im-

ages that make a wordless impression on the subconscious mind and res-

onate through intuitive perception.

\A4rile a person may view the cards as indicative of a life journey in

which the Fool develops into the Sage, or in which the Fool represents

events unfolding from a fresh start to a conclusion in the World, the real-

ity is that life does not follow such a simplistic pattern. The Fool may ap-

pear at any point in life, and each conclusion of the World is trumped by

the returning Fool, ushering in another new beginning. The Fool is the

Joker in regular playing cards and is a wild card, meaning that it is

free to interact and blend with any card in the deck, and this approach

can be applied to the Major Arcana as well. Using the cards to indicate a

life journey is not the conducting of a reading so much as a meditation in

which you are passing through the various archetypes at any given time,

and there is a discussion on how to do this in Appendix A. The inter-

pretations in readings for your journey of life may be integrated with

personal pathworking as you proceed, through which you seek inner en-

lightenment by meditating upon each card over a period of time that

may encompass hours, days, weeks, months' or years' Because we change

as time passes and our response to our surroundings alters as new per-

ceptions dawn and understandings grow so the tarot changes to keep

pace, remaining fresh and full of new insight with cvcry ttsc so that chart-
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irg our personal growth becomes a fascinating challenge of lessons
lcarned and new discoveries. |ournal keeping is an absolute necessity for
plthworking, allowing us to see how our view of each card of the Major
Arcana changes over time, sometimes even returning to an original per-
t cption after a period of absence.

For the purpose of this book, the Major Arcana will be seen as indicat-
irrg the thematic influences in a reading, bringing significant power and
scope in response to the question addressed, or desired information con-
tcrning grounded events and circumstances. on a divination basis, the
lrrrot acts as a practical guide, one in which the cards become a useful
(..1 for channeling psychic energy and spiritual connection from the
lr.rth and the Divine in order to derive useful and relevant information.

As you review the pages devoted to each card, you should lay the ap-

Propriate card from your own tarot deck on top of the card pictured or
rrsc the cards illustrating the text as your focus. Relax and look at the
, l rcl, opening yourself to the subconscious meanings the symbology stirs
within you. This is a rudimentary exercise of pathworking through which
v.u draw together or merge the associations listed and the impressions
.btained from your card. I find that even after using a deck for years,
llrcre is always a new insight to be gained from simply holding the card in
,r rpriet moment and letting the designs speak to the inner mind.

Green Imagery for the Major Arcana
I )ivination with the tarot invokes the Lunar aspect of the Goddess, bring-
irrg the arcane (secret) meanings of the cards to the reader through both
syrrrbolism and intuitive insight. To recap in brief: the tarot has Major
,rrrtl Minor Arcanas, with the first being archetypes of powers, fates, and
.rrivcrsal images, and the latter (the source of modern playing cards)
I't'irrg the mundane descriptives of daily life, encounters, events, personal
.rsPi1n1ien5, and both internal and external impediments to attaining
11,rrrls. Mrile some newer decks are more Pagan oriented, most still retain
r t't.nstructed non-Pagan negative images, of which the Devil card is the
rrrost n<lticcable.

With (lrccn Witchcraft, the approach to the tarot is based on Earth
rrr,r1',ic, Naturc, thc lllcurcutals, and thc Divine as the Lord and thc Lady
,l Nltrrlc. llcncc, thc cirrrls hcrc arc discr.rssccl lhrough thc worldvicw o1-
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the Green Witch who sees the Divine and the Elementals as part of the

Witch's family-mother and father and siblings. The tarot lends itself to

being interpreted using Green imagery by relating the cards to the sea-

sons, Sabbats, Esbats, Fairy lore, herbs, woodland life, stones, rivers, wells'

winds, the arch of the sky with its stars, Sun, and Moon above and the

bounty of Nature below, with fields of grain and wildlife of land and sea.

The Divine is seen in the Witch's perspective of those Goddess and God

motifs that relate to the wilderness, fields, springs, oceans, mountains,

deserts, and skies of the Earth, as well as those of the Sun and the Moon

in their phases and eclipses, and to the Divine life cycles as found in the

blended mythologies within the \tVheel of the Year.

To understand the tarot in terms of the Wheel of the Year, you should

develop a sequence that has meaning for you, which may be included as

part of your personal creed. Like many others, I use the imagery of the

God as Oak King and Holly King, but unlike some views of their rela-

tionship,I see the transition between them as simply a turning point in
the life cycle of the God rather than as Tanist TWins (as heirs to one an-

other, thus one must die for the other to rule), who slay one another in
turn at the Solstices. The cycle I use in relation to the Wheel of the Year

shows the transitions of the Oak King and begins with the birth of the

God as Oak King through the Goddess as Mother atYule. The Goddess as

Crone of Hogmanay (Dec. 31/|an. 1) carries Him cleansed to the purity
of the Mother at lmbolc, who nurtures the infant God, then changes into

the Goddess as Maiden at Ostara with the God as Youth.

The union of the Maiden Goddess and the God as mature Oak King at

Beltane is followed by their marriage at Litha, which is when the God, as

the older and wiser Holly King/Sage, impregnates Her with Himself. An-

other way of looking at this is to envision the God as imparting His vital-

ity into the Goddess, and aging as a consequence of this, for His youthful

aspect is now the seed within the womb of the Goddess. At Lughnassadh,

the God passes His Solar energy into the Goddess as Mother Earth, giv-

ing the grain life-sustaining nourishment while preparing the way for his

own resurrection at Yule. After enriching the vines (or barleycorn) with
the essence of His Spirit seen as wine (or whiskey) at Mabon, He enters

into Underworld to rule as the Lord of Shadows while the Goddess re-

mains alone upon the Earth as both Crone and Mother-to-be. This rneans

that the God has given a three-fold sacrificc of Himsclf itrto tlrc Goddcss
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Ior the benefit of life on Earth: physical vitality, Solar energy, and spiri-
trr;rl essence.

'fhe passage of the God into the womb of the Goddess when She en-
tcrs Underworld as Crone occurs at Samhain, and is followed by the re-
l,rrth of the God as the Child of Light, the Oak King, through the
t iocldess as Mother at Yule. The spiritual mysteries include the dual roles
ol the Goddess as when She is both pregnant and Crone at Mabon, then
( )'one of Winter and Mother at Yule, and include the dual roles of the
t iocl as when He is both Sage and Sun God at Lughnassadh, Hunter upon
tlrc Earth and Lord of Shadows in Underworld after Mabon, and again
l,oth Dark Lord in Underworld and God of Light in the womb of the
t ioddess before Yule.

'i'he reason for the overlappings is that some of the mythology is sea-
:;onal, some is agricultural, and some is the Cycle of Life exemplified by
tlrc God through birth, death, and rebirth, and all of these motifs are
lrlcnded into the \{heel of the Year. This seemingly confusing pattern ac-
trrally fits in with the Witch's relevant view of the intersecting of all the
worlds so that it is quite possible to be in more than one world at the
s;rn.rc time. This is what happens, especially during the practice of magic,
whcn the Witch stands between the worlds. But to the Green Witch, cer-
('nrorry and ritual are not a requirement to make this transition, for the
, onnection is always there, and one need only allow the blending to
llrrnspire.

'l'he first twelve cards of the Major Arcana may be visualized as Craft-
or icnted pairs of either similarity or polarity. The Greenman (Fool) and
tlrc Witch (Magician) work with the Earth powers of Nature, while
| )r'irwing Down the Moon (High Priestess) and Drawing Down the Sun
(llicrophant/High Priest) cards represent sacred communion with the
(,otklcss and with the God. Mother Earth (Empress) and the Horned
t iotl (llmperor) are complimentary emblems of fertility that go beyond
tlrc irbility to procreate to include creativity and nurturing, holding au-
tlrority over, and taking responsibility for what is created. The Lord and
| ,,rtly o1'Greenwood (Lovers) and the Battle Wagon (Chariot) both repre-
.,r'rrt rr balance, but the methods are different-with the first being de-
rivt'tl liorn trust and partnership, while the second is derived from
l','rsonrrl powcr.'l'l"rc crouc (Strcngth) and the Holly King (Hermit/Sage)
.rrr' irrrirl3cs ol-wisclolrr itncl thc powcr- gaincd thr<lugh lilc cxpcricncc and
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education, with the first showing the importance of self-control, hence,

self-guidance, and the second showing the ability to follow an individual-

ized new path and act as a guide to others. The Wheel of the Year (Wheel

of Fortune) and the Standing Stone (lustice) show two aspects of re-

wards, one from external influences of changing events, and the other

from the internal influences of an objective, ethical assessment of events.

The next six cards may be grouped as progressive pairs. The Oak King

(Hanged Man) and the Wild Hunt (Tower) show movement from medi-

tative inaction as an unstable, passive, transitional phase, into one of sud-

den enlightenment with immediate significant change taking place. The

Sidhe (Temperance) and the Star relate to each other through their har-

monious balances. The first shows the rational and intuitive working to-

gether in unity, while the second shows that the resulting inspiration can

be manifested. Nature (Devil) and the Lord of Shadows (Death) are two

images of life passage. The first card shows the relationship with life on

Earth, and how, through personal decision, these conditions may be

changed by having the will to do so, or at least having the ability to accept

how things are without losing perspective or good humor, while the sec-

ond shows that the negative influences in life can be swept aside, ended,

to make way for positive transition and transformation, a new beginning.

The last four cards of the Major Arcana represent the ultimate of the

two sets of pairings. The first pairings of similarity/polarity are capped by

the Moon and Sun, with their own pairing as symbols of intuitive (God-

dess) and rational (God) polarities, as well as symbols for night and day.

Yet they are similar in that both are needed for the fruitful life of the sea

and land, both have their phases and eclipses, and are united in the sky,

one before the other during the solar eclipse. The second pairings of pro-

gression are finalized by Harvest (fudgement) and the World Tree (Uni-

verse) with their reaping of what has been sown and the completion of a

cycle with the start of a new cycle implied through the ending of the cur-

rent one, symbolized in Celtic design by the interlinking of roots with
branches in a vast circle. These cards show that good choices lead to the

satisfring conclusion of Oneness, yet point to a new beginning, taking

the querant back to the unnumbered Greenman (Fool). Harvest and the

World Tree are the easiest cards to read and perhaps the hardest to un-

derstand because, while they may appear to mean that everything has a

satisfactory ending-the great "ta-da" of life , takc a bow, cxit stagc left-
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tlrcy actually relate to a particular aspect or a level of development in
.nc's life, showing an ending that leads to a new or renewed beginning,
,rr a realignment of one's focus into another area of personal, spiritual, or
t'rnotional development. The more these cards seem to conclude a mat-
It'r', the more they point to new horizons.

I consider the Major Arcana to be normally upright cards of power
rrrrlcss I sense that the energy of the card is inhibited or negatively as-

I'ccted by placement in a spread or by the influence of surrounding
.. ,rrcls, which I list here as reverse meanings. As you proceed through the
,lcscriptions for paired relationships later in the book, you will come to
lr ust your intuition in this matter in your practice using the tarot cards.
Since each card is understood in relation to the information sought, the
(plcstion asked, or the surrounding cards, not all of the meanings per-
tirining to a card apply in any given throw. Any list of meanings should be
rrscd only as a guideline, with the words acting as a catalyst for the intu-
ilivc interpretation unfolding from the psychic connection of the reader.

'['he tarot is a tool of mediumship, or channeling, that brings the
r.t'ader into contact with a small portion of Universal Energy to address a

I'irrticular question or problem, or to simply offer guidance and comfort.
ll you see a vision or sense a strong association for a card,whether or not
it uratches the description, then you should follow that interpretation.
While this may sound a bit anarchical, remember that the element of
( llraos is part of the power of the Divine in their Dark Aspects. Not
t'vcrything in Nature follows a pattern, but the eruptions and upheavals
.rr.c nevertheless part of the greater pattern in the flow of life. If the card
sl,caks to you, therefore, with an intuitive pull that moves somewhat
,rlicld from the general interpretations of that card, you should follow the
voicc of the Divine to glean the full message being given to you. I like to
wr itc down significant readings in a brief style, usually not more than a

l)irgc or two in a small journal, so that I can review later the new insights
rirrirrcd fbr different cards under certain circumstances.

'l'hc numbers listed for the cards vary between decks, but since the
.ltlcst snrviving deck (1450, Milan) was not numbered at all, you can de-
, irlt' which numbering system suits you best. For example, I prefer the
rrrrrrrbcr B lirr thc Crone (Strength) and 1l for the Standing Stone (|us-
litt') bccirrrsc I scc ll as a strcng foundation of 4 doubled (four being a

rrrrrrrbcr ol'filuudirtions, lirrrrncss, ancl strcngth), ancl I I as r balancc ol'

l\lrtjru t\tr rtttrt i I



two 1s (one being a singular card of power containing all in unity, thus as

Oneness, it is both beginnings and endings). While these numbers are re-

versed in some of the available tarot decks, they are found in the popular

Rider-Waite deck of the early twentieth century and any of those subse-

quent decks that relate to this one. It is through your envisionment and

associations that the numbers apply, and so it does not matter what

number is printed on the card if your comprehension of the card num-

ber is different. In any throw (laying out of the cards in a spread) where

the Major Arcana predominates, there are cosmic influences at work and

important life-destiny information may be close at hand'

Cards from five tarot decks are used to illustrate the Major and Minor

Arcanas throughout this book. The decks used are: The Buckland Romani

Tarot,by Raymond Buckland, illustrated by Lissanne Lake (Llewellyn);

The Nigel Iackson Tarot,by Nigel jackson (Llewellyn); The Robin wood

Tarot,by Robin wood, instructions by Robin wood and Michael Short

(Llewellyn); The sacred circle Tarot,by Anna Franklin, illustrated by Paul

Mason (Llewellyn) ; and The witches' Tarot,by Ellen cannon Reed, illus-

trated by Martin Cannon (Llewellyn).

The interpretations for the Major Arcana cards shown in this book use

Green Witch Tarot names. These are followed in the list below by the

names commonly used in tarot decks, athough the particular card used

as an illustration will show the name used in its own deck. For example:

0-The Greenman (The Fool) is also called The Greenman in The sacred

Circle Tarot.The other Major Arcana cards are named as follows: l-The

witch (The Magician); 2-Drawing Down the Moon (The High Priest-

ess); 3-The Earth Mother (The Empress); 4- The Horned God (The Em-

peror); 5-Drawing Down the sun (The Hierophant/The High Priest);

6-The Lady and The Lord of The wild wood (The Lovers); 7-The Battle

Wagon (The Chariot); 8-The Crone (Strength); 9-The Ho\ King (Father

Time/The Hermit/The Sage); 10-The wheel of the Year (The'v\4reel of

Fortune); ll-The Standing Stone (lustice); 12- The Oak King (The

Hanged Man); 13-The Lord of shadows (Death); 14-The Sidhe (Tem-

perance); ls-Nature (The Devil); 16-The wild Hunt (The Tower);

17-The Star; 18-The Moon; 19-The Sun; 20-Harvest (judgement);

2l-The World Tree (The World/The Universe).

l\trt'lwo Mrtjor Anrttttt

0 - The Greenman
The Fool

The Sacred Circle Tarot

'fhis card demonstrates the raw
cnergy of Nature, the joy of life
and the awakening of the spirit
to a new adventure, usually
tlepicted as a carefree innocent,

open of heart,living for the mo-
rnent, free of concerns. The Fool
is the image of Jack O'the Green,

the predecessor of Morris Dan-
ccrs and the masked wildmen of
various cultures who dance at
farmsteads, striking the Earth
with sticks, ringing bells, and
singing to usher in the change

of seasons, bringing fertility to
the land. The free-spirited enthusiasm may border on the reckless, and so

there is an underlying warning against carrying this excitement to ex-

tremes, for there are always consequences to actions. If indicated as de-

parture from the routine, it may be as small as a vacation or as large as a

cl"range of lifestyle. To the Witch, this card relates to Ostara, with the God
lwakening Mother Earth to the Goddess as Spring Maiden.

MEANING: Awakening, fearlessness, courage, joy of life, enthusiasm, a

new beginning, hidden potential about to be revealed, creativity, fer-
tility, open minded, innovation, fresh ideas, playfulness, recreation,
originality, primal energy.

It IIVERSE: Indecisive, fearful, naive, inconsiderate, unfocused energy,

rcckless, entering a period of inactivity, tending a started project
through to completion.

KllY WORDS: Spontaneity, courageous, fresh start, excitement, carefree.



1 - The Witch
The Magician

The Buckland Romani Tarot

The power of communication be-

tween individual and Nature is

demonstrated in this card. BY

drawing inward the energy of the

Elementals and directing this to
accomplish personal goals and

growth, the Witch takes control of
his or her own destiny. There is a

corresponding sense of responsi-

bility for one's actions in this

card, making it incumbent upon
the person to use his or her in-
teraction skills wisely and honor-
ably. Honesty to self and others is

paramount when working through

and using Elemental energies, es-

pecially when directed into a public forum by communications involving

consultations, mediations, public relations, lectures, writings, and any

other form of media expression. Self-confidence plays a part in this card,

for the person knows how to achieve his or her potential and does so. In

witchcraft, this card relates to practicing magic through the Elementals,

working with these powers along with objects of Nature, to raise and di-

rect energy in achieving a goal.

MEANING: Control over personal destiny, proficiency, communication

skills, influence, diplomacy, dexterity, creativity, new opportunities,

able to create changes' practical use of knowledge' originality, solving

problems.

REVERSE: Banal articulation, blocked expression, Iack of self-confidence,

guile.

KEY WORDS: Communication, creativity, skill, a stuteness, adaptability.

l\rrt l\ytt hlttlttt ,\t I tltttl t'r

2 - Drawing Down
the Moon

The High Priestess

The Sacred Circle Throt

This card often depicts a woman
who holds the book of myster-
ies open on her lap as she sits

between pillars. She is the one

who has understanding and is
willing to share her knowledge

with those who seek such of
her. In many ways, she sits be-

tween the worlds and acts as

the gateway through which you
must pass to tap into the les-

sons of the Goddess. This card
represents the Witch being in-
structed by contact with the
Goddess at the Full Moon. The understanding and intuitive comprehen-
sion of the unity of Nature is imparted in Witchcraft through union with
thc Lunar Goddess at the Esbats. By experiencing the ritual of Drawing
l)own the Moon, the Witch receives the inspiration and guidance directly
l'rom the Goddess, and thus opens the gateway to wisdom. The knowl-
cclge revealed, the Practitioner is now able to discern the appropriate
path to follow for further enlightenment.

MEANING: Secrets may soon be revealed, perception, insight, hidden
knowledge understood, Divine inspiration, good judgment, trusting
own intuition, learning the meanings of mysteries, innate wisdom,
occult studies, psychic dreams/power.

ItIiVERSE: Comprehension is less than desired, clouded insight, not
lrccding valuable intuition, delusion, shortsighted, superstitious,

r r nclcrstanding needed.

KllY WORDS: Sccrcts, intr,rition, csotcric wisdom, devcloping psychic

rrbilitics.



3 - Earth Mother
The Lady

The Sqcred Circle Tarot

This card usually shows a preg-

nant lady, richly surrounded by

symbols of fertility, which may

be interpreted as potential un-
manifested, and also as abun-

dance. She is generous with her

bounty, and is an inspiration to
others. In Pagan Rome this was

the popular Goddess of Abun-
dance, depicted on fountains,

homes, and public buildings
holding an overflowing horn of
plenty. She is also a Goddess of
Grains and Harvests, represent-

ing unity with the benevolent

aspect of the Earth Mother, enjoying Her comfort and love in plenty and

peace. To the Witch, this card relates to the Goddess at the Sabbat of
Litha, the Summer Solstice. She is impregnated by the God as Sage

with Himself and holds the promise of life renewed within Her, awaiting

His passage into Her at Lughnassadh. She is also the link between this

world and the Otherworld, offering care and intelligence for successful

communion.

MEANING: Abundance, inspiration, emotional fulfillment, commun-

ion with Nature, nurturing a project to fruition, using folk magics,

growth, fertility, creativity, robust health, action taken influsenced

by intellect, understanding, protection, sensitivity, beauty, pleasure,

domestic joy, pregnancy.

REVERSE: Potential unrecognized, slow progress' vacillation, blocked

creativity.

KEY WORDS: Bounty, fruitfulness, growth, inspiration, creativity,

security.
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4 - The Horned God
The Lord (Emperor)

The Sacred Circle Throt

This card shows the gentle
power of the God as one who
rules wisely. Many decks depict
a seated Emperor, which shows

a superior authority derived
from personal drive and leader-
ship skills, but tempered with a
sense of responsibility to pro-
tect and nurture that which has

been created. To the Witch, this
is the image of the Horned God
of Nature, who knowingly takes

part in the cycle of life in order
to perpetuate the nourishment
of the Earth. He is Sage, wise
with the experiences of life, kindly, and yet aware of His own power. This
card relates to Litha, from the perspective of the God who impregnates
the Goddess with Himself in preparation for His willing sacrifice of Solar
cnergy into the grain of Lughnassadh and spiritual essence into the vine
o['Mabon. Now is the turning point upon which hinges the purpose of
I lis cycle.

MEANING: Authority, leadership skills, acceptance of innate personal
power, self-confidence, determined, initiating plans, creating, build-
ing, accomplishing goals, experienced, attainment, protecting what is
crcated, accepting responsibility, ownership with accountability, hus-
bandry, satisfaction with efforts, reason as power, forceful but ethical.

It ITVERSE: Bureaucratic, inflexible, petty, ineffectiveness, indecisive,
tinrid.

l( | iY WORDS: Builder, responsibility, stability, empowerment,
rrrrrductivitv.



5 * Drawing Down
the Sun

The Druid (Hierophant)

The Sacred Circle Tarot

This is the card of a mentor, the

one who gives instruction on

spiritual matters and traditions.
Here is where the individual be-

gins to codifr and organize per-

sonal spirituality, and perhaps

establish a tradition that may

be passed to others. This is a
card of scholarship as well, since

learning is essential for teach-

ing. Ritual is formulated for
honoring the Divine, but also

to guide power and magic. For
the Witch, this shows the teach-

ing of Green Wisdom and Magics through the use of ritual and cere-

mony, but also the incorporation of the Divine into all aspects of daily

life through the passages of the Moon and the celebrations and seasonal

observances of the Sun in its phases. The Witch connects with the Solar

energies of the God, using ritual as a guide for opening intuitive power

and conducting magic, and this relates to the practice of writing down

rituals and spells in a personal Book of Shadows.

MEANING: Transmitting teachings, gentle mentorship, scholarship,

philosophical intellect, spiritual energy, inspiration, organizing per-

sonal spirituality, finding a teacher, patience, working within social/

cultural custom, conventional, security.

REVERSE: Social/cultural conformity, dominance, overly traditional,
spirituality as ritualism, rigid attitudes, manipulation of spiritual
truths, magics of formulae.

KEY WORDS: Organizing spirituality, inspiration, teacher, tradition,
ritual.

l\trt 'lwo Nhtjot t\ttrtttrt

6 - The Lady and the
Lord of the
WildWood

The Lovers

The RobinWood Throt

This card usually depicts a male and
a female together, but sometimes
shows a third party as observer or
one who seeks to influence one of
the partners. The ideal indication is

of harmony betr,veen the partners-
of unity between heart and mind.
On another level, the inference is

that the partnership is the result
of conscious decision-making, and
rcquires the use of the intellect as

well as the emotions. The choices

rnade in life may be driven by de-
sire, by ambition, by preference, and by necessity, so a clarity of priorities
is needed. Accepting emotional ties shows a willingness to experience a

transformation that takes place through trust. There are new opportuni-
t ics and growth through commitment, as well as a need for loyalty to and
lrom the chosen partner; a need for mutual compromises and respect. To
thc Witch, this card relates to the Maypole of Beltane, signifting the
union of the Goddess and the God with mutual trust and partnership in
thc cycle of life.

M EANING: Partnership, trust, balance between opposites, camaraderie,
choice requires careful consideration, love despite differences, intense
l'cclings, need for a decision, harmony, collaboration, commitment,
i rnportance of truth, loyalty.

l(IIVERSE: Irresponsibility, obsessiveness, insensitivity, procrastination,
worry.

l( liY WORDS: Choi ccs, decision-making, balance, partnership, trust.



7 - The Battle Wagon
The Chariot Card

The RobinWoodTarot

This card may show a chariot or

wagon pulled by powerful beasts

who are being controlled bY the

sheer will or physical Power of the

driver. In the days of warfare from

wagon and chariot, the driver and

warrior were two people, with the

warrior directing the charioteer
where he wanted to be on a bat-

tlefield. The war wagons of India,

Etruria, and the Celts were large,

unwieldy, and required great Power
to control. This card shows the two

forces consolidated into one Per-
son, emphasizing internal balance

through dominance, leading to victory in matters of daily life, the mate-

rial goals of career or business, and sometimes even in personal relation-

ships. Events move quickly when working with volatile energy, needing

self-confidence and will to successfully direct the action. To the Witch,

this card relates to the Athame, used in the raising, controlling, and di-

recting of energy in magical work.

MEANING: Self-confident, success through willpower/control/domi-

nance) goal-focused, conquest, personal achievement, merit recog-

nized, leadership, business travel, career advancement/relocation,

military service, starting new projects, good health, swift results from

efforts, consolidation of Power.

REVERSE: Inaction, impatience' collapse of plans, unrealistic, incom-

plete work.

KEYWORDS: Victory, merit recognized, control, dominance, fast ac-

tion, travel.
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8 - The Crone
Strength

The RobinWoodThrot

This card often depicts a woman
holding shut the mouth of a lion,
or riding it. She is the power of
the Moon, the Goddess in her as-

pect of Wise Woman or Crone,
who holds the strength of the Sun
(Leo) in her hands. The Crone is

not always portrayed as a hag, but
also as the beautiful Lady of Wis-
dom, as seen with Sophia, whose
immense domed church was a By-
zantine engineering feat that still
stands today. The greatest difficul-
ties may be surmounted through
inner power and self-control. By
having fortitude and using self-assurance, obstacles may be vanquished.
Any darkness is a passing matter-a difficult period soon to be resolved
to achieve a necessary rebirth. By enduring the transition time with inner
strength, better times will manifest. For the Witch, this card relates to the
containment usage of the Circle, where energy is gathered and controlled
bcfore releasing to accomplish a goal or to disperse negative influences-
syrnbolized by the interaction of Moon and Sun in an eclipse.

MEANING: Fortitude, courage, power to achieve goals, control over sit-
uations, overcoming obstacles, power used wisely, perseverance, self-
discipline, will.

It EVERSE: Blame placing, emotionalism, unconfident, sentimentality,
boasting, short-sighted, compromises.

l(llY WORDS: Courage, fortitude, power, defeating obstacles.



9 - The HollY Kng
(Father Time/

The Hermit/The Sage)

The Hermit

The Nigel lackson Tarot

This card sYmbolizes the wisdom

that comes from time and exPeri-

ence-the school of life' The elder

acts as Sage, Shaman, Wise One,

teaching Youth who aPPreciate the

lessons onlY through their own

experience. The Sage continues to

light the waY for others through

example, while acknowledging

that each individual learns on

personal terms, in the Passage of

time. The trek is itself the way to

wisdom. AdaPtation to the new is

also indicated by this card, showing growth' evolution of thought' and

understanding. The figure of the old Hermit is also that of Father Time'

the Old Year giving wa:y to the NewYear's infant in the renewing cycle of

the seasons. For the wit.h, this card relates to the ending and beginning

ofthesolaryearattheWinterSolsticeofYule'withthewiseoldHolly
King departing with a wry smile to his Younger self' the Oak King' know-

irrg inuirrr. .y".1. of life and the lessons learned will be repeated through

h,i*un generations as it is yearly for the God'

MEANING: Seeking personal enlightenment' patience is required' guid-

ing others by .tu-plt, wisdom'for ginganew path' old ways yield to

,rJ" *uyr, prud.rrc., progress' personal growth' introspection' con-

templation, and evaluation'

REVERSE: Shallow knowledge, imprudence' being mislead' change

needed.

KEY WORDS: Wisdom, seeker, guide, personal growth' changing times'

I'ttrl'li'o
hlttlt't,\ttttlttt

10 - The Wheel
of the Year

The Wheel of Forrune

The RobinWoodTarot

'l'his card contains the observation
that everything is in motion, and
tl-rat sometimes good luck comes

rrnexpected, forged by matters un-
controlled by the one who bene-
llts. The Sforza deck (circa 1450)
included the blindfolded, winged
ligure of Lady Luck, her hands out
to her sides with the palms down,
showing that she neither judges nor
i rr tercedes. This is Nature at the pri-
rrral level, where Fate may be linked
lo Chaos and chance. In a tarot read-

irrg, the meaning is that you benefit
through events outside your control. The actions of others bring you
good fortune, much as rain falling in appropriate quantities benefits the
lirrrner with a good crop. Through circumstance and surprise events,
tlrcre is a beneficial change of fortune coming your way. Also implied is
tlrat the Wheel is always turning, so accept good luck when it arrives, for
I il<c the seasons of the Wheel of the Year, this too will pass. To the Witch,
t lr is card relates to celebrating the Sabbats, accepting the possibilities and
,rpportunities brought by the energy influences of each life phase and
.i('11son.

M IjANING: Sudden change for the better, a stroke of good luck, success,

colres, a happy surprise.

llliVERSE: Short-term success, small gains, new goals replace old ones.

l(l1Y WORDS: Fortunes improve, success, opportunity, progress.



11-The Standing
Stone
(]ustice)

The Web Card

The Sacred Circle Tarot

Justice is often depicted as a

crowned woman holding an

upright sword in one hand and

scales in the other. Unlike mod-

ern court statues, she is not
blindfolded, but acts intention-
ally, clear-sighted, and deliber-

ate in purpose. This shows the

power not only of law, but of
retribution, with justice achieved

by the actions of others who
must now carry out the deci-

sion to bring the scales back into

balance. Megaliths are objects of power and balance, unyielding and

strong, blending Earth and spirit where early peoples of a community

could meet, decide issues, and settle disputes between individuals before

the Gods. The tradition of engraving stone obelisks and tablets with the

laws of a society relates to the power of the megalith, and for the Witch,

this card readily associates with the laws and rules of practicing the Craft,

be it the Rules of Conduct of Green Witchcraft or the Wiccan Rede.

MEANING: Objectivity, impartiality, fairness, balance, truth, virtue,

honor, law, win in a legal matter, equilibrium, an agent working on

your behalf, consideration, advice, conscience, impartiality, equity,

reward and retribution for the aggrieved.

REVERSE: Retribution, misrepresentation, bias, intolerance, legal action

delayed, complications, gossip, false accusation, tedious bureaucracy,

cloudy perception.

KEYWORDS: Objective, balanced, fair, ethical, prevailing in a legal

matter.
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12 - The Oak King
The Hanged Man

The Nigel Jackson Tarot

This card usually depicts a man
dangling upside down by one
foot from a tree, comparing to
the vision quest of Odin through
which he discovered the runes.
Despite the usual title of the card,
there is nothing sinister about the
hanged man or his predicament,
f or he is casual and relaxed, often
with the contents of his pockets
collecting on the ground below
him. Hands to his back, some-
times bound, other times not,
with his free leg crossed in back
of the other leg, his form is that of
irn inverted 4. with this card, a foundation is not yet laid; achievement is
ir work in progress. Here is a matter in the tenuous situation of transi-
lirn, requiring some thought and the release of that which is unneces-
sary to move forward in a new venture. The querant is able to consider
(lrc various options, pull together resources, and bring everything into
lr:rlance before proceeding. To the Witch, this relates to placing spell
itcrns on the Pentacle in magical work, giving them grounding for
1' I rysical manifestation.

M IIANING: Period of transition, paused activity, contemplation, letting
nlatters evolve without interference, meditating for answers, inner
[)cace, patience, discretion, turning point coming soon, giving up
some things to gain others.

It IiVERSE: Action decided, decision forced, fear of change, missed
optrtortunity.

l( lrY WORDS: Sr"rspcnded activity, transition, meditation, vision
r;ucstirrg.
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13 - The Lord
of Shadows

Death

The RobinWoodThrot

The image of Death sweePing aside

the mortality of life demonstrates

making a clean sweeP for changes

to take place. Matters are now in

transformation, for death is not an

ending, but a movement that clears

the obstructions to walking an al-

ternate path. Only by change is there

progress and imProvement, and

sometimes this comes as a matter

of course in life. Refusing to accept

a new outlook maY engender loss

of hope, or stagnation and lack of
growth. It is from the cleansing that

new optimism arises, removing negative influences, allowing positive

ones to enter. old situations give way to new ones, and the past is left be-

hind as one moves on, released from prior commitments. To the witch'

this card relates to samhain, the turning point created when the God en-

ters the tomb of the crone, opening the way of passage between the

worlds, as the tomb changes into the womb of the Mother Goddess'

MEANING: Change, transformation, an ending and newbeginning'

clearing away negative conditions, a turning point in life, optimism'

removal of opposition, renewal, sweeping aside resistance' move-

ment, creating Positive changes.

REVERSE: Resistance to change, immobiliry prompting change in oth-

ers, self-evaluation needed, impediment, stagnation, slow change.

KEyWORDS: Change, transformation, turning point, optimistic new

start.
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14 - The Sidhe
(Temperance)

The 14 Card

The Buckland Romani Throt

The usual name of this card im-
plies a personal restraint and mod-
cration rather than a balance or
flow between two worlds or con-
sciousness, but this is the true
meaning. Originally, this card
had the Moon Goddess pouring
clark wine from one pitcher into
another, a process that lets wine
breathe. The wine was likely an
clderberry or blackberry wine used

in Pagan tradition to represent the
life blood of a God of resurrec-
tion such as Dionysus. The power
of this image lies in the trans-
lirrming action of the Goddess, who stands at the center of the God's life
c ycle. She controls the flow of life and gives it breath, demonstrating the
rreed for harmony between the Lunar and Solar energies, the rational and
iutuitive minds. There is an interaction between idealism and realitythat
invigorates both, resulting in a balance between both the physical and the
psychic realms. To the witch, this card relates to the waters of life, tradi-
t irnally guarded by the sidhe, represented by the beverage placed in the
Ohalice, and used for libation and drunk in ritual.

M EANING: Fusion, invigoration, blending ideas, inspiration, harmony
of rational and intuitive, difiiculties overcome, reconciliation, infu-
sicln of power, diplomacy.

ItIjVERSE: Disharmony, attitude of no compromise, imbalance,
stagnation.

l( liY WORDS: Harmony of mental and psychic states, blend of ideas,
i nsrr iration.



15 - Nature
(The Devil)

The 15 Card

The Buckland Romani Throt

This card evokes the wild free-

dom of Nature, complete with the

tangle of vine and weeds along

life's path, yet with an exhilara-

tion of being an intrinsic Part of
it all. The option is to allow mat-

ters to flow according to their
natural course, to trim awaY the

impediments, or to be uncon-
cerned with the results of one's

actions. The card is thus oPen

ended,leaving the decision uP to

the querant as to the direction of
choice, being able to act freely, to

laugh at the result, or be tied to a

situation for whatever reason. Following natural desire and inclination to

find satisfaction in life is a matter of conscious deliberation and decision,

whether in areas of attitude, materialism, or spirituality. The Divine in

Nature offers harmony in living a natural life, enjoying the material as-

pects as well as the spiritual, and regaining control over one's life, and

laughing at the tripping vines. To the Witch, this card relates to the Cord

knotted with the person's measurements and worn as a belt with the rit-

ual robe or laid on the altar, symbolizing the link between Nature, the

Witch, and the Divine.

MEANING: Natural course, decisions, powerful forces, attraction, free-

dom, sense of humor, release, following inclinations, potential un-

leashed, conquer obstacles.

REVERSE: Energy/potential restricted, discontent, inhibited, timid, self-

limiting.

KEYWORDS: Freedom, choosing what appeals, following instincts.
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16 - TheWiId Hunt
The Tower

TheWitches Throt

This card usually depicts a tower
whose top is either crumbling
after a lightning strike or erupt-
ing from within with the fire of
cnlightenment. The Wild Hunt
is the liberating Rade (ride) that
travels in the night sky as thun-
derous rolling black clouds and
streaks of jagged lightning,
stirring sudden changes through
their shocking passage. They are

also the gatherers of the dead
cnroute to the realm of Under-
world, freeing the spirit, leaving
light and release in their wake.
( lhaos energy is represented in
this card, as well as the opportunity to cast off the burdensome encum-
brances restricting a fi.rll life and achieving personal firlfillment. The main
e rnphasis is of a shocking event that leaves no doubt as to the need for
change. To the witch, this card relates to gaining sudden insights through
trse of the Black Mirror in meditational work for learning what the ob-
stircles are that inhibit progress, and overcoming those restraints through
spcll casting, be it on an internal or external level.

M EANING: Enlightenment, secret/truth revealed, shocking event, unex-
pected major change, darkness before the light of truth, release from
oppression, hope restored, beliefs overthrown, life-altering shock,
inner spirit freed, situation ends.

l{ ITVERSE: Self-deception, ineffective communication, isolation.

l(liY WORDS: Shocking event, sudden change from enlightenment,
illtrsions go.



17 - The Star
The Star

The Nigel lackson Throt

This card usually depicts a wo-

man with a bright star either in
her hand or in the sky above her'

She may be pouring out waters

from a pitcher in each hand onto

the land and the river, signifuing

hopes and dreams may be mani-

fested. Some cards show both
pitchers emptying into a river,

implying that solutions to Prob-
Iems reside in the subconscious

mind. Also called a wish card,

there is a relation to FairY influ-
ence, with a wish granted by the

energies of Devas and Other-

world. This card is always an omen of good fortune and a desire brought

into being. There is an optimistic outpouring of positive energy creating

the opportunities that push matters in a favorable direction for accom-

plishing hopes. To the Witch, this card relates to the Wand through

which energy is gathered, focused' directed, and sent to carry out a goal

during spell casting.

MEANING: Wishes and dreams can be manifested, hopes are attainable,

clear vision, inspiration, creativity, opportunity, bright prospects, fol-

lowing a dream, talent recognized by others, help from unexpected

places, positive energy.

REVERSE: Letting opportunities pass, insecurity, need for peace and

release of past, tensions, doubting own abilities, distrust of others,

letting opportunities Pass.

KEY WORDS: Opportunity, wishes granted, hopes obtainable,

inspiration.
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18 - The Moon
The Moon

The Robin Wood Tarot

This card usually shows a dog and
a wolf, both baying at the Full
Moon, thus showing that the com-
rnon link between the domesti-
cated and the wild lies in the power
of instinct. In many depictions,
there are twin pillars emphasizing
the distillation of the intuitive into
reality, but in mysticism, there is
also the warning to look beneath
the surface, to understand the
liidden meanings of subconscious
images in order to effectively
translate these into a meaningful
r nanifestation. Psychic awareness,
dreams, and visions are alluded to
i' this card, with the path passing between polarities, so one may walk
bctween the worlds while yet remaining grounded, as with astral travel.
'l'o the witch, this card relates to the cauldron of the Esbat, used with
water for divination, or as the avenue through which spells are trans-
lirrmed from energy and visualization into physical presence.

MEANING: Heed instincts, following intuition, manifesting the sub-
conscious' exposing deception, seeing the hidden truths, introspec-
tion, psychic visions or dreams, creative cycle, union of spiritual and
physical, learning magics.

l{ IiVERSE: Illusion, unmanifested dreams, moody, fagades, deception,
vision obscured, limited imagination, suspicion, impractical ideas,
socially inhibited.

l(liY woRDS: Tiust instincts, subconscious manifested, creativitv.
rrsvchic.



19 - The Sun
The Sun

The Sacred Circle Tarot

In many decks, this card depicts

a child on horseback or twins

holding hands, but the meaning

is one of achievement, the suc-

cessful cultivation of the grain

now harvested in all its golden

glory. This card represents the

life-giving energy of the Sun,

the happiness and security that

comes from material and physi-
cal well-being. Importantly, the

benefits of a successful life and

feelings of accomplishment come

as a result of hard work. This is

not a card of easY or unearned

wealth and happiness, but of satisfaction from a job well done. Even in

reverse interpretations, the power of the Sun comes through, so that

while it may mean an overabundance of optimism, it also shows that

with more effort, aims may be achieved. To the Witch, this card repre-

sents the power and fulfillment found in the grain harvest of Lughnas-

sadh, wherein the energy of the God flows as a willing sacrifice through

the fields to feed the people.

MEANING: Success, contentment, mental/spiritual growth, good

health, children, material happiness, satisfring achievements, joy,

revitalization, accomplishment, harmony, recognition, individuality,

optimism, new beginning, joy, marriage.

REVERSE: Delay, temporary setback, Iack of communication, over-

extended.

KEY WORDS: Happiness, success, achievement, satisfaction.
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20 - Harvest
(|udgement)

The 20 Card

The Buckland Romani Tarot

This card usually shows the
dead rising to the sound of the
trumpet, indicating both a re-
birth and a time of reckoning.
Here is when the person reaps

what has been sown, or gathers

in the harvest of past efforts. A
transformation is also taking
place from the infusion of life
essence from the God in this
second harvest that gives psy-
chic awareness and understand-
ing to the individual with the
vine harvest celebrated through
the wine of life. With revelation
and insight comes renewed energy as well as a time of reckoning; ac-
countability for actions taken and opportunities ignored; a time for self-
assessment as to whether the choices made were beneficial ones. The
potential for transformation is emphasized with the offering of a rebirth.
'lb the Witch, this card relates to the transforming energy of the wine of
life harvested and celebrated at Mabon.

MEANING: Rewards, harvest, good choices made, rebirth, accountabil-
ity, good health restored, self-evaluation, a new awakening, making a

major decision, discretion is necessary, potential fulfilled, conflict
concluded, renewed energy.

l{ EVERSE: Hesitancy, learning from past mistakes, disappointment, in-
clccision, taking stock of one's past with the desire for improvement.

l( EY WORDS : Effo rts rewarded, self- evaluation, transformation,
rcncwal.



21 - The World Tree
(The World/The Universe)

The World Tree

The Sacred Circle Tarot

This card often dePicts a woman

posed in dance with her legs

forming an upright 4 and sur-

rounded by the sYmbols of the

Elementals above the Earth or

in the midst of the Universe,

butthe image of theWorldTlee

brings the symbologY closer to

home, distilling the cosmic cY-

cles with that of the Earth and

the individual.It is the celebra-

tion and joy of achievement and

of a successfully concluded ef-

fort, yet this ending is actuallY

the prelude to a new beginning. There may be honors and material gains

that lead to greater responsibilities, or the attainment of objectives, but

with this comes a quickening that hints at a new start just beneath the

surface. To the witch, this card is related to the cleansing and nourish-

ment of Imbolc, for the oak King is born and the Goddess has returned

to maiden so that the cycle of the seasons may begin anew'

MEANING: Wholeness, totality, spiritual unity, good conclusion to ef-

fort or matter, objectives attained, honors, perfection' completion'

end of an era, success' joy, advancement, achievement' promotion' re-

ward, fulfillment, recognition.

REVERSE: Unresolved situation, unfinished project, lack of foresight'

striving for greatness, seeking attainment, time of transition, success

creates new burdens.

KEYWORDS: Completion, achievement, success, joy' conclusion and

beginning.
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The Suits, the Elementals,
and the Seasons

The names for the four suits of the Minor Arcana vary accord-
ing to the tarot deck being used, but overall, each suit will repre-
sent an Elemental (Earth, Air, Fire, and Water), although the
alignment between suit and Elemental may also differ. To un-
derstand the meanings of the suits, and their matching Elemen-
tal power, you will have to make a decision as to where the
Cardinal points (North, East, South, West) begin and end, and
what Elemental is associated with which point. The format is as

a large circle, with the starting Cardinal point and Elemental at
the top, another opposite, one at the right, and one at the left.
The resulting form is that of the Solar Cross, an equal-armed
plus sign whose arms touch against the surrounding circle.

In Witchcraft, the starting point is where the altar is set and
thc direction the Witch faces during ritual conducted before the
irltar. Depending on the Tradition, the altar may always be at the
North, the East, or may be changed depending on the purpose
ol' thc ritual; or for some, on the time of day or season-so
( hcrc are a lot of choices available, one reason for the variety of
irrtcrprctations for the suits. I suggest that once you find an
;rssociation that you arc comfbrtablc with, stick to it no mattcr
wlrirt thc tarot tlccl< rrscs in its dcsigns, bccirusc your intr.r ition



will automatically adjust to make the change. In other words, the deck is

not the source of psychic connection-you are. \'Vhen I use a deck in

which the suit and Elemental correlation differs from my own, I go with

my own, and the images accommodate me. Tarot decks serve as a tool to

engage your psychic vision, but they do not generate the vision-that
comes from the Divine Spirit operating within the person using the cards.

In relation to Witchcraft, the Elementals are represented at the four

Cardinal points of the compass as residing at the perimeter of the Circle.

By walking clockwise from a beginning point, addressing each Quarter

and returning to that starting place, the Elemental Powers are invited to

attend the rite, adding their energy and influence to whatever work or

celebration is conducted within the Circle. The Circle itself is next drawn,

rather like connecting the four dots, with a line of energy that expands as

an all-encompassing sphere. In the Circle casting of many Traditions, in-

cluding the Green, the starting point is at the North' moving next to the

East, then South, then West, and ending back at the North.

On the Wheel of the Year, the four Cardinal points designate the Sol-
stices and Equinoxes, forming the positions on the wheel for the sabbats
of Yule (Winter Solstice) at the North (top of the Wheel), Ostara (Spring
Equinox) at the East (right side), Litha (Summer Solstice) at the South
(bottom of the Wheel), and Mabon (Autumn Equinox) at the West (left
side). The cross-Quarters form the other four intersecting spokes on the
wheel, representing the sabbats of Imbolc at the Northeast, Beltane at the
Southeast, Lughnassadh at the Southwest, and Samhain at the Northwest.
Thus the order of the eight-spoked wheel is set up from the North with
Yule, and proceeds onward clockwise to Imbolc, Ostara, Beltane, Litha,
Lughnassadh, Mabon, Samhain, and completes the circle upon returning
to the starting point at Yule. once you have the wheel of the year set in
your mind, the rest of the associations fall into place and can be applied
to any tarot deck.

Because the Cardinal points are representative of seasons, as can be
seen by the corresponding Solstices and Equinoxes, the suits for the Ele-
rnentals residing in these points can be used to determine timing of
cvents by using the Aces as Elemental Powers, with reversed Aces repre-
scnting the midpoints between the quarters. The consistency of this view
depends on both your own interpretation of the suit to an Elemental,
and whether or not the structure of the deck you are using aids you in
this vision, or if you are able to overcome the differences intuitively.
'l'here are tarot decks that associate the suits with the Elementals. but
then the suits, each with their key Elemental signature of the Ace, are in-
conveniently treated as seasons that do not align with the wheel of the
Ycar, so you must decide what you intuitively feel in a reading. The suits
irnd their meanings are really not difficult, because in witchcraft every-
thing can be divided between the four Elementals, but because of the
changeable and interchangeable aspects of the Goddess and the God,
lhcir representation within the context of suits varies depending on the
rlcck. This quality of being able to change also has an effect on the Aces,
which will soon be addressed. The imagery of the tarot overall thus re-
t;trircs both a pattern of mental associations and psychic flexibility.
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Elemental Associations
In Witchcraft the Elementals rule certain seasons, relate to aspects of the

Goddess and the God, and are linked to types of energies or manifesta-

tions. The general meanings ascribed to Elemental Earth are: North, the

Goddess as Crone, and Winter, the realm of strength and physical or ma-

terial energies. Elemental Air represents: East, the Youthful Lord, and

Spring, the realm of intellect, thought, and mental energies. Elemental

Fire is associated with: South, and the Sun God, Summer, the realm of
passion, drive, and creative energies. Elemental Water aligns with: West,

the NurturingLady,andAutumn, the realm of love, nurturing, and emo-

tional energies.

The symbology also moves clockwise, starting and ending at midnight

in the North, so the time continues with sunrise in the East, noon in the

South, and evening in the West, returning to midnight in the North. The

day thus travels from 12:00 midnight, 6:00 4.u., 12:00 noon, 6:00 p.tr,l.'

and ends at 12:00 midnight. With this connection to the hours of the day,

you could find very specific answers to timing beyond the seasonal one

usually associated with the Aces, depending on the constraints of your

reading. The Cardinal points also follow the ages of life, indicating a re-

birth with the twin aspect of midnight as both a beginning and an ending

(and onward to a new beginning). Childhood is at the East, youth at the

South, maturity at the West, and old age at the North, as well as infancy

when the North is passed into the next cycle, for this is Yule, when the an-

cient Holly King departs and the baby Oak King is born. This is where the

departing Father Time and NewYear's baby images come from.

The assignment of suits to the Elementals is consistent at least half of
the time. Pentacles is the suit normally aligned with Earth and-physical or

material matters such as business and wealth, while Cups is normally as-

sociated with Water and emotional matters such as love and happiness,

or anger and disappointments. The suits of Wands and Swords may be

exchanged, however, with either relating to Air or Fire, depending upon

the tarot. I prefer to use Wands as aligned with Fire because they relate to

energy and creativity matters, as does Elemental Fire, and I assign Swords

to Air because they relate to mental matters, as does Elemental Air. One

of the reasons I have heard for using the opposite association is that

swords are forged in fire, while fire destroys wood (wands). However, fire
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r an destroy swords as well, which are derived from the minerals of the
liarth, so this is not a sufficient reason, in my opinion. I see that swords
rrrc only useful and have a purpose when being waved through the air,
irnd wands are used to direct energy in the creative magics of Witchcraft.
Swords equate to the sharp intellect and mental energies of Air, while
Wands equate to the creative and passionate energies of Fire.

The Aces
'l'heoretically at least, Pentacles as Earth should equate to Winter, Swords

rrs Air should be Spring, Wands as Fire ought to be Summer, and Cups as

Water ought to be Autumn-but this is not always the case in tarot decks.

While there is relative agreement about the suits and their Elemental as-

sociation (the only variance between Wands and Swords), there are dif-
lcrences of opinion as to which season matches which Elemental. The
problem arises because many tarot decks do not view the Elementals in
connection with the \{heel of the Year and its seasonal Quarters. You will
lind the depictions of Swords in different decks indicating Winter, Au-
Iumn, or Spring. Wands show up as fiery Summer, budding Spring, or
tolorful Autumn. Cups appear with designs for Autumn, Summer, or
Winter. So, depending on the deck, the theme of the cards themselves,

rrnd your own intuition, the Aces could mean seasons other than those
lligned with the Elementals in the Witch's Wheel of the Year.

The only reason the assignment of season may be important in read-
ings is in relation to the timing of events being divined. You might feel

rrrclined to select the season for the Aces based on the clockwise position-
irrg of the Elemental Quarters of Witchcraft, or you may prefer to change

tlrcir seasonal application depending on the depiction in any particular
,lcck you are using. This is where you learn to trust your intuition, for
you need to see how the Aces speak to your subconscious mind and your
irrst inctive understanding, to know which meaning works for you.

Astrological timings by zodiac sign have also been given to the Aces in
sonrc decks, and these also vary, so again, follow your inner preference. In
orrc method, the Aces are assigned the zodiac signs of their Elements, so

tlrrrt thc Ace of Cups, representing Water, as an example, includes the
Wirtcr sigr-rs of Canccr, Pisces, and Scorpio. In another method, the signs

.rrc diviclcd by scasonal scttings so that thc oncs assigned to the Ace of
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Cups as Autumn are now Libra, Scorpio, and Sagittarius, while the ones

for Cups, when aligned with Summer, are Cancer, Leo, and Virgo. Be-

cause there are so many ways of interpreting the suits and Aces, and be-

cause the zodiacalmeanings can be wildly different, I prefer to follow the

traditional alignments of witchcraft as exemplified by the wheel of the

Year. Iust because these associations come easily to me does not mean

there is no other way of looking at the Aces. Learn to respect your intu-

ition and trust your instinct. Those decks that contain Elemental cards

may end up being helpful to you in matters of timing' or you may de-

velop your own standard after a few readings. You will not become con-

fused as long as you have a rational understanding of why you select one

seasonal alignment over another-be it to match the Quarters of Witch-

craft or the illustrations of the deck.

Minor Arcana Suits

The suits have different names depending on the deck, but as long as you

remember these are matched by four Elementals, you can decipher which

suit goes with which Elemental. The suit of Earth may be called Disks,

Pentacles, Coins, Diamonds, \A/heels, Pumpkins, or Bells. This suit repre-

sents financial, economic, money, business, physical, and material mat-

ters. Further, it aligns with the North, Winter, midnight, the essence of
minerals (which are mined from the Earth), the body, and the colors

green and brown. In the sense of relating to the Crone, the imagery may

intuitively suggest wisdom and age, as well as the wealth of Underworld

treasures; hence gold, silver, precious stones and gems, crystals, and use-

ful ores. The Earth is the source of food and plenty, and so the cards of
this suit are seen as generally fortuitous, indicating the satisfaction ofac-

complishment and gains from personal effort and hard work. They can

also show the need for the application of effort to succeed, and indicate

setbacks or failures in this area.

The suit of Air may be called Swords, Knives, Daggers, Spades, Bats, or

Leaves. This suit represents intellectual strength, power, mental processes,

worries, and conflicts. It aligns with the East, Spring, Sunrise, the flow of

thought, abstract reasoning, the essence of Spirit (which soars freely

through air), and the colors yellow and white. By relating to the God as

youth, there is the aspect of impetuousness and impressionability as wcll
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irs vigor. Thus, while the intuitive sense may be of power, this is suscepti-
ble to other influences. Air is the mind at work, conceiving ideas, dealing
with problems, sorting out information, and applying the intellect to
rnethods of achieving power and goals. The breath of life, which is the
sustenance of the mind, feeding it oxygen, may also be found in this suit.
'l'he influence of Air is problematical, however, as it is often viewed as a

ncgative aspect rather than positive, for it indicates the ways of gaining

l)ower, or the worries, fears, and difficulties of an oppressive situation. Be-
cause things can go either way with Air, the influence upon the Spirit is
1'rofound, and so there is a link between the psychological and intellectual
rrspects of matters and the reactions to these. Cards of this suit may show
the results of letting fears and dreams interfere with action, and are able
to reflect either the disappointment of defeat or the joy of victory.

The suit of Fire may be called Wands, Rods, Batons, Staves, Broom-
sticks, Clubs, Arrows, Imps, or Acorns. This suit represents life-force, pas-
sions, drives, and ambitions. It aligns with the South, Summer, noon,
creative energy, the essence of plants (which need the Sun for growth
through photosynthesis), and the colors orange and red. By relating to
the Sun God, these cards show physical and creative vitality, and the en-
crgy that enhances growth, career, enterprise, life's work, inventiveness,
lnd expression. Through Fire, the thoughts of Air are manifested to bring
the rewards of Earth, and the satisfaction of Water. The Sun governs the

l,crsonality, so the Fire cards are also directed to self-development through
study and those labors that offer fulfillment. The suit is generally viewed
rrs f'avorable, indicating abundance of expertise and dynamic power for
lchievement in the areas most alluring to the querant. These cards of Fire
.rlso show the need for integrating personal goals with those of others so

tlrat through teamwork progress is made.
-l'he suit of Water may be called Cups, Chalices, Cauldrons, Bowls,

( ihosts, or Hearts. This suit represents the emotions and psychic ability,
l,rvc, friendship, feelings, sentimentality, and matters of the heart.It aligns
with the West, Autumn, sunset, empathy and affection, the essence of ani-
rn:rls (which need water to survive), the power of blood, and the colors in-
tligo and blue. By relating to the Goddess as Nurturing Lady, these cards
:.lrow thc cxpansion of emotions that foster love and pleasure, compan-
iorrslrip and conrmrtr-rior-r. Wirter flows as scas, rivers, lakes, wells, and thc
lritltlctr watcr tirblc bcrrcirtlr thc larrcl, ancl as suclr, thc curotional ticlcs nray
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be equally visible or invisible, powerful or subtle. Lunar influenced, the

psychic tides are as much in motion as the emotional waters of the body,

be they encapsulated in tears, blood, sweat, or life fluids. The cards of this

suit display the inner feelings affecting human interaction from love to

anger, from joy to pain, and so the general view of this suit is dependent

upon other influences, although it is more often viewed as favorable than

not. These cards show interpersonal relationships, but also reflect self-

appreciation and the ability to derive satisfaction from life, for without

internal happiness, it is difficult to find joy from exterior sources.

Minor Arcana Card Meanings
The suits and their alignments that I will use in describing the cards of
the Minor Arcana are Pentacles for Earth, Swords for Air, Wands for Fire,

and Cups for Water, and will be encountered as with the Circle or the

Wheel of the Year, starting at the North with Earth and Pentacles and pro-

ceeding clockwise. It is my feeling that there are sufficient cards in the

Minor Arcana to not need reverse meanings. Aces are power cards and are

always read as upright unless timing is involved; then the leverses are as

indicated previously as the midpoints between the seasons, and this will
be covered in the listings. The court cards may represent individuals who

will be encountered or who have an influence on the querant's reading' in

which case the visual impact of the card is self-explanatory and opens the

sight to finer details of a person's appearance matched with the tempera-

ment of the suit. These cards may also indicate personality traits or events

that have a bearing on the querant or the reading. The numbered cards,

called pips, were originally double-sided, much as in modern playing

decks, and so these also have the capacity of being read only as upright'

Today many tarot decks have pictures for all the cards, some following

themes within the suits. You may either place those cards that fall reversed

into an upright position or put them straight prior to shuffling' Again,

since intuition may occasionally direct the reading of reversed cards, I do

provide some suggested reversed meanings in the listings.

When using all cards in the upright position for a reading, the negative-

aspected cards may have meanings as indicated as reverse in the sections

on interpreting the Minor Arcana, parts four, five, six, and scvcn. Deter

mining whether a card is negatively aspectcd or ltoI tlclrcrrtls olt thc posi-

6) l\rrt'l'lrrtt

tion of the card in the spread and the cards surrounding and influencing
it. The methods of deciding on this will be covered in parts nine through
twelve. In those sections, the cards of each of the suits and Major Arcana
will be paired with one another for an interpretation of how they interre-
late. The brief descriptions are intended as prompts to aid in your own
psychic understanding of the cards.If you do not see the relationships as

rrdequate, feel free to embellish as your intuition directs. Once you grasp
how paired cards relate, you can then add another card to the set or add
other pairings to each other to see how they interact and what the major
influences are in a spread. Some cards placed together act in a compli-
rrrentary manner, others indicate a progression of events, and others sug-
gcst one card dominates while the other card modifies or tempers it.

\A4ren doing a reading, look to see which suit(s) predominates in the
spread to understand the focus of the cards. Sometimes the cards offer a

r)lcans for the Divine to address a subject other than the one in question,
so it may be helpful to read such a spread first, just to see what the Uni-
vcrse is trying to tell the questioner. Then try doing another spread for
the originally asked question.

Court Cards
'l'here are four court cards in each suit, although you may come across a
tlcck that has expanded this to five. Usually when there is an additional
t ourt card, an Elemental association is made. The names for these cards
vrrry, but are basically Page, Knight, Queen, and King. The latter two were
I'rought directly into modern playing cards, and the Page and Knight
l'lt'nded to create the game card of the Knave or Jack. \44ren you purchase
v()rlr tarot deck, be clear in your own mind what the titles are and how
t lrcsc relate to the meanings. Some decks substitute Princess for Page, or
l'rirrcc fbr Knight, or Knight for King-onlythe Queen seems immune to
, li;urgcs in titles. In one of my tarot decks, the Page is called the Prince,
tlrc l(night is called the Princess, and the King is called the Knight. You
lusl have to know your cards and be able to adjust with them.

'l'lrcrc are two ways of looking at court cards: they may represent peo-

l'lt or thcy may represent traits, outlooks, qualities, thoughts, personali,
lr('\, ot-cvcnts involving people. In the European MiddleAgcs, thc Pagc
rv.rs;r chiltl wh<l clicl clrorcs arorrncl thc castlc, waitcd thc tablcs, ancl
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sought to be elevated to serve a Knight and be trained as his Squire. After

training in the values of knighthood, experiencing combat honorably,

and being recommended, the Squire could then be elevated to the title of
Knight. In the tarot decks, the card of the Page tends to blend the Me-

dieval Page and Squire positions, so that the Pages may be bearers of
news, helpers, and youthful students, or they may be more mature and

seeking to try out the skills they have learned' The Knights may be seen as

young men, or the qualities possessed by them, so that while the Knight

of Swords may indicate a dark-haired young man with a quick temper, it
might also mean swift action in a matter. Your intuition, and the sur-

rounding cards, should tell you what interpretation to use in a spread.

Queens are considered to be mature women' and Kings are mature

men, but the young woman may be represented as the Page or the

Knight. Because there is a lack of a specific card for young women (as op-

posed to children, who may be represented in the Pages), some decks use

the Princess card. I feel that there are sufficient cards in the deck for vi-

sion to come regarding anyone, and as your psychic sight develops, you

will see people in the appropriate cards. By not using an Indicator Card

for the querant, you need not worry over which card to match to the per-

son, and may find the person represented by several cards indicating dif-

ferent situations within a spread. Since each personality has a variety of
facets, with some expressed more strongly than others under any given

circumstance, a representing card may change from one reading to the

next or within a reading as a situation being examined progresses.

One method of assigning an Indicator Card is by aligning the court

cards with the signs of the zodiac, so you would go by the birthday of the

querant. Thus, if the person is born under the Earth signs of Capricorn,

Virgo, or Taurus, the court card would come from the suit of Pentacles.

For those born under the Air signs of Gemini, Aquarius' or Libra' the

representative court card would come from the suit of Swords. People

born under the Fire signs of Aries, Sagittarius, and Leo would be repre-

sented by a court card from the suit of Wands. If born under the Water

signs of Cancer, Pisces, or Scorpio, the court card representing a person

would be selected from the suit of Cups. The other method of assigning

an Indicator card is to simply match some of the features or personality

characteristics of the depicted card with those of the querant. If your

querant should be a Cup card, but is a perfect match for a Sword depic-
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tion, go with your intuition, for this may mean the quality of the Sword is

stronger in the person than the quality of the Cup.

Multiples
The occurrence of two or more cards with the same number value in a
layout of cards gives additional emphasis to the meaning of that number.
For the numbered cards of the Minor Arcana, drawing two of the same
number serves to alert you to the importance of the association of the
given number. Thus, if you have two 6s, you know there is a decision that
tueeds to be made.If you have two 6s and two 3s, the decision maybe ca-
reer related. When there are more than two cards of the same number in
the spread, the significance changes to accommodate standard interpre-
tations. Five of the same number would occur when including those
cards of the Major Arcana card numbered 1 through 10. Whenever the
Major Arcana occurs in a spread, the archetypal influence reflects on per-
sonal growth, life experience, lessons learned, and cosmic influence.
'l'hose numbered I through 10 may be counted in looking for a numeri-
cal series, so that if you have thrown The Witch (Magician) as well as one
Ace, while you would read these cards on their own merits in the place-
rurent in the spread, they additionally count together as two Aces for the
purpose of determining multiples, so that two Aces (ones) indicate a
r'hange at work or home. If you have several pips of the same number,

Plus the matching Major Arcana, the latter may be used to help identifi.
thc energy influence for the former. The following listing provides the
rrrcanings for multiple cards of the same number, with 1 being the value
of'the Ace, although it is also considered the Elemental Tiump. This list is
lirllowed by one for the multiples of the court cards, which individually
nray represent people, personality ty?es, or actions, but collectively may
lt'present activities involving social interactions or communications.
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List of Multiples
Ace: New Beginnings; Initiation
4: Fast action; starting a new life; fast-moving forces

3: Swift gains; quick success

2: Changes at work or at home

2: Balance; Conflicts; Division
4: Conferences; teamwork needed; work shake-up; reorganization

3: Talks/gossip with quick results; fast conclusion; need to reorganize

3: Career; Things Coming Together

4: Rewards from determination; well-compensated; strong finish to

project

3: Very eventful time of building; beware of deception in attaining goals

4: Attainment; Completion

4: Quickly building a strong foundation; rest from labors

3: Industrious activity; demanding work to meet goals; healy workload

5: Fulfillment; Diverse Elements Unified

4: All goes well; doing well; able to handle a surprise confrontation

3: Sense of well-being; confidence from orderliness; competitive spirit

6: Decisions; Active Choices

4: Time to sort things out; peace during examination; gathering

information

3: Gains and success; confusion resolved through fact-finding

7: Change; Large Overview

4: Activities slowing down; need to adapt to changes; disappointment

3: Contracts; help from associates/friends

8: Communications; Energizing

4: Quick news; evaluation needed; unrestrained enthusiasm; impetuous
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3: Fast movement; travel; commerce

9: New Path; Interactions
4: New responsibilities; old ways ending

3: communications with great activity; important correspondence

l0: Success; Culmination
4: loy; commercial success

3 : Family celebration; buying-and-selling activity

Multiples of Court Cards
Page: News; Young People

4: Sudden burst of creativity; new ideas; news about school or
scholarship

3: Good news is on the way

2: Entertaining gatherings; social activities; games of chance; sports

Knight Action; Movement; Direction
4: swift action in important matters; crisis needs determined response

.i: Honors; rest period after successfully expended effort

2: Old friends; reminiscing about the past

Queen: Authority; Women
4: Local governmeng power of spoken or written words

t: lnfluence; discretion needed

): Organizations or groups of women

l(ing: Power; Men
'l: l)owerful contacts; politics; vlp meetings; influential people involved
J: l)otential award, honors proposed

.l: ()rganizations or groups of men
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Associations of Pentacles
Pentacles may be known in some decks as: Disks, Coins, or Dia-
monds, among other designations. As the suit associated with
the Earth Elemental, Pentacles is defined by: North, Winter,
Midnight, Green/Brown, Mineral, Body; and the suit governs:
Finances, Money, Business, Physical and Material Matters, and
Comfort.



Ace of Pentacles
Ace of Disks

Sacred Circle Tarot

This card symbolizes rewards

and abundance in the sense of
prosperity. It is often colored in
green tones to reflect the energy

of earthly wealth. This is the

card of material goods, business

ability, and fruits of labor real-

ized. As a symbol of the Earth
Elemental, the card shows the

physical manifestation of money

and strength, usually indicated

by a golden coin, shield, disk, or
pentacle. Success in finances

or secure income may play an

important role in the reading.

Timing upright is for December, but if read as a reverse, meanings are

muted/delayed and timing is for |anuary to February.

MEANING: Prosperity, big commercial success, favorable period of
financial security, attainment, well-being, a new money-making
venture, new job, good earnings, growth, promotion, business sense,

acquisition of material goods, beneficial financial news, business

or financial opportunity, doorway opening, comfort with work and

creations, good use of resources, productivity, happiness.

REVERSE: Opportunity not fully utilized, unsatisfied with prosperity,

financial immobility.

KEY WORDS: Commercial success, prosperity, material attainment,

promotion.
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Two of Pentacles
2 ofPentacles

The Robin Wood Tarot

This card usually depicts a person
balancing two disks, indicating
ability to balance finances as well
as learning a new skill. This may be
a card of apprenticeship, Iearning
from a master or other professional,

or it could simply show the need to
live within a budget, depending on
the surrounding cards and position
of this one in a spread. As a card of
practicing dexterity, this might mean

a new job or a promotion requiring
specialized training, or it could show
the difficulty of working two jobs.
'lhe energy is directed with deter-
rnination to getting something accomplished.

MEANING: Employment opportunity, agility with money, learning
new skills to replace old ones, tension from job training, two areas

of financial action, job relocation, Iearning stage will pass leading to
rewards, weighing work choices, weighing options for business deci-
sion, energy/determination for gaining goals.

I(EVERSE: Extra effort needed to complete a project, difficult situation
requires careful balance, weakness/lack of enthusiasm where required
fbr success, need for a balanced budget.

KEYWORDS: New skills learned, balancing money, business decision,
new job.



Three of Pentacles
3 of Bolers (Wheels)

The Buckland Romani Tarot

This card usually shows a crafts-
man of some kind at work, re-
vealing a step from learning to
applyrng the knowledge has taken
place, and that other people have
recognized this skill. There may
be a contract offered for work
performed and suitable reward or
payment for the job. Seen as a
card of individual ability, this may
also indicate that personal worth
within a job field is noted by those
higher up; thus there could be a
pay raise, or social invitation com-
ing that relates to work. Although
the talent is recognized, there re-

mains a definite line between skilled employee and employer. The ability
is a useful or necessary one, however, so respect and fair wages have been
earned.

MEANING: Celebrity in a field, artistic ability, renown, powerful sup_
port, work rewarded, skill in craft, dedication in work, work is fun
and profitable, disciplined methods of work, clear priorities, goods
acquired, contract, working to make plans a reality, business oppor-
tunity, fruition of training, possibly a pregnancy.

REVERSE: Lack of skill, indifference, greed, hoarding possessions,
dissatisfaction with abilities, desiring more, withholding talent.

KEY WORDS: Celebrity, prestige, commitments, work rewarded,
craftsmanship.
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Four of Pentacles
Four of Coins

The Nigel Jackson Throt

\A4rile the focus of this card may
vary by tarot deck, it is a card of
linancial security as well as en-
trenchment of that state. The im-
plication is that access by others
is limited, which could mean the
person is very self-contained, re-
scrved, and carefirl. What is earned
is kept in reserve, perhaps build-
ing up a savings account, or be-
ing directed into a fund. There
rnay be financial blockage, or sim-
ply unwillingness to spend money.
'l'he castle in this illustration

FoUR oF CoI Ns

shows that fortification is often a factor in this card, making for a private
l)crson who may be influential and selective of associates.

MEANING: Budgeting money, financiar security, controiling personar
access) a small gift, endurance, gentle power, savings, accumulated
wealth, pay raise, productive harvest, income directed to private en_
joyment of beauty, influence, withdrawn, joy expressed with a quiet
reserve, able to achieve new desires.

ITEVERSE: Materialism, greed, pent-up creative energies, miserly, com_
ing into alegacy,gain from a loss, delays, uncertainties, fortunes re_
versed, suspiciousness, further gains difficult, blockage in financial
cndeavors.

l( liY WORDS: Financial security private, budget, self_contained,
withdrawn.



Five of Pentacles
Five of Coins

The Nigel laclcson Throt

One of the common elements de-

picted in this card is poverty in
the presence of plenty. Often
there is a spiritual image of hope

nearby, but what is similar be-

tween decks is the wintry scene.

The implication is normally of
being left out in the cold, or that
as snow covers things, matters are

hidden now that are growing to
bring about a change in the near

future. Just as there is a dormant
time, for seeds, there is one for a

current situation. While things
are difficult at the present, or

money is tight, that is about to change-you just have to hold on until
the time is right.

MEANING: Prosperity/rewards lie ahead, unexpected expenses,

temporary material instability, negative trend will be reversed in
time, hidden opportunities, feeling isolated, obstacles, financial
worries, over-extended, bound by enforced restrictions, new interests

arriving soon, dissatisfaction with status quo, keeping occupied while

awaiting improvement in situation.

REVERSE: Relief comes, courage to find hidden opportunities, tempo-

rary difficulties, overcoming troubles in a relationship.

KEYWORDS: Financial worries, delayed income, unexpected expenses.
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Six of Pentacles
Six of Coins

The Nigel lackson Tarot

This card usually portrays some-
one who shares personal abun-
dance with those who have a need.

ln some cards, the generous per-
son is holding a set of balances,
which could mean giving a por-
tion of income out as a tithe.
alms, or other charitable allot-
rnent. Depending on the other
cards in a spread, the querant may
be the giver or the recipient of
someone else's kindness. This card
shows that no matter what a per-
son's financial station is in life,
there are always those who could
benefit from an act of simple kindness in hard times. There may be a
srnall gift for a special occasion such as a graduation or birthday. A bonus
irt work or small reward could also be indicated.

MEANING: Generosity, careful donations, gift or money coming, shar-
ing talent, self-confidence, gratifi cation, sharing prosperity, rewards,
bonus, good fortune, sincerity, material increase, beneficiary of an-
other's bounty, appreciated.

fIEVERSE: Overspending, avarice,loss through negligence or theft,
debts, unpaid loans, money owed to others, others envious of your
success.

KEYWORDS: Gift or bonus, tempered generosity, financially self-
confident.



Seven of Pentacles
7 of Pentacles

The RobinWood Tarot

This card generally depicts some-

one either working or standing in
the midst of bounty. The indi-
cation is that labor has been ex-

pended to accomplish a project,

and now the fruits of that labor

are about rcady to harvest. The
caution here is to wait for the
proper time, for you cannot rush

the harvest. If gathered too soon

or too late, the effort has been

wasted. There is a sense of impa-
tience with this card, but also of
satisfaction, for the labor is about
to pay off-so patience is still
needed to see the project through.

MEANING: Perseverance brings rewards, anticipated gains, progress,

wealth comes, impatient for rewards, goals achieved in due time, on-

going productivity, hard work pays off, nurturing a project or plan,

business recovery, gathering resources for a business start, working
hard to acquire what is desired, expertise and skill in job will be re-

warded. work decision needs careful consideration.

REVERSE: Wasted efforts, minimal rewards, imprudent action,lack
of achievement, poor investment, unwilling to expend effort for
rewards.

KEYWORDS: Gain by perseverance, nurturing a project, impatient for
results.
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Eight of Pentacles
8 ofPentacles

The Robin Wood Throt

This card shows individual skill
and craftsmanship being learned
and applied to commercial pur-
pose. The person is a newcomer, or
perhaps an apprentice, who is en-
joying the blend of skill and pro-
ductivity. There is some degree of
pride and growing confidence as

learning continues, but also a need
for attention to detail, and the abil-
ityto make prudent decisions along
the way to achieve a successfi.rl en-
deavor. The person is able to profit
from skills, and this might mean a

promotion or reward, as with a

pay raise or bonus. This card may
also relate to selling handiwork, as at a craftfair or similar event. personal
skills are directed to commercial gains.

MEANING: Thlent/artistic skills applied to commercial gains, meeting
deadlines, increase through own effort, business venture, commercial
ability' work rewarded, career change, pay raise or bonus, individuality
appreciated, developing new skills or hobbies, demonstrated abilities
bring increase.

REVERSE: lack of ambition, vision limited by minutiae, vanity, conceit,
need care with money, hypocrisy, all talk no action.

KEY woRDS: commercial ability, enthusiasm with work, personal ef-
fort and skill.



Nine of Pentacles
Nine of Coins

The Nigel Jackson Tarot

This card shows contentment and

self-satisfaction, indicative of good

self-esteem. There is no question

of ability and there is awareness

of self-worth. The comfort of life
may be the result of education

that leads to better work opportu-
nities, but it may also be the result

of some unexpected good for-
tune. This card shows gain in all

areas of life, a pleasurable life-
style, and accomplishment. There

is security, but there may also be a

surprise gift or money arriving.
Refinement and prudence are in-

dicated, and sometimes even a natural healing ability is revealed. Overall,

there is a quiet self-confidence emanating through this card, resulting

from the realistic appreciation of one's own skills.

MEANING: Accomplishment, good self-esteem, well-being, sudden

luck, large financial gain, money from unexpected sources, comfort,

growth, security, prudence, discretion, love of nature' discernment,

gift, awareness of self-worth.

REVERSE: Discontent, insecurity, lack of confidence, self-depreciative,

growth impaired, possible health cares or loss of a valued possession.

KEYWORDS: Accomplishment, self-esteem, good fortune, surprise gift.
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Ten of Pentacles
Ten of Coins

The Nigel lackson Tarot

This is a card of prosperity that
Ieads to happiness with home and
family. The supportive family en-
vironment offers emotional and
financial security. As an under-
tone in this card, there is heritage
in the sense of family continuity
that may be manifested as money
or goods passed along through the
generations, as with heirlooms,
traditions, or stories. This card also

indicates accumulated wealth,
bringing stability and ongoing
contentment to the family. The
timing of this prosperity may be
in middle life if not something one is born into, showing that finances
have been carefully handled to ensure future security and provide for the
needs of the family, perhaps as investments or savings for the education
or vocational training for the children.

MEANING: Prosperity, j oy, stability, exp ansion, earnings, favorable
placement, good investment planning, sense of alignment in life,
things falling into place, security, family heritage/heirlooms/tradi-
tions, creating family heritage.

IIEVERSES: Disruptions, family quarrels, problems with a legacy, need
for a change, money worries, loss of inheritance, frittering away in-
come, gambling.

KEY WORDS: Prosperity, family heritage, stability, joy.



Page of Pentacles
Page of Pentacles

The RobinWood Tarot

Pages represent news on the whole,

but beyond that, there is the abil-
ity to save money for a goal, or to
further education. This card shows

the ability to turn an interest into
a money-making career through
diligent application of energy and
effort. The power of youthful vi-
sion adds energy to this new
project, and may indicate a new
lifestyle or identity is being as-

sumed. Financial independence is

brought about by developing a new

talent or skill to reaLize the poten-

tial earnings from this. This may

also be the card of scholarship; of the student and associated finances.

MEANING: Diligence, scholarship, study, application to work, money

coming, business ideas or deals, completion, news from child, new

lifestyle or identity, practical developmental skills, seeking more re-

sponsibility, seeking a new job, going to school or furthering educa-

tion for future employment.

REVERSE: Energy dissipated, indolence, unrealistic goals, dissatisfac-

tion with work or career choice, need for more study, reluctance to

see a job through, not thinking through a process before beginning

work.

KEYWORDS: Turning an interest into a career, diligence in work, study.
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Knight of Pentacles
Knight of Pentacles

The Robin Wood Throt

This card indicates an auspicious
event is on the horizon. There may
be some kind of service involved,
as when advancing from appren-
ticeship to the next stage of devel-
opment of journeyman, or it may
refer to military service through
which one has learned a skill or
trade. This may be a person who
offers stability and approaches
work in a reliable and methodical
manner. The ability to implement
new ideas is an aspect of this card,
as well as carrying through the job
with determination and focus. If
referring to an individual, this could
the querant, who is fair and reliable.

MEANING: Auspicious occasion, useful person, responsible, competent,
mature, stable, reliable, practical application of talent and potential,
hard worker, persistence, goals gained, beginning a new stage of work
or training, career development, able, methodical, gentle, careful
preparation, diligent service, self-reliant, consistent effort applied
to tasks, shrewd business sense.

REVERSE: Recklessness, foolhardy, moving too quickly, complacent,
idleness.

KEYWORDS: Propitious occasion, competent, reliable, hard worker.

be someone who will be useful to



Queen of Pentacles
Queen of Pentacles

The RobinWood Tarot

This card usually depicts a scene

of bountiful nature, with stabil-
ity and kindly influence. Here is a

cultured person who has the abil-
ity to bring into fruition plans

Ieading to economic security and

well-being. Practical ambitions and

a nurturing nature allow for self-

sufficiency and good rewards for
work. This is the card of planning
ahead and having those plans work
out. Finances are solid, money re-

sources are kept under control, so

the image is that of calm wis-
dom in money management, and

strong, sensible utilization of funds. This may indicate a single-parent
household in which finances are carefully monitored for self-sufficiency,
or a lesser income successfully supplementing a larger income to facilitate
enjoying the little extras in life.

MEANING: Plans realized, organized, fruitfrrlness, comfort, independ-
ent work is rewarded, dignity, culture, stability, practical ambitions,
attainment of physical goals, freedom, ability to provide for self and
others, desire for social position/success/security.

REVERSE: Self-indulgence, lacking in understanding, negligence,

spendthrift.

KEYWORDS: Plans realized, realistic ambitions. financial
independence.
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Kirg of Pentacles
The King of Pentacles

TheWitches Tarot

This card shows economic power
and ability to realize the dreams
of ambition. Manifestation of
personal creativity through busi-
ness sense and acumen ensure so-
cial respectability. The work of a
lifetime may be indicated here, or
the strong success of good plans
put into use with practical wis-
dom. This is also the card of the
successful leader, the manager
or corporate officer who knows
how to get things done without
being injurious to employees.
'fhere is a strong sense of pur-
pose in what is attempted, so that, through a methodical approach, ideas
are manifested.

MEANING: Economic power, steadfast, ideas manifested, able to sener-
ate or create wealth, real estate transactions, sensible, methodicil fi-
nancial planning, dealing with the materiar world, meeting challenges
head on, strong business energy, worldriness, successful reader, attain-
ing the top ofprofession or career.

ITEVERSE: Speculation, traditionalist, dullness, narrow views, tyranni-
cal' vicious old man, inability to see ideas through to compretion,
overly materialistic, unable to accept or make necessary changes.

KEYWORDS: Economic power, business/career success. ideas
manifested.
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Associations of Swords
Swords may be known in some decks as: Knives, Daggers, or
Spades, among other designations. As the suit associated with
the Air Elemental, Swords is defined by: East, Spring, Sunrise,
Yellow/White, Spirit, Intellect, Breath; and the suit governs:
Strength, Power, Conflicts, Worries, and Intellect.
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Ace of Swords
I of Swords

The RobinWood Tarot

This card depicts the clarity of the

mind and represents Elemental
Air. Usually shown with white
clouds and white light, the em-
phasis is on the power of the in-
tellect to conceive ideas and work
out solutions to problems. As a

Power card, the victory over ob-
stacles is assured through the
use of sound judgment, so both
conflict and mental agility are im-
plied. The approach is one of as-

sertive, and even aggressive, apti-
tude to gain a successful conclu-
sion to any problem or project.
Timing for a reading is indicated

by the upright card as March, but if read as a reverse card, meanings are

muted/delayed and timing becomes that of April to May.

MEANING: Triumph, victory, power to achieve goals, strength, break-

through, success, wisdom, clarity of mind, intellectual power, con-

quest, mental agility, strong mind and great determination, strength

of will, taking determined action, conquest, enlightenment, truth.

REVERSE: Obstacles, inaction, embarrassment, tyranny, hindrance,
plans delayed.

KEY WORDS: Victory, strength, power, determination, truth.
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Two of Swords
TWo of Swords

The Nigel Jaclcson Throt

't.his card often portrays a blind-
lblded person seated and hold-
ing a sword in each hand, arms
crossed at the chest. The implica-
tion in such a scene is that the
swords are a heavy burden that
the holder dare not set down lest
the sharp edges cut and do dam-
age, but that there is also a great
tleal of strain in holding them
rrpright. This issue of tension is

rrlso addressed in the image of a
truce between warriors. Although
things are quiet at the moment,
(here is no way of knowing how
long this will last or what will set off a new round of conflict. This card
e rnphasizes a sense of uncertainty in an otherwise tranquil time, as with
the delicate and tenuous work of diplomacy, while also suggesting that
rnaking an important decision may bring peace of mind.

MEANING: Balance of opposing forces, truce, cold analysis in decision-
making, harmony of power, tensions ease, temporary solutions, emo-
tions repressed for decision, stalemate, armed truce, tensions beneath
the calm, diplomary.

ITEVERSE: Dupliciry indecision, tentative peace, misguided/malicious
advice, lies, treachery, false friends, frustrated efforts to resolve a
situation.

KEY WORDS: Tensions ease, balance of opposites, vital decision,
diplomacy.



Three of Swords
Three of Swords

TheWitches Throt

This card is generally depicted
as a single heart with three swords

plunged through it, showing sor-
row and loss, but this is not the
only meaning. While there may
be a separation from loved ones

in the readings for people in mil-
itary service, it also shows an in-
dependent new direction is taken,

free from prior restraints. It may
show someone leaving home to
start an new life, perhaps with a

job in a different city or in a mar-
riage. As illustrated here, the
querant may be taking the first

steps to a new path as yet unclear or one that requires a firm mental com-
mitment to make the transition. This card also indicates that issues are
unresolved, and these can be cleared through intelligent rather than emo-
tional communication.

MEANING: Striking out on a new path, unfinished business, absence,

separation, conflict/talks clears the airiresolves problem, new path
requires courage, consider options before acting, lack of communi-
cation brings sorrow disappointment.

REVERSE: Fear of loss, confusion, imposition of own ideas, regrets,
treachery results in loss and suffering, beware of malice nearby.

KEYWORDS: New path to unknown, separation, unfinished business,
conflicts.
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Four of Swords
Four of Swords

The Robin Wood Throt

A sense of repose permeates most
lcnditions of this card, offering
screne rest accompanied by readi-
rrcss to resume a defensive stance
ls needed. This could mean taking
ir break from cares and frustrations
of'life as with a vacation, or sim-
Ply standing back from a conflict
lirr a moment to reassess the situ-
ation with calm thought rather
lhan impassioned emotions. Al-
though the need for a respite from
battle is shown, there is also aware-
ncss that letting down one's guard
is not an option. This card also
shows that being ready to fight
rnay in itself precipitate a pause in conflict.

MEANING: Tensions ease, gathering thoughts and strength in solitude,
rest from stress/period of struggle, introspection, fatigue, recupera-
tion from illness, repose, replenishment, patience, security through
readiness, negotiation, orderly peace, conflict temporarily resolved,
energy grounded, not the time to make definite plans, period of self-
cleansing and releasing the emotional burdens of others.

I{IIVERSE: Discretion needed, enforced seclusion, illness, excluded from
lbrmer associates, care in renewed activity, taking precautions.

KIIY WORDS: Rest, vigilance, orderly peace, recuperation, cleansing,
patience.



Five of Swords
Five of Swords

TheWitches Throt

This card maybe read from dif-
ferent points of view depending
on the other cards ofthe spread.

Often there is one person de-
picted holding the swords either
discarded or lost by others, or
a conflict between people with
some loss on one side or the
other. The image of a struggle
pits one against many, and if it
is the querant who loses, then
there is some embarrassment,
but nothing that cannot be sur-
mounted. It may be the querant
who bests the opposition or

picks up their ideas for further development. Ideas and how others react
to them or defense of a higher principle may be involved. If one person
holds the swords of several others, the querant may be the one who is
victorious rather than the one whose ideas were defeated.

MEANING: Injured self-esteem, overcoming challenges, assimilating
ideas, force used for good, overwhelming obligations, courage, posi-
tive attitude turns around a negative situation, reprioritize for suc-
cess, face own limitations, blaming others for failures, parting due
to ideas, struggles, antagonisms reveal personal courage.

REVERSE: Fear of defeat, vacillation, spite, power dissipated, empty
gains.

KEYWORDS: Injured self-esteem, forcefulness gains goals, honorable
struggle.
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Six of Swords
Six of Swords

The Robin Wood Tarot

This card may indicate a journey,
but the underlying meaning is one
of tranquillity. Here is where the
battles have ended, the conflicts
are over, and the querant is mov-
ing to calmer waters. Victory over
adversity is received with dignity,
and may stem from having made
a decision with calm considera-
tion. A difficult time is passing, and
troubles are being left behind.
'I'here may have been some per-
sonal sacrifices along the way, in
some cards indicated by the rower
of the boat, as though moving to
Avalon or Underworld, but the
cnd result is a much-needed break from the battlefront, and a time alone
.r with close family or friends to sort things out and make plans for fu-
ture goals. This is often a card ofvacations and travels, possibly overseas.

MEANING: Leaving troubles behind, overcoming difficulties, journey,
success after worry, making a decision ends worries, long term plan-
ning, starting a new life, focused mind, new ideas open new oppor_
tunities, new knowledge alleviates limitations, success from self-
sacrifices.

ITEVERSE: Turmoil, displacement, problems ignored, hindered, self-
sabotage.

KEY woRDS: /ourney, leaving troubles behind, overcoming diffi culties.



Seven of Swords
Seven of Swords

The Nigel lackson Throt

This card shows that the odds may

be surmounted through cunning
and skillfi.rl guile. Diplomacy and

creative thinking may be a factor,
but the emphasis is on indirect
action rather than confrontation.
Thctfi,rl presenting of ideas has a

better chance of success here, and

requires an agile mind. Some

cards depict an armful of swords

gathered and carried offprior to
a contest, which compares to get-

ting the drop on the opposition
and disarming their arguments
ahead of the public discussion,

leaving them unprepared. The indication is also that the individual acts

alone, not relying on anyone else to avert trouble, and making the careful

decisions to promote a plan.

MEANING: Strategy, success through perseverance, diplomacy and tact,

new plans, creative action, confidence, fortitude, hope, interactive

communication, able to defend oneself in a difficult situation, confi-

dence, taking easy solutions.

REVERSE: Deceit, plans postponed, frustration, inadequate diplomacy,

betrayal, indecision, poor advice, quarrels.

KEY WORDS: Strategy, perseverance, tricky situation, clever approach,

careful decisions.
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Eight of Swords
Eight of Swords

The RobinWood Throt

This card usually shows a person
bound and blindfolded in the midst
of a semicircle of swords stuck into
the ground. While there may be a
sense of futility about this scene,
the way out lies directly before the
person. Rather than expressing that
there is no way out of a situation,
the meaning is that there is no
need to struggle against the ob-
vious, simply stay the course and
all will unfold as it should. Some-
times people want to rush events
rlr micromanage every part of a

process when neither is required.
Patience is implied here, for there is
a Iight coming after the storm, and the current troubles will soon pass of
their own accord.

MEANING: Feeling entrapped, stay the course, patience needed, goals
only temporarily obstructed, feeling hurt by criticism, scholarship
dispels rumor and gossip, discovery of truth, untrustworthy gossip
and rumor, indecision, distractions, difticult choice or dilemma needs
time for resolution, frustration, possible illness.

I{EVERSE: Temporary relief through distancing rather than solutions,
fears end, new options, improved health, self-imposed restrictions.

KEY WORDS: Dilemma, stay the course, patience needed, ignore
rumor.



Nine of Swords
Nine of Swords

The Robin Wood Tarot

This card is usually pretty alarm-
ing to look at, showing a person

in bed as though awakening from
a nightmare. It is important to
remember here that the visions of
terror are the stuff of dreams, not
of reality. This is a card of anxi-
eties, the worries that keep people

up at night or dance in their
dreams, offering up all the worst
scenarios for any action or plan.

The other aspect of this scene is

to meet those fears head on,
using the intellect to take control
and turn the negative feelings into
oositive action to avert the envi-

sioned problems. Keeping strength in reserve will bring plans to fruition
and alleviate fears. Self-doubt is usually unnecessary, and by sorting out
the problems, the foreboding is tamed and the situation is handled.

MEANING: Anxiety, plans about to be realized despite worries, under-

standing alleviates worries, issue needs resolution, actions need to be

based on clear thinking, fears out of proportion to reality, feeling iso-

lated, patience needed.

REVERSE: Doubt, deception, feeling oppressed by troubles, opposition

to ideas raises self-doubts, impaired communications

KEYWORDS: Anxieties, unfounded worries, plans about to be realized.
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Ten of Swords
Ten of Swords

TheWitches Throt

This card is often depicted with
a body that has swords stuck
into the back. At first glance, the
scene is horrible, but the image
literally expresses the idea of
turning one's back on troubles.
This is a cutting-of-losses and
moving-on card. With impartial
and careful deliberation, an un-
pleasant situation is assessed, and
a problem is solved or allowed
to take its own course for the
present. There is finality, an end-
ing or conquering of troubles.
'fhe ability to succeed will be
tested and surmounted after an initial fear of failure. Through courage
and willpower' things will improve, and there may be an extreme change
i' a person's life. wisdom is also implied, for one learns through the les-
sons of life, and things will improve after this period passes.

MEANING: Difficulties end, abilities proven after a struggle, wisdom
gained, end of present troubles, the worst is over, making a fresh
start, honest assessment of situation, troubles conquered, exhaustion,
sadness, able to finish a difficult task.

IIEVERSE: Ideas not workable, be wary of the plans and actions of oth-
ers, going along with what cannot be changed, disappointment.

KEYWORDS: End of present troubles, proven ability to defend ideas,
fresh start.



Page of Swords
Page of Chivs (Ituives)

The Buckland Romani Tarot

This is the card of the apprentice

who is eager to test the skills
learned. There is an adroit use of
language talents, and a desire to
be more self-assertive. An air of
self-confidence might spill over

into the cockiness of youthfrrl am-
bition and certitude. There is also

insight and a sense of vigilance, a

keen awareness of learning what
is needed to pursue personal goals.

With language skills, there is also

the need to use wisdom to keep

this from deteriorating into mere

spiteful gossiping. Independence

is sought, and there is abundant
energy to see this through.

MEANING: Vigilance, insight through careful observation, scrupulous

preparation,learning a skill with practice, knowing what is wanted,

discretion, news that brings understanding, practicing language skills,

beginnings of independent thinking, perception , ready to take action

or resolve an issue.

REVERSE: Cunning, deceitfirlness, spying, unfi nished proj ects, lack of
preparation, taking inappropriate shortcuts, obstructions to learning,

unforeseen events, change of plans.

KEYWORDS: Insightful, readiness for action, communication skills,

vigilance.
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Krrrsht of Swords
Knight of Swords

The RobinWood Throt

'fhis is a card of swift action taken,
of sudden changes and the ability
to move with these. The desire for
adventure propels a person into
action with aggressive self-assur-
ance. A person who is smart,
cager, and courageous is indicated
here. The mind is used with deter-
rnination and incisiveness, and
success is the goal driving this en-
crgy. While the card normally is
one of action, it may also indicate
l-readstrong and chaotic activity if
not properly handled. There are

irlso impressive new ideas in devel-
opment here and these may cause disruption with traditional points of
view.

MEANING: Sudden changes, self-assurance, incisive career activity,
courage, conflict between old and neq intelligence, strong balance
of power between ideas and implementation, bravery, skill, capable,
heroic action, temporary chaos resulting from changes, action has
begun, no more delays to accomplishing goals, penetrating mind and
ideas, goal-focused.

ITEVERSE: Headstrong, impractical ideas, conceit, unprincipled action
to achieve goals, deception, quick-tempered, adventurer.

KEYWORDS: Swift action, sudden changes, ability and courage, self-
assured.



Queen of Swords
Queen of Swords

The RobinWood Tarot

This is the card of an insightful,
shrewd mind, of a very percep-

tive woman, someone who values

independence. As a strong and
idealistic person, there is a possi-

bility of limiting the enjoyment
of life through isolation. Self-ex-
pression of the intellect through
Ianguage could involve writing,
scientific research, and other pro-
fessional venues. Quick-witted
and keenly insightful, this person

is able to assess a situation or an-

other person quickly and ably.

The only danger here is in alien-
ating others who fail to understand this versatile and focused mind.
Being true to yourself may not be appreciated by others and could lead to
loneliness or sorrow but overall this is a card showing the ability to man-
ifest thoughts in the highest tradition of bards and poets. This person

does not use emotional displays, but wisdom, to gain goals.

MEANING: Keenly perceptive, quick-witted, independent, intellect
expressed through language, taking action, a determined and focused

mind, thoughts manifested, breaking free from restrictions, self-

determined, self-protective.

REVERSE: Impractical, suspicious, spiteful, isolated, negative, ill-
tempered.

KEY WORDS: Independent, insightful, perceptive, determined,
language skills.
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King of Swords
King of Chivs (Knives)

The Buckland Romani Tarot

'fhis is a card of authority and
will to act. Often associated with
lcgal matters, judgments, and
rrnalysis, it shows the application
of power. Also indicated is a man
who is shrewd and used to hav-
ing his way, but who is also hon-
cst and direct. Through inno-
vation and strategy, plans are put
into motion for a successful con-
c:lusion. Strong leadership skills
are involved here, and the ability
to judiciously discern what is
nceded to get the job done, and
what is unimportant. Because au-
thority derives from intellect, the person may seem emotionally shallow
or aloof, but actually the emotions are merely subordinated to the mind
in the process of making decisions and cultivating personal talents.

MEANING: Authority, legal action, judicial power, professionalism,
decisions made and ideas implemented, will, determination, shrewd-
ness, application of scientific method and thought, alert intellect, ca-
reer satisfaction, objectivity.

ITEVERSE: Indecision, tyranny, domineering and willful, plans and
ideas resisted, impractical, selfishness, a malicious person.

l( EY WORDS: Authority, legal action, implementing decisions,
determination.



Part Six
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Associations of Wands
Wands may be known in some decks as: Rods, Staves, or Clubs,
among other designations. As the suit associated with the Fire
Elemental, Wands is defined by: South, Summer, Noon, Orange/
Red, Plant,Insight, Life-force, and the suit governs: Career, Study,
Creative Ventures, Work, Self, and Spirit.
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Ace of Wands
Ace of Wands

The Sacred Circle Tarot

This card represents Elemental

Fire, the power of Solar energy,

creativity, and growth, particu-
larly in the area of career. The

realm of imagination and am-

bition animates the pursuit of
goals with new initiative and
bright ideas. The energy is also

physical, allowing for the pur-
suit of vision, the starting of a
new career or enterprise, and

the expression of the life force.

Passion and drive are coupled
with the ability to see things
through to completion. This is

a card of action and invention, showing truth and an authentic new per-

spective. For timing, the upright card indicates fune, but if read in re-
verse, the meanings are muted or delayed, and the timing is for fuly to
August. As generative energy, this card may also refer to the birth of a
baby.

MEANING: Creative energp new career start or gains, invention, new

ideas applied to work, start of an enterprise, new beginning, creative

success, journey for career or artistic work, new initiative, taking
action, adventure, birth of a baby.

REVERSE: Stagnation, plans canceled, goals unrealized, career delays,

burdens postpone decisions.

KEY WORDS: Career start, creative awakening, new beginning,
invention.
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Two of Wands
Two of Wands

The Robin Wood Throt

This card usually depicts someone
on the verge of making a momen-
tous decision, investing heavily in
seeing a personal vision become
reality. There is an indication of
taking a chance, but with careful
cleliberation. Here is where what
is wanted is first defined, then ac-
lion is taken to secure the goals.

Although there may be conflicts
or a period of uncertainty, success

is on the horizon. As such, this is a

card of success in a venture car-
ried out with boldness and self-
confidence, and the formulation
of subsequent new aims, while an-
ticipating the fruits of the current labor.

MEANING: Business venture, attainment of goals, energizing new ideas,
financial success, fulfillment, earned success, forceful personality
brings goals to fruition, heeding good advice, careful planning of new
goals, spiritual journey or growth, good use of potential, beginning
studies or a course of action to gain goals.

REVERSE: Lack of growth, unfocused ideas or plans, gains less than
desired, unsatisfying success, feeling unworthy, suffering or sadness
while awaiting confirmation of success of venture.

KEYWORDS: Boldness, fulfillment, earned success, seeking a new
challenge.



Three of Wands
Three of Staves

The Nigel Jackson Tarot

This card represents a business

undertaking in which working in
harmonywith others ensures suc-

cess. As a result, negotiations are

involved, and prior planning to
make everything move smoothly.
There could be a committee or
some form of teamwork indi-
cated, but by working together,
the job gets done. Good career

news is coming as an enterprise is
about to succeed. This shows that
while the initial stages of a busi-
ness venture have gone well, there
is still more to do for the proiect

to reach realization. A positive outlook and hard work will see to the full
completion of the work.

MEANING: Good career news, enterprise about to succeed, gains in
commerce, trade, unity for success, negotiation and flexibility, plan-
ning, power of creativity, sense of strength/independence, certitude,
celebrating initial stages of success, activity nearly complete, accept-
ing advice from others

REVERSE: Promising venture fails, pride interferes with goals, more
facts needed, ulterior motives of others create difficulties.

KEYWORDS: Good career news, negotiations, practical knowledge,
teamwork.
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Four of Wands
Four of Wands

The Robin Wood Tarot

The harvest is in, and now is the
time of celebration. The rewards
ofpast labors are now enjoyed.
There is a sense of orderliness and
job satisfaction with this card,
and a partnership. This may also
suggest a romance with someone
who is a coworker, or with whom
labors have been shared. possibly

an elevation in work, by promo-
tion or new assignment, is in
store for the querant.

MEANING: Celebration of work
completed, job satisfaction,
camaraderie with coworkers.
working toward a common goal, unexpected occasion, teamwork,
strong career foundation laid, stability of venture, romance, new
home, sense of security and serenity, fruits of labor, completion,
reaping rewards from project, demands in relationship ease, har_
mony, content with life and home.

IIEVERSE: small rewards, disorgan ization,work dissatisfaction, delays
in finishing a project, romance fades, minor disruptions at home.

KEY WORDS: Effiorts rewarded, promotion, harmony, rejoicing,
romance.



Five of Wands
Five ofKoshes (Staves)

The Buckland Romani Tarot

This card usually depicts a group
of people struggling with long
staves in a disorderly or combat-
ive manner. The actual meaning
is of competition, or of the need

to work together to complete a
project and bring about a change.

But there is also an element of
renewal, of awakening creativity
that moves energy into physical
manifestation. As such, this card

shows that the struggle to bring
ideas into being, requires com-
promises to overcome the prob-
lems. Labor issues may be in-

volved, with unforeseen troubles, and need to be examined for under-
standing and solution. People may simply be getting on each other's
nerves, or there may be competition for contracts and career moyes.

MEANING: Tests and competition, struggle to gain goals, disagree-
ments, challenges, overcoming obstacles through cooperation, re-
newal, exerting more effort, conflict brings change, formalizing
rituals for growth, need for grounding to realizeplans, caught off
balance, hold fast to own resolve, rise in status.

REVERSE: Complex problems, contradictions, provoking arguments,
indecisive.

KEYWORDS: Competition and tests, struggle, teamwork needed.
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Six of Wands
Six of Staves

The Nigel lackson Throt

'Ihis card illustrates that victory
has been achieved, but, more-
over, there is public acclaim. The
clifficulties have been surmounted
and success has led to some form
of public recognition, perhaps
the awarding of a merit certifi-
cate, trophy, or other such sym-
bol of outstanding performance.
'fhere has been competition for
this recognition, and the querant
has emerged victorious. Promo-
tion may be involved here, or the
attainment of higher qualification
in a particular career field. Over-
all, this card indicates good news in the work endeavors.

MEANING: Victory, acknowledgment, public recognition, honors, good
news, gains, advancement, goals realized, triumph after difficulties,
self-expression, success after hard work, lots of creative energy, un-
derstanding, ideas made reality, others receptive to ideas, career goars
gained, gains from own effiorts.

REVERSE: Vanity, overestimation of own abilities, disloyalty, insur-
mountable odds, need to focus on home and family, consider plans
oI others.

KEYWORDS: Victory, public acclaim, triumph over obstacles.



Seven of Wands
Seven of Staves

The Nigel Jackson Throt

The image working against the
odds is seen here, but the impor-
tant factor is that the single com-
batant is in a superior position,
well-suited for self-defense. An-
other card of competition, this is a

card of defending one's position
or ideas, utilizing all the natural
instincts and skills gained through
experience. This also symbol-
izes the efforts of a writer, stu-
dent, or teacher in getting ideas

across to others.

MEANING: Surmounting the
odds, success, advantage, writer/student/teacher, creative flow, obsta-
cles overcome, trust intuition, enterprise completed, keeping prob-
lems under control by methodical approach, pushing for own ideas,

not giving up, handling problems as they appear, facing and manag-
ing issues.

REVERSE: Letting problems build up, energy dissipated, self-doubts, at-

tention diverted from problems, opportunity lost through hesitancy,

embarrassment, may need to accept offered assistance.

KEY WORDS: Advantage, defending a position, writer/studentiteacher,
courage.
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Eight of Wands
Eight of Staves

The Nigel lackson Throt

'fhis is a card of swift-moving
cvents news coming from a dis-
tance. Here is a possible resolu-
tion to problems, and a period of
activity follows. \{hile the events
rnay be short-term, or there may
be some travel involved, the view
is one of optimism, as when an
impasse finallybreaks and things
start moving again. There is prog-
ress and even possible advance-
rnent as a result. The caution here
is to avoid making a hasty deci-
sion that might affiord only a tem-
porary solution without laying the
lbundation for long-term gains.

MEANING: News or letter coming soon from a distance, swift action,
travel, rapid but not permanent progress, taking control, taking ac_
tion on ideas, ending a period of inactivity or of waiting, events gain
speed, tensions resolved, plans allowed to proceed.

IIEVERSE: Deception, journey canceled, creative tensions, self-
analysis stalls progress, hastily made decision or foolish impulse
has far-reaching consequence, discord, delays, family quarrels inter-
fere with careeLtravel plans delayed.

KEYWORDS: News from a distance, swift action. travel.



NINE oF STAVE6

Nine of Wands
Nine of Staves

The Nigel Jackson Throt

Here is the fortification of solid
accomplishment. There is energy

and strength to handle any prob-
Iems that may turn up. Indeed,

the indication is that success will
not go unnoticed and wiil gener-

ate competition and adversarial

response from others, but the
querant is in a state ofreadiness,
prepared to deal swiftly and thor-
oughlywith opposition. The inner
determination to succeed is har-
monized and integrated with all

aspects of the individual for all-

around victory and peace of mind.

MEANING: Readiness, productivity, secure position, pause in work,
anticipating difficulties, regroup thoughts before continuing, deeper

awareness, strength in adversity, career strength, perseverance, disci-

plined and orderly approach needed, satisfaction with current situa-

tion, prepared to meet possible challenges, seizing opportunities,
taking responsibility for own success and defense.

REVERSE: Impracticality, need for help from others, overly protective,

obstinate, difficulties to overcome, uncertainties.

KEYWORDS: Strength, readiness, security, project nears completion.
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Ten of Wands
Ten of Staves

The Nigel lackson Tarot

As a card of success, this one im-
plies that too much of a good
thing has its disadvantages. Now
that superiority in career and work
has been achieved, the work load
becomes burdensome, the hours
long, and the need is for delega-
tion of some areas to others. There
is also the tendency now to be-
come overbearing because of the
need for continuing success. In
some decks, this card depicts one
person carrytnga bundle of staves

toward a castle, indicating that
this is work that ought to be
handed over to others, as well as taking personal pride in every facet of a
job. In reality, though, employees need to feel their work is worthwhile,
and there are some responsibilities they are capable of handling.

MEANING: Promotion, culmination of creative venture, determination
to achieve goals, problems resolved, stress, work pressures, carrying
the burden of others, need to delegate duties, cooperation brings
unity pride for work well done.

REVERSE: Over committed, oppression, plans halted, difficulties, suc_
cess becomes a burden, envy of others detracts from satisfaction,
malicious gossip.

KEY WORDS: Stress of success, heary workload, need for delegation,
tenacity.



Page of Wands
Page of Wands

The Sacred Circle Tarot

This card addresses new cre-

ativity and the restlessness to
give it expression. There is a
sense of wanting to get going,

of agitating for action. Impor-
tant news is also heralded by
this card, perhaps to do with the

completion of a project or diplo-
macy. Creative potential and
inspiration needs nurturing, re-

sulting in reliable and useable

ideas. This youthfirl energy ofFers

spontaneity and the desire to
see things through to comple-
tion. Ambition coupled with re-

sourcefulness is energized for successful action through a person who is

consistent and trustworthy.

MEANING: Important news, new ideas need to be useable, emissary

with a message, consistent person, completion, energy, new coop-

erations and ideas, reliable friend, independent action, self-reliance,

creative potential, good intentions, looking for direction in life,
creating long-term plans, eager to apply learning, travel, ambition,
resourcefulness.

REVERSE: Impatience, petty rivalries, uncertainty, flattery from a

false friend, easily influenced, used to achieve another's goals, lack

of forethought.

KEY WORDS: Restlessness, resourceful, reliable, ambitious, important
news.
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kright of Wands
Knight of Wands

The RobinWood Throt

This is the card of new adven-
tures and eagerness to embrace all
that life has to offer. There may
be a journey and a change of res-
idence involved in the fulfillment
of this initiative, advancing fear-
lessly into the unknown. This
could relate to moving to a new
city to look for work, resumd and
recommendations in hand. It
could also refer to striking out on
a new career or artistic venue.
But things have been thought out
prior to making the move, thus
supporting the self-assurance with
practical insight.

MEANING: Enterprising new experience, journey, departure, energetic
ambition, creativity, physical activity in learning process, time of ac-
tion and adventure, new experiences, change of residence, imminent
opportunities, setting out to explore the unknown, rapid action and
dynamic energF.

REVERSE: Discord, activity interrupted, plans change, achievements
belittled by those who are envious.

KEYwoRDS: Looking for new adventure, enterprising activity, fearless
explorer.



fi;'r; ,'t- Queen of Wands
Queen of Wands

The Robin Wood Throt

This is the card of practicality and
good-natured kindness. Warmth
and constancy is generated by
the sense of self-mastery and self-
confidence. This may indicate a

friendly confidant or someone
whose creative vision extends to
all facets of life. Optimism and joy
springs from energy channeled
within, and is tempered with un-
derstanding. Imaginative and sin-
cere, this could indicate a person
who is self-actualized and empow-
ered, and as such is willing to
help others achieve this situation.
Strong-willed, there is no ques-

tion that others will carry their share of the load.

MEANING: Practical, meaningful expression, cleverness, self-confident,
sincere, insightful, self-knowledge and self-masterp friendly confi-
dant, trusting others to do their part in a job, sustaining a vision,
nurturing the spirit, independence, creativity, warmth, strong-willed,
loyal, imaginative, concept formed, gracious, willing to help others,
ideas need continuous cultivation, leadership, good planner.

REVERSE: Irritability, seeking durable relationships, jealousy, poorly
laid plans, accusatory, domineering, deceitful and distrustful, diffi-
culty expressing ideas.

KEY WORDS: Practical, optimistic, joyful, creative, imaginative,
kindness.
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Kng of Wands
King of Wands

The Sacred Circle Tarot

'l'his card symbolizes good coun-
scl from one who is knowledge-
lble and honest. Professional
tooperation will help here to
irchieve the best results in a ven-
Iure or career. Being assertive,
bLrt with sincerity, new ideas
rrray be initiated, finding accept-
irnce by others. This card may
irlso indicate a liaison, a discrete
go-between of good character
irnd reputation. There are good
lclationships and a conscientious
cifort of maintaining these, al-
though at times actions are fol-
l'wed out of impulse. Nevertheless, this card suggests a respected leader.

MEANING: Able to bring ideas to fruition, honest, following good
council, good relations, conscientious professional, direct action
taken, spiritual attainment, seeing things as they really are, living
the ideal of truth and enlightenment, plans are possible, educated
and refined, respected teacher, self-assured.

ITEVERSE: Austerity, critical, deliberations, action impeded by criticism,
autocrat, slow changes, dogmatic, disapproving of ideas differing
from own, thoughtless actions.

l(EY woRDS: Professional cooperation, good counsel, conscienti<_rus,
honesty.
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Associations of Cups
Cups may be known in some decks as: Bowls, Cauldrons, or
Hearts, among other designations. As the suit associated with
the Water Elemental, Cups is defined by: West, Autumn, Sunset,
Blue/Indigo, Animal, Blood, and the suit governs: Emotions, Intu-
ition, Psychic Power, Love, Friendship, and Feelings.
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Ace of Cups
Ace of Cups

The RobinWood Tarot

This card symbolizes abundance

of joy and emotional satisfaction.

It is often shown as an overflow-
ing cup, with rays of golden light
to emphasize that these are pos-

itive emotions, expressing the
power of happiness so great as to
offer nourishment to others. As

a symbol of the Elemental Water,

it incorporates the energies of
the Moon, emotional tides, the

subconscious, and psychic ability.

With timing, the upright card in-
dicates September, but if read as

a reverse, the timing is for Octo-
ber to November, and the mean-

ings are muted or delayed. This is a power card of beneficial aspect

offering happiness in relationships and unity with the Divine through
love. As it is related to the influence of the Moon, trust in the power of
intuition is also indicated.

MEANING: Abundance, joy, emotional fulfillment, inspiration, produc-

tive, perfection, fount of life, inspiration, important relationship, pos-

itive change, contentment, pure and noble feelings, love, overflowing
happiness.

REVERSE: Emotional upset, change, delays, unrequited love.

KEY WORDS: Abundan ce, joy,love, inspiration, emotional fulfillment.

I 18 lturt Scvctt Mirror Arcotrn: ()tps

Two of Cups
TWo of Cups

The RobinWood Tarot

This is usually a card of convivial
union, sometimes reflecting love
and possibly marriage, but also a

successful and satisfiiing partner-
ship. Thus, it may refer to lovers
or to good friends, or to a satisfr-
ing partnership in business. A
card of joy and happiness, its
meaning is clarified by the sur-
rounding cards in a spread. There
is a sense of well-being that is
shared with another, with mutual
respect and enjoyment. Creative
ideas may also be indicated, shared

with and appreciated by another
who is close.

MEANING: Harmony, partnership, reconciliation, cooperation, intu-
ition may be manifested, emotional balance, love, affinity, affection,
trust, a happy surprise, engagement or marriage, union, synthesis,
making peace, new relationship or a new phase in developing in one,
strong intuition, agreements.

REVERSE: Emotional misunderstandings, disagreements, self-delusion,
self-indulgence, lack of appreciation for another, the ending of a
relationship.

KEY WORDS: Harmony, partnership, affection, marriage.



Three of Cups
Three ofKoros (Cups)

The Buckland Romani Tarot

This card is often depicted with
huppy celebrants dancing with
cups, but the joy of companion-
ship may also be on a quieter
level. Friendship and party at-
mosphere go together here, and

the extent ofthis celebration de-

pends on the surrounding cards

of the spread. Often, there is a
definite social event indicated
with this card, and usually this
relates to an emotional and fam-

ily occurrence such as an en-

gagement, marriage, or a birth,
but there is also the communi-
cation of mutually expressed joy

and the type of companionship that shows issues have been successfully

resolved, so there is a new optimism and sharing of good times and

happiness.

MEANING: Celebration, emotional fulfillment, satisfactory result,

problem resolved, good work relations, flexibility and compromise,

good news received, vitality, huppy conclusion, relief, good luck, intu-
ition takes form, creativity/unity with anothet communication, con-

summation of a relationship, reunion with friends, wedding, birth.

REVERSE: Excesses, over-indulgence, unappreciative, prestige

diminished.

KEYWORDS: Celebration, good news, problems resolved, wedding,
birth.
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Four of Cups
Four of Cups

The Robin Wood Tarot

This card generally shows a sense
of dissatisfaction in the midst
of success. There is a satiation
level to the emotions and a desire
for something new. In some decks,
this card indicates that the need
to reassess a situation will lead to
new possibilities. An old relation-
ship may be re-evaluated, or, al-
though faithful, an unexpressed
yearning still remains. It is the
questioning of the inner self as to
whether there is more to life that
makes emotional satisfaction here
tinged with a latent longing for
an ultimate experience signaling
that right choices have been made and that satisfaction is genuine. Even
with external needs being well-provided, internal satisfaction is being
questioned. This may signal a new direction in emotional expression,
such as with charity work, or some other means of sharing so ihat bal-
ance is returned.

MEANING: Discontent, reassessment, stationary period, new approach
to old problem, success brings desire for new challenges, satiitlon,
new friendships, faithfulness, new creative partnership, new
possibilities

IIEVERSE: Boredom, ap athy, aversion, seeking distractions.

KEYwoRDS: Reassessment, new possibilities, unidentified rongings.



Five of Cups
Five of Cups

The Sacred Circle Throt

This card symbolizes the prob-
lem of not knowing where to
focus the emotions. Usually de-
picted with three upright cups

and two spilled, the attention
is directed at losses suffered
rather than at the emotional
support and the benefits that
are still in reserve. The prob-
lem here is one of letting go

of emotional upset and em-
bracing the emotional strength
held but ignored-looking at

the spilled milk, but not at the
full containers. Fortunately, this

is generally a transitory time of mourning for something lost, with better
times to come. There may be some type of disappointment or hurt feel-
ings around the querant, but these need to be faced and released so that
better things are allowed to enter the sphere of influence.

MEANING: Partial loss, useless regrets, disillusionment, difficulties with
a Iegacy, stressful relationship s, delayed inheritance, shallow friend-
ships, anxiety, sharing bounty, wasting alegacy, imperfections, avoid-
ing a decision, dwelling on a loss.

REVERSE: Difficulties are overcome, hopeful outlook, unexpected life-
style change, new alliances, sharing abundance.

KEYWORDS: Useless regrets, disillusionment, partial loss, troubled
legacy.
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Six of Cups
Six of Koros (Cups)

The Buckland Romani Throt

'l'his card usually shows a scene
of pleasant memories being
nrade. The problem inferred is
that of living in the past, while
the hope inferred is that the
comfort of the past may be ac-
lualized in the present. Some-
t imes it indicates a desire to
repeat the good memories in
the present-which may be seen
when parents bestow on their
children the gifts they enjoyed in
their own childhood. This can
lead to disappointment when
(he present benefactor does not
.share the same enthusiasm for
the gift, or fails to relate to it as did the giver. Inherent is both the longing
fbr the good old days and the opportunity to bring some of those good
,remories into the present, but with care and relevance to the current life
so that the pleasure is meaningful.

MEANING: Longings, nostalgia, huppy memories, renewal, shared en_
ergy, harmony with others, reunions with friends from the past, abil_
ity to manifest past expectations, serenity, spiritual communication,
loving acceptance.

ITEVERSE: Living in the past, resisting change,

KEY WORDS: Nostalgia, manifesting past expectations, reunions.



Seven of Cups
Seven ofKoros (Cups)

The Buckland Romani Throt

This is a card symbolizing that
many choices lie ahead for the
querant, and while each may

seem enticing, only one is right,
and the others are illusions.
Most decks depict this card with
cups containing images of ad-

venture, wealth, love, palaces,

dreaminess, and spiritual en-

lightenment. To experience the
best desired means transform-
ing that dream into reality by

the application of energy. The
tendency to daydream and wish

for things without expending

the effort to bring these into fruition is cautioned here, and thus all the

choices remain tn a hazy atmosphere. It is up to the querant to make

them real. Meditation and vision questing is also part of this card, with a

true path revealed to guide the querant past the obstacles and distrac-

tions to reach the desired goal.

MEANING: Many choices available, daydreams, bright ideas, prioritize
options, dreams may be manifested, determination, truth revealed,

imaginings, seeing order through the chaos, will power needed to

achieve goals, opportunity.

REVERSE: Fear of failure or wrong choices, unable to decide, delusion,

gifts rejected, improbable ideas, false promises, self-deception,
confusion.

KEYWORDS: Choices, materialize dreams, truth revealed, evaluate

options.
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Eight of Cups
Eight of Cups

The Nigel lacleson Tarot

This card is usually depicted
with a person leaving friends and
familiar surroundings behind.
The implication is that an emo-
tional drain has taken hold. that
the individual is no longer will-
ing to be the emotional victim of
others or to be the one who does
all the giving. In this sense, there
is also a new understanding tak-
ing hold in which a person real-
izes there is no sense in continu-
ing with the current situation.
The time has come to take the
lessons learned and move on. This
usually means that some plan has been abandoned, or that a relationship,
cither personal or professional, is being ended for the good of the quer-
ant. This card shows up when people have outgrown their associates and
old companions, needing to find emotional satisfaction through personal
fulfillment.

MEANING: Tlrrning point in life, abandoning plans, seeking a new
path, reason takes over, releasing inconsequential matters, mod-
eration, seeking deeper meanings, scholarship sets one apart from
colleagues.

ITEVERSE: Dissatisfaction, reckless abandonment, changes forced.

KEYWORDS: Turning point, new path, new direction in life,
moderation.



Nine of Cups
Nine of Cups

The Nigel Jackson Throt

This card is often called the Wish

Card, meaning that what is de-

sired most will be received. The
extraordinary alignment of cir-
cumstance and good decision-
making bring emotional fi,rlfill-
ment and satisfaction. Usually,

this card appears to offer reassur-

ance to the doubter that plans

can be realized, that things will
work out. As such. it is a card of
hope as well as success and joy.

Life is about to improve, and by
following that which intuitively
attracts, success is attained.

MEANING: Wishes gained, satisfaction, difficulties surmounted, mate-
rial and emotional attainment, victory, prosperiry huppy future, con-
tentment, empathy and understanding, fi,rlfillment of a dream, good
health, happiness, ability to assimilate learning, self-satisfaction, en-
joyment of life, intuition is accurate, serendipitous events lead to ful-
fillment of dreams, enjoying the kindness of others.

REVERSE: Imperfect impressions, unwarranted self-satisfaction, tied
to the past, irresponsibility, selfishness, self-indulgence, vanity,
complacency.

KEYWORDS: Wishes fulfilled, efforts rewarded, contentment, happy
future.
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Ten of Cups
Ten of Cups

The RobinWood Throt

I his is the card of complete
t'rrrotional contentment, incor-
porating family and personal
irchievement. Because there is
lccognition from others for this
success, reputation and social
wcll-being are also factors. Life
lrrs meaning and purpose, there
is ongoing, permanent happi-
rrcss rooted in the firm foun-
tlrtion of knowing what has

spiritual value. This is the card
o{'family, of blood ties, enjoyed
rrnd nurtured through love that
is offered and reciprocated.

MEANING: Happiness, esteem,

recognition, reputation, gains in love, rest, enjoyment of family
and friends, family heritage, reaping rewards of efforts, long lasting
achievement, success, contentment in home and family, satisfying
emotional commitments, well-earned self-esteem.

IIEVERSE: Loss of friendship, family instability, no future planning,
quarreling, only casual friendships, interrupted peace, family dis-
putes, reputation endangered.

KEYWORDS: Contentment, recognition, esteem, good reputation,
security.



Page of Cups
Page of Cups

The RobinWood Throt

This is a card of inspiration and

a new burst of creativity. There

may be an invitation or an offer
coming, as well as new plans in
the making. As representative of a
person, this card shows a trust-
worthy and loyal companion, a

friend who can be counted on.
New talents are put into practical

use so that the overall feeling is

one of serenity and competence

in the face of change. A develop-

ing psychic ability is possible, and

there may be a new relationship
beginning or the current one may

be entering a new phase.

MEANING: Invitation or offet a loyal friend, a trustworthy worker,
practical use of artistic talents, creative thoughts, emotions satisfied,

artistic or other creative expression, intention determined and linked

with planning for emotional changes, emotional realization, percep-

tion and awareness, new social contacts, period of withdrawal for
introspection, refl ective mood.

REVERSE: Indiscretion, lack of fulfillment, newness, superficial love

notes, flattery, distraction, susceptibility to a smooth talker.

KEY WORDS: Practical use of talents, creative inspiration, emotions
satisfied.
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Knight of Cups
Knight of Koros (Cups)

The Buckland Romani Tarot

This is a card of enjoyment of
good times, perhaps indicating
an invitation or a propitious
occasion. If representative of a

person, this is someone who has

something beneficial to offer the
querant. The invitation alluded
to in this card is one that pro-
vides a desired opportunity
for the querant, allowing for so-
cial advancement or making
the necessary contacts for emo-
tional fulfillment and satisfac-

tion in life. This card often ap-

pears in relation to the business

lunch or cocktails, affording
an opportunity for casual mingling with the people who will prove
beneficial.

MEANING: Artistic ability/inspiration, a proposition, opportunity, in-
vitation coming, advancement, close friend, relaxations, filling own
needs as well as those of others, love, emotional breakthrough, in-
ducement, emotionally sensitive man, making use of opportunities
when they arise, possibly a romantic proposal.

REVERSE: Deception, unworkable ideas, opportunistic cooperation,
conniving, sly, fraudulent schemes, swindler.

KEY WORDS: Opportunity, invitation, artistic expression, break-
through, young man of sensitivity.



Queen of Cups
Queen of Koros (Cups)

The Buckland Romani Tarot

This card symbolizes psychic

ability and the deep current of
emotional insight. Facing one's

own true feelings is part of this
insight, affording an opportunity
for those feelings to emerge and

draw out the emotions from oth-
ers. Usually, when this card ap-

pears in a spread, it is time for
the querant to make an honest

assessment of the feelings that
drive him or her. There is a nur-
turing, loving, intellect involved

here, and this may be injured by
those less sensitive. If representa-

tive of a person, there is creativity and artistic talent, as well as well-de-

veloped intuition.

MEANING: Being true to feelings, devotion, honesty, gift of vision, psy-

chic, intellectual, artistic, creative, intuitive, fair and just, romanti-
cism, nurturing, emotional support in difficult situations,loving and

loved, serenely confident, authenticity of emotions.

REVERSE: Ambivalent feelings, emotional changes, unreliable, dishon-

esty, moody, self-centered.

KEY WORDS: Emotional truth, sensitive, psychic, nurturing, artistic.
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King of Cups
King Of Cups

The Sacred Circle Tarot

This card usually depicts a

scene of self-confidence by way
of attainment. The feeling is one
of security, in which the accu-
mulated wisdom is willingly
shared, and so may indicate a

counselor or mentor, especially
in a professional field. This is a
compassionate person, one who
may be a healer or physician,
who is loyal and expects this
in return, yet is understanding
of the shortcomings of others.
There may be scientific work
indicated by this card, and cer-
tainly an interest in the creative arts. As representative of a person, this is
someone who is responsible and liberal minded, but also protective and
kind.

MEANING: Responsibility, creativity, interest in the arts and sciences,
reliable, considerate, a counselor, intuitive, a professional person in
business,law, or medicine, community spirited, ready for talks and
giving advice, loyalty and commitment to others.

REVERSE: Self-promoting, obstructionist, immobility, changeable,
crafty,shifty, self- serving, unjust.

KEYWORDS: Responsible, reliable, counselor, creative, arts and
sciences.
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Patterns and Meanings
Almost any pattern used in luyttg out tarot cards will depict a
general theme of current situation, desired situation, foundation
for both, past, future, surrounding influences, worries, and an
outcome for how things are lined up at the time of the reading.
\Alhile the patterns of different spreads are useful, they can be re-
placed with a straight line if you know what the placements
mean. For a more scenic displaywhen doing readings for others,
the design of the spread may simply be more attractive, or you
may prefer to stick with certain patterns that are easy ro remem-
ber. After doing readings for a time and gaining proficiency you
will find that you can even do readings by stacking the cards.

The easiest method to use requires the layout of ten cards.
There are various designs for this, with the Celtic Cross being
very popular, but even with this spread there are variations be-
tween readers as to which card goes where when it is pulled
from the deck. You will need to decide on a method you are
comfortable with and stick to that. In Green Witchcraft: Folk
Magic, Fairy Lore, and Herb Craft (Llewellyn Worldwide, 1996) I
describe two layouts (pp. 119, 121), and it is the second one that
I will be using here. The first card is laid at the center of the
reading to indicate the current influences; the second card
crosses the first to show what events are arising from those in-
fluences; the third card is placed below the center pair to show
past events serving as a foundation for the present situation; the
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fourth card is placed to the left of the center two to show passing influ-
ences; the fifth card is placed above the center two to show what is de-

sired by the querant, the sixth card is placed to the right of the center ftvo

to show arriving influences. To me, this pattern is more of a Witch s Cir-

cle with the Solar Cross in the center since the cards are laid out in a de-

osil (clockwise) movement. Other readers use the same format, but lay it
out as a cross, moving from top to bottom and side to side, with different

approaches as to which part goes first. Thus the number 3 and number 4

cards could either be above or below the center, and the number 5 and

number 6 cards could be either to left or right of the center. This is why I
say you need to decide what style works best for you.

The next four cards of the spread are the same for everyone in their
placement as a column to the right of the other six cards, although read-

ers may vary a little on the meanings for the spaces. The seventh card,

placed to form the base of the column, shows what is generally going on

in the querant's life as the mundane situations of life and home or work

environment. The eighth card is placed above the seventh card and shows

the querant's strong points or advantages, although some readers use this

space as showing how other people view the situation or the querant. The

ninth card is placed above the eighth card and shows the hopes and

fears-the aspirations and worries-of the querant. The tenth card is

placed above the ninth and shows the likely conclusion or outcome of the

matter being addressed in the reading. As they are laid out, the cards

should reflect in order:

1 Current influences

2 Arising events

3 Foundation of situation

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ti4

Passing influences

What is desired

Arriving influences

Environment

Strong points and advantages

Hopes and fears

Likely outcome

Pnrt liiglrt

Perhaps you can see from this listing how easily a reading can be done
by simply stacking the cards as you pull them when you become more fa-
rniliar with them and are able to quickly make the associations between
them as you go.

Modifier cards may be run off any of these cards only after the ten are
all laid out. should you want to investigate a matter further, you may add
a string of cards to any position on the spread, seeing how they elaborate
on the original card. when doing this, you can reshuffle the remaining
cards between the laying out of strings of modifiers while focusing on the
card you are investigating further. I like to look at the relation between the
slxth and tenth cards as well. Since the sixth shows coming influences and
the tenth shows the likely outcome, there should be some kind of correla-
tion between these two. The advantage of a spread like this is that you can
try different approaches to a problem or question to see what the likely
outcome would be, and then decide whether or not to continue in that
vein or to make changes to alter the direction of the current energies. you
can take one card from the reading and place it at the center ofthe table,
regather the rest of the deck, shuffle while focusing on the card, then lay
out the spread on top of the selected card to see what further information
can be derived about this one aspect of the previous reading.

This is what the initial spread looks like when it is laid out:
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Card Placement Within a Spread
Reading cards with a spread requires you to interface the meaning of the

individual card with the meaning of the space where it is placed. You are

addressing the card with regard to the site, so that when you check your
list of meanings for a card, the one you use should fit somehow with
where it lies within the spread. As an example, a spread with the Ace of
Pentacles in the first card position shows that the querant is starting from
a financially sound position, and proceeding from there. If the Ace of
Pentacles is in the tenth card position, then the conclusion of the reading

shows that the matter under consideration is likely to end as a commer-

cial success, promotion, or prosperity (depending on the subject). The

meanings for the cards have to be related to the meanings of the position
in the spread where they are set out for the reading to make sense.

If it seems that the cards are going in a different direction from the

subject you were asked about, then there may be something else on the

querant's mind other than what was told to you, or there may be another

matter more urgent to be considered. Many times a person coming to a
reader will feel a little flustered or be reticent about the real purpose for
the visit. When I get cards that are just not related to the supposed sub-

ject, I will explain to the querant that I am getting something else, de-

scribe what I am seeing, and ask if the querant recognizes this or
understands what this is about. Once the subject addressed in the cards is

determined, the reading can proceed. I will usually go through that read-

ing, then start over to address the original question should the querant

still desire this. Since the cards are a tool of communication with the Di-
vine, any divergence from the querant's question or subject of considera-

tion is something that the Divine wants to get across to the querant first

and foremost. Often, I find that in the process of discussing what thc

cards are showing, the original question is in fact answered as well. You

simply need to follow your intuition.

Integrating Cards with Surrounding Cards
Besides understanding the meaning for a card in a specific location, yot"t

need to integrate that with the meanings of the surrounding cards. Y<rtt

can always read the spread as isolated cards, but the reading will be lacl<-
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ing in depth. For a more comprehensive reading, you have to consider all
the factors, and even create those little branches of modifying cards dis-
cussed earlier. There are different ways to interpret the cards, even with
the suggested meanings provided,, and this is where your skill as a psychic
and your ability to hone your intuitive talents plays an important role.

The easiest way for me to describe in this book the relationship be-
tween the cards of the Minor Arcana is through a simple abbreviation
system. Aces are A, and in the court cards, pages are pg, Knights are Kt,
Queens are Q, and Kings are K. These initials are followed by the suit ini-
tial: P for Pentacles, s for swords, w for wands, and c for cups. so the
Page of cups is Pgc, the Queen of Swords is es, the Knight of pentacles

is KtR the Ace of wands is AV4 and so forth. The numbered pips are
shown with number followed by the initial of the Suit, such as: 10s
meaning the Ten of swords, 2w meaning the Two of wands. what fol-
lows is a reference list of the key words from the individual cards from
which the relationships are derived as the cards are looked at together.

Quick Key Guide to the MinorArcana:
Pentacles

AP: Commercial success, prosperitl material attainment,
promotion

2P: New skills learned, balancing money, business decision, new job
3P: Celebrity, commitments, work rewarded, craftsmanship
4P: Financial security, privacy, budgeting, withdrawn, self-contained
5P: Financial worries, delayed income, unexpected expenses

6P: Gift or bonus, tempered generosity, financially self-confident
7P: Gain by perseverance, nurturing a project, impatient for results
8P: Commercial ability, enthusiasm with work, interest in new skills
9P: Accomplishment, self-esteem, good fortune, surprise gift
| 0P: Prosperity, family heritage, stability, joy
I'gP: Turning an interest into a career, diligence in work, study
KtP: Propitious occasion, competence, reliable, hard worker

QP: Plans realized, realistic ambitions, financial independence

KP: Economic power, business/career success, ideas manifested



Swords
AS: Victory, strength, power, determination, truth

25: Tensions ease, balance of opposites, important decision, diplomary

35: New path into unknown, separation, unfinished business, conflicts

45: Rest, vigilance, orderly peace, recuperation, cleansing, patience

55: Injured self-esteem, forcefulness gains goals, honorable struggle

65: Journey, leaving troubles behind, overcoming difficulties

75: Strategy, perseverance, tricky situation, clever approach, careful decisions

8S: Dilemma, stay the course, patience needed, ignore rumor

95: Anxieties, unfounded worries, plans about to be realized

l0S: End of present troubles, proven ability to defend ideas, fresh start

PgS: Insightful, readiness for action, communication skills, vigilance

KtS: Swift action, sudden changes, ability and courage' self-assured

QS: Independent, insightful, perceptive, determined, language skills

KS: Authority, legal action, implementing decisions, determination

Wands
AW: Career start, creative awakening, new beginning, invention

2W: Boldness, fulfillment, earned success, seeking a new challenge

3W: Good career news, negotiations, practical knowledge, teamwork

4W: Effiorts rewarded, promotion, harmony, rejoicing, romance

5W: Competition and tests, struggle, teamwork needed

6W: Victory, public acclaim, triumph over obstacles

7W: Advantage, defending a position, writer/student/teacher, courage

8W: News from a distance, swift action, travel

9W: Strength, readiness, security, project nears completion

l0W: Stress of success, over-committed, need for delegation, tenacity

PgW: Restlessness, resourceful, reliable, ambitious, important news

KtW: Looking for new adventure, enterprising activiry fearless explorer

QW: Practical, optimistic, joyfrrl, creative, imaginative, kindness

KW: Professional cooperation, good counsel, conscientious, honesty
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Cups
AC: Abundan ce, joy,love, inspiration, emotional fulfillment
2C: Harmony, partnership, affection, marriage
3C: Celebration, good news, problems resolved, wedding, birth
4C: Reassessment, new possibilities, unidentified longings
5C: Useless regrets, disillusionment, partial loss, troubled legacy
6C: Nostalgia, manifesting past expectations, reunions
7C: Choices, materialize dreams, truth revealed, evaluate plans
8C: Turning point, new path, new direction in life, moderation
9C: Wishes fulfilled, efforts rewarded, contentment, happy future
l0C: Contentment, recognition, esteem, good reputation, security
Pgc: Practical use of talents, creative inspiration, emotions satisfied
Ktc: opportunity, invitation, artistic expression, breakthrough, sensitive person
QC: Emotional truth, sensitive, psychic, nurturing, artistic
KC: Responsible, reliable, counselor, creative, arts and sciences

MajorArcana:
0: The Greenman: Spontaneity, courageous, fresh start, excitement, carefree
1: The Witch: Communication, creativity, skill, astuteness, adaptability
2: Drawing Down the Moon: Secrets, intuition, occult wisdom, psychic
3; Earth Mother: Bounty, fruitfulness, growth, inspiration, creativity, security
4: The Horned God: Builder, responsibility, stability, empowerment,

productive

5: Drawing Down the Sun: Inspiration, teacher, tradition, ritual, organized
6: The Lady and the Lord of the Wild Wood: Choice, trust, partnership
7: The BattleWagon: Victory, merit recognized, control, dominance, action
8: The Crone: Courage, fortitude, power, defeating obstacles
9: The Holly King: Wisdom, seeker, guide, personal growth, changing times

I 0: The Wheel of the Year: Fortunes improve, opportunity, progress
I l: The standing stone objective, balanced, fair, ethical, win in legal matter
l2: The Oak King: Suspended activity, transition, meditation, vision questing
13: The Lord of Shadows: Change, transformation, turning point, new start
14: The Sidhq Harmony of mental and psychic states, blend of ideas,

inspiration

l5: Nature: Freedom, choosing what appeals, following instincts



16: TheWild Hunt: Shocking event, sudden change from enlightenment

17: The Star: Opportunity, wishes granted, hopes obtainable, inspiration

18: The Moon: Trust instincts, subconscious manifested, creativity, psychic

19: The Sun: Happiness) success, achievement, satisfaction

20: Harvest Efforts rewarded, self-evaluation, rebirth, renewal

2l: The World Tres Completion, achievement, success, joy, end and begin

Reading the Paired Relationships
When laid out in a spread, the cards should be seen as a unit rather than

as independent or isolated from one another. In this way, the whole read-

ing comes together, allowing you to form a coherent interpretation.
when using additional cards to modif' or expand another card, each

new card will be read in relation to the one it is modifring. As an exam-

ple, the Knight of Pentacles with the 8 of Swords may indicate the need to

stay the course in (stick with) a project through hard work for desired re-

sults. If the card of Nature (the Devil) is also there, then there is greater

emphasis on letting things take their natural course through a period of
hard work. With something like the 5 of Swords and the 2 of Cups, you

could be seeing a loss of self-esteem in a marriage or perhaps the struggle

to attain harmony in a relationship or partnership. It is through the addi-

tional surrounding cards and the focus of the reading that the choice of
interpretations becomes apparent. By looking at pairs, the meaning of
their suits, their location in the spread, and how they link to the other

cards in the spread, you open the cards to your psychic intuition for a
reading that flows.

Aces are power cards, which I always read as upright unless looking for

timing, and as such, the cards to which they link are usually, but not al-

ways, seen with the positive influence of the Aces. All you need is a sense

of what each card means to see how they interrelate. In the brief refer-

ence guide of combinations that follows in the next four parts, you can

see how the cards are put together to draw the meaning from their indi-
vidual aspects into the context of another card. The bold-print card used

as a subtitle is being paired with all the other cards in the deck listed

below it. After awhile, some pairs will be missing from under the bold-

print header card simply because the pair has already been listed earlicr.
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Multiple approaches to a meaning are shown with a slash (/) between the
words indicating the word "or," so that as an example, ,,7WlKtC 

Oppor_
tunity for/from advantage/defending a position/ writer/student/teacher,,,
shows that these two cards together may mean that there is an opportu-
nity for, or from, having an advantage, or defending a position, and there
is an opportunity for, or from, a writeq or student, or teacher.

when you are looking at the spread, and perhaps answering a ques-
tion from the querant, you can determine from the other cards if a work
or career struggle is involved, or if the matter is in the realm of emotions
by the predominance of suit (wands for career, cups for emotions). De-
termining the meaning may be aided with conversation with the querant
(if willing) to eliminate options, such as with a person who is neither a
writer, student, nor teacher, and has no contact with anyone who is, so
the reading is narrowed down to either having an opportunity for an ad-
vantage or using an advantage to open the way to an opportunity. The
former indicates a lucky break, while the other could show inside infor-
mation or manipulation. with wands, the inference is generally the
workplace or career, and as such, this could relate to office politics. with
the use of defending a position instead of advantage, the implication is
still in the arena of office politics, indicating some kind of support will be
forthcoming for the person defending a position-a higher-up backing
the querant on an issue, for example.

You take the meanings listed for the pairs, and through your psychic
intuition you are able to see how they fit in the reading. This takes prac-
tice, but it is a talent you can indeed develop. In talking to the querant as
you progress through the reading, you can explain what the various op-
tions are for a set of cards if the person is not communicative, and let
them choose what has meaning for themselves. you may want to end the
session by asking the querant if anything you said was of help, and usu-
ally even a reticent person will answer in the affirmative. If not, you could
choose to try again or just acknowledge that you are not getting anything
clse from the cards-everyone has an "off" day. Most likely, though, you
have said something pertinent and the person simpry does not wanr to go
into it-trust your intuition on this, but I suggest you let it go at that. you
have nothing to prove to people who prefer silence.

I go in the Elemental sequence of the witch's circle by suits: pentacles,

Sw'rds, Wands, and Cups, and these are arranged from Ace through 10,
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then court cards Page through King, and end with Major Arcana 0-21.

So, as an example, if you want to see how the 2P aligns with the AP, you

will see that this is not listed under the 2P. Since the other card you are

looking for in this set is the AR you will know that this combination is al-

ready listed under those for the AP.

By not duplicating the pairings, the lists for each suit become shorter,

so that although the cards of the Pentacles are paired with everything,

those of the Swords are paired with each other, Wands, Cups, and the

Major Arcana; those of the Wands are paired with each other, Cups and

the Major Arcana; those of the Cups are paired with each other and the

Major Arcana; and those of the Major Arcana are paired only with other

Major Arcana. I suggest you arrange your cards in order within the suits

and place the paired cards beside each other as you look at the meaning.

See what aspects of the depictions on your cards reflect the interpreta-

tion, then use these as your visual prompts when doing readings.

The Major Arcana are included in the suit listings and give additional

guidance and power to the emphasis of the Minor Arcana cards. Oncc

you become accustomed to reading cards in pairs, you will see how all thc

cards relate to one another in any given reading. \{hen there is a definite

break between the meanings for a pair of cards, then you are alerted to a

new topic. By correlating the cards with the designation of their position

within a spread, such as past, present, future, and conclusion, you can

then move the reading into a new direction. The final listing shows how

the cards of the Major Arcana interact with each other-how they bal-

ance and affect each other when drawn in a reading.
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Quick Guide to Pentacle pairings

Ace of Pentacles-Co mmercial Success,
Pro sp erity, Material Attainment, promotion
AS/AP: Strong commercial success and prosperity
AWAP: Prosperity in new career, inventiveness is a commerciar success
AC/AP: Commercial success, promotion, prosperity brings emotional

tulfillment/joy

zPIAP: Success with new skills

2slAP: Tensions ease in the face of commercial success and prosperity
2wlAP: Bold new venture will be a commercial success or result in

prosperity

2C/AP: Harmonious partnership brings commercial success, pros_
perity, or promotion

3P|AP: Celebrity through commercial success

3S/AP: New path into the unknown brings prosperity and material
attainment

3WAP: Good career news is likely to be a promotion or pay raise
3C|AP: Resolution of problem results in commercial success, pros_

perity, or promotion

4PlAPz Prosperitygives a sense of security, good investments
4S/AP: Rest after commercial success

4WAP: Efforts rewarded with prosperity, or promotion with eood
pay incrcase



4CIAP: Reassessment of feelings needed to find commercial success or
promotion

5P/AP: Delayed income finally arrives, financial worries are lifted

5S/AP: Commercial success/prosperity from lessons learned and forcefulness

5WAP: Cooperation/teamwork with co-workers brings commercial success/

prosperity

5C/AP: Useless regrets dampen commercial success, promotion, or prosperity

6P|AP: Promotion or bonus emphasized, charitable work through commercial
venue

6S/AP: Business trip brings success, embracing new prosperity after troubles

6WAP: Public acclaim or award for commercial success

6C|AP: Past expectations manifested bringing commercial success or prosperity

7P|AP:Be patient as the project will be a Sreat success

7S|AP: Strategy and perseverance brings promotion or commercial success

7W I lPzlnsider knowledgeiexperience, or writing/teaching skills, bring
prosperity

TCtLPz Careful planning leads to commercial success, prosperiry or promotion

8P/AP: Those new skills will lead to commercial success and good income

8S/AP: Feeling trapped by success or an unwanted promotion

8WAP: Sudden progress or news from a distance brings prosperity or promotion

8C/AP: New direction/path needed to gain commercial success/prosperity/

promotion

9P|AP: Self-esteem is enhanced through material attainment/commercial success

9S/AP: Unnecessary worries over business success or promotion
gWAP: Commercial success despite troubles or labor disputes

9C|AP: Efforts rewarded with commercial success, prosperity, or promotion

IOP/AP: Commercial success from a family business

I0S/AP: Moving from a bad situation into one of prosperity and commercial

success

10WAP: Commercial success or promotion creates stressful situation

I0C/AP: Good reputation in successfirl business, promotion brings contentment

PgP/AP: Turning an interest into a career results in commercial success

PgS/AP: Testing skills lead to promotion or commercial success

PgWAP: Restlessness leads to prosperity, important news on promotion or

success

PgC/AP: Creative expression/use of talents gains promotion, prosperity, or succcltlt
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KtP/AP: Diligent hard work leads to promotion or commercial success and
prosperity

KIS/AP: swift aggressive action leads to promotion or commercial success

KTWAP: New enterprise is commercial success

Ktc/AP: Invitation/opportunity for commercial success or promotion
QP/AP: Plans realized bring commercial success or promotion

QS/AP: Insightful assessment leads to promotion or commercial success

QWAP: Practical, optimistic outlook gains promotion or commercial success

QC/AP: Intuition and following instincts leads to promotion, prosperity, or
success

KP/AP: Business/career success assured, being a leader in business or industry
KS/AP: Legal action results in material attainment, commercial success, or

promotion

KWAP: Professional cooperation results in commercial success/prosperity
KC/AP: Reliable counselor/mentor shows way to prosperity promotion, success

Greenman/AP: Anticipation and excitement in launch of new commercial
venture

witch/AP: communication skill brings promotion or success in commercial
venture

Drawing Down the Moon/Ap: Hidden truths boost promotion or commercial
success

Earth Mother/AP: commercial venture is wildly successful, bountiful prosperity
I{orned God/AP: Building a business to success and prosperity
Drawing Down the sun/AP: spiritual traditions boost commercial success or

promotion

Lord and Lady of the wild wood/Ap: Tiusting partnership brings success or
promotion

Itattle wagon/AP: Success, promotion, or prosperity through assertiveness

crone/AP: obstacles are overcome to gain promotion or commercial success

llolly King/AP: Adaptability to changing times leads to success or promotion
wheel of theYear/AP: Fortunes improve, generating success and prosperity
Standing stone/AP: objective assessment or legal victory brings success/

prosperity

t)ak King/AP: Introspection brings needed changes for promotion or success

Lord of shadows/AP: Releasing negativity ushers in new prosperity and success

Sidhe/AP: Ble'ding ideas and inspiration result in success, promotion, and
prosperity
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Nature/AP: Choosing what is appealing leads to commercial success and

prosperity

Wild Hunt/AP: Shocking event/sudden change opens way to success and
prosperity

Star/AP: Opportunity to achieve success is at hand

Moon/AP: Tiust your instincts to achieve success or gain promotion and
prosperity

Sun/AP: Satisfaction from achieving commercial success, promotion, or
prosperity

Harvest/AP: Efforts rewarded with commercial success, promotion, or prosperity

World Tree/AP: Success offers opportunity to seek new challenges

Two of Pentacles-New Skills Learned,
Balancing Money, Business Decision, New Job
AS/2P: Determination brings victory in business decision, new skill or getting

new job

AW2P: New skills learned for a career start, new job aflords a creative awakening

ACl2PzEmotional fulfillment comes from learning new skill, getting new job

2Sl2P: Tensions ease with business decision, new job, or balancing money

2W l2P: Seeking new challenge leads to business decision or new job

2Cl2Pz Harmony or marriage after money balanced, business decision' or new
job

3Pl2P: Business decision or new job leads to celebrity and rewarding work

3Sl2Pz Concern over learning new skills or new job, departing current job for
new one

3Wl2P:Negotiations over business decision, good news about a new job

3Cl2P:Problems resolved through budgeting, business decision, or new job

4Pl2P: Financial security through balancing money' new job, or business

decision

 SlZPzPatience needed for learning new skills, rest before making business

decision

4Wl2P:Business decision leads to promotion, new skills successfully learned

4Cl2P:Reassessment needed in career direction, new skills offer new possibilities

5Pl2P Financial worries need careful budgeting, business decision, or new job

5S/2P: Injured self-esteem influences business decision or search for new job

5W2P: Competition and struggle to learn new skills requires teamwork

5Cl2PzUseless regrets hinder business decision or money budgeting
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6Pl2P: Generosity tempered by budgeting, bonus gives confidence in new job/
skill

6S/2P: Difficulties overcome by budgeting, new job, business decision, or new
skill

6Wl2P: Tiiumph over obstacles to learn new skill or gain new job

6Cl2P: Realizing a dream through new skills, new iob, or business decision

7Pl2P: Need to stick with effort to succeed in budgeting, learning new skill or
new job

7sl2P: strategy needed for business decision, tricky money situation needs care

7wl2P: Advantage in learning new skill, in superior position for gaining new job
7cl2P: Evaluate choices before making business decision, prioritize in budgeting
8Pl2P: Enthusiasm for learning new skill, commercial ability in new skill or

new job

8s/2P: Dilemma in business decision resolved without taking action at this time
8w2P: News from a distance or fast action on new job or business decision

8c/2Pz Tirrning point in life leads to new job or comes from a business decision
9Pl2P: Accomplishment/self-esteem from business decision, new skills, or new

job

9s/2P: Anxieties over money, business decision, new job, or learning new skins
9Wl2Pz Security from balancing money, learning new skills, or gaining new job
9cl2Pz Reward and contentment from new job, business decision, or new skills
l0Pl2Pz Prosperity from new skills, new job, or business decision/family business

l0s/2P: Tioubles end with fresh start from business decision, new skills/iob,
budget

l0w2P: over-commitment requires budgeting, stress leads to business decision
l0c/2P: contentment/good reputation from business decision or learnins new

skills

PgPlZP: Tirrning an interest into a new job, diJigence needed to learn new skill/job
l'gS/2P: Ready and eager to learn new skill or new job, talks on a business

decision

I'gwl2P:. Restlessness prompts business decision, new job, or learning new skills
l'1qCl2P: New skills use creative expression, practical use of talents in new job
KIP/2P: competence in new skills, propitious occasion for new job/business

tlccision

KIS/2P: Sudden changes prompt business decision, swift action in new job
KIW2P: Self-assured in new job, lear'ing new skill, or business decision
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KtCl2PzOpportunity/breakthrough in business decision, new job, or new skill

QP/2P: Financial independence by budgeting/business decision/new job or skill

QS/2P: Insightful business decision, perceptive assessment of new job or skill

QW2P: Practical use for new skills, optimistic at new job, imaginative money

skills

QC/2P: Learning new artistic skills, sensitive to need for a business decision/

new job

KPl2PtCareer success and economic power through business decision or new
job

KS/2P: Implementing business decisions, authority in budgeting or new job

KW2P: Counseling on balancing money, cooperation in business decision/new
job

KCl2P;Reliability in business decision or new job, responsible with money

matters

Greenman/2P: Spontaneity in learning new skill or job, spendthrift urges need

curbing

Witch/2P: Astute business decision, adaptable to new job or learning new skills

Drawing Down the Moonl2P: Learning the secrets to a new skill

Earth Mother/2P: Inspiration in new skills or job, bounty from business decision

Horned Godl2P Responsibility in business decision, stability in money

management

Drawing Down the Sun/2P: Tiaditional influences in business decision or new

iob

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/2P: Tiusting partnership in business decision/

money

Battle Wagon/2P: Controlling finances, merit recognized in business decision/

new job

Cronel2Pz Courage to learn new skills, make business decision, seek new job

Holly King/2P: Personal growth in learning new skills

Wheel of theYearl2PzFortunes improve by new skills, business decision, or new

job

Standing Stone/2P: Ethical and objective assessment needed in business decision

Oak King/2P: Period of transition in learning new skill, gaining new job

Lord of Shadows/2P: Tiansformation in skill or job, new start in job

Sidhe/2P: Blending talent and ambition to learn new skills or gain new job

Nature/2P: Choosing business decision, new skills, or new job that is appealing

wild Hunt/2P: shockinq event influences business decision or leads to new job
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star/2P: Hoping to learning new skills, opportunity with business decision or
new job

Moon/2P: Tiusting instincts in learning new skills, making business decision

sun/2P: satisfaction and success from business decision, new job, or new skjll
Harvest/2P: Efforts rewarded in learning new skill, business decision, or

budgeting

world Tree/2P: End/start of era by a business decision, success in new skill/job

Three of Pentacle s-Celebrity, Commitments,
Work Rew arded, Craft smanship
AS/3P: Victorious in work rewarded and celebrity

AW3P: career start based on celebrity and accomplishment in craftsmanship
AC/3P: Emotional fulfillment from craftsmanship, work rewarded, or celebrity
2Sl3P: Tensions ease with work rewarded, important decision on commitments
2Wl3P: Work brings well-earned success, boldness brings celebrity
2Cl3Pz Partnership and harmony affected by celebrity or work rewards

3S/3P: Celebrity causes separation, conflicts from commitments

3W3P: Negotiations for commitments, newsworthy celebrity, practical
craftsmanship

3C/3Pz Problems resolved and work rewarded, money spent for wedding or
birth

4Pl3P: Financial security from work rewards, celebrity infringes on privacy
4S/3P: Recuperation from commitments and celebrity, patience for

craftsmanship

4W3P: Work rewarded with promotion or celebrity

4cl3P: Reassessment of commitments, craftsmanship offers new possibilities

5P/3P: Unexpected expenses from commitments, delayed reward for work
5S/3P: unsuccessful competition in craftsmanship, forcefully seeking celebrity
5w3P: Teamwork in commitments and craftsmanship, struggles over celebrity
scl3Pl Disillusionment with celebrity, partial loss of commitments or rewards

for work

6Pl3Pz Work rewarded with bonus or gift, generous with celebrity
6s/3P: craftsmanship overcomes difficulties, celebrity/commitments requires

journey

6W3P: Public acclaim of craftsmanship/celebrity, public reward for work
6Cl3Pz Manifesting past expectations in craftsmanship

7Pl3P: Rewards l'or work come through perseverance, nurturing craftsmanship
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7Sl3P: Strategy for commitments, cleverness in work, finesse in dealing with
celebrity

7W l3PzWriting, study, teaching, celebrity/commitments, work rewarded by
advantage

7Cl3P: Choices in commitments, evaluation of craftsmanship, dreaming of
celebrity

8P/3P: Craftsmanship has commercial value or is rewarded commercially

8S/3P: Commitments or celebrity create dilemma that will sort itself out with
patience

8W3P: News from a distance or swift action on work rewards, celebrity, or
craftwork

8C/3P: Turning point/new direction in life relating to work, craftsmanship, or
celebrity

9P/3P: Self-esteem from work rewarded, accomplishment in craftsmanship

9S/3P: Anxieties over work rewards or commitments, worries over craftsmanship

9W3P: Craftsmanship project nears completion, secure in celebrity

9Cl3P:Wishes fulfilled for craftsmanship, work rewarded, and celebrity

10P/3P: Prosperity through craftsmanship, celebrity linked to family heritage

10S/3P: Able to defend ideas to gain rewards for work, end of troubles in
craftwork

10W3P: Celebrity is stressful, too many commitments, need to delegate work

10C/3P: Good reputation in work and craftsmanship, content with celebrity

PgP/3P: Turning an interest into a career brings celebrity, diligence in work
rewarded

PgS/3P: Eager to put skills to work for rewards and celebrity

PgW3P: Ambitious/restless for celebrity and rewards for work, resourceful

craftwork

PgC/3P: Talent brings celebrity, creative talent applied to craftwork, talents

rewarded

KtP/3P: Competence in craftsmanship brings reward and celebrity

KtS/3P: Sudden change in commitments, self-assured skills, sudden celebrity

KIW3P: Enterprising activity brings celebrity/rewards, too footloose for
commitments

KtC/3P: Opportunity for celebrity, invitation to display skill, breakthrough in

work

QP/3P: Financial independence from craftsmanship, plans bring rewards in work

QS/3P: Determination handles commitments, celebrity through language skilln
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QW3P: Optimistic in commitments and rewards for work, imaginative
craftsmanship

QC/3P: craftsmanship draws upon true feelings, celebrity/rewards for artistic
work

KP/3P: craftsmanship or work is a success, celebrity offers economic power
KS/3P: Authority involved in craftsmanship, work requires legal action/decision
KW3P: Professional cooperation in craftsmanship, conscientious work rewarded
KC/3P: creative skill in arts and sciences, responsible commitments, reliable work
(ireenman/3P: Excitement with celebrity, commitments treated rightly
Witch/3P: Adaptability in work brings rewards, celebrity through able

communications

l)rawing Down the Moon/3P: secrets of craftsmanship, cerebrity from psychic
ability

liarth Mother/3P: Inspired craftsmanship, bountiful work rewarded
I lorned God/3P: Responsible commitments, stability of craftsmanship/work
l)rawing Down the sun/3P: Teacher of craftwork, organized commitments
l.ord and Lady of the Wild Wood/3P: partnership in craftsmanship or

commitments

llattle wagon/3P: Award brings celebrity, controlled commitments, dominant
in work

( lrone/3P: courage to handle celebrity, obstacles overcome to gain rewards for
work

I lolly King/3P: Personal growth in craftsmanshrp

wheel of theYear/3P: craftsmanship improves, rewards for work increase
standing stone/3P: objectivity in setting commitments, ethical work rewardccl
t )nk King/3P: work temporarily suspended, seeing a new vision in craftsmanship
l,.rd of shadows/3P: change in commitments, new start in craftsmanship
sidhe/3P: Bringing ideas into manifestation through craftsmanship or work
Nature/3P: Picking commitments by what is appealing, freelance craftsmanship
wild Hunt/3P: shocking event changes commitments, sudden change in work
Slar/3P: Opportunity to gain reward or celebrity from work desired
Moon/3P: Tiusting instincts in craftsmanship

srrn/3P: Achievement in work or craftsmanship brings reward or celebrity
llurvest/3P: Appropriate rewards for work and craftsmanship

w'rld Tree/3P: old conrmitnrents co'.rplctcd and now is tinre for ncw
t oltttttitntcn ts
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Four of Pentacles-Financial Security,
Privacy, Builgeting Self-contained, Wthdrawn
AS/4P: Strong sense of financial security, desired privary successfi.rlly enforced

AW4P: Career start for financial security, privacy in new career

Ac|AP;Abundance of financial security, privacy with loved ones, self-contained

jov

2Sl PzFinancial tensions ease, important decision on privacy or budgeting

2Wl4PzSuccess brings financial security, boldness is self-contained

ZCl4Pz Atrection not demonstrative, desirous of privacy/security in relationships

3S/4P: Reluctant to move in unknown path, separation or isolation is self-imposed

3W4P: Practical knowledge in budgeting, financial security from good career

news

3Cl 4P;Quiet celebration, financial problems resolved

4S/4P: Vigilance for privacy, self-contained cleansing, resting in seclusion

4Wl[PzEfforts rewarded with financial security or promotion

4Cl4Pz Reassessment of privacy or financial security needs

SPl4P:Unexpected expenses or delayed income disrupt sense of financial

security

5S/4P: Injured self-esteem increases introversion, struggles self-contained

5W4P: Competition or tests disturb financial security, difficulty working with

others

5Cl4P:Solitude from regrets/disillusionment' legacy trouble disturbs financial

security

6Pl[PtGenerosity or financial self-confidence undermined by need for security

6S/4P: Financial security from overcoming difficulties, seeking privary from

troubles

6W4P: Public acclaim intrudes on privacy, obstacles defeated for financial

security

6Cl[PzDwelling on nostalgic memories, feeling withdrawn at a reunion

TPl[PzCarefully budgeting and holding onto slowly accumulated gains

7Sl4P: Strategy to maintain financial securiry clever approach to ensure privacy

7W l4Pz Defense of privacy/financial security, self-contained writer/student/

teacher

TCl4PzMany choices on how to ensure solvency or privacy, deliberation in

spending

8P/4P: Preferring to work alone, blockage of skills as with an artist or writer
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8S/4P: Patience needed for financial security, creative blockage will pass soon

8W4P: Drawn out by travel, financial security with news from a distance

8Cl4P: New path for financial securitS moderation in privary, becoming more
open

9Pl4P: Self-esteem bolstered by privacy and financial security

9S/4P: Worries over financial security, anxious over public contact

9Wl4Pt Fortified against threats to financial security or privacy

9Cl4Pz Contentment in finances and privacy, private enjoyment of rewarding
life

10P/4P: Stability in finances, prosperity retained for family heritage/legacy

10S/4P: Prior troubles result in seclusion or extreme care with finances

10W4P: Withdrawn due to stress/over-commitment, tenaciously holding onto
money

IOC|4P Content with sense of financial security and privacy

PgP/4P: Turning interest into a career for financial security and working alone

PgS/4P: Withdrawn personality hinders action, vigilant about money/privacy

PgW4P: Reliable in finances, ambition tempered by desire for isolation

PgCl P: Creative expression blocked, talents used for financial security

KtP/4P: Hard worker is private person, propitious occasion is small/private
event

KtS/4P: Sudden changes upset insular security or open up blockage

KtW4P: Self-assured with financial securiry controlled sense of adventure

KtC/4P Breakthrough in expression, lessening of isolation, money opportunity

QP/4P: Financial independence brings security, reasonable privacy/budgeting

QS/4P: Perceptive budgeting skill for financial security, independently self-
contained

QW4P: Optimistic with financial security, practical about money, personal
access

QC/4P: Overly sensitive, easily hurt feelings

KP/4P: Business/career success brings financial security, holding onto earnings

KS/4P: Legal action involved with financial security or personal withdrawal/
isolation

KW4P: Conscientious budgeting for financial security, professional working
alone

KC/4P: Responsible about finances and budgeting, solitary work in arts and
sciences



Greenman/4P: Spontaneity curbed, stifled excitement, tenuous fresh start

Witch/4P: Creativity kept private, withdrawn communications

Drawing Down the Moon/4P: Secrets kept private and guarded

Earth Mother/4P: Bounty saved for financial security, creativity hampered by
isolation

Horned God/4P: Building for financial security, productivity for self-

empowerment

Drawing Down the Sun/4P: Organizing finances, overly traditional and isolated

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wo odl4P; Difficulty with trust, narrow choices

Battle Wagon/4P: Victory in financial security, recognition fuels desire for
privacy

Crone/4P: Fortitude to break out of isolation, power to gain financial security

Holly King/aP: Personal growth lessens need for privacy, coming out into the

world

Wheel of theYear/4P: Progress made on financial security, becoming more open

Standing Stone:l4P: Legal matter brings financial security, objective about privary

Oak King/aP: Private introspection/go on a retreat, living off savings as income
slows

Lord of Shadows/4P: New start for financial security, letting go of old inhibitions

Sidhe/4P: Personal inspiration, blending ideas for financial security

Nature/4P: Withdrawn by choice, preference for financial security

Wild Hunt/4P: Sudden change ends solitude, shocking event jolts financial
security

Star/4P: Opportunity for security and privacy, hopes for financial security
obtainable

Moon/4P: Withdrawn and psychic moodiness, trusting instincts for financial
security

Sun/4P: Satisfaction with what has been attained, happy with privacy

Harvest/4P: Efforts rewarded with financial security, transformation into
public life

World Tree/4P: Financial security generates ability to begin new life

Five of Pentacles-Fin ancial Worries,
D elayed Income, Unexptected Expenses

AS/5P: Victory over financial worries/delayed income, power over surprise

exPenses
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AW5P: Financial worries/delayed income or expenses prompt career start/
creativity

AC/5P: Abundance counters financial/income concerns, holiday spending
excessive

2S/5P: Tensions ease over finances, balancing the budget
2wl5P: Financial worries prompt bold new approach, expenses solved by success

2cl5P: Financial worries infringe on harmonious relationships, marriage
expenses

3S/5P: New path into unknown delays income, financial worries leads to separation
3W5P: Career negotiations to solve financial worries/delayed income with new

job

3c/5Pz Resolved problem ends financial worries/derays, expenses for wedding/
birth

4s/5P: Patience needed for delay income, bringing finances back under control
4w5P: Pending promotion will ease financial worries, romance incurs

expenses

4cl5Pz Reassessment needed to handle financiar worries/unexpected expenses
5S/5P: Self-esteem injured by financial worries or delayed income
5w5P: struggle with financial worries/delayed income due to tests/lack of

teamwork

5c/5P: Useless regrets feed financial worries, partial loss actually only delayed
funds

6Pl5Pz Gift or bonus lifts financial worries/delayed income
6S/5P: Financial worries prompt journey, delayed income overcome
6W5P: Triumph over financial worries or delayed income, unexpected

expenses paid

6c/5P: Yearning for prior good times does not help alleviate financial worries
7P/5P: Impatient for delayed income, perseverance handles financial worries
7Sl5P: Delayed income creates tricky situation, financial worries require strategy
7w/5Pz Delayed income for writer/student/teacher, extra costs for defending

position

7cl5P: Evaluate plans to handle financial worries/delayed income/unexpected
costs

tlP/5P: Delayed income offset by interest in new skills, sellable skills aid finances
us/SP: Patience needed for delayed income, financial worries will end in time
tlw5P: News from a distance on financial worries, swift action on unexpected

costs
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8C/5P: Financial worries lead to turning point, new direction due to delayed

income

9Pl5Pt Financial worries alleviated by surprise gift/good fortune

9S/5P: Financial worries are unfounded, anxious over fear of unexpected
exPenses

9W5P: Financial worries prompt savings, unexpected costs as project concludes

9Cl5Pl. Financial worries disappeaE delayed income arrives

10P/5P: Financial worries over family welfare, delayed income affects stability

10S/5P: End of present financial worries, turning away from income concerns

l0W5P: Delayed income"increases stress, financial worries from over-
commitments

l0C/5P: Good reputation jeopardized by financial worries, security fears due to
costs

PgP/5P: Diligence in work overcomes financial worries, unexpected costs in
studies

PgS/SP: Vigilant to safeguard income, readiness for action to solve income
problem

PgW5P: Resourcefulness handles financial worries, important news about
expenses

PgC/5P: Creative approach to financial worries, talent applied to secure income

KtP/SP: Unexpected costs for propitious occasion, finances aided by hard work

KIS/SP: Sudden change/swift action ends financial worries, delayed income
arrives

KtW5P: Enterprising activity creates financial worries or unexpected expenses

KtC/SP: Opportunity to cure financial worries, breakthrough on delayed income

QP/5P: Money worries ended by financial independence, financial plans realized

QS/5P: Insightful about financial worries, determination to handle unexpected

costs

QW5P: Practical approach to financial worries, optimistic about delayed incomc

QC/5P: Facing true feelings about financial worries, abiding until income arrives

KP/5P: Unexpected costs reduce business success, worried about economic
power

KS/5P: Implementing decision eases financial worries, unexpected legal expenses

KW5P: Counseling for financial worries, professional aid for delayed income
or costs

KC/5P: Responsible action to handle financial worries/unexpected costs

Greenman/SP: Financial worries st)'rnie spontaneity, fresh approach to financcs
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Witch/SP: Ability to handle financial worries, communications solve money
problems

Drawing Down the Moon/SP: Hidden expenses, intuitive approach to financial
worries

Earth Mother/5P: Growth-related unexpected costs, delayed bounty causes
worries

Horned God/SP: Stability undermined by unexpected expenses, projects
underfunded

Drawing Down the Sun/SP: Organization needed to handle money worries

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/5P: Tiust needed for delayed income

Battle Wagon/SP: Victory over financial worries through taking firm control of
matters

Crone/5P: Fortitude to endure a passing time of financial worries

Holly King/sP: Wisdom of experience used to understand and handle money
worries

Wheel of theYear/5P: Financial worries about to pass

Standing Stone/SP: Financial legal matter ends with fair, balanced decision

Oak King/5P: Meditating on financial concerns, finances in delicate/transi-
tional stage

Lord of Shadows/SP: Turning point in financial concerns, changes bring new
costs

Sidhe/SP: Revitalizing sluggish finances, blending ideas to overcome added costs

Nature/5P: Financial worries end by choosing what appeals, delayed income
coming

Wild Hunt/5P: Sudden change ends financial worries, unexpected costs come
to light

Star/SP: Opportunity to end financial worries, wishes granted about money
matters

Moon/SP: Tiust instinct to handle financial worries/delayed income/unexpected
costs

Sun/SP: Financial worries brought to a satisfactory end, income arrives

I larvest/SP: Self-evaluation to bring financial worries under control, renewal of
funds

World Tree/SP: Money worries handled and new financial venture/approach
bceins
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Six of Pentacles-Gift or Bonus, Tempered
Genero sity, Financially Self-confident

AS/6P: Victory in giftlbonus, strength in financial self-confidence, bills/debts
paid off

AW6P: Financial situation allows for career start, gift/bonus offers new
beginning

AC/6P: Abundance judiciously shared , emotional fulfillment with financial
situation

2Sl6Pz Generous in earned success, gift/bonus eases tensions

2Wl6PzFinancial self-confidence from earned success, boldness gains bonus/gift

2Cl 6Pl. Harmony/marriage with financial stability attained, affectionate
generosity

3S/6P: Financial self-confidence makes path into unknown easier

3W6P: Good career bolsters financial self-confidence, sharing largess with team

3Cl6P: Celebrating gift/bonus, problems resolved result in financial well-being

4Sl6P: Rest after earning gift/bonus, vigilant to keep finances strong

4Wl6P; Bonus or promotion brings financial self-confidence and reward efforts

4Cl6P: Financial self-confidence allows for reassessment and new possibilities

5S/6P: Bonus/gift in jeopardy from powerful rivals, financial security from
forcefulness

5W6P: Teamwork results in bonus/gift, struggle results in financial self-confidence

5Cl6Pz Useless regrets over lost bonus, disillusioned with finances, legacy hard
won

6S/6P: Leaving troubles behind to become financially self-confident

6W6P: Public acclaim with bonus/gift, victory supports financial self-confidence

6Cl6P:Manifesting past expectations brings financial self-confidence, nostalgic

cift
TPl6PzNurturing project increases financial self-confidence, perseverance for

bonus

7Sl6P: Generosity needs strategy, clever approach for bonus/gift, careful with
money

7Wl6Pz Gift/bonus for writer/student/teacher, advantaqe in finances and
generosity

7Cl6P; Careful choices bring financial self-confidence, evaluate own generos-

itylgifts

8P/6P: Enthusiasm with workbrings bonus/gift, money gained by commercial
ability
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8S/6P: Stay the course with finances, ignore rumors about gifts/bonus

8W6P: News from a distance on money/gift/bonus, swift action in bonus
8c/6P: New direction in life for financial self-confidence, bonus is a turning

point

9Pl6P: Accomplishment/self-esteem lifted by bonus, surprise gift of money
9s/6P: Anxieties over bonus or finances undermines self-confidence, bonus coming
9w6P: Project nears completion for bonus, generosity curbed by desire to save

9cl6P: Efforts rewarded with bonus/gift, content with financial self-confidence

l0P/6P: Prosperity allows expressions of generosity, family heritage of finances

10s/6P: End of present troubles with giftlbonus, financial solvency brings fresh
start

l0w6P: Stressing over finances needlessly, over-committed with generosity/gifts

l0c/6P: Recognition through bonus or gift, esteem raised by financial security
PgP/6P: Diligence in work brings bonus/gift

PgS/6P: Financial self-confidence fuels readiness for action, generosity,
speculation

Pgw6P: Resourcefrrlness gains bonus/gift, ambitious for financial self-confidence

Pgc/6P: creative expression gains bonus/gift, emotional happiness with money
to spare

KIP/6P: Bonus/gift gained at propitious occasion, bonus for competence/
reliability

KtS/6P: Swift action brings giftlbonus, self-assurance bolstered by financial
security

KtW6P: Bonus from enterprising activity, financially able to look for new
adventure

KIC/6P: Bonus from artistic expression, sensitivity prompts generosity

QP/6P: Financial independence allows generosity, bonus achieved, realistic
finances

QS/6P: Perceptiveness tempers generosity, determination brings financial
confidence

QW6P: Practical approach to finances brings confidence, bonus from
imagination

QC/6P: Sensitivity induces excessive generosity, psychic gifts, money from
artistry

KP/6P: Financial self-confidence bolsters economic power, generous
['rusinessperson

KS/6P: Legal action/implementing decisions brings financial self-confidence
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KW6P: Conscientiousness brings bonus, counsel for gaining financial

confidence

KC/6P: Reliability brings bonus, responsible generosity, creative gift, artistic

income

Greenman/6P: Overly generous, carefree due to financial confidence, exciting

bonus

witch/6P: skill brings financial confidence/bonus, generous with creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/6P: Secret gift, occult wisdom brings financial

confidence

Earth Mother/6P: Financial bounty, fruitful gift/bonus

Horned God/6P: Stability through financial self-confidence, business gift/
bonus

Drawing Down the Sun/6P: Giving to charities, cultural gift giving, organized

finances

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/6P: Gift for partner, financial trust of or by

partner

Battle Wagon/6P: Merit recognized with bonus, controlling finances/generosity

Crone/6P: Financial self-confidence from defeating obstacles

Holly King/6P: Personal growth leads to financial self-confidence

Wheel of the Yearl6PzFinances improve, opportunity/Progress for bonus

Standing Stone/6P: Generosity is balanced and objective, bonus earned fairly

Oak King/6P: Finances in positive transition, gift thoughts, money confidence

in flux

Lord of Shadows/6P: Turning point in financial confidence, bonus offers new

start

Sidhe/6P: Integration of need for financial self-confidence and generosity

Nature/6P: Financial freedom, generous to what appeals, instinct yields bonus

Wild Hunt/6P: Sudden confidence in finances, shocking event tempers

generosily

Star/6P: Opportunity to gain bonus/express generosity/gain financial self-

confidence

Moon/6P: Tiust instincts with giftsigenerosity, creativity brings financial

confidence

Sun/6P: Achievement of bonus, happiness in financial self-confidence

Harvest/6P: Bonus rewards efforts, evaluation of generosity

World Tree/6P: Success brings bonus, financial self-confidence achieved
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Seven of Pentacle s-Gain by Perseverance,
Nurturing a Project,Impatient for Results
AS/7P: Strength and power to nurture project to completion

AW/7Pz Nurturing an invention to production, new beginning gained by
Perseverance

LCITP:Emotional fulfillment from nurturing a project to completion

2Sl7P: Important decision about seeing a project through
2Wl7P: Earned success from perseverance

2Cl7Pz Nurturing a relationship, harmony through perseverance

3S/7P: Perseverance in new path brings gain, impatience with unfinished
business

3Wl7P: Teamwork aids in nurturing a project, good career news from
perseverance

3Cl7Pz Impatient for good news, problems resolved through perseverance

4Sl7P: Recuperation from perseverance in nurturing a project, patience for
results

4Wl7Pz Rejoicing as nurtured project brings good results

4Cl7Pz Reassessment of projected gains, longing for project to be completed
5S/7P: Perseverance through injured self-esteem to achieve gains

5Wl7P: Impatience creates struggle to see project through to completion

5Cl7P: Useless regrets from failing to nurture project, disillusioned with
perseverance

6Sl7Pz Overcoming difficulties to complete project

6Wl7P: Perseverance leads to public acclaim, triumph arises from nurtured
project

6C/7Pz Nostalgia feeds impatience for results, need for realistic approach to
project

7sl7P: Gain by cunning perseverance, strategy to overcome impatience for results

7wl7Pz Nurturing project as writer/student/teacher, perseverance is an advantage

7Cl7h Evaluation of plans needed for perseverance in seeing project to
completion

8Pl7P: Enthusiasm fuels perseverance in project, impatient for results from
new skills

8S/7P: Patience needed to nurture project, stay the course for results to appear

8W7P; News coming from a distance on nurtured project/results

8Cl7P: Tirrning point in life due to impatience, moderation needed for
pcrscverance
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9P | 7P : Accomplishment through perseverance builds self- esteem

9S/7P: Unfounded worries about results, plans about to be realized by
perseverance

9Wl7Pl. Strength to persevere as project nears completion, gains bring security

9Cl7Pz Effort rewarded after perseverance, project brings good results/
contentment

lOP I 7 P z Stability throu gh nurturin g a pr oj ect I family business, j oy fr om
perseverance

10S/7P: Gain from perseverance ends present troubles

l0W7P: Need for delegation in nurturing project, stress from perseverance

lOClTPt Nurturing a project adds to good reputation, content to persevere

PgPlTP: Career interest aids in perseverance for gain, diligence in nurturing a

project

PgS/7P: Readiness for action aggravates impatience for results

PgWlTPl. Impatience for results stirs restlessness, resourceful in nurturing a

project

PgClTPt Creative inspiration needs nurturing for eventual results

KtPlTP: Hard work expended to nurture a project and bring good results

KIS/7P: Self-assurance bolsters perseverance for gain, chafing for action and
results

KtWTP: Impatience for results fuels desire for new adventures, tending
enterprise

KtClTPz Invitation by patience, nurturing artistic expression, breakthrough in
results

QPlTPz Plans realized through perseverance, realistic about nurturing a projecl

QS/7P: Determination to see project through to completion

QWTP: Optimistic about gains through perseverance

QC/7P: Sensitive about nurturing a project, facing own feelings about impatiencc

KP l7P: Business/career success through perseverance/nurturing

KS/7P: Implementing decisions for nurturing a project, impatience brings lcgirl

action

KWTP: Professional cooperation to nurture a project, conscientious perseverancc

KClTPz Nurturing a project in the arts and sciences, responsible and persistcnt

Greenman/7P: Spontaneity and carefree attitude prevents nurturing of a projccl

Witch/7P: Astuteness aids perseverance for gains, skillful nurturing of a crc-
ative project

Drawing Down the Moon/7P: Inspired to persevere, nurturing occult wisclorrr
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liartJr MotherTP: Nurtured growth, bounty comes from perseverance

llorned God/7P: Empowerment through nurturing a project, persevere for
stability

| )rawing Down the sun/7P: Impatience for result conflicts with traditional
approaches

f ,ord and Lady of the wild wo odl7Pz Tiusted to nurture a project, persevere by
choice

Itattle wagon/7P: controlling and nurturing a project brings it to victory
(lrone/7P: Fortitude to nurture a project, results gained by defeating impatience

llolly King/7P: Growth by perseverance, nurturing of project through cnang-
ing times

wheel of the Year/7Pz Progress made in nurtured project, opportunity needs
patience

st:rnding stone/7P: Justice prevails by perseverance, fairness marred by impatience

{)ak King/7P: Nurtured project in transition, persevere through suspended
activity

l.'rd of shadows/7P: Turning point in nurtured project, changes end impatience

sidhe/7P: Harmony in nurturing a project, impatience for results alleviated

Nature/7P: Choosing to gain by perseverance, seeking freedom from delayed
results

wild Hunt/7P: Shocking event or sudden change affects ability to stick with a
project

Star/7P: Hopes are obtainable through perseverance or nurturing a project
Moon/7P: creativity requires patience, trust instincts in nurturing a project
sun/7P: Happiness from results ofperseverance and nurturing a project to

lruition

I larvest/7P: Nurturing efforts in project rewarded, self-evaluation eases
irnpatience

W.rld Tree/7P: Nurtured project successfully completed, project ends/begin
ilcw one

I ii ght of Pentacles-Co mmercial Ability,
Iinthusiasm with Worh Interest in New Skills
AS/ttP: victory in commercial ability, power/enthusiasm with work, strong new

sl< ills

AW/8P: Enthusiastic carcer start, new beginning with commercial ability
A( )/ltP: llrnotional l'ulfillmcnt/abundance through new skills and cornmercial

irbility
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2Sl8P: Tensions ease with new skills, important decision on commercid' abilityl
work

2W8P: Seeking new challenges in new skills, earned success in commercial
ability

2C/8P: Enthusiasm with work partnership, harmony in commercial ability/new
skills

3S/8P: Skills/commercial ability takes courage, separation due to training in skills

3W8P: Commercial ability/new skill brings good career news, enthusiastic

teamwork

3Cl8P: Celebration of commercial ability/new skills learned

4S/8P: Recuperation/period of rest after enthusiastic work, vacation from work

4W8P: Commercial ability/work enthusiasm rewarded, promotion leads to
new skills

4Cl8P: Dissatisfaction leads to interest in new skills, reassessing commercial
ability

5S/8P: Enthusiasm and forcefulness gains work goals, struggle to learn new skills

5W8P: Teamwork needed for commercial abilityiwork, competition/test for
new skills

5Cl8P: Disillusionment with commercial ability/work enthusiasm

6S/8P: Overcoming difficulties to commercial ability/work enthusiasm

6W8P: Public acclaim for commercial ability, work enthusiasm publicly
recognized

6Cl8P: Nostalgia/desire to manifest past expectations prompts interest in new
skills

7Sl8P: Clever approach to commercial ability, careful decision about new skills

7W8P: Advantageous position (for writer/student/teacher) in commercial ability

7Cl8Pt Evaluation of plans for commercial ability/interest in new skills

8S/8P: Commercial ability needs patience, staying on track with interest in new

skills

8W8P: News from a distance about commercial ability or interest in new skills

8C/8P: Interest in new skills/commercial ability open new direction/turning
point in life

9Pl8P: Self-esteem encouraqes enthusiasm with work, accomplishment in new

skills

9S/8P: Anxieties over commercial abilitiz, worries dampen enthusiasm for work

9W8P: Strength and readiness applied to interest in new skills

9Cl8P: Wishes fulfilled in commercial ability/interest in new skills
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l0P/8P: Prosperity from commercial ability/new skills, stability in work
enthusiasm

10S/8P: End of present troubles comes from new skills/commercial ability
l0w8P: over-committed in commercial ability, stress from work enthusiasm
10c/8P: contentment with commercial ability, good reputation from work

enthusiasm

PgP/8P: Turning interest in new skills into a caree\diligence/study to learn
new skills

Pgs/8P: commercial ability/interest in communication skills, enthusiasm for
action

Pgw8P: Restlessness fuels interest in new skills, ambition fuels enthusiasm for
work

Pgc/8P: creative inspiration in commercial abiliry satisfring work enthusiasm
KIP/8P: Enthusiasm for work results in a reliable hard worker
Kts/8P: Ability/courage supports interest in new skills, swift action in mar-

ketable skill

KtwSP: Exploring new skills, looking for adventure with commercial ability
Ktc/8P: Artistic expression in commercial ability, breakthrough from work

enthusiasm

QP/8P: Realistic ambitions in commercial ability, financial independence in
new skills

QS/8P: Insightful commercial ability, interest in new language skills, deter-
mined work

QWSP: Imaginative commercial ability, practical interest in new skills

QC/8P: Artistic commercial ability, emotional satisfaction fuels enthusiasm
with work

KP/8P: commercial ability brings business/career success and economic power
KS/8P: Implementing decisions boosts interest in new skillsienthusiasm with

work

KWSP: Professional cooperation for interest in new skills/commercial ability
KC/8P: Responsible and reliable in interest in new skills/enthusiasm with work
Greenman/8P: spontaneity in commercial ability, fresh start from interest in

new skills

witch/8P: Interest in new communication skills, adaptable in commercial ability
Drawing Down tJre Moon/8P: Intuitive insight for commercial ability
Earth Mother/8P: Bounty from commercial ability, growth with interest in new

skills
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Horned God/8P: Building commercial ability, empowerment through work
enthusiasm

Drawing Down the Sun/8P: Self-confident in commercial ability, traditional
skill focus

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/8P: Trust commercial ability, eager work
with partner

BattleWagon/8P: Commercial ability recognized, controlling enthusiasm with
work

Crone/8P: Defeating obstacles to work enthusiasm, fortitude for interest in new
skills

Holly King/8P: Personal growth prods interest in new skills

Wheel of theYear/8P: Opportunity for commercial ability, progress in skill
interests

Standing Stone/8P: Objective assessment of commercial ability

Oak King8P: Commercial ability in transition, considering interest in new skills

Lord of Shadows/8P: Change prompts interest in new skills

Sidhe/8P: Blending ideas for commercial ability/interest in new skills

Nature/8P: Commercial ability follows natural course, choosing skill that interests

Wild Hunt/8P: Shocking event prompts interest in new skills/changes work
enthusiasm

Star/8P: Commercial ability attainable, interest in new skills is attainable

Moon/8P: Tiusting instincts in commercial ability/interest in new skills

Sun/8P: Achievement in commercial ability, success from interest in new skills

Harvest/8P: Self-evaluation of interest in new skills/commercial ability

World Tree/8P: Joy with work enthusiasm, commercial ability leads to new
beginnings

Nine of Pentacles-A ccomplishment,
Self-esteem, Good Fortune, Surprise Gift
AS/9P: Accomplishment through determination, strong self-esteem

AW9P: Self-esteem from creative awakening/career start

AC/9P: Emotional fulfillment from accomplishment, abundant self-esteem

2Sl9k Tensions ease with accomplishments

2W9P: Accomplishment is earned success, boldness for accomplishment

2Cl9P: Accomplishment/self-esteem brings harmony to relationship

3S/9P: Conflicts diminish accomplishment/self-esteem

3W9P: Self-esteem from good career news, good fortune in career news
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3c/9Pz celebration over accomplishment, problems resolved bolster self-esteem

4Sl9Pz Rest after accomplishment, cleansing for raising self-esteem

4W9P: Accomplishment leads to promotion/rewarded efforts
4cl9Pz Reassessment of accomplishment, dissatisfaction with accomplishment

5S/9P: Injured self-esteem eased through accomplishment

5w9P: Teamwork needed for accomplishment, competition tests self-esteem

5cl9P: Accomplishment/self-esteem shadowed by useless regrets/disillusionment

6S/9P: Overcoming diffi culties leads to accomplishment/self-esteem

6w9P: Public acclaim for accomplishment, obstacles overcome by good fortune
6Cl9Pz Accomplishment in manifesting past expectations

7Sl9P: Strategy/perseverance needed for accomplishment

7wl9P; self-esteem in defending a position, good fortune for writer/student/
teacher

7Cl9P: Evaluate plans for accomplishment, self-esteem affected by choices

8s/9P: Patience needed for accomplishment, stay the course for good fortune
8w9P: News from a distance on accomplishment/good fortune, swift action

on same

8c/9P: Accomplishment/self-esteem affords a turning point/new direction in life
9S/9P: Anxieties over accomplishments, unfounded worries inhibit self-esteem

9w9P: Good fortune as project nears completion, strengthened by self-esteem

9cl9P: Efforts rewarded through accomplishment, self-esteem aids contentment
10P/9P: Prosperity/stability through good fortune/accomplishment

l0S/9P: Accomplishment ends present troubles, able to defend self-esteem

l0w9P: Accomplishment leads to stress, self-esteem hinders delegation of work
l0c/9P: Good reputation and contentment from accomplishment and self-esteem

PgP/9P: Turning an interest into a career generates accomplishment

Pgs/9P: vigilance preserves self-esteem, ready for action to gain accomplishment

PgW9P: Accomplishment leads to restlessness, self-esteem fuels ambition
PgC/ 9P: Creative inspiration brings accomplishment, self-esteem satisfies

emotions

KtP/9P: competent hard work results in accomplishment and high self-esteem

Kts/9P: Ability and courage fuels self-esteem, swift action brings accomplishment

KtW9P: Accomplishment fuels desire for new adventure, good fortune in
enterprise

KIC/9P: Accomplishment through artistic expression, opportunity for good
fortunc
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QP/9P: Plans realized by accomplishment, financial independence aids self-

esteem

QS/9P: Insight and determination bring accomplishment

QWgP: Optimistic self-esteem, creative accomplishment, joyful about good

fortune

QC/9P: Facing emotional truths bolsters self-esteem, sensitivity mars self-esteem

KP/9P: Accomplishment of business/career success

KS/9P: Implementing decisions raises self-esteem/brings accomplishment

KWgP: Professional cooperation leads to accomplishment/raises self-esteem

KC/9P: Accomplishment in arts and sciences, reliability ensures self-esteem

Greenman/9P: Accomplishment encourages fresh start

Witch/9P: Skill increases self-esteem, accomplishment in communication

Drawing Down the Moon/9P: Accomplishment in occult wisdom, secret to
success

Earth Mother/9P: Fruitful accomplishment, growth aids self-esteem

Horned God/9P: Laytng foundation for accomplishment/self-esteem

Drawing Down the Sun/9P: Accomplishment/self-esteem found in traditional
venues

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/9P: Partnership aids self-esteem/

accomplishment

Battle Wagon/9P: Merit recognized for accomplishment, victory boosts self-

esteem

Crone/9P: Fortitude to seek accomplishment, self-esteem from defeating

obstacles

Holly King/9P: Guidance sought for accomplishment, personal growth in self-

esteem

Wheel of theYearlgPt Doubly good fortune coming and raises self-esteem

Standing Stone/9P: Self-esteem is balanced and fair, ethical accomplishment

Oak King/9P: Period of transition leads to accomplishment

Lord of Shadows/9P: Changes prepare way for accomplishment

Sidhe/9P: Blend of ideas brings accomplishment, self-esteem unites mind and

spirit

Nature/9P: Choices based on retaining self-esteem

Wild Hunt/9P: Sudden revelation brings good fortune

Star/9P: Opportunity for accomplishment, good fortune attainable

Moon/9P: Tiust instincts for accomplishment/good fortune
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Sun/9P: Happiness in accomplishment, satisfaction with self-esteem

Harvest/9P: Efforts rewarded with accomplishment, self-evaluation aids self-
esteem

World Tiee/9P: Success in accomplishment, joy in good fortune

Ten of Pentacles-Pro sperity,
Family Heritage, Stab ility, l oy
AS/I0P: Power and strength in stability, determination brings prosperity and joy
AW10P: stable newbeginning, creative awakening/new career brings prosperity
AC/I0P: Family heritage of love and joy, emotional fulfillment in prosperity

and stability

2sl10P: Tensions ease with prosperity and stability, important family decision

2w10P: Prosperity and stability from earned success/bold career venture
2CllOP; Prosperity and stability in harmonious partnership

3S/10P: Prosperity/stability left for new path into unknown, prosperity fuels
conflicts

3w10P: Teamwork brings prosperity/stability, prosperity/joy from good career
news

3Cll0P: Celebration of prosperiry joy from wedding/birth, family problems
resolved

4s/10P: Patience needed for prosperity/stability, rest/cleansing needed for stability
4w10P: Efforts rewarded with prosperity/stability, joy from promotion/harmony

4clL0P: New possibilities from prosperity/stabilitF dissatisfied with prosperity/
stability

5s/10P: Forcefulness gains stability/prosperity, struggle for stability/prosperity
5Wl0P: Teamwork needed for prosperity, competition for family heritage

5Cll0P: Disillusioned with family heritage, prosperity impaired by troubled
legacy

6S/l0P: Overcoming difficulties brings prosperity I joy

6w10P: Public acclaim brings joy, prosperity from public triumph over obstacles

6CllOPz Nostalgia about family heritage, prosperity from manifesting past
expectations

7Sll0P: Perseverance/strategy needed for prosperity, decision about family
heritage

7Wl0P: Defending matter of family heritage, prosperity for writer/student/
teacher

TCll0Pz foyful choices, prosperity from materializing dream, evaluation for
prosperity
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8S/10P: Stay the course for stabiliry prosperity raises dilemma, patience for
prosperity

8Wl0P: News from a distance about prosperity/family heritage, swift action
brings joy

8C/l0P: Turning point or new direction in life for stability/joylprosperity

95/10P: Anxieties about prosperity/family heritage/stability

9W10P: Career strength brings stability and prosperity

9CllOP: Wishes fulfilled for prosperity and stabiliry happy future with family
heritage

l0S/10P: Prosperity/stability brings end of troubles, fresh start for prosperity/
jov

10Wl0P: Prosperity and stability brings stress from over-commitment

l0C/10P: Recognition and good reputation bolsters prosperity/stability/family
heritage

PgP/lOP: Prosperity from interest turned into a career and diligence in work

PgS/1OP: Prosperity through communication skills, insightful about family
heritage

PgW10P: Reliability and stability, resourceful to gain prosperity

PgC/l0P: Creative inspiration for prosperity, prosperity from practical use of
talents

KtP/lOP: Prosperity for stable and competent worker, joyfrrl and propitious
occasion

KtS/l0P: Swift action brings prosperityistabilitp self-assured for prosperity/
stability

KtWl0P: Enterprising activity brings prosperity/stability joy from new
adventures

KtC/10P: Opportunity/invitation bring prospedty/stability, breakthrough for
prosperity

QP/f 0P: Family plans realized, realistic prosperity, money independence and
stability

QS/10P: Determined approach to prosperity, perceptiveness and stability

QWI0P: Practical and optimistic about prosperity and stability

QC/10P: Nurturing family heritage, true to own feelings about prosperity/
stability

KP/I0P: Economic power and prosperity, career/business success family related

KS/10P: Implementing decisions for prosperity/stability, legal action brings
prosperity
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KWI0P: Professional cooperation/good career advice for prosperity/stability
KC/I0P: Prosperity/stability from being responsible and reliable, creativity brings

jov

Greenman/l0P: Prosperity from fresh start, carefree and joyful
Witch/l0P: Astuteness/communication brings prospe rityljoy
Drawing Down the Moon/l0P: Stability of intuition and occult wisdom,

money secrets

Earth Mother/l0P: Fruitfulness brings prosperity and stability
Horned God/l0P: Responsible and stable builder gains prosperity and joy
Drawing Down the sun/l0P: Tiadition of family heritage, traditional types of

joylwealth

Lord and Ladyof thewildwood/l0p: partnership/trust for prosperity/stability
Battlewagon/l0P: Merit recognized through prosperity, control brings stabil-

itylwealth

Crone/l0P: Fortitude for stability, prosperity/joy through inner power
HollyKing/l0P: stability from personal growth, joy from guiding others/being

a seeker

Wheel of theYear/lOP: Progress leading to prosperity/stability/joy
Standing Stone/l0P: Ethical and just prosperity, balanced stability/joy
oak King/l0P: Prosperity suspended, transitioning to stability and prosperity
Lord of Shadows/l0P: Change brings joylprosperity/stability

sidhe/l0P: Harmony of mind and spirit brings joy, inspiration brings prosper-
itylstability

Nature/l0P: Following instincts leads to prosperity, joyful freedom
Wild Hunt/ I 0P: Shocking event concerning prosperit y I joy I stabrlity
Star/ I 0P: Hopes for stability/pros p er ity I j oy are obtainable
Moon/l0P: Tiust instincts to gain prosperity/stability/joy

sun/ I 0P: Achievement and success with prosperity/family her itage I and, joy
Harvest/l0P: Efforts rewarded with prosperity/stability/joy, evaluating stabil-

ityljoy

world rree/l0P: Prosperity/joy gives a sense of completion/need for new
challenges

Page of Pentacles-Turning an Interest
Into a Career, Diligence in Work, Study

AS/PgP: Determination and power to turn an interest into a career, strength in
studies
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AWPgP: Turning an interest into a career is started, diligence brings new

beginning

AC/PgP: Inspired to turn an interest into a career, emotional fulfillment from
work/study

2SlPgP: Balancing interests and work, important decision about interests and
career

2WlPgP; success through diligence in work/study, boldly turning interest into
a career

2ClPgP:Turning an interest into a career with partner/harmony, work/study
partnership

3S/PgP: Unfamiliar path from turning an interest into a career, worVstudy
separation

3WPgP: Good news about turning an interest into a career, teamwork in work/
study

3ClPgP: Celebrating turning an interest into a career, good news about work/
study

4S/PgP: Patience for turning interest into career, rest after diligent work/ study

4WPgP: Promotion from diligence in work, turning an interest into a career

rewarded

aClPgP:Reassessment of work/study, longing to turning an interest into a career

5S/PgP: Struggle to turn an interest into a career, forceful diligence for study/work

5WPgP: Competition in work/study, teamwork needed to turn interest into a
career

5ClPgF: Disillusioned with diligence in work/study, difficulties making interests

a career

6S/PgP: Leaving troubles behind by turning an interest into a career/diiigent
work/study

6WPgP: Public acclaim for diligent work/study, victory in making a career of
interests

6ClPgPzManifesting past expectations through diligent work/study

7SlPgP: Strategy to turn interests into a career, perseverance in diligent work/
study

TWPgP: Advantage from diligent work/study, courage to turn interests into
a career

TClPgPz Evaluate plans for turning interests into a career, choice of diligent
workistudy

8S/PgP: Dilemma over turning interests into a career, patience for diligent world
study
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8wPgP: News from a distance about turning interests into a career/diligent
work/study

8c/PgP: Turning point/new direction in life with diligent work/study/career of
interests

9s/PgP: Anxieties over turning an interest into a career or adequacy of work/study

9WPgP: Strength/security from diligence in work/study
9ClPgP: Wishes fulfilled in turning interest into a career, work/study diligence

rewarded

10S/PgP: Diligence in work/study proves abilities, fresh start making career of
interests

l0WPgP: Diligence in work/study needs tenacity, stress from work/study/
career start

lOC/PgP: Contentment from turning interest into a caree6 esteem from work/
study

PgS/PgP: Readiness by diligent work/study, communication skill for career of
interests

PgWPgP: Restless to turn interests into a career, ambition fuels work/study
diligence

PgC/PgP: Creative inspiration turns interest into career, talent used for
work/study

KtP/PgP: Competent/reliable hard worker turning an interest into a career

KtS/PgP: Swift action in making career of interests, self-assured by strong
work/study

KtWPgP: Enterprising activity in turning interests into a career

KtC/PgP: Opportunity to make career of interest, breakthrough by work/study
diligence

QP/PgP: Plans realized with interests turned into a career, ambition of diligent
study

QS/PgP: Perceptive in making interests a career, insight with work/study needs

QWPgP: Practical about turning an interest into a career/diligence in work/study

QC/PgP: Facing own true feelings about diligence in work/study or interest as a
career

KP/PgP: Success/economic power from interest turned into a business career

KS/PgP: Implementing decision for a career of interests or to be diligent in
work/study

KWPgP: Professional cooperation in work/study diligence or making career of
interest
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KC/PgP: Reliable counselor in making career of interests or for diligence in
work/study

Greenman/PgP: Courageous fresh start with turning an interest into a career

Witch/PgP: Astute communication skills with work/study/turning interests

into a career

Drawing Down the Moon/PgP: Secrets learned through diligence in world
study

Earth Mother/PgP: Growth from diligence in work/study' creativity for career

of interest

Horned God/PgP: Building a career from interests' empowerment through
work/study

Drawing Down the Sun/PgP: Tiaditional approach to work/study/or interest

for a career

Lord and Lady of the WildWood/PgP: Partnership in making interests a career

Battle Wagon/PgP: Merit recognized for diligence in work/study

Crone/PgP: Fortitude to create acareer from interests, strength for diligent
work/study

Holly King/PgP: Diligence in work/study brings personal growth

Wheel of theYear/PgP: Progress from diligence in work/study or interests as

a careet

Standing Stone/PgP: Objective appraisal of work/study/turning an interest into
a career

Oak King/PgP: Tiansitional stage in turning an interest into a career

Lord of Shadows/PgP: Tlansformation of interest into a career, new start in
worVstudy

Sidhe/PgP: Inspiration to turn interests into a career, harmony for work/study
diligence

Nature/PgP: Following natural course/freedom to turn interests into a career

Wild Hunt/PgP: Sudden change to make career of interests or zeal in work/study

Star/PgP: Opportunity to make career of interest, hopes attainable by
worVstudy zeal

Moon/PgP: Tiust instincts to make career of interests, creativity in work/study
diligence

Sun/PgP: Success/happiness in making career of interests or work/study diligencc

Harvest/PgP: Efforts rewarded for diligence in work/study or turning interest

into career

World Tree/PgP: Completion attained from work/study or turning interest inlo
a career
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Ifuight of Pentacle s-Propitious O ccasion,
C o mp et en ce, Reli able, H ar d Wo rker
AS/KtP: strength in competence and reliability, victory with propitious occasion
AWKTP: Propitious occasion for a new start, reliable worker in a career start
AC/KtP: Emotional fulfillment through hard work, joy at a propitious occasion
2s/KtP: Tensions ease at a propitious occasion, competence in an important

decision

2wKtP: competence/hard work earns success, propitious occasion for new
challenge

2clKtPz Partnership requires competence/hard work, wedding as propitious
occasion

3s/KtP: Hard work/competence on path into unknown, beneficial business trip
3wKtP: Good career news at propitious occasion, competence in negotiations
3clKtP: celebration at propitious occasion/wedding/birth, hard work resolves

problem

4S/KtP: Rest from hard work, patience for competence

4wKtP: Rejoicing at propitious occasion, promotion/reward for competence/
hard work

4clKtP: Reassessment of hard work, propitious occasion opens new possibilities
5S/KIP: Prodded into hard work/competence through struggle/injured self-

esteem

SwKtP: competition/tests show competence, competition is a propitious
occasion

5clKtP: useless regrets dampen propitious occasion, disillusioned with hard work
6s/KtP: Journey offers propitious occasion, overcoming difficulties through

hard work

6WKIP: Victory/public acclaim at propitious occasion or due to competence/
hard work

6clKtP: Propitious occasion for reunions, manifesting past expectations by hard
work

7SlKtP: Competence and hard work based on strategy/perseverance

TwKtP: Advantage through competence/hard worl/propitious occasion
7clKtP: Evaluating plans for hard work, propitious occasion to materialize

oreams

tiS/KtP: Stay the course with hard work already underway
ttwKtP: News from a distancc/swift action on hard work or propiticlus occasion
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8C/KtP: Turning point/new direction in life from propitious occasion/hard
work

9S/KtP: Unfounded anxieties over competence, plans coming to fruition by
hard work

gWKtP: Project nearing completion through hard work, competence is strength

9ClKtP: Contentment/rewards from propitious occasion or from hard work/
competence

1OS/KtP: Competenceihard work proves ability to defend ideas or offers fresh

start

l0WKtP: Hard work/competence leads to stress of success/need to delegate duties

lOC/KtP: Recognition/good reputation based on competence/reliability/hard
work

PgS/KtP: Propitious occasion for communication skills/testing abiliry ready for
work

PgWKtP: Restlessness to show competence, resourcefuVambitious hard worker

PgC/KtP: Practical use of talents in hard work, emotions satisfied by
competence

KtS/KtP: Swift action from hard work, self-assured with competence

KtWKtP: Enterprising activity based on competence and hard work

KtC/KtP: Opportunity at a propitious occasion, competence in artistic expression

QP/KtP: Propitious occasion brings plans to fruition, realistic and competent

QS/KtP: Perceptiveness in propitious occasion, determined hard work/
competence

QWKTP: Practical use of propitious occasion/hard work/competence

QC/KIP: Nurturing competence, sensitive and reliable

KP/KIP: Business success from hard work/propitious occasion, competent ideas

KS/KtP: Competence in implementing decisions, authority through hard work/
reliability

KWKTP: Competence in professional cooperation, conscientious hard worker

KC/KtP: Creative competence, responsible hard worker

Greenman/KtP: Excitement/spontaneity for propitious occasion, competent
fresh start

Witch/KtP: Communicating competence, skillfirl/creative worker, reliably astute

Drawing Down the Moon/KtP: Hidden talent, competent/reliable intuition,
secret event

Earth Mother/KtP: Bountiful hard worker, growth of competence, fruitful
good occasion
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Horned God/KtP: Responsible and competent hard worker, productive propi-
tious event

Drawing Down the sun/KtP: conventional competence, traditional propitious
event

Lord and Lady of the wild wood/KtP: Reliable partner, trustworthy competence

Battle wagon/KtP: Merit recognized at propitious occasion, dominant hard
worker

crone/KtP: competence defeats obstacles, fortitude to be a reliable and hard
worker

Holly King/KtP: Personal growth results in competence and reliability
wheel of the Year/KtP: opportunity from competence/propitious occasion

standing stone/KtP: objective about competence, legal win brings propitious
event

oak King/KtP: Reliability in a period of transition, meditation on competence

Lord of Shadows/KtP: Growth of competence, change occurs at propitious
occasion

Sidhe/KtP: Harmony in competence, inspiration from propitious occasion

Nature/KtP: Following instincts at propitious occasion, choose what appeals for
work

Wild Hunt/KtP: Sudden enlightenment at propitious occasion, competence
asserted

star/KtP: opportunity at propitious occasion or to demonstrate competence/
reliability

Moon/KtP: Tiusting instincts at propitious occasion, competence in creativity
sun/KtP: Achievement through competence, success at propitious occasion

Harvest/KtP: Reward for being a hard worker, self-evaluation of competence

World Tree/KtP: Competence brings success and achievement, joy at a happy
event

Queen of Pentacle s-Plans Realized,
Realistic Ambitions, Financial Indep endence
AS/QP: Strength in realistic ambitions, victory/power in plans realized
AWQP: Plans for career start realized, financial independence from new

beginning

AC/QP: Abundance from plans realized, fulfillment from financial independence

2S/QP: Tensions ease with realization of plans/financial independence

2WQP: Fulfillment from plans realized, bold but realistic ambitions
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2CIQP: Plans realized in partnershiplmarriage, realistic ambition of harmony

3S/QP: Financial independence from new path into the unknown

3WQP: Good career news for financial independence/plans rcalized

3C|QP: Celebration of plans realizedlfinancial independence, possible wed-
ding/birth

4S/QP: Rest from plans realized, orderly peace merges with realistic ambitions

4WQP: Efforts rewarded by money independence/plans realized, promotion
realistic

aClQP: Reassessment of plans/realistic ambitions, new possibilities for secure

income

5S/QP: Plans realized/financial independence won through hardship and

bitterness

5WQP: Competition/tests of realistic ambitions, plans rcalized through
teamwork

5C|QP: Useless regrets/disillusionment over plans rcalized, money comes by a

loss

6S/QP: Overcoming difficulties to realize plans/gain financial independence

6WQP: Plans realized for victory/public acclaim, triumph over obstacles to
ambitions

6C|QP: Manifesting past expectations with plans realized, nostalgia guides

ambitions

7S|QP: Plans realized through strategy, perseverance gains realistic ambitions

TWQP: Advantage in realizing plans, financial independence for writer/
teacher/student

7C|QP: Plans realized/financial liberty through good choices, selecting ambitions

8S/QP: Stay the course to realize plans, patience to achieve realistic ambitions

SWQP: Plans realizedlfinancial liberty through swift action/news from a

distance

SC/QP: Turning point/new direction in life to realize plans/gain financial
independence

9S/QP: Needless anxieties over achieving plans/gaining financial independence

gWQP: Strength brings financial independence, plans realized as project nears

end

9C|QP: Wishes fulfilled for realized plans/financial indigence

10S/QP: Tioubles are past with plans realized/financial independence

f0WQP: Plans realized through tenacity, realistic ambitions ease stress of
success
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I0C/QP: Recognition for plans realized., security/contentment with financial
liberty

PgS/QP: Readiness for action to realize plans, insightfrrl and realistic ambitions

PgWQP: Restlessness to realize plans, important news about financial
independence

PgC/QP: Plans realized by creative inspiration, money from practical use of
talents

KtS/QP: Plans realized/financial independence by self-assurance and swift
action

KTWQP: Financial independence/plans realizedthrough enterprising activity
KtC/QP: Opportunity to realize plans, breakthrough to financial independence

QS/QP: Perceptive and determined to realize plans/gain financial independence

QWQP: Practical and creative in realizing plans/gaining financial independence

QC/QP: Plans realized brings time of emotional truth, nurturing realistic
ambitions

KP/QP: Plans realized for business/career success and/or economic power

KS/QP: Plans realized by implementing decisions, financial liberty through
legal action

KWQP: Plans realized through professional cooperation, good money
counseling

KC/QP: Plans realized through arts and sciences/reliability

Greenman/QP: Fresh start to realize plans, spontaneity jolts realistic ambitions

Witch/QP: Communication/creativity/astuteness brings money liberty/plans
realized

Drawing Down the Moon/QP: Secrets or intuition bring plans to fruition/
moneyliberty

Earth Mother/QP: Growth brings financial independence, plans realized
bountifully

Horned God/QP: Building for financial independence, empowered by plans
realized

Drawing Down the Sun/QP: Conventional realistic ambitions, organized plan-
ning wins

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/QP: Plans realized through trust, ambition
with partner

Battle wagon/QP: Merit recognized with financial independence/plans realized

Crone/QP: Courage to realize plans, financial independence gained through
fortitude
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HollyKing/QP: Personal growth brings plans to fruition, wisdom for financial
liberty

Wheel of theYear/QP: Progress in realizing plans/gaining financial independence

Standing Stone/QP: Objective view for realistic ambitions, fairness in achieving

plans

Oak KingQP: Period of transition for plans being realized/money liberty being
gained

Lord of Shadows/QP: Change in plans, turning point in ambitions, new start
for money

Sidhe/QP: Harmony of ambitions and realizations, manifesting plans/money
liberty

Nature/QP: Realistic ambitions chosen from what appeals, freedom in finances

Wild Hunt/QP: Sudden change instigates planning/ambitions/financial
independence

Star/QP: Opportunity to realize plans/gain financial independence

Moon/QP: Tiusting instincts leads to realization of plans/financial independence

Sun/QP: Success/happiness at realizingplans/gaining financial independence

Harvest/QP: Efforts to attain plans/ambitions rewarded

World Tiee/QP: Completion of plans leads to new plans/new realistic ambitions

King of Pentacles-.E conomic Pow er,

Business/Career Success, Ideas Manifested

AS/KP: Emphasized economic power/business success, victory of ideas

manifested

AWKP: Career startinew beginning leads to economic power/career success

AC/KP: Abundance/joy from economic power/business success/ideas manifested

2S|KP: Tensions ease with manifested ideas, important decision for business

success

2WKP: Boldness brings economic power/career success/ideas manifested

2Cl((P:Harmony/partnership needed for ideas to be manifestedibusiness success

3S/KP: Business trip for career success, new path into unknown to manifest
ideas

3WKP: Good career news on business success, negotiations for manifesting
ideas

3C|KP: Celebrating business/career success, problems resolved to manifest
ideas

4S/KP: Resting after a business/career success, patience for ideas to manifest
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4WKP: Business/career success results in promotion/efforts rewarded

 CIKP: Reassessment needed for business/career success

5s/KP: Business/career success comes at a cost, economic power by forcefulness

5WKP: Teamwork needed for business/career success or manifesting ideas

5C|KP: Disillusioned with business lcareer success, partial loss of economic
power

6S/KP: Overcoming difficulties in business career brings success, taking a

vacation

6WKP: Public acclaim for business/career success or manifested ideas

6C|KP: Reunion involving business success, nostalgia for days of economic power

7slKP: strategy brings business/career success, trickF situation to manifest ideas

TWKP: Advantage through business/career success, defending manifested ideas

Tcll(Pz careful choices bring business/career success or manifesting of ideas

8s/KP: Dilemma in manifesting ideas, stay the course for business/career success

8wKP: News from a distance on manifesting ideas or business/career success

8C/KP: Turning point or new direction taken for business/career success

9s/KP: Anxieties over business/career success, worries over manifesting ideas

9WKP: Strength/readiness for business/career success or economic power

9C|KP: Wishes fulfilled in manifesting ideas or business/career success

I0S/KP: End of present troubles blocking manifested ideas/business success

l0wKP: Stress from business/career success requires delegation or tenacity

I0C/KP: Contentment from business/career success or manifested ideas

Pgs/KP: Readiness for action to gain business/career success or manifest ideas

PgWKP: Resourcefulness/important news for business/career success

Pgc/KP: creativity/use of talents for business/career success or manifested ideas

Kts/KP: swift action and courage brings business/career success or manifests
ideas

KtwKP: Enterprising activity brings business/career success or manifests ideas

Ktc/KP: opportunity or invitation aids business lcarcer success or manifesting
ideas

QS/KP: Perceptionidetermination gains business/career success or manifests
ideas

QWKP: Practical approach brings business/career success or manifests ideas

QC/KP: Nurturing required for business/career success or to manifest ideas

KS/KP: Implementing decisions brings business/career success or manifests
ideas
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KWKP: Professional cooperation for business/career success or manifested

ideas

KC/KP: Business/career success through being responsible and reliable

Greenman/KP: Spontaneity/fresh start leads to business/career success

Witch/KP: Skillful communications used to manifest ideas or gain business

success

Drawing Down the Moon/KP: Secrets/intuition lead to business/career success

Earth Mother/KP: Fruitfulness of ideas manifested, bounty from business/

career gains

Horned God/KP: Responsibility and building for business lcateer success

Drawing Down the Sun/KP: Conventional business/career success or idea

manifested

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/KP: Partnership/trust needed for business

success

Battle Wagon/KP: Merit recognized in business/career success or manifested

ideas

Crone/KP: Courage to manifest ideas, fortitude to gain business/career success

Holly King/KP: Wisdom of experience gains business/career success

Wheel of theYear/KP: Progress made towards business success/ideas

manifested

Standing Stone/KP: Balanced approach to manifest ideas/gain business success

Oak KingKP: Period of transition in manifesting ideas/gaining business success

Lord of Shadows/KP: Change coming in manifesting ideas/gaining business

success

Sidhe/KP: Blending ideas brings business/career success or economic power

Nature/KP: Choosing what appeals leads to business/career success

Wild Hunt/KP: Shocking event/sudden change brings business/career success

Star/KP: Hope is attainable for business/career success or manifesting of ideas

Moon/KP: Tiusting instincts leads to business/career success or manifesting of
ideas

Sun/KP: Happiness from business/career success or manifested ideas

Harvest/KP: Efforts rewarded by business/career success or manifested ideas

World Tree/KP: Completion of ideas manifested or business success oPens new

start
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Part Ten
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Quick Guide to Sword Pairings

Ace of Swords-Victory, Strength,
P ow er, D eter min ati on, Truth
AWAS: Strong career start, victory with invention, determination for

new beginning

AC/AS: Abundant strength, victory in emotional fulfillment, heart
and mind in union

2S|AS: Tensions ease through victory/strength, determination for im-
portant decision

2WAS: Victory of earned success or boldness, strength to seek new
challenges

2C|AS: Victory through harmony/partnership, truth in affection,
strong marriage

3S/AS: Determination for path into unknown/unfinished business,
victorious in conflict

3WAS: Good career news brings victory, power/strength in negotia-
tions/teamwork

3C|AS: Celebration of victory, strength/power/determination resolves
problems

4S/AS: Victory followed by rest, determination/strength for orderly
peace

4WAS: Victory rewarded, promotion victory, rejoicing over victory
4C|AS: Reassessment of strength/power/victory, hollow victory,

strength for new vista
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5S/AS: Forceful victory, power to injure another's self-esteem, potential to be

ruthless

5WAS: Victory in competitions/tests, determination in struggle, strength in
teamwork

SC|AS: Disillusioned with victory, victory through sacrifices fuels useless

regrets

65/A5: Victory in overcoming difficulties, strength to leave troubles behind

6WAS: Public acclaim of victory/power/strength, emphasis of triumph over

obstacles

6CIAS: Nostalgia over prior victories/strengths, determination achieves old
dream

7S|AS: Strategy/cunning brings victory, strength/determination for
perseverance

TWAS: Victory in defending a position, strength and advantage, power and

courage

7C|AS: Strength to make necessary choices, truth emphasized and revealed

8S/AS: Strengthidetermination to stay the course, victory comes through
patience

8WAS: News from a distance of victory, travel brings victory

8C/AS: Turning point leads to victory, strength/determination for new direc-
tion in life

9S/AS: Strength of mind/willpower allays fears/anxieties, planning way through
difficulties

gWAS: Strength emphasized, determination to complete project leads to victory

9C|AS: Victory of efforts rewarded, contentment with truth/power, victory
wish gained

I0S/AS: Victory ends present troubles, emphasis of proven power to defend

ideas

I0WAS: Stress of success handled with strengthidetermination' victory in
tenacity

10C/AS: Recognition of victory/strength/power, victory brings contentment/
esteem

PgS/AS: Strength/power/determination bolsters readiness for action

PgWAS: Restless for victory, strength/power in resourcefulness

PgC/AS: Victory from practical use of talents, truth satisfies emotions, inspircci

truth

KIS/AS: Swift action brings victory, courage and power, strong and self-assurcd

KTWAS: Strength/power for new adventure, victory in enterprising activity
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Ktc/AS: victorious breakthrough, opportunity for victory, powerfirl artistic
expression

QS/AS: Strong and independent, determination emphas ized, victory through
insight

QWAS: Strength/power in practicality, optimistic of victoryr, kindly and
truthful

QC/AS: Emotional and mental truth emphasized, psychic power, artistic strength

KS/AS: Determination emphasized, victory in legal action, power to implement
will

KWAS: Victory through professional cooperation, strong counsel, truth and
honesty

KC/AS: Strong and responsible, victory in creativitylarts and sciences

Greenman/AS: Victory in fresh start, power in spontaneity, courageous and
strong

witch/AS: Skill brings victory, strength and power in communication/skill/
creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/AS: Secret truths, powerfirl intuition, strength in the
occult

Earth Mother/AS: Victory brings bountyifruitfulness, growth of power and
strength

Horned God/AS: Responsibilitiesistability from victory, strength/determina-
tion to build

Drawing Down the Sun/AS: Power of tradition, victory over inhibiting
conventions

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/AS: Power of partnership, victory through
trust/choices

Battle Wagon/AS: Victory emphasized, power/strength and dominance for
control

Crone/AS: Strength emphasized, victory through courage and determination
Holly King/AS: Strength from personal growth/wisdom, victory in changing

times

wheel of theYear/AS: victory emphasized with improving fortunes/progress

Standing Stone/AS: Tiuth emphasized as balanced, strong victory in legal
matter

Oak King/AS: Tiansition period leading to victory, meditating on truth, gain-
ing power

Lord of Shadows/AS: Changes brings victory, transformation through
determination
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Sidhe/AS: Power of the mind to bring victory into manifestation

Nature/AS: Following instincts to attain victory, power of freedom, strength to

choose

Wild Hunt/AS: Taking advantage of sudden change, victory through revelation

Star/AS: Seizing opportunity for victory, hopes for victory are obtainable

Moon/AS: Tiusting instincts brings victory, power to manifest subconscious

Sun/AS: Happiness from victory, achievement through strength/power/
determination

Harvest/AS: Efforts rewarded with victory, self-evaluation of strength/

determination

World Tree/AS: Victory brings completion/ending and new beginning, joy

from victory

TWo of Swords-Tensions Ease, Balance
of Oppo sites, Important D ecision, Diplomacy
AW2S: Tensions ease with career start/creative awakening

AC/2S: Important decision for emotional fulfillment, power of love eases

tensions

2W l2S Tensions ease with earned success, important decision about new

challenge

2Cl2SzHarmony/partnership eases tensions, partnership/marriage of
opposites

3S/2S: Important decision about venturing onto new path into unknown

3W2S: Tensions ease with good career news, balance of opposites in
negotiations

3Cl2S: Celebration as tensions ease, problems resolved through diplomacy/

decision

4S/2S: Rest period after tensions ease, orderly peace through diplomacy

4W l2Sz Efforts rewarded by easing of tensions, diplomacy/decision brings

harmony

 Cl2SzTensions ease with reassessment, new possibilities with diplomacy/

decision

5S/2S: Tensions eased through force, diplomacy injures self-esteem or fails

5W2S: Struggle to ease tensions, teamwork needed to bring opposites into
balance

5C/2S: Partial loss to ease tensions, disillusioned with diplomacy, decision

regrets
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6s/2s: overcoming difficulties to ease tensions, leaving troubles through
diplomacy

6wl2s: Public acclaim for easing tensions/diplomacy, victory from important
decision

6cl2s: Tensions ease with reunions, diplomacy to manifest past expectations
7sl2s: Perseverance/strategy needed for tensions to ease, strategy of diplomacy
7Wl2S: Advantage eases tensions, diplomacy to defend a position
7cl2s: Tiuth revealed through diplomacy, choices to ease tensions/make

decision

8S/2s: stay the course to ease tensions, dilemma over important decision
8w2s: News from a distance eases tensions, swift action from important

decision

8c/2S: Turning point/new direction in life from diplomacyibalance of opposites
9s/2s: Anxieties over important decision, needless worry over easing tensions
9w2s: Tensions ease as project nears completion, strength through diplomacy
9cl2s: Eflorts rewarded with easing tensions, wishes fulfilled with important

decision

10s/2s: End of present troubles as tensions ease, diplomacy to defend ideas
10w2s: stress to succeed at easing of tensions, tenacity for balance of opposites
l0c/2s: Recognition for diplomacy/easing of tensions, security from easing

tensions

PgS/2S: Insightfirlness aids diplomacy/easing of tensions
Pgw2s: Resourcefulness eases tensions/brings opposites into balance
PgC/2S: Creative inspiration to ease tensions/balance opposites
Kts/2s: sudden change eases tensions, ability and courage for diplomacy
Ktw2s: Enterprising activity eases tensions/balances opposites/secures a truce
Ktc/2s: opportunity to ease tensions/balance opposites, diplomatic invitation
QS/2S: Perception and determination ease tensions

QW2s: Practical outlook eases tensions, imaginative balance of opposites

QC/2S: Sensitivity requires diplomacy, nurturing eases tensions
KS/2S: Authority eases tensions, implementing important decision
KW2s: Professional cooperation eases tensions, good counsel in diplomacy
KC/2s: Reliability eases tensions, balancing opposites in arts and sciences
Greenman/2S: spontaneity held in balance, tensions ease with fresh start
witch/2s: communication eases tensions, skill with diplomacy/balancing

<lpposites
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Drawing Down the Moon/2S: Using intuition in diplomacy or to ease tensions

Earth Mother/2S: Fruitfulness from diplomacy, security with easing of tensions

Horned God/2S: Stability with easing of tensions, empowerment by decision
making

Drawing Down the Sun/2S: Conventional balance of opposites, organized
diplomacy

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/2S: Trust eases tensions, partnership of
opposites

Battle Wagon/2S: Victory from diplomacy, merit recogn ized for easing tensions

Crone/2S: Courage to ease tensions, strength to balance opposites, diplomatic
power

Holly King/2S: Accumulated wisdom used to ease tensions/applied to
diplomacy

Wheel of the Year/2S: Progress with diplomacy/easing tensions, decision
opportunity

Standing Stonel2S:Legalwin eases tensions, balance of opposites emphasized

Oak King/2s: Suspended activity eases tensions, meditation for important
decision

Lord of Shadows/2S: Change eases tensions, new start to balance opposites

Sidhe/2S: Harmony brings balance of opposites, ideas blended through
diplomacy

Nature/2S: Choosing to ease tensions, natural diplomat, instinctive peacemaker

Wild Hunt/2S: Shocking event eases tensions, revelation brings sudden balance

Star/2S: Opportunity to ease tensions, hopes for balance are obtainable

Moon/2S: Tiust instincts in diplomacy/easing tensions, balancing psychic and
physical

Sun/2S: Achievement of eased tensions, happiness with balance, diplomacy
success

Harvest/2S: Diplomatic efforts rewarded, balance/eased tensions brings renewal

World Tiee/2S: Completion easing tensions, balance achieved, new diplomacy
starts

Three of Swords-New Path into (Jnknown,
S ep aration, Unfinished Business, Conflicts
AW3S: Career start is new path into unknown

AC/3S; New path into unknown brings emotional fulfillment
2W3S: Boldness to take new path into unknown, earned success ends conflicts
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2cl3s: Harmonious separation of partners, marriage is newpath into the
unknown

3w3s: Negotiations end conflicts, unfinished business needs teamwork
3cl3s: Marriage takes a loved one far away, emphasis of conflict/problems

resolved

4s/3s: conflict ends, feeling isolated/lonely, depression (especiallyifalso has 9s)
4w3s: Promotion/rewarded efforts brings separation (move)/new path into

unknown

4cl3s: Reassessment of conflicts, new possibilities with new path into unknown
5s/3s: A contentious parting of ways, conflict brings loss of self-esteem

5w3S: Struggle with new path into unknown, in-fighting and rivalries foils
teamwork

5cl3s: Disillusionment with new path into unknown, useless regrets over conflicts
6s/3s: New path into unknown to leave troubles behind/overcome difficulties
6w3s: New path into unknown brings public acclaim/victory/triumph over

obstacles

6cl3s: Reunion after period of separation, past expectations are unfinished
business

7Sl3S: Strategylcareful decisions needed for conflicts or new path into
unknown

7w3s: Position of advantage in a conflict, courage for new path into unknown
7cl3s: Evaluating plans or choices in a conflict or on a new path into unknown
8s/3s: Stay the course/patience on new path into unknown, conflicts based on

rumor

8w3s: Letter of separation, news about unfinished business or conflicts
8C/3S: Change ofphilosophy or point ofview new path into unknown

emphasized

9s/3s: worries about someone distant, anxieties over new path/separation/
conflicts

9w3s: Readiness/strength to handle work conflicts, unfinished business
almost over

9Cl3S: New path into unknown fulfills wishes/brings happy future
I 0s/3S: conflicts end, fresh start on new path, separation ends present troubles
l0w3s: work stress due to conflicts, over-committed with unfinished business
l0C/3S: Esteem/recognition/contentment with new path into unknown
I'}gs/3s: Ready for action with conflictsiunfinished business/new path into

unknown
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PgW3S: Resourceful/restless about new path into unknown/unfinished
business

PgC/3S: Practical use of talent in conflicts/unfinished business/new path into
unknown

KtS/3S: Sudden changes in unfinished business, courage for path into unknown

KtW3S: Enterprising activity creates separation, path into unknown is new
adventure

KtC/3S: Breakthrough in conflictsiunfinished business, path into unknown
opportunity

QS/3S: Determined to take path into unknown, bereavement, insight into
conflicts

QW3S: Practical/optimistic approach to path into unknown/unfinished
business

QC/3S: Separation shows true emotions, conflict nurtured, psychic path into
unknown

KS/3S: Separation by legal action, authority/judge over unfinished business/
conflicts

KW3S: Professional cooperation for unfinished business/conflicts/path into
unknown

KC/3S: Responsible counselor aids in conflicts/unfinished business/path to
unknown

Greenman/3S: Fresh start/courageousness with new path into unknown

Witch/3S: Adaptability with separation, astuteness/skill with conflicts

Drawing Down the Moon/3S: Intuition on new path into unknown, secret
conflicts

Earth Mother/3S: Bounty in new path into unknown, growth from separation/
conflict

Horned God/3S: Stability from new path into unknown, conflict/separation
emPowers

Drawing Down the Sun/3S: Path away from conventional, religious vocation
entered

Lord and Ladyof the WildWood/3S: Conflicts interrupt partnership, new path
chosen

Battle Wagon/3S: Separation due to military service, victory in conflicts

Crone/3S: Courage for path into unknown, fortitude during separation,
conflict won

Holly King/3S: Finding a new path into unknown, personal growth from
separation
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wheel of the Yearl3S: Progress in unfinished business/conflicts/path into
unknown

standing stone/3s: Legal win in conflicts, conflict in ethics/fairness, new path
is firm

oak King/3s: Path into unknown from introspection, unfinished business
emphasized

Lord of shadows/3s: change/transformation leads to new path into unknown
sidhe/3s: Harmony ends conflicts, fusion of ideas/energies for path into

unknown

Nature/3s: Following instincts opens new path into unknown/creates conflicts
wild Hunt/3s: shocking event prompts new path into unknown/separation/

conflicts

star/3S: Hopes obtainable about unfinished business/conflicts/separation/new
path

Moon/3s: Subconscious manifested in conflicts/new path into unknown
Sun/3S: Happiness with new path into unknown
Harvest/3S: Rewards for separation/new path into unknown
World Tree/3S: Unfinished business is completed

Four of Swords-Resf, Vigilance, Orderly
Peace, Recuperation, Cleansing patience
AW4s: Rest period before new beginning/career start, creative awakening from

rest

AC/4S: cleansing/rest brings inspiration/emotional fulfillment, much-needed
vacation

2w/4s. Rest following earned sirccess or prior to seeking new challenge
2cl 4s: Harmony/partnership requires patience/cleansing, vigilant with

af[ections

lw4s: Rest from negotiations/good career news, orderly peace for teamwork
3cl4s: orderly peace celebrated, patience solves problem, rest after wedding/

birth

4w4s: Rest after promotion, patience brings harmony, efforts rewarded with
peace

4C/45:. Vigilant about new possibilities, reassessment during rest

5s/4s: Recuperation from injured self-esteem, vigilance to gain goals forcefully
5W4S: Vigilance for competition/tests, rest after struggle, orderly peace in

teamwork
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5C/4S: Cleansing of useless regrets, vigilance over legacy, rest from partial loss

65/45: Cleansing of old troubles, restful journey, vigilance to overcome
difficulties

6W4S: Victory/public acclaim followed by rest, patience to triumph over
obstacles

6Cl4S: Cleansing of nostalgia, patience in manifesting past expectations

7Sl4S: Strategy/perseverance for orderly peace, tricky situation needs vigilance

7Wl4Sz Defending a position with vigilance, able to rest while having the
advantage

7Cl43: Evaluation of plans for orderly peace/cleansing, patience for revealing
truth

8S/4S: Rest and stay the course, dilemma requires vigilance, patience emphasized

8W4S: Wait for news from a distance before acting, cleansing results in swift
action

8C/4S: Turning point from recuperation/rest, moderation and patience, stay
calm

9S/4S: Anxieties interfere with rest/recuperation, vigilance due to unfounded
worries

9W4S: Rest with readiness and vigilance, security from orderly peace

9Cl4Sz Efforts rewarded with rest period/cleansing, patience needed for happy
future

l0S/4S: Rest at end of present troubles, fresh start from orderly peace

l0W4S: Rest/recuperation needed from stress of success

10C/4S: Rest and contentment, security through vigilance and orderly peace

PgS/4S: Vigilance emphasized, impatient for action, peace from communica-
tion skill

PgW4S: Unable to rest, resourceful and alert, conflict with patience and
ambition

PgC/4S: Emotions satisfied with orderly peace, practical use of talents to cleanse

KtS/4S: Swift action brings orderly peace, ability and courage tempered with
patience

KtW4S: Rest/recuperation results in desire for new adventures/enterprising
activities

KtC/4S: Breakthrough with vigilance, opportunity for orderly peace/cleansing/
rest

QS/4S: Orderly peace/cleansing/rest through determination, vigilant and
perceptive
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QW4S: Practical about rest/order$ peace/cleansing, patient and kind
QC/4s: Nurturing orderly peace/rest/recuperation, sensitivity needs rest

KS/4S: Legal action/implementing decision ensures orderly peace/rest/
recuperation

KW4s: Rest before seeking new adventures, fearless explorer is patient and
vigilant

KC/4s: Reliable orderly peace, vigilance in arts and sciences, patient and creative

Greenman/4s: Fresh start after rest, carefree after cleansing/recuperation
witch/4s: Astute/adaptable and vigilant/patient, communication brings

orderly peace

Drawing Down the Moon/4s: secrets require vigilance/patience, patience for
intuition

Earth Mother/4s: Bounty brings rest/orderly peace, security through vigilance
Horned God/4s: Empowerment with rest/recuperation, patience brings stability
Drawing Down the sun/4s: conventional means to orderly pe acehestl

recuperation

Lord and Lady of the wild wood/4s: Tiust with vigilance needed for orderly
peace

Battle wagon/4S: victory/control/dominance brings orderly peace/rest/cleansing

Crone/4S: Courage/fortitude for orderly peace

Holly King/aS: Wisdom brings orderly peace/rest, personal growth for
cleansing

wheel of the Year/4s: Fortunes improve with orderly peace/recuperation/
cleansing

standing stone/4s: Vigilance for balance, win in legal matter brings orderly peace

oak King/4s: suspended activity/rest emphasized, transition with cleansing/
patience

Lord of shadows/4s: change brings orderly peace/rest/recuperation/cleansing

sidhe/4s: Blend of mental and psychic powers for cleansing/orderly peace

Nature/4s: Following instincts leads to orderly peace/cleansing/recuperation/
rest

wild Hunt/4s: Shocking event brings orderly peace/rest/cleansing/recuperation

Star/4S: Opportunity for orderly peace/rest/cleansing/recuperation

Moon/4s: creativity with rest, trusting instincts brings cleansing/orderly
peace/rest

Sun/4S: Happiness from orderly peace/rest/cleansing/recuperation

llarvest/4s: Efforts rewarded with orderly peace/rest/cleansing/rccuperation
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World Tree/4S: Completion attained with orderly peace, new beginning after
rest

Five of Swords-Ilrj ured Self-esteem,
Forcefulness Gains Goals, Honorable Struggle
AW5S: Forcefulness needed for career start/new beginning/creative awakening

AC/5S: Honorable struggle provides emotional fulfillment

2W5S: Boldness and forcefulness brings earned success

2Cl5S: Honorable struggle for harmony/partnership, marriage injures self-
esteem

3W5S: Negotiation avoids injured self-esteem, forcefulness at odds with team-
work

3Cl5S: Problems resolved with forceful gaining of goals

4W5S: Efforts rewarded by forcefully gained goals, promotion from honorable
struggle

4Cl5S: Reassessment/new possibilities considered after injured self-esteem,

5W5S: Honorable struggle emphasized, subdue forcefulness for needed
teamwork

5Cl5S: Useless regrets over injured self-esteem, partial loss in honorable
struggle

65/55: Leaving behind troubles that injured self-esteem, struggle to overcome a

ju-
6W5S: Tiiumph over obstacles through forcefulness, victory in honorable

struggle

6Cl5S: Dwelling on past injuries to self-esteem

7Sl5S: Strategy/perseverance to forcefully gain goals and avert injury to self-
esteem

7W5S: Defending a position forcefully gains goals, courage for honorable
struggle

7Cl5S: Evaluate plans to avoid injuring self-esteem, choices in honorable struggle

8S/5S: Stay the course in honorable struggle, forcefulness in dilemma gains
goals

8W5S: News from a distance injures self-esteem or relates to honorable struggle

8C/5S: Turning point/new direction in life from injured self-esteem/honorable
struggle

9S/5S: Anxieties over injured self-esteem, plans about to be realized by
forcefulness

9W5S: Strength/readiness bolsters honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain goals
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9Cl5S: Efforts rewarded in honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain goals

10S/5S: Putting injured self-esteem behind for fresh start, honorable defense of
ideas

10W5S: Stress of success requires forcefirlness to gain goals, tenacity in struggle

l0C/5S: Good reputation threatened, contentment maintained by forcefulness

PgS/SS: Readiness for action spurs forcefulness to gain goals/honorable struggle

PgWSS: Resourcefulness and forcefulness gains goals

PgC/5S: Practical use of talents/emotions satisfied in honorable struggle

KtS/SS: Injured self-esteem from swift action, ability/courage aid force to gain
goals

KtW5S: Looking for new adventure/enterprise after honorable struggle/goals
gained

KtC/SS: Opportunity to gain goals forcefully, artistic expression in honorable
struggle

QS/5S: Insight/language skills used in honorable struggle or to forcefully gain
goals

QW5S: Practical in using forcefulness to gain goals, optimistic in honorable
struggle

QC/5S: Sensitivity over injured self-esteem, nurturing an honorable struggle

KS/SS: Authority and force gains goals, determined honorable struggle, libel
suit

KW5S: Professional cooperation in honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain
goals

KC/SS: Responsible and reliable in honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain goals

Greenman/SS: Spontaneity injures self-esteem, courage and force to gain goals

Witch/5S: Communication/adaptability in honorable struggle/forcefully gain-
ing goals

Drawing Down the Moon/5S: Intuition aids in honorable struggle

Earth Mother/SS: Fruitfulness/bountyigrowth from honorable struggle

Horned God/5S: Stability in forcefully gained goals, honorable struggle
empowers

Drawing Down the Sun/SS: Conventional in honorable struggle/force to gain
goals

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/5S: Partnership forcefulness gains goals

Battle Wagon/5S: Victory in honorable struggle, forcefulness to gain a goal
emphasized

Crone/5S: Courage/f<rrtitude in honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain goals
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Holly King/sS: Personal growth from injured self-esteem/honorable struggle

Wheel of the Year/5S: Progress in honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain goals

Standing Stone/SS: Balance in honorable struggleiforcefi.rlness to gain goals

Oak King/SS: Time of transition in honorable struggle, musing on injured self-
esteem

Lord of Shadows/SS: Change from honorable struggleiforcefi.rlness to gain goals

Sidhe/SS: Physical and spiritual harmony in honorable struggle, self-esteem
healed

Nature/5S: Choosing what appeals in honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain
goals

Wild Hunt/5S: Shocking event injures self-esteemigains goals with forcefulness

Star/5S: Hopes obtainable in honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain goals

Moon/SS: Tiusting instincts in honorable struggle/forcefulness to gain goals

Sun/SS: Happiness from honorable struggle, achievement of goals by
forcefulness

Harvest/5S: Honorable struggle rewarded, self-evaluation from injured self-
esteem

World Tree/5S: Completion from honorable struggle/gaining goals by
forcefulness

Six of Swor ds-Journey, Leaving Troubles
B ehind, Overcoming D ffi culties
AW6S: Career start/new beginning leaves troubles behind/overcomes difficulties

AC/6S: Overcoming difficulties brings abundancel joyl emotional fulfillment
2W6S: Boldness to leave troubles behind/overcome difficulties

2Cl6S: Harmony from overcoming difficulties/leaving troubles behind

3W6S: Good career news leaves troubles behind/overcomes difficulties

3Cl6S: Good news leaves troubles behind, problems resolved/overcome
emphasized

4W6S: Efforts rewarded with troubles left behind/difficulties overcome

4Cl6Sz Reassessment of difficulties to overcome, journey brings new
possibilities

5W6S: Competition and tests overcome, teamwork overcomes difficulties

5Cl6S: Set aside useless regrets/disillusionment/partial loss to leave troubles
behind

6W6S: Victory in leaving troubles behind, public acclaim in overcoming
difficulties
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6c/6s: overcoming difficulties manifests past expectations, nostalgic journey

75165: Strategy to leave troubles behind, overcoming difficulties in tricky
situation

7W6S: Journey to defend a position, advantage overcomes difficulties
7cl6st choices in leaving troubles behind/overcoming difficulties, planning

journey

85/65: Stay the course to overcome difficulties, dilemma provokes journey away

8W6S: Difficulties overcome with news from a distance, travel emphasized

8C/6S: Turning point in overcoming difficulties, journey to new path

9S/6s: Anxieties about overcoming difficulties, worries over leaving troubles
behind

9w6s: strength to overcome difficultiesileave troubles behind, readiness for
journey

9cl6s: wishes fulfilled to overcome difficulties/leave troubles behind/journey
105/65: End of present troubles with journey, leaving troubles behind

emphasized

10w6s: stress of success overcome, tenacity/delegation ends present troubles
l0c/6s: contentment/esteem from journey/overcoming diffrculties/leaving

troubles

PgS/6S: Readiness for action to overcome difficulties, vigilance on journey

PgW6S: Resourcefulness to overcome diffi culties/leave troubles behind
Pgc/6S: Practical use of talents to overcome difficulties/leave troubles behind
KtS/6S: Swift action overcomes difficulties, sudden changes leave troubles

behind

Ktw6s: Journey for new adventure, overcoming difficulties with enterprising
activity

Ktc/6s: Invitation/opportunity for journey, opportunity to overcome difficulties

QS/6S: Determination overcomes difficulties, independence for journey

QW6S: Optimistic about leaving troubles behind/overcoming difficulties

QC/6s: sensitive about leaving troubles behind, being true to feelings defeats
trials

KS/6s: Implementing decisions overcomes difficulties/leaves troubles behind
KW6s: Professional cooperation for overcoming difficulties/leaving troubles

behind

KC/6S: fourney in arts and sciences, overcoming difficulties responsibly

Greenman/6s: Spontaneity in overcoming problems, leaving troubles behind
lirr frcsh start
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Witch/6S: Overcoming difficulties through creativity/astuteness/

communication

Drawing Down the Moon/6S: Secrets learned in journey' intuition to overcome

trials

Earth Mother/6S: Fruitfulness/bounty overcomes difficulties, growth in journey

Horned God/6S: Stability from overcoming difficulties/leaving troubles behind

Drawing Down the Sun/6S: Conventional means to overcome difficulties

Lord and Ladyof theWildWood/6S: Partnership/trust in overcoming

difficulties

Battle Wagon/6S: Merit recognized in overcoming difficulties, control to leave

trouble

Crone/6S: Courage/fortitude to leave troubles behind/overcome diffi culties

Holly King/6S: Able to leave troubles behind/overcome difficulties by wisdom

gained

Wheel of theYear/6S: Progress in journey, good fortune in overcoming

difficulties

Standing Stone/6S; Balanced/ethical way to leave troubles behind/overcome

trials

Oak King/6s: Period of transition in overcoming difficulties, meditative
journey

Lord of Shadows/6S: Transformation by overcoming difficulties/leaving trou-
ble behind

Sidhe/6S: Harmony from journey, blend of ideas to overcome difficulties

Nature/6S: Following instincts to leave troubles behind/overcome difficulties

Wild Hunt/6S: Difficulties overcome with shocking event/sudden change

Star/6S: Hopes obtainable to overcome difficulties/leave troubles behind

Moon/6S: Tiust instincts to overcome difficulties/leave troubles behind

Sun/6S: Success at overcoming difficultiesileaving troubles behind, happy
journey

Harvest/6S: Efforts rewarded by overcoming difficulties, journey brings renewal

World Tree/6S: Completion at overcoming difficulties, joyful journey

Seven of Swords- Str ategy, Per sev erance, TriclE
Situation, Clever Approach, Decision Care

AWTS: Career start with strategy, clever approach for creative awakening

AC/7S: Strategy brings abundance, joyllove overcome a tricky situation

2W l7S: Boldness in strategy, clever approach earns success
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2Cl7S: Careful decisions in marriage, strategy/perseverance for harmony/
partnership

3W7S: Good career news from perseverance lstrategylcareful decisions

3Cl7Sz Perseverance for good news, problems resolved with strategy

4Wl7S: Promotion through strategy/perseverance, efforts rewarded in tricky
situation

4Cl7Sz Reassessment of strategy, tricky situation brings new possibilities

5W7S: Teamwork strategy needed, perseverance in competition and tests

5c/7sz Perseverance through partial loss, strategy needed against useless regrets

6W7S: Victory through strategy, perseverance to triumph over obstacles

6cl7s: strategy to manifest past expectations, nostalgia blocks careful decisions

7Wl7Sz Strategy to defend a position, advantage in tricky situation or from
strategy

7cl7s:strategy to evaluate plans/materialize dreams, carefi.rl decisions emphasized

8S/7S: Perseverance to stay the course emphasized, need strategy in dilemma

8W7S: Perseverance for news from a distance, clever approach for swift action

8C/7S: Strategy for turning point, tricky situation opens new direction in life
9S/7S: Strategy brings plans to realization, perseverance through anxieties

9Wl7Sz Strength in strategy/perseverance, readiness with careful decisions

9Cl7S: Wishes fulfilled with strategy/perseverance lcarefuldecisions/clever
approach

10S/7S: Strategy/perseverance brings end oftroubles, fresh start in clever
approach

10W7s: strategy for stress of success, tricky situation needs delegation/tenacity

I 0C/7S: Contentment achieved from careful decisions/perseverance/strategy

PgS/7S: Insightful strategy, careful decision with readiness for action

PgWTS: Resourceful and clever approach, ambitious strategy

PgC/7S: Practical use oftalents/artistic inspiration in clever approach/strategy

KIS/7S: Strategy brings sudden changes/swift action, clever and self-assured

KtWTS: Strategy for new adventure/enterprising activity
KIC/7S: Opportunity through perseverance lstrategy, invitation needs careful

decision

QS/7S: Independent strategy, perceptive in tricky situation, determined to
persevere

QWTS: Practical approach to strategy/perseverance, creativity in careful
clecisions
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QC/7S: Perseverance to gain emotional truth, careful decisions in nurturing

KS/7S: Strategy in legal action, perseverance to implement decisions

KWTS: Professional cooperation in strategy, conscientious and careful

decisions

KC/7S: Strategy/perseverance aids responsibility/reliability

Greenman/7S: Spontaneity impeded by strategy/clever approach

Witch/7S: Communication strategy, perseverance to learn skills, clever

creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/7S: Secrets require careful decisions

Earth Mother/7S: Fruitfulness from perseverance, strategy for growth

Horned God/7S: Stability in tricky situation, emPowerment by strategy/

perseverance

Drawing Down the Sun/7S: Clever approach to tradition, strategy for

organizing

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/7S: Careful decision in choices emphasized

BattleWagon/7S: Victory/control/dominance through strategy/clever approach

Crone/7S: Fortitude/courage for perseverance I sft ategy I cat eful decisions

Holly King/7S: Personal growth through perseverance/careful decisions

Wheel of the Year/7S: Progress in tricky situation, strategy improves fortunes

standing stone/7s: strategy veils objectivity, legal win by clever approach/

strategy

Oak King/7S: Perseverance through period of transition/suspended activity

Lord of Shadows/7S: Perseverance in changes/transformations, strategy for

change

Sidhe/7S: Blending ideas aids strategy, harmony of mind and spirit for

perseverance

Nature/7S: Emphasis on careful decision to choose what appeals/follow

insti ncts

Wild Hunt/7S: Shocking event creates tricky situation, evolving strategy from

events

Star/7S: Hopes obtainable through careful decisions/strategy/perseverance

Moon/7S: Trust instincts in tricky situation/careful decision

Sun/7S: Happiness from perseverance/careful decision/strategy

Harvest/7S: Strategy/perseverance rewarded, self-evaluation of careful decisiott

World Tree/7S: Completion through strategy/perseverance
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Eight of Swords-Dilemma, Stay the
Course, Patience Needed, Ignore Rumor
AW8S: Patience needed for career start, stay the course for new beginning

AC/8S: Stay the course for abundance/joylemotional fulfillment
2W8S: Boldness overcomes dilemma, earned success by staying the course

2Cl8S: Harmony through patience/staying the course, partnership dilemma

3W8S: Patience in negotiations, good career news with patience/staying the
course

3Cl8S: Problems resolved on own by staying the course, patience for good news

4W8S: Patience/staying the course gains promotion/efforts rewarded

4Cl8S: Reassessment of dilemma, stay the course for new possibilities

5W8S: Dilemma of competition and tests, patience with struggle/teamwork

5Cl8S: Dilemma brings disillusionment/useless regrets

6W8S: Victory/public acclaim/triumph over obstacles by staying the course/
patience

6Cl8S: Stay the course to manifest past expectations, nostalgic dilemma

7W8S: Stay the course for advantage/defense of a position

7Cl8S: Patience for evaluating plans, dilemma of choices, stay the course for
truth

8W8S: Patience/stay the course for news from a distance

8C/8S: Dilemma brings turning point/new direction in life

9S/8S: Stay the course for plans to be realized, unfounded worries over dilemma

9W8S: Strength/security from patience/staying the course

9Cl8S: Wishes fulfilled/efforts rewarded by staying the course

l0S/8S: Stay the course for present troubles to end, patience needed to prove
ability

l0W8S: Dilemma from stress of success, stay the course with tenacity
emphasized

l0C/8S: Stay the course/patience needed for contentment

PgS/8S: Vigilance needed to stay the course, insightful about dilemma

PgW8S: Stay the course despite restlessness, resourceful in dilemma

PgC/8S: Practical use of talents in dilemma, patience needed for creative
inspiration

KIS/8S: Swift action creates dilemma, patience with sudden changes

KIW8S: Ignore rulnor in looking for new adventure/enterprising activity
KtC/8S: Oppclrtunity to stay the course, invitation poses dilemma
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QS/8S: Perceptive about dilemma, independence by staying the course

QWSS: Practical/optimistic in staying the course/patience

QC/8S: Dilemma in being true to own feelings, stay the course for emotional

truth

KS/8S: Legal action in dilemma, patience needed for implementing decisions

KWSS: Professional cooperation to stay the course' patience and

conscientiousness

KC/8S: Stay the course for responsibility/reliability, patience needed as

counselor

Greenman/8S: Stay the course for fresh start, courageous in face of dilemnra

Witch/8S: Need patience for communication' astuteness to ignore rumor

emphasized

Drawing Down the Moon/8S: Patience/stay the course to learn secrets/occttlt

wisdom

Earth Mother/8S: Patience for fruitfulness/bounty, stay the course for securily/

growth

Horned God/8S: Stay the course for stability/empowerment/responsibility

Drawing Down the Sun/8S: Stay the course or solve dilemma with traditioll

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/8S: Patience with partner, stay the coursc ilt

trust

Battle Wagon/8S: Stay the course for victory/merit recognized, dilemma willt
control

Crone/8S: Courage/fortitude to stay the coulse, ignore rumor to defeat obsllt lcr

Holly King/8S: Personal growth from staying the course, dilemma with

changing times

Wheel of the Year/8S: Progress/fortunes improve by staying the coursc

Standing Stone/8S: Stay the course for balance/win in legal matter, ethicirl

dilemma

Oak KingSS: Patience needed/stay the course in a period of transition

Lord of Shadows/8S: Dilemma from changes, stay the course through

transformation

Sidhe/8S: Stay the course for harmony of mind and spirit, patience ftrr blctlrl of

ideas

Nature/8S: Freedom by staying the course, no action needed for trnlirltlirrg

events

wildHunt/8S: Patience needed/dilemma with shocking evcnt/suclclctt ,.lr,rttge

Star/8S: Hopes obtainable by staying the course or with paticttcc
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Moon/Ss: Patience needed to manifest subconscious or for creativity
sun/8s: Achievement/happiness by staying the course/patience/ignoring rumor
Harvest/8s: Efforts rewarded by staying the course/patience/ignoring rumor
World Tree/8S: Dilemma ends, staying the course to completion

Nine of Swords-A nxieties, Unfounded
Worries, Plans About to be Realized
AW9S: Unfounded worries in career start/new beginning
AC/9S: Plans about to be realized with abundance/joylemotional fulfillment
2w9s: Boldness despite anxjeties, earned success as plans about to be realized
2Cl9S: Anxieties/unfounded worries about partnership/harmony

.lw9s: Good career news allays anxieties, unfounded worries in negotiations
-lc/9s: unfounded worries about celebration, anxieties over problems resolved
4W9S: Unfounded worries/anxieties over romance/promotion/reward for

efforts

4Cl9S: Reassessment of anxieties/unfounded worries
irW9S: Anxieties over competitions/tests unnecessary

5c/9S: Disillusionment with unfounded worries, anxieties over troubled legacy
oW9S: Plans about to be realized with victory and public acclaim
o(l/9S: Plans about to be realized in manifesting past expectations
7w9s: Advantage in plans about to be realized, anxious about defending a

position

7( l/9s: Anxieties over choices, evaluating of plans about to be realized
crnphasized

ttW/9S: Unfounded worries about news from a distance, swift action in
rcalizing plans

r{( l/9s: Turning point from unfounded worries, plans for new path about to be
lcalized

')w/9s: strength as plans about to be realized, anxious over readiness/security

',( ;/9S: Wishes fulfilled with plans about to be realized

l oS/9s: unfounded worries as present troubles end, fresh start away from
.r rr xicties

l(lw/9s: unfounded worries/anxieties about stress of success/need for
r lt'lt'gation

| (x ;/9s: ( irntcntmcnt frorn plans about to be realized, anxieties impair
( ()iltcntntcllt

I'gs/9S: ( ilrrrrrurricrrti.rr sl<ills allay anxictics/unrirurrdccl worrics
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PgWgS: Restlessness as plans about to be realized, anxious about

resourcefulness

PgC/9S: Plans about to be realized through practical use of talents

KtS/gS: Swift action ends anxieties, unfounded worries about sudden changes

KtWgS: Unfounded worries about enterprising activity/looking for new

adventure

KtC/9S: Anxieties over invitation, plans about to be realized in breakthrough

QS/9S: Unfounded worries/anxieties about independence/perceptiveness

QWgS: Practical plans about to be realized, optimism overcomes anxieties

QC/9S: Sensitivity fuels unfounded worries/anxieties, nurturing anxieties

KS/9S: Anxieties over legal action, implementing decision to realize plans

KWgS: Plans about to be realized through professional cooperation

KC/9S: Creative plans about to be realized, anxieties over responsibility/

reliability

Greenman/9S: Spontaneity is suppressed, excitement clouded with needless

worry

Witch/9S: Communication plans about to be realized, worries over skills

Drawing Down the Moon/9S: Anxieties about secrets, fearful of heeding

intuition

Earth Mother/9S: Plans for growth/creativity about to be realized, worry over

bounty

Horned God/9S: Worries over responsibilities, anxious about stability of what

is built

Drawing Down the Sun/9S: Worry over spiritual organizationlconventionality

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/9S: Anxious over choice/trust/partnership

Battle Wagon/9S: Plans about to be realized for victory/control, anxious over

merit

Crone/9S: Courage/fortitude to control anxieties/unfounded worries

Holly King/9S: Unfounded worries alleviated with personal growth/wisdom

Wheel of theYear/9S: Unfounded worries as fortunes improve/progress is

made

Standing Stone/9S: Balance/fairness/win in legal matter despite anxieties/worries

Oak King/9S: Activities suspended due to anxieties, worries over period of

transition

Lord of Shadows/9S: Positive transformation/change despite anxieties/worricl

sidhe/9s: unfounded worries about blending ideas, harmony about to be realiz.ctl
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Nature/9s: choosing what appeals despite anxieties, choosing to let go of
anxieties

wild Hunt/9s: Fearful of sudden change/shocking event, enlightenment ends
worries

star/9S: opportunity for plans about to be realized, hopes obtainable despite
worries

Moon/9S: Tiust instincts for plans about to be realized

sun/9s: Happiness with plans about to be realized, success despite worryi
anxiety

Harvest/9s: Efforts rewarded despite worry/anxiety, anxieties prompt self-
evaluation

world rree/9s: Anxieties/unfounded worries end, prans reach completion

Ten of Swords-End of present Troubles,
Proven Ability to Defenil ldeas, Fresh Start
AWl0s: End of present troubles with career start, fresh start emphasized
AC/10s: End of present troubles brings abundance/joy/emotional fulfillment
2w10s: Boldness brings end of present troubles, earned success from able

defense

2cl10s: Harmony with end of present troubles, partnership given fresh start
3W10S: Negotiations end present troubles, fulfillment in proven abilitv to

defend ideas

3Cll0S: End of present troubles/problems resolved emphasized
4w10s: Proven ability to defend ideas is rewarded, promotion ends present

troubles

4cll0s: Reassessment of proven ability to defend ideas, new possibilities in
fresh start

5w10s: Able defense of ideas proven in competition/tests, fresh start after
struggle

5C/10s: End of present troubles leaves useress regrets/disillusionment/partial
loss

6wl0s: victory/public acclaim with ability to defend ideas/end of present
troubles

6Cll0S: Fresh start to manifest past expectations

7wl0s: Defending a position of ideas emphasized, courage for fresh start
7cll0s: Fresh start offers new choices, evaluate plans for end ofpresent troubles
tlWl0S: News from a distance about a fresh start/end of present troubles



8C/l0S: Brings turning point/new direction in life from end of present troubles

9Wl0S: Strength to end present troubles/for fresh start

9Cll0S: Wishes fulfilled with end of present troubles/fresh start

10W10S: Fresh start with delegation, tenacity to end present troubles,

l0C/10S: Contentment with fresh start/end of present troubles

PgS/I0S: Communication skills ends present troubles, readiness for a fresh

start

PgWlOS: Resourcefulness ends present troubles/gains a fresh start

PgC/f0S: Practical use oftalents to end present troubles/gain fresh start

KtS/l0S: Present troubles end with swift action/sudden changes, emphasis on

ability

KtWlOS: Looking for new adventure with end of present troubles

KtC/lQS: Opportunity to end present troubles, invitation for fresh start

QS/10S: Perceptiveness ends present troubles, independent fresh start

QWf 0S: Practical/proven ability to defend ideas, optimistic of end to present

troubles

QC/f 0S: Nurturing fresh start, emotional truth with end of present troubles

KS/IOS: Legal action ends present troubles, implementing decisions for fresh

start

KW10S: Professional cooperation ends present troubles/offers fresh start

KC/I0S: Responsible and reliable, with proven ability to defend ideas

Greenman/l0S: Emphasis on end of present troubles with courageous fresh

start

Witch/l0S: Fresh start with communication, skill to end present troubles/

defend ideas

Drawing Down the Moon/l0S: secrets/intuition end present troubles

Earth Mother/l0S: Fruitfulness/bounty end present troubles, growth by

defending ideas

Horned God/l0s: Empowerment/stability/building bring end to present

troubles

Drawing Down the Sun/l0S: Fresh start from inspiration/organizing spirituality

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/loS: Tiust/partnership brings end of presen t

troubles

Battle Wagon/10S: End of present troubles through victory/control/dominancc

Crone/l0S: Fortitude for fresh start, emphasis on defeating obstacles to end

troubles
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Holly King/l0s: Personal growth through ending troubles, fresh start in chang-
ing times

wheel of theYear/l0s: Fortunes improve/progress in ending present troubles
standing stone/l0s: Balance/objectivity/win in legal matter ends present

troubles

oakKing/l0s: Period of transition into a fresh start, thinking on defense of
ideas

Lord ofshadows/l0s: Fresh/new start emphasized, change ending present
troubles

sidhe/lOs: Harmony in proven ability to defend ideas, inspiration for fresh
start

Nature/l0S: choosing what appeals brings fresh start/end ofpresent troubles
wild Hunt/l0s: shocking event/sudden change brings fresh start/end of troubles
star/l0s: Hopes obtainable to end present troubles/have a fresh start
Moon/l0s: Tiust instincts to end present troubles/have a fresh start
sun/l0S: success/happiness from fresh start/end ofpresent troubles
Harvest/lOs: Effiorts rewarded with fresh start/end of present troubles
world Tree/lOs: Emphasis on completion bringing a fresh start, joy as troubles

end

Page of Swords-Insightful, Readiness for
Action, Communication Skills, Vigilance
AWPgs: career start with communication skills, insight for new invention/

creativity

AC/Pgs: communication skills bring abundance/joylemotional fulfillment
2wPgs: Boldness and readiness for action, earned success with communica-

tion skills

2clPgS: communication skills bring harmony, communication skills for
partnership

3WPgS: Good career news in communication skills, insightfulness in
negotiations

3clPgs: Good news/problems resolved through communication skills
4WPgS: Vigilance rewarded, communication skills brings promotion
4ClPgs: Insightful reassessment, readiness for action and new possibilities
SwPgS: Readiness for action in competition/tests, insightful in struggle
5c/Pgs: vigilance/communication skills needed for troubled legacyipartial loss
6wPgs: victory/public acclaim from communication skils/vigilance
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6ClPgS: Readiness for action for manifesting past expectations

TWPgS: Insightful in defending a position, advantage with readiness for action

7ClPgS: Readiness for action to materialize dreams, insightful evaluation of
plans

8WPgS: News from a distance on communication skills/readiness for action

8C/PgS: Communication skills brings new direction in life, ready for action of
new path

gWPgS: Readiness for action emphasized, strength in communication

skills/vigilance

9ClPgS: Wishes fulfilled through communication skills/vigilance, get the action

desired

lOWPgS: Readiness for action leads to over-commitment/tenacity

10C/PgS: Contentment/recognition through communication skills/readiness

for action

PgWPgS: Restless/resourceful in readiness for action/communication skills

PgC/PgS: Readiness for action/communication skills with practical use of
talents

KtS/PgS: Insightfulness for swift action/sudden changes, self-assured/ready for

action

KtWPgS: Readiness for action/communication skill prompts looking for new

adventure

KtC/PgS: Opportunity to use communication skills, breakthrough from vigilance

QS/PgS: Insightfulness emphasized, communication/language skills emphasized

QWPgS: Practical communication skills, optimistic with readiness for action

QC/PgS: Insightful and sensitive, psychic communication skills

KS/PgS: Insightfirl legal action, readiness for action in implementing decisions

KWPgS: Professional cooperation in communication skills/readiness for action

KC/PgS: Responsible communication skills, reliable and ready for action

Greenman/PgS: Courageous and ready for action, fresh start with communica-

tion skills

Witch/PgS: Emphasis on communication skills, astuteness and insight

emphasized

Drawing Down the Moon/PgS: Secrets learned through insight/vigilance

Earth Mother/PgS: Growth and readiness for action, bounty from commurti-

cation skills

Horned God/PgS: Readiness for action in building/empowerment/productivity

Drawing Down the Sun/PgS: Conventional/traditional communication ski I I s
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Lord and Ladyof theWildWood/PgS: Communication skills with partnership

Battle Wagon/PgS: Emphasis on action-ready, military spy, victory in
communications

Crone/PgS: Courage and readiness for action, fortitude for vigilance, power by
insight

HollyKing/PgS: Personal growth with insight/communication skills, vigilant
seeker

Wheel of theYear/PgS: Progress in communication skills/vigilance/
insightfulness

Standing Stone/PgS: Objectivity in communication skills, balanced insight

Oak King/PgS: Meditation for insight, transition with readiness for action

Lord of Shadows/PgS: Change/transformation by communication skills/
insightfulness

Sidhe/PgS: Fusion of ideas in communication skills, inspiration in readiness for
action

Nature/PgS: Insightfulness in following instincts, ready to choose what appeals

Wild Hunt/PgS: Insight/readiness for action from shocking event/sudden change

Star/PgS: Hopes obtainable through communication skills/insightfulness/
vigilance

Moon/PgS: Creativity from insightfulness, trust instincts in readiness for action

Sun/PgS: Happiness from communication skills/vigilance/insightfulness

Harvest/PgS: Insightfulness for self-evaluation, efforts rewarded in communi-
cation skill

World Tree/PgS: Success in communication skills/vigilance

Knight of Swords-Swift Action, Sudden
Changes, Ability and Courage, Self-assured
AWKTS: Swift action in career start, ability and courage in creative awakening

AC/KIS: Swift actionisudden change brings abundance/joylemotional
fulfillment

2WKtS: Success from boldness/ability and courage, self-assured in new
challenge

2ClKtS: Self-assured in partnership, harmony from swift action/sudden change

-lWKtS: Swift action brings good career news, self-assured in teamwork/
negotiations

-]C/KtS: Good news/problems resolved through swift actionisudden changes

4W/KtS: Ability and courage rewarded, swift action in promotion
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4ClKtS: New possibilities through swift action/ability and courage

5WKtS: Ability and courage in competition and tests, swift action in struggles

5ClKtS: Swift action/sudden change creates useless regrets/partial loss

6WKtS: Victory/public acclaim from swift action/sudden change/ability and

courage

6ClKtS: Self-assured in manifesting past expectations

7!V/KIS: Self-assured in defending a position, strong advantage with swift action

7ClKtS: Evaluate plans for sudden change/swift action, ability and courage for

choices

SWKtS: Swift action emphasized, news from a distance brings sudden changes

8C/KtS: Sudden change/swift action creates turning point, courage for new life

direction
gWKtS: Powerful career combination of aggressive action and self-assured

ability

9ClKtS: Wishes fulfilled through swift action/sudden change/ability ano

courage

l0WKtS: Able to handle stress of success, swift action in tenacity and self-

assurance

l0C/KtS: Recognition for courage and abiliry contentment through swift action

PgWKtS: Resourceful/ambition blends with ability and courage for swift

action/change

PgC/KtS: Abilrty and courage for practical use of talents, swift action from

talents

KtWKtS: Self-assured/ability and courage in looking for new adventure/

enterprise

KtC/KtS: Opportunity for sudden change/swift action, breakthrough by abil-

itylcourage

QS/KIS: Swift action/sudden changes through language skills/determination/

insight

QWKTS: Practical and self-assured, optimistic with sudden changes/swift action

QC/KIS: Emotional truth from sudden changes, swift action from emotional

truth

KS/KIS: Swift actionisudden changes from legal action, courage implements

decisions

KWKTS: Professional cooperation brings swift action/sudden changes

KC/KtS: Responsible/reliable with ability and courage, swift action in arts and

sciences
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Greenman/KtS: Courage emphasized, spontaneity brings sudden changes

Witch/KtS: Self-assured in communication, swift action from adaptabilitvl
astuteness

Drawing Down the Moon/KtS: Secrets spark sudden changes, self-assured in
occult

Earth Mother/KtS: Ability and courage bring bounty, swift action for
growth/creativity

Horned God/KtS: Self-assured/swift action for stabilityibuilding/
empowerment

Drawing Down the Sun/KtS: Sudden changes of the traditional/conventional

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/KtS: Confident partnership, ability/courage
for choices

Battle Wagon/KtS: Victory from swift action/ability and courage, action
emphasized

Crone/KtS: Courage emphasized, fortitude for sudden changes, swift defeat of
hurdles

Holly King/KtS: Personal growth in sudden changes, ability/courage in chang-
ing times

Wheel of theYear/KtS: Fortunes improve/progress with swift action/sudden
changes

Standing Stone/KtS: Ability and courage for objectivity/balance, swift legal win
Oak King/KtS: Sudden changes bring period of transition, swift action delayedl

stopped

Lord of Shadows/KtS: Positive change with swift action emphasized, enables
new start

Sidhe/KtS: Harmony of mind and psychic spirit for sudden changes/swift action

Nature/KtS: Freedom/choosing what appeals brings swift action/sudden
changes

Wild Hunt/KtS: Sudden changes emphasized, ability to handle shocking
event/change

Star/KtS: Hopes obtainable for swift action/sudden changes

Moon/KtS: Tiust instincts in sudden changes, swift action with creativity, psy-
chic ability

Sun/KtS: Happiness/achievement/success by swift action, self,assured and
satisfied

Harvest/KtS: Sudden changes prompts self-evaluation, reward for ability
emphasized

World Tree/KtS: Completion through swift action/sudden change
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Queen of Swords-lndependent, lnsightful,
Perceptive, D etermined, Language Skills
AWQS: Independent/determined career start, insightful creative awakening

AC/QS: Insightful inspiration, emotional fulfillment from independence/
perceptiveness

2WQS: Perception brings earned success, insightful about new challenge

2C|QS: Insightful partnership, harmony from language skills

3WQS: Good career news from determination/perceptiveness/language skills

3C|QS: Good news/problems resolved by language skills/insight/perceptiveness

4WQS: Independent efforts rewarded, promotion from perception/language

skills

4C|QS: Reassessment/new possibilities with language skills/perceptiveness

5WQS: Determined in competition and tests, independence conflicts with
teamwork

5C|QS: Partial loss of independence, insight into troubled legacyl
disillusionment

6WQS: Victory/public acclaim from determination/insightfulness/language
skills

6C|QS: Determined to manifest past expectations, insightful rejection of
nostalgia

TWQS: Advantage by insight/language skills, independent writer/teacher/
student

7C|QS: Determined to materialize dreams, insightful with choices

8WQS: News from a distance about language skills/insight, determined swift
action

8C/QS: Independent new direction in life, determined to follow new path

9WQS: Strength/readiness through determination/language skills/
insightfulness

9C|QS: Emphasis of determined efforts rewarded, happy future of
independence

10WQS: Determined to handle stress of success, tenacity and determination

10C/QS: Contentment from independence, recognition/esteem with language

skills

PgWQS: Restless and independent, resourceful and determined

PgC/QS: Practical use of talents of insight/perception/language skills

KTWQS: Independent enterprising activity, determined in looking for new
adventure
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KtC/QS: Opportunity from language skills/perception/insight

QWQS: Practical and independent, imaginative and perceptive

QC/QS: Sensitive and insightful, perceptive and psychic, independent and

artistic

KS/QS: Independent authority, determination emphasized, perceptive legal

action

KWQS: Insightful professional cooperation' conscientious and perceptive

KC/QS: Responsibly implementing decisions, counselor in legal action

Greenman/QS: Independent and courageous' determined fresh start

Witch/QS: Language skill in communication' astuteness and perceptiveness

emphasis

Drawing Down the Moon/QS: Perceptive about secrets/intuition/occult wisdom

Earth Mother/QS: Independent fruitfulness/growth, insightful creativity/

inspiration

Horned God/QS: Independent builder, determined emPowerment/stability

Drawing Down the Sun/QS: Independent of conventional, determined

organizer

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/QS: Independent by choice, insightful

trust/partnership

Battle Wagon/QS: Victory through independence and determination

Crone/QS: Emphasis on determined fortitude, power of language skills/insight

HollyKing/QS: Independent personal gronth, insightfrrl seeker/guide of wisdom

Wheel of theYear/QS: Fortunes improve through insight/language skills

Standing Stone/QS: Objective and independent, determined win in legal

matter

Oak King/QS: Insightful in time of transition, perceptive meditation/reflection

Lord of Shadows/QS: Tiansformation by language skills/independence/

determination

Sidhe/QS: A determined blending of ideas' inspiration in language skills

Nature/QS: Independence and freedom emphasized, insightful following of
instincts

Wild Hunt/QS: Sudden change from insight, shocking event spurs

independence

Star/QS: Hopes obtainable for independence/insight/language skills

Moon/QS: Insight from trusting instincts, psychic insight emphasized

Sun/QS: Happiness with independence, determined success/achievement
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llorvest/QS: l)crccptivc scll'-cvaluation, inclcPcutlcnt cllixts rcwarclccl

World Tiee/QS: Con-rpletion through determination, joy of independence

King of Swords-Authority, Legal Action,
Implementing D ecisio ns, D etermination
AWKS: Authority in career start/invention, legal action in career start/new

beginning

AC/KS: Authority/legal action/implementing decisions brings abundance/
fulfillment

2WKS: Boldness/earned success with implementing decisions/legal action

2C|KS: Implementing decisions brings harmony, legal action of marriage
emphasized

3WKS: Negotiations in legal action/implementing decisions

3C|KS: Implementing decision/legal action resolves problem, wedding/birth
emphasis

4WKS: Efforts rewarded with legal action/implementing decisions

4C|KS: Reassessment of legal action, new possibilities from implementing
decisions

5WKS: Determination in competition and tests, implementing decisions in
teamwork

5C|KS: Useless regrets over decision, partial loss/troubled legacy due to legal
action

6WKS: Victory/public acclaim from implementing decisions/legal action

6C|KS: Implementing decisions to manifest past expectations

TWKS: Position defended/advantage by legal action/decision implemented/
authority

7C|KS: Choices in implementing decisions, truth revealed through legal action

SWKS: News from a distance on legal action/implemented decision/authority

8C/KS: Implementing decisions/legal action creates turning point/new direc-
tion in life

9WKS: Strength from implementing decisions/legal action/authority

9C|KS: Wishes fi.rlfilled with implementing decisions/legal actioni
determination

10WKS: Tenacity in legal action/implementing decisions, stress of authority
success

I0C/KS: Recognition/contentment from implementing decisions/legal action

PgWKS: Resourceful/ambitious in implementing decisions/legal action
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PgC/KS: I'rirctical use ol talents in implernenting decisions

KTWKS: Implementing decisions in enterprising activityilooking for new
aclventure

KtC/KS: Opportunity to implement decisions, breakthrough in legal action/
authority

QWKS: Practical/optimistic about implementing decision/legal action

QC/KS: Implementing decisions according to emotional truth

KWKS: Professional cooperation in implementing decision llegal actionl
authority

KC/KS: Responsible in implementing decisions/legal action, reliable authority

Greenman/KS: Legal action for fresh start, excitement of implementing
decisions

Witch/KS: Authority in skill, implementing decisions in communications

Drawing Down the Moon/KS: Secretly implementing decisions, occult authority

Earth Mother/KS: Bounty/growth/security from implementing decisions/legal
action

Horned God/KS: Implementing decisions for stability/empowerment/building

Drawing Down the Sun/KS: Authority in tradition/ritual, legal action for
tradition

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/KS: Chosen decision implemented

Battle Wagon/KS: Victory/control by legal action/implementing decisions/
authority

Crone/KS: Courage to implement decisions, defeating obstacles by legal action

Holly King/KS: Guiding authority, personal growth through implementing
decisions

Wheel of theYear/KS: Fortunes improve by implementing decisions/legal
action

Standing Stone/KS: Objective authority, win in legal matter emphasized

Oak King/KS: Legal action suspends activity transition with implemented
decisions

Lord of Shadows/KS: Change through implementing decisions/legal actron

Sidhe/KS: Blend of ideas in implementing decisions

Nature/KS: Implementing decisions based on choosing what appeals

Wild Hunt/KS: Sudden change from legal action/implementing decisions

Star/KS: Hopes obtainable from legal action/implementing decisions

Moon/KS: Tiust instincts in legal action/implementing decisions
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Sun/KS: I Iappincss fiorn legal action/implenrcrtting dee isions

Harvest/KS: Efforts rewarded from legal action/implementing decisions

Wbrld Thee/KS: Completion with legal action/implementing decisions

Part Ten

Part Eleven

Wnnp
lJelnnroilJHrrj

Quick Guide to Wand Pairings

Ace of Wands-Career Start, Creative
Aw akening New B eginning, Invention
AC/AW: Emotional fulfillment with career start/new beginning,

creative inspiration

2WAW: Boldness in new beginning, career start from seeking new
challenge

2C|AW: Marriage is a new beginning, harmony/partnership in career

start

3WAW: Good career news for career start, negotiations for new
beginning

3C|AW: Celebration of career start/new beginning, wedding/birth
is a newbeginnin$

4WAW: Efforts rewarded with career start/new beginning/creative
awakening

4C|AW: Unidentifi ed longings herald creative awakening/new

beginning

SWiAW: Competition and tests spur creative awakening, teamwork
for newbeginning

5C|AW: Disillusionment/useless regrets prompts new beginning/
career start

6WAW: Public acclaim for invention/new beginning/creative
awakening



6C/AW: Manifl'sting past expcctations with clcltive irwakcning/ncw bcginning,

7W IAW: Writcr/student/teacher career start/crcativc awakening, edge on carco.
start

TClAW:. Choices in career start/new beginning, inventiveness to materialize
dreams

SWAW: News from a distance on career start/new beginning/creative calling

8C/AW: Turning point/new direction in life prompts career start/new beginning

9WAW: Strong career start/creative awakening/new beginning, invention
nearly done

9C|AW: Wishes fulfilled in career start/creative awakening/new beginning/
invention

IOWAW: Need for delegation in new beginning, tenacity in career start

I 0C/AW: Contentment/esteem/security with new beginnin gl car eer star tr
creativity

PgWAW: Restlessness/ambition prompts career start/new beginning/creative
stirrings

PgC/AW: Creativity emphasized, career start makes practical use of talents

KTWAW: Career start/new beginning from looking for new adventure/
enterprise

KtC/AW: Creative artistic expression stressed, career start/new beginning
opportunity

QWAW: Optimistic about career start/new beginning, imaginative creative
awakening

QC/AW: Creative awakening with emotional truth, artistic career start/new
beginning

KWAW: Professional cooperation/conscientiousness in career start/new
beginning

KC/AW: Career start/new beginning in arts and sciences, reliable career start

Greenman/AW: Fresh start in career/new beginning emphasized, creative
spontaneity

Witch/AW: New beginnin gl car eer start with communication, creative skill
emphasized

Drawing Down the Moon/AW: Secrets prompt new beginning, psychic
awakening

Earth Mother/AW: Creativity emphasized, bounty from career start/new
beginning

Horned God/AW: Productive career start, building/stability with a new
beginning
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Drawing Down the Sun/AW: Organizing creative awakening, inspirational new
start

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/AW: New beginning through choice/partner-
ship/trust

BattleWagonL/AW: Control/victory in career start, merit recognized in creativity

Crone/AW: Courage/fortitude/defeating obstacles for a career start/new
beginning

Holly King/AW: Personal growth prompts new beginning, wisdom for a career

start

Wheel of theYear/AW: Fortunes improve with career start/creative awakening

Standing Stone/AW: Balanced/fair new beginning, new beginning with a legal

victory

Oak King/AW: Tiansitioning to career start, creative awakening from meditation

Lord of Shadows/AW: New beginning/start emphasized, career/creativity
change

Sidhe/AW: Blend of ideas for new beginning, fusion of mind and spirit spurs

creativity

Nature/AW: Choosing what appeals for career start/new beginning/creative
awakening

Wild Hunt/AW: Shocking event/sudden change spurs career start/creative

awakening

Star/AW: Hopes are obtainable in career start/new beginning/creative awakening

Moon/AW: Tiust instincts in career start/new beginning/creative awakening/

invention

Sun/AW: Happiness from career start/new beginning/creative awakening/

invention

Harvest/AW: Effiorts rewarded in creative awakening/career start/newbeginning

World Tree/AW: Completion brings new beginning emphasized, success in
creativity

TWo of Wan ds-B oldness, Fulfillment,
Earned Success, Seeking aNew Challenge

ACl2WzEmotional fulfillment emphasized, abundance from earned success/

boldness

2Cl2Wz Harmony and firlfillment, fulfillment in partnership/affection/marriage

3Wl2W: Good career news from boldness/brings fulfillment, teamwork earns

success

3Cl2W:Problems resolved/good news through boldness/earned success
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4W/2W: llllirrts rcwartlccl with lirllillnrcnt/cilnle(l succcss, prorttotiott

bri ngs l'Lrl lillrrrcnt

4Cl2W: Sccking new challenges prompted by reassessment/unidentified
longings

5W2W: Boldness/earned success in competitions and tests/struggle

5Cl2Wz Seeking new challenges due to disillusionment/useless regrets/
partial loss

6Wl2W: Victory/public acclaim for earned success, boldness brings victory/
acclaim

6Cl2W: Fulfillment from manifesting past expectations/reunions

7Wl2Wz Advantage in seeking new challenge, earned success in defending
a position

7Cl2Wz Boldness in choices, evaluate plans for earned success/fulfillment

8W2W: News from a distance on earned success/new challenge sought

8Cl2W: Fulfillment/seeking new challenges prompts turning point/new
direction in life

9W l2Wz Readiness for success, seeking new challenge as project nears

completion

9Cl2Wz Fulfillment of wishes emphasized, reward/contentment with earned
success

l0W2W: Stress of earned success, tenacious and bold, success through
delegation

l0C/2W: Seeking a new challenge for esteem/recognition, fulfillment in
contentment

PgW2W: Resourceful and bold, seeking new challenges

PgCl2Wz Fulfillment/earned success by practical use of talents, satisfaction
stressed

KIW2W: Emphasis of seeking new challenge in a new adventure/enterpris-
ing activity

KtC/2W: Opportunity through boldness, breakthrough for new challenges/
fulfillment

QW2W: Practical with earned success, creative fulfillment, boldly optimistic

QC/2W: Fulfillment by emotional truth/nurturing, artistic/psychic earned
success

KW2W: Earned success through professional cooperation, conscientious
fulfillment
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-a1],y;j:rtorrsiblc lrrrl rclilblc cat'rtcrl suc(:css, lirlllllrncrrt itr arts ancl

Greenman/2W: Bolclncss for fresh start, courageous in seeking new challenges

Witch/2W: Fulfillment in communication/creativity/skill, earned success in skill

Drawing Down the Moon/2W: Fulfillment through secrets/occult wisdom/
intuition

Earth Mother/2W: Fruitfulness from earned success, inspiration for new

challenge

Horned God/2W: Boldness to build, fulfillment in empowerment/buildrngr
responsibility

Drawing Down the Sun/2W: Earned success within convention, teaching

fulfillment

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/2W: Fulfillment through choices/trust/
partnership

Battle Wagon/2W: Victory of earned success, boldness brings victory/
dominance

Crone/2W: Courage and boldness, fortitude to earn success/seek new challenges

HollyKing/2W: Seeking new challenges emphasized, fulfillment with personal

growth

Wheel of the Yearl2W: Fortunes improve for earned successifulfillment

Standing Stone/2W: Objective/balanced earned success/fulfillment

Oak King/2W: Fulfillment/earned success in transition, meditate to seek new

challenge

Lord of Shadows/2W: Change brings fulfillment/earned success, bold new start

Sidhe/2W: Harmony/fusion of ideas brings earned success/fulfillment

Nature/2W: Fulfillment from choosing what appeals, boldness in following
instincts

Wild Hunt/2W: Shocking event/sudden change brings fulfillment/earned
success

Star/2W: Hopes are obtainable for fulfillment, finding new challenges

Moon/2W: Earned success/fulfillment from trusting instincts/manifesting
subconscious

Sun/2W: Happiness from earned success/fulfillment/seeking a new challenge

Harvest/2W: Efforts rewarded with earned success/fulfillment

World Tree/2W: Completion spurs search for new challenge, fulfillment from
success



Three of Wands-Good Career News,
N egotiations, Practical Knowledge, Teamw ork
AC/3W: Emotional fulfillment with good career news, joylabundance from

teamwork

2Cl3W: Negotiations bring harmony/good career news, teamwork in
partnership

3Cl3W: Good career news emphasized, problems resolved by negotiations/

teamwork

4W3W: Efforts rewarded through teamwork, good career news of promotion

 Cl3W:Unidentified longings for fulfillment, seek new challenges and new
possibilities

5W3W: Teamwork emphasized in struggle/competitions/tests/good career

news

5Cl3W: Good career news ends useless regrets, partial loss through negotiations

6W3W: Victory through teamwork, good career news from triumph over

obstacles

6Cl3W; Past expectations manifested with practical knowledge, teamwork
reunion

7W3W: Advantage in negotiations, practical knowledge in defending a position

TCl3WzNegotiation choices, evaluate plans in teamwork, manifest dreams

realistically

8W3W: Good career news from a distance emphasized, swift action in
negotiations

8C/3W: Good career news/teamwork brings turning point/new direction in life

9W3W: Strength in teamwork/practical knowledge, readiness for negotiations

9Cl3W: Wishes fulfilled by good career news/practical knowledge/teamwork

l0W3W: Teamwork for stress of success/delegation, negotiations for delegation

I 0C/3W: Recognition/contentment/security by good career news/teamwork/
negotiation

PgW3W: Important/good career news emphasized, ambitious for earned

success

PgC/3W: Practical use of talents/knowledge stressed in good career news/

teamwork

KtW3W: Emphasis on seeking new challenges in new adventure/enterprising
activity

KtC/3W: Breakthrough/opportunity with good career news/teamwork/
negotiations
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QW3W: Practir:al irbout carnccl sllcccris, crcative fulfilhnent, bold and
inraginativc

QC/3W: Sensitive/nurturer in teamwork/negotiations, good career news in
artistic fieid

KW3W: Earned success through professional cooperation/good counsel,
dedication

KC/3W: Responsible in negotiations/teamwork, good career news in arts and
sciences

Greenman/3W: Fresh start with good career news/practical knowledgei
teamwork

Witch/3W: Communication skills with negotiations/teamwork

Drawing Down the Moon/3W: Practical knowledge in secrets/occult
wisdom/intuition

Earth Mother/3W: Teamwork for bounty, fruitfirl negotiations/good career

news

Horned God/3W: Responsibility/stability through negotiations/teamwork/
career news

Drawing Down the Sun/3W: Practical knowledge/career news in tradition/
organization

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/3W: Negotiation/teamwork in partnership/
trust/choices

Battle Wagon/3W: Good career news for merit recognized/victory/control

Crone/3W: Fortitude/defeating obstacles for good career news/negotiations/
teamwork

Holly Kingi3W: Changing times/self-growth brings career news/practical
knowledge

Wheel of theYear/3W; Good career news/teamwork/knowledge improve
fortunes

Standing Stone/3W: Balancedl fair lethical negotiations, objectivity in
teamwork

Oak King/3W: Negotiations suspended, transition with good career news/
teamwork

Lord of Shadows/3W: Change through good career news/teamwork/
negotiations

Sidhe/3W: Blend of ideas in teamwork/negotiations, inspired by good career

news

Nature/3W: Following instincts brings good career news, freedom through
negotiations
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Wild Hunt/3W: Ciood carccr ncws/tcaurworl< li'orn slrocking cvcrrt/suddcn
c:hangc

Star/3W: llopes are obtainable in good career news/teamwork/negotiationi
knowledge

Moon/3W: Tiust instincts for good career news/teamwork/negotiations

Sun/3W: Happiness from good career news/negotiations/teamwork/knowledge

Harvest/3W: Good career news brings reward to efforts/renewal, negotiations
renewed

World Tree/3W: Achievement/completion through career news/teamwork/
negotiations

Four of Wands-Efforts Rewarded,
Promotion, Harmony, Rej oicing, Romance
AC/4W: Emphasis on harmony/firlfillment/joy, efforts rewarded with abundance

2Cl 4Wz Harmony emphasized, romance and marriage/partnership

3Cl 4W: Celebration of promotion, rejoicing for wedding/birth/problems
resolved

4Cl 4W: Harmony/promotion/efforts rewarded bring new possibilities

5W4W: Efforts rewarded/promotion from competitions and tests,

5Cl4Wz Efforts rewarded on countering troubled legacyipartial loss/
disillusionment

6W4W: Efforts rewarded for triumph over obstacles, rejoicing in public acclaim

6Cl4Wz Effiorts rewarded in manifesting past expectations, harmonious reunion

7Wl4Wz Promotion advantage, efforts rewarded in defending a position

7Cl4W: Efforts rewarded/promotion through choices and evaluating plans

8W4W: News from a distance/swift action/travel for promotion/efforts
rewarded

8C/4W: Promotion/efforts rewarded from turning point/new direction in life

9W4W: Efforts rewarded as project nears completion, readiness for promotion

9Cl4W: Emphasis on efforts rewarded, wishes fulfilled for promotion/harmony

10W4W: Tenacious efforts rewarded, promotion from stress of success brings

10C/4W: Contentment with efforts rewarded/promotion/harmony

PgW4W: Ambitious for promotion, resourceful efforts rewarded, restless in
romance

PgC/4W: Practical use of talents brings rewards for efforts/promotion/harmony

KIW4W: Enterprising activity rewarded, may reject promotion in favor of new
venture
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KtC/4W: Op por t u n i t y/harmony [rri ngs rcwa rds fbr cfforts/promotion/
harnrony

QW4W: Practical about efforts rewarded/promotion, harmonious and
optimistic

QC/4W: Harmony with emotional truth, nurturing/artistic/psychic efforts
rewarded

KW4W: Efforts rewarded/promotion from professional cooperation

KC/4W: Promotion in arts and sciences, responsible counselor efforts
rewarded

Greenman/4W: Carefree rejoicing, excitement/fresh start with efforts
rewarded

Witch/4W: Efforts rewarded/promotion by adaptability/skill/astutenessi
communication

Drawing Down the Moon/4W: Reward for efforts in learning secrets/following
intuition

Earth Mother/4W: Rejoicing for fruitfulness/bounty, efforts rewarded with
bounty

Horned God/4W: Efforts rewarded with stabilityiresponsibility/empowerment

Drawing Down the Sun/4W: Harmony with traditional/conventional

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/4W: Harmony in partnership, efforts
rewarded by trust

BattleWagon/4W: Merit recognized by promotion, effiorts rewarded by
victory/control

Crone/4W: Power/fortitude/defeat of obstacles to gain promotion/reward for
efforts

Holly King/4W: Harmony/promotion with changing times/personal growth

Wheel of the Year/4W: Fortunes improve with promotion/rewards/harmony/
romance

Standing Stone/4W: Objective/fairlbalanced reward for effiorts/promotion

Oak King/4W: Promotion/reward for efforts/romance in transitional period

Lord of Shadows/4W: Changes/new start through promotion/reward for
efforts

Sidhe/4W: Harmony emphasized, blend of ideas for promotion/efforts
rewarded

Nature/4W: Choosing what appeals/following instincts for harmony/rewards/
promotion

Wild Hunt/4W: Shocking event/sudden change brings promotion/reward for
efforts
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Stor/4W: Ikrpcs obtirinirblc lirr pronroLiou/ltartnorty/cllirrts rcwardccl/

fon)ancc

Moon/4W: Irust instincts for promotion/harmony/ef'forts rewarded/romancc

Sun/4W: Happiness with efforts rewarded/promotion/harmony/romance

Harvest/4W: Emphasis on efforts rewarded, renewal with promotion/reward/
harmony

World Tree/4W: Promotion/reward of efforts brings completion and new
beginning

Five of Wands-Competition and
Te st s, Struggle, Teamw o rk N e e de d
AC/5W: Emotional fulfillment from competition and tests/struggle/teamwork

2Cl5W: Harmony/partnership needed in teamwork, partnership in competi-
tion/tests

3Cl5W: Problems resolved in struggle/competition/tests, good news about
teamwork

4C | 5W z Reassessment/new possibilities after struggle/competition/tests

5C/5W: Useless regrets over struggle/competition/tests, struggle with troubled
legary

6W5W: Victory/public acclaim in competition and tests, triumph in struggle

stressed

6Cl5W: Struggle to manifest past expectations, nostalgia blocks needed

teamwork

7Wl5Wz Advantage/courage in competition and tests, struggle to defend a

position

7Cl5Wz Struggle to materialize dreams, evaluate plans for competition/tests/
teamwork

8W5W: News from a distance on competition and tests, swift action in strug-
glelteamwork

8C/5W: Turning point/new direction in life from struggle/competition and
tests

9W5W: Strength/readiness in struggle/competition and tests, team project
ending

9Cl5W: Wishes fulfilled through struggle/competition and tests

l0W5W: Delegation/commitments need teamwork, tenacity in competition
and tests

l0C/5W: Recognition/esteem/good reputation through struggle/competition
and tests
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PgW/SW: lLesourcclill in cornpetition and tests/struggle, not a team player

PgC/5W: Practical use of talents in struggle/competition and tests

KIW5W: Struggle to find new adventure, teamwork needed for enterprising
activity

KIC/5W: Opportunity through struggle/competition/tests, invitation to com-
petition/tests

QW5W: Practical in need for teamwork, optimistic about competitions and
tests/struggle

QC/SW: Struggle with emotional truth/sensitivity in work place, artistic com-
petition/test

KW5w: Professional cooperation of teamwork needed, conscientious in strug-
gle/test

KC/5W: Competition/tests in arts and sciences, struggle in work related
responsibility

Greenman/SW: Fresh start with competition and tests, courage in struggle

Witch/SW: Struggle with adaptability/communication, competition and tests
on skills

Drawing Down the Moon/Sw: Tiust intuition for struggles/competitions/ tests

Earth Mother/SW: Teamwork needed for bounty struggle for inspiration/
creativity

Horned God/SW: Teamwork needed for stability, struggle with
responsibilities

Drawing Down the Sun/SW: Struggle with tradition, organize for competi-
tion/tests

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/SW: Need teamwork in partnership, trust/
choice tested

Battle Wagon/5W: Victory/merit recognized through competition and tests/
struggle

Crone/SW: Courage/fortitude/obstacles overcome in competition and tests/
struggle

Holly King/5W: Personal growth with struggle/competition/tests/need for
teamwork

Wheel of the Year/SW: Struggle/competition/tests improve fortunes/aid
progress

Standing Stone/5W: Objectivity/balance in competition/tests/need for
teamwork

Oak King/SW: Struggle/competition/tests during period of transition
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l,ord rll'Shadows/SW: Strugglc/corrrpctitiorr/tcsts/ncctlctl lcunrwork uslrcls irr
r hlrrgcs

Sidhe/5W:'li:amwork nccdcd fbr blend of ideas/harmony

Nature/5w: choosing what appeals/following instincts in competition/tests/
struggle

Wild Hunt/SW: Struggle/competition/tests prompt sudden change/shocking
event

Star/SW: Hopes are obtainable to overcome struggle/competition/tests

Moon/SW: Tiust instincts for competition/tests/struggle, struggle with
creativity

Sun/SW: Happiness/success/achievement from competition/tests/struggle

Harvest/5W: Efforts rewarded/renewal through competition/tests/struggle

World Tree/5W: Completion/ending and new beginning with competition/
tests/struggle

Six of Wands-Victory, Public Acclaim,
Triumph Over Obstacles

AC/6W: Victory brings abundance, emotional fulfillment from public acclaim

ZCl6W'. Tiiumph over obstacles in partnership/marriage

3Cl6W: Celebration/good news for victory/public acclaim/triumph over
obstacles

4Cl6W: New possibilities from victory/public acclaim, longings for public
acclaim

5cl6wt Disillusionment with public acclaim/victory, victory with partial loss

6Cl6W: Victory/triumph over obstacles to manifest past expectations

7wl6wt victory in defending a position, advantage to triumph over obstacles

7Cl6W: Victory in choices/manifest dreams, evaluate plans to triumph over
obstacles

8W6W: News from a distance about victory/public acclaim, swift triumph
over hurdles

8C/6W: Turning point/new path from public acclaim/victory/triumph over
obstacles

9W6W: Victory from readiness/strength, project nears end with triumph over
obstacles

9cl6w: wishes fulfilled with victory/public acclaim/rriumph over obstacles

l0W6W: Need for delegation/tenacity to triumph over obstacles, victory is
stressful
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I 0C/6W: Victory/public acclairn brings recognition/good reputation/
c()ntcnhrrcnt

PgW6W: Resourcefulness brings victory/triumph over obstacles/public acclaim

PgC/6W: Victory through practical use of talents

KtW6W: Victory/public acclaim/triumph over obstacles urges desire for new
adventure

KtC/6W: Opportunity for victory/public acclaim/triumph over obstacles

QW6W: Practicalioptimistic about triumph over obstacles/victory/public
acclaim

QC/6W: Emotional truth brings triumph over obstacles/victory/public acclaim

KW6W: Tiiumph over obstacles through professional cooperation/good
counsel

KC/6W: Victory/public acclaim in arts and sciences or by being responsible

Greenman/6W: Excitemen tl carefree I fr esh start with triumph over obstacles/
victory

Witch/6W: Tiiumph over obstacles/victory/public acclaim in communications/
skills

Drawing Down the Moon/6W: Intuition/secrets bring triumph over obstacles/
victory

Earth Mother/6W: Security/bounty with victory/triumph over obstacles

Horned God/6W: Builder/responsibility gains public acclaim/triumph over

obstacles

Drawing Down the Sun/6W: Victory for or from tradition, public acclaim for
teacher

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/6W: Victory through choices/partnership/
trust

Battle Wagon/6W: Victory/public acclaim emphasized, victory by dominance/
control

Crone/6W: Defeat of/triumph over obstacles emphasized, victory from forti-
tude/power

Holly King/6W: Personal growth/changing times brings victory/triumph over
obstacles

Wheel of the Year/6W: Fortunes improve, bringing victory/triumph over

obstacles

Standing Stone/6W: Ethical/balanced victory/triumph over obstacles

Oak King/6W: Tiansition period with victory/public acclaim/triumph over

obstacles



l,rlnl ol'shoclows/6W: Olrangc/translirruratiorr willr victory/triurttph ovcr'

obslitclcs

Sidhe/6W: lllcnd of ideas/harmony brings victory/acclaim/triumph over

obstacles

Nature/6W: Victory/acclaim through choosing what appeals/following
instincts

Wild Hunt/6W: Shocking event/sudden change leads to victory/triumph ovcr

obstacles

Star/6W: Hopes are obtainable for victory/public acclaim/triumph over obstaclcs

Moon/6W: Tiust instincts for victory/triumph over obstacles/public acclaim

Sun/6W: Happiness/achievement from victoryipublic acclaim/triumph over

obstacles

Harvest/6W: Efforts rewarded with victory/public acclaim/triumph over

obstacles

World Tree/6W: Ending and beginning by victory/public acclaim/triumph ovcr'

obstacles

Seven of Wands-A dvantage, Defending
a Po sition, Writer/StudentlTeacher, Cour age

ACl7WWriter/student/teacher has abundance/emotional fulfillment, inspired
courage

2Cl7Wz Partnership/harmonious/marital advantage, defending a position for
harmony

3Cl7W:. Defending a position resolves problem, good news for writer/student/
teacher

4Cl7W:Reassessment of defense of position, advantage opens new possibilities

5Cl7W: Defending a position brings partial lossidisillusionment/useless regrets

6Cl7WzAdvantage to manifest past expectations, nostalgically defending a
position

TClTtlV: Choices/evaluation of plans for writer/student/teacher/defending a

position

8W7W: News from a distance for writer/student/teacher or on position

defense/gains

8Cl7W Turning point for writer/studentiteacher/advantage/defense of position

9Wl7Wz Strength in defending a position, advantage as project nears

completion

9Cl7W: Wishes fulfilled for defense of position/advantage/writer/student/
teacher
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l0W/7W: Atlvarrtagc itttcl cottrag,c li)r tcnilcity, <tvcr-cotttmittcd writer/student/
tcachcr

l0C/7W: Good reputation/contentment for writer/student/teacher/defense of
position

PgWTW: Resourceful in defense of a position, ambitious writer/student/
teacher

PgClZW:Practical use of talent for defense of position/writer/student/teacher

KtWTW: Courage for enterprising activity/looking for new adventure

KtC/7W: Opportunity for/from advantage/defending a position/writer/

student/teacher

QWTW: Practical/optimistic about defending a position/advantage

QC/7W: Nurturing in defending a position, artistic/psychic advantage

KWTW: Professional cooperation in defending a position or for advantage

KClTwzResponsible in defending a position, advantage in arts and sciences

Greenman/7W: Courage emphasized in defending a position, advantage in
fresh start

Witch/7!V: Advantage with astuteness/adaptability/communication/skill

Drawing Down the Moon/7W: Courage to trust intuition, advantage through

secrets

Earth Mother/7W: Inspiration/security/growth through courage/advantage

Horned God/7W: Courage to build, stability/empowerment by advantage/

courage

Drawing Down the Sun/7W: Inspired courage, defending position for/against

tradition

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wo odl7W. Courage in choice/trust/partnership

Battle Wagon/7W: Advantage/courage bring victoryi control/dominance

Crone/7W: Courage emphasized, fortitude to defend a position, power by

advantage

Holly King/7W: Advantage of wisdom/changing times, courage for personal

growth

Wheel of theYear/7W: Progress by advantage, fortune improves in position

defense

Standing Stone/7W: Objective/balanced/ethical defense of position, legal

advantage

Oak King/7W: Suspended activity/transition in defense of position/advantage

Lord of Shadows/7W: Change/transformation from advantage/defense of
position
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Sidhe/7W: Illcncl of idcas/harrrrony of nrincl ancl spiril lirr tlcl'cnse ol'position/
advantagc

Nature/7w: Following instinct/what appeals for writer/student/teacher/posi-
tion defense

Wild Hunt/7W: Courage/advantage in shocking event/sudden change

star/7w: Hopes obtainable with defense of position/advantage/writer/student/
teacher

Moon/7w: Tiust instincts for advantage/writer/student/teacher/defense of
position

sun/7w: Happiness by courage/advantage/writer/student/teacher/defense of
position

Harvest/7W: Defense of position efforts rewarded, renewal of courage/
advantage

World Tree/7W: Advantage/courage/position defense brings end and new
beginning

Eight of Wands-News from a
Distance, Swift Action, Travel
AC/8w: News from a distance/swift action on emotional frrlfillment/abundance/

love

2cl8w: News from a distanceiswift action/travel for partnership/harmony/
marriage

3cl8w: celebration/good news/problem solved with news from a distance/
swift action

4cl8w: Reassessment/new possibilities with news from a distance/swift action
5c/8w: vain regrets/disillusioned/partial loss with news from a distance/swift

action

6Cl8W: News from a distance/swift action on reunions/manifesting past
expectations

7cl8w: News from a distance allows for revealed truth/choices/evaluation of
plans

8c/8w: News from a distance prompts turning point/new path/new direction
in life

9w8w: News from a distance as project nears completion, strength for swift
action

9cl8w: wishes fulfilled with news from a distance/swift action/traver
10W8W: Swift action for delegation, news from a distance on stress of

success
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l0c/8w: Ncws ltonr a clistancc/swifi action on recognition/contentment/
security

PgWSW: Important news from a distance stressed, restlessness prompts swift
action

Pgc/8w: Important news from a distance/swift action on practical use of talents

KtWSW: News from a distance/swift action in looking for new adventure/
enterprise

KtC/8W: Opportunity/invitation comes with travel/important news from a
distance

QW8W: Optimistic/joyful news from a distance, practical and swift action

QC/8W: Important news from a distance/swift action affects emotional truth/
nurturing

KWSW: News from a distance on professional cooperationigood counsel

KC/8W: News from a distance/travel/swift action on arts and sciences/
responsibilities

Greenman/8w: Fresh start/excitement with news from a distance/swift action

Witch/8w: News from a distance/swift action in communication/skill/
creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/8W: Swift action through intuition/occult wisdom/
secrets

Earth Mother/8w: swift action/news from afar in bounty/growth/inspiration/
creativity

Horned God/8w: Swift action/news from afar for builder/stability/responsibility

Drawing Down the Sun/8W: News from afarlswift action on traditioni
organization

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/8W: Swift action/news from afar on choice/
partnership

Battle Wagon/8W: News from afarlswift action on victory/control/meril
recognized

crone/8w: News from afarlswift action for defeating obstacles/fortitudeipower

HollyKing/8W: Wisdom/changing times bring news from afarlswift action

Wheel of theYear/8W: Fortunes improve/progress with news from afarlswift
action

Standing Stone/8W: Objective/balanced news from a distance, swift action in
legal win

Oak King/8W: News from afarlswift action on period of transition
Lord of shadows/8w: News from afarlswift action on changes/transformations
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Sidhe/tlW: Ncws fiolrt afar/swift action on blcncl ol'iclcas/harruouy of mind
and spirit

Nature/8W: Following instincts/choosing what appeals brings swift action

Wild HunVSW: Shocking event/sudden change with news from afar/swift
action

Star/8W: News from afarlswift action shows that hopes are attainable

Moon/8W: News from afarlswift action manifests subconscious. releases
creativity

Sun/8W: Happiness/success/achievement in news from afarlthrough swift
action

Harvest/8W: Renewal/efforts rewarded with news from afarlby swift action

World Tree/8W: News from afarlswift action brings completion/end and new
beginning

Nine of Wan ds-Strength, Readiness,
Security, Proj ect Nears Completion
AC/9W: Emotional fulfillment as project nears completion, abundant strength
2Cl 9W: Harmony/partnership provides strength/readiness

3cl9w: Problems resolved/good news/celebration as project nears completion
4Cl9Wz Reassessment as project nears completion, strength offers new

possibilities

5C/9W: Readiness in trouble with legary/partial loss, disillusioned as project
nears end

6Cl9W: Strength in manifesting past expectations, nostalgia as project nears
end

7cl9w: strength/readiness to evaluate plans/make choices/materialize dreams

8C/9W: Turning point as project nears completion, strength for new direction
in life

9cl9w: wishes fulfilled as project nears completion, strength/readiness brings
reward

l0W9W: Strength for stress of success, readiness for needed delegation

10c/9w: contentment/recognition/good reputation as project nears completion
PgW9W: Restlessness as project nears completion, strength/readiness and

reliability

Pgc/9w: Practical use of talents as project nears completion or for readinessi
strength

KIW9W: Strength/readiness for new adventure/enterprising activity
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KtC/9W: Opportunity through readiness/strength, breakthrough as project
nears end

QW9W: Practical about security, strength in creativity, practical strength

QC/9W: Strength/readiness for emotional truth, psychic/artistic project nears
end

KW9W: Strength/project nears completion with professional cooperation

KC/9W: Strength and reliability/responsibility, arts and sciences project nears
end

Greenman/9W: Strength/readiness/project nears completion, urges fresh start

witch/9w: strength in communication/skill/astuteness/adaptabilityi creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/9W: Strength in secrets/occult wisdom/intuition

Earth Motlrer/9W: Security in strength/readiness, project nears completion for
bounty

Horned God/9W: Strength/readiness for stability/responsibility/building/
empowerment

Drawing Down the Sun/9W: Strong teacher, strength in tradition/organiza-
tion/ritual

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/9W: Readiness for trust/partnership, strength
in choice

Battle Wagon/9W: Merit recognized/victoryidominance through strength/
readiness

Crone/9W: Strength emphasized, readiness/strength to defeat obstacles

Holly King/9W: Strength in wisdom/personal growth, readiness for changing
times

Wheel of theYear/9W: Fortunes improve as project nears completion

Standing Stone/9W: Strength/readiness wins in legal matter

Oak King/9W: Period of transition/suspended activity as project nears
completion

Lord of Shadows/9W: Change/transformation as project nears completion

Sidhe/9W: Readiness/strength for inspiration/blend of ideas/harmony of mind
and spirit

Nature/9W: Readiness to choose what appeals/follow instincts, strength in
freedom

Wild Hunt/9W: Strength for sudden change/shocking event, sudden change in
project

Star/9W: Hopes obtainable as project nears completion, opportunity with
readiness



Moon/9W:'litrst irrstincts as projcct ucars conrplction/lilr strclgtS/rcaclirrcss
sun/9w: l-lappi'ess/achievernent through strength/readiness/as p^rjcct lrcir's

end

Harvest/9w: Efforts rewarded as project nears end, renewal of strength/
readiness

world Tree/9w: Ending and new beginning as project nears completion
emphasized

Ten of Wands-stress of Success, Over_Committed,
Need for Delegation, Tenacity
AC/I0W: Emotional fulfillment despite stress of success, tenacity gains

abundance

2C/ r'w: Harmony with delegation, over-committed/tenacity in partnership
3cll 0w: Problems resorved ressens stress of success/over-commitment
4Cll'Wz Stress of success prompts reassessment, new possibilities with

delegation

5Cll0W: Disillusionment with stress of success, partial loss from over_
commitment

6Cll0W: Stress of success prompts nostalgia, tenacity to manifest past
expectations

7C/l0W: Tenacity to materialize dreams, evaluate plans to avoid over_
commitment

8c/10w: Turning point/new direction in life from stress of success/need for
delegation

9Cll0w: wishes fulfilled through tenacitp contentment tempered by stress ol
success

10C/10W: Stress of success to maintain recognition/good reputation
PgwlOw: Resourcefulness in delegation/tenacitp ambition creates stress of

success

Pgc/l0w: Practical use of talents counters stress of success/over-commitment
Ktwl0w: Tenacity/stress of success/over-committed in enterprising activity
Ktc/l0w: Breakthrough in stress of success/over-commitment/need for

delegation

QW10w: Practical about stress of success, optimistic and tenacious
at.11lY^ulotional truth toward stress of success/over-commitment/delega-

tron needs

KWl0w: Professionar cooperation in need for delegation/stress of success
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K(l/l0W: l{csponsibility/rcliability strainctl witl.r strcss of succcss/over-
t orrrrnitnrcrr t

(irecnman/l0W: lbnacity fbr fresh start, stress of success impedes spontaneity

Witch/l0W: Skill/communication with tenacity stress of success hampers
ercativity

l)ruwing Down the Moon/l0W: Tenacity for secrets/occult wisdom, psychi-
cirlly stressed

linrth Mother/l0W: Delegation needed for bounty/growth, over-committed
in growth

llorned God/l0W: Over-committed in responsibility/productiveness, tenacity
for stability

Drawing Down the Sun/l0W: Tenacity for tradition/teaching/organization

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/l0W: Tenacity with choice/trust/ partnership

Battle Wagon/10W: Tenacity brings victory/dominance, over-commitment
hinders action

Crone/l0W: Courage/fortitude/power for stress of success, tenacity to defeat
obstacles

Holly King/l0W: Tenacity for changing times/personal growth/seekership/
guiding others

Wheel of theYear/l0W: Fortunes improve with tenacity need delegation for
progress

Standing Stone/l 0W: Tenacity for legal win/objectivity/fairness

Oak King/l0W: Suspended activity due to stress of success, tenacity in transi-
tion time

Lord of Shadows/l0W: Tenacity in change/transformation, need delegation in
new start

Sidhe/l0W: Tenacity for harmony of mind and spirit, need delegation for blend
of ideas

Nature/10W: Stress of success/over-commitment from freedom/choosing what
appeals

Wild Hunt/l0W: Tenacity in sudden change, shocking event shows over-
commitment

Star/l0W: Hopes are obtainable through tenacity/needed delegation

Moon/l0W: Tlust instincts about over-commitment/need for delegation

Sun/l0W: Satisfaction from stress of success, tenacity gains achievement

Harvest/l0W: Renewal/efforts rewarded through tenacity/needed delegation

World Tree/l0W: Completion through tenacity/needed delegation
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Pnge of Wands-Resfl essness, Resourceful,
ReIi able, Amb iti ous, Imp o rtant News

AC/PgW: Important news about abundance/emotional fulfillment
ZclPgw:' Important news/resourcefulness/reliability for harmony/partnership
3clPgw: Emphasis on important good news, important news about problems

resolved

4clPgw: Important news about new possibilities, resourcefi,rl in reassessment

5ClPgW: Important news/resourcefi.rl about partial loss/troubled legacy I
disillusionment

6ClPgW: Resourcefulness to manifest past expectations, important news on
reunions

TClPgW: Important news offers choices/need to evaluate plans

8c/Pgw: New direction in life from ambition/resourcefulness/important news

9clPgw: wishes fulfilled through important news/resourcefulness/ambition

l0c/Pgw: Recognition/good reputation through ambition/resourcefulness

Pgc/Pgw: Restlessness for practical use of talents, resourceful use of talents

KtwPgw: Restlessness prompts look for new adventure, important news on
enterprise

KtC/PgW: Opportunity in important news, resourcefirlness/ambition gain
breakthrough

QWPgW: Ambition/restlessness tempered with practicality

QC/PgW: Important news about emotional truth/sensitivity/artistic
KWPgw: Important news/reliability of professional cooperation/good counsel
KC/Pgw: Important news in arts and sciences, resourceful counselor/creativity
Greenman/Pgw: Restless/ambitious for fresh start, excitement from important

news

witch/Pgw: Important news/resourcefulness in communication/skill/
adaptability

Drawing Down the Moon/Pgw: Reliable with secrets/occult wisdom, resource-
firl intuition

Earth Mother/Pgw: Resourcefulness brings bounty reliable growth/creativity/
security

Horned God/Pgw: Reliability and stability emphasized, ambitious builder
Drawing Down the sun/Pgw: Restless with tradition, ambitious/resourceful

teacher
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Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/PgW: I{cliable in partnership/trust, ambi-
tious choicc

Battle Wagon/PgW: Ambitious for victory/dominance/recognition of merit

Crone/PgW: Resourceful to defeat obstacles, fortitude and reliability

HollyKing/PgW: Ambitious for personal growth, resourceful to gain wisdom

Wheel of the Year/PgW: Fortunes improve through resourcefulness/ambition

Standing Stone/PgW: Resourcefulness to win in legal matter, reliable and
objective

Oak King/PgW: Activity suspended by important news, resourceful in transi-
tion period

Lord of Shadows/PgW: Important news/resourcefulness brings change/
transformation

Sidhe/PgW: Restlessness/ambition impairs harmony of mind and spirit/blend
of ideas

Nature/PgW: Freedom stirs restlessness, resourceful in following instincts

Wild Hunt/PgW: Restlessness/resourcefi.rlness from shocking event/sudden
change

Star/PgW: Hopes obtainable through resourcefulness/ambition/reliability

Moon/PgW: Important news on creativity/manifesting subconscious, reliable
instincts

Sun/PgW: Happiness from important news/ambition/reliability/resourcefulness

Harvest/PgW: Efforts rewarded for resourcefulnessireliability/ambition

World Tlee/PgW: Ambition achieved, ending spurs restlessness for new
beginning

Ituight of Wands-I o oking for New Adventure,
Enterprising Activity, Fearless Explorer
AC/KtW: Emotional fulfillment/abundance from enterprising activity/new

venrure

2ClKtW: Enterprising activity with partnership, harmony from enterprising
activity

3ClKtW: Good news/problems resolved from enterprising activity/new
adventure

4ClKtW: Enterprising activity/new adventure spawns new possibilities/
reassessment

SClKtW: Disillusionment/partial loss prods look for new adventure/enterpris-
ing activity

6ClKtW: Enterprising activity to manifest past expectations
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7ClKtW: ljvaluatc plans/choiccs for ncw adventure/cntcrprising activity

8C/KtW: Enterprising activity/new venture is turning pointinew direction in
Iife/new path

9ClKtW: Wishes fulfilled through enterprising activity/looking for new
adventure

1OC/KtW: Recognition/good reputation from enterprising activity/fearless
exploration

PgC/KtW: Practical use of talents in enterprising activity/looking for new
adventure

KtC/KtW: Opportunity/breakthrough in enterprising activity/looking for new
adventure

QWKTW: Optimistic in looking for new adventure/enterprising activity

QC/KtW: Emotional truth in looking for new adventure/enterprising activity

KWKTW: Professional cooperation in looking for new adventure/enterprising
activity

KC/KtW: Responsible/reliable in enterprising activity/looking for new
adventure

Greenman/KtW: Courage/excitement in looking for new adventureienterpris-
ing activity

Witch/Ktw: Enterprising activity in communication/skill/creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/KtW: Tiust intuition in seeking new adventure/
enterprise

Earth Mother/KtW: Fruitfulness from enterprising activity, inspired for a new
adventure

Horned God/KtW: Enterprising activity emphasized with building/responsibil-
itylstability

Drawing Down the Sun/KtW: Looking for new adventure outside the
conventional

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/KtW: Choices/trust in new adventures/
enterprises

Battle Wagon/KtW: Victory/merit recognized leads to seeking new adventure/
project

Crone/KtW: Courage/fortitude to look for new adventure/enterprising activity

HollyKing/KtW: Changing times/experience prompts look for new adventure/
enterprise

Wheel of theYear/KtW: Fortunes improve with enterprising activity

Standing Stone/KtW: Ethical enterprising activiry legal win spurs new adven-
ture quest
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Oak King/KtW: liutcrprising activity suspcnclcd, transition as look for new
advcnturc

Lord of Shadows/KtW: Change/transformation prompts look for new
adventure

Sidhe/KtW: Blend of ideas in looking for new adventure/enterprising activity

Nature/KtW: Freedom/choosing what appeals in seeking new adventure/
enterprise

Wild Hunt/KtW: Sudden changeishocking event prompts look for new
adventure

Star/KtW: Hopes obtainable for new adventure/enterprising activity

Moon/KtW: Trust instincts in search for new adventure/enterprising activity

Sun/KtW: Achievement prompts looking for new adventure/enterprising
activity

Harvest/KtW: Renewal from looking for new adventure/enterprising activity

World Tiee/KtW: Completion prompts search for new adventure/enterprising
activity

Queen of Wands-Practical, Optimistic,
I oyful, Creative, Im aginativ e, Kindness
AC/QW: Emphasis on joylinspiration/creativity practical about emotional

fulfillment

2C|QW: Joyful/practical partnership, kindness/optimism for harmony/in
marriage

3C/QW: Practical approach to resolve problems, jo1firl with weddinglbirthl
good news

4C|QW: Practical reassessment, optimistic about new possibilities

SCIQW: Practical about partial loss/regrets, practical/optimistic about troubled
legacy

6C|QW: Practical/optimistic/creative approach to manifesting past
expectations

7C|QW: Optimistic/practical in choices/evaluation of plans/manifesting
dreams

8C/QW: fo1firl new direction in life, practical/optimistic about turning point/
new path

9C|QW: Practical efforts rewarded, joyful about wishes fulfilled/happy future

10C/QW: Optimistic about security, practical about recognition/esteem/good
reputation
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l'gO/QW: ()rcirtivity alrtl practicirl usc ()l'tillcnls crrrphirsizcd, cnrotionirlly joylrrl

KIO/QW: Optirrristic about opportunity/invitation/brcakthrough, scnsitivc irntl
kinclly

QC/QW: Kind and sensitive, optimistic and psychic, practical and nurturing

KWQW: Practical and conscientious, practical/optimistic in professional
cooperation

KC/QW: Creativity emphasized, practical in counseling/responsibility'reliabili t y

Greenman/QW: Practical about fresh start, joldrl spontaneity/excitement

Witch/QW: Creativity emphasized, creativelpractical communication/skill/
adaptability

Drawing Down the Moon/QW: Practical intuition, joyflrl secrets, psychic energy

Earth Mother/QW: Joyful fruitfulness, practical creativity emphasized, opti-
mistic growth

Horned God/QW: Practical builder, responsible and kind, optimistic stability

Drawing Down the Sun/QW: Imaginative teacher, inspired creativity, wisely
organized

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/QW: Creative choice, optimistic partnership/
trust

Battle Wagon/QW: Kindly victory, practical merit recognized, optimistic
action

Crone/QW: Optimistic power, practical courage/fortitude, practicality defeats

obstacles

Holly King/QW: Practical wisdom, optimistic personal growth, practical
seeker/guide

Wheel of the Year/QW: Fortunes improve with practical approach, optimistic
progress

Standing Stone/QW: ]oyful win in legal matter, practical and objective

Oak King/QW: Meditation for creativity, practical/optimistic about period of
transition

Lord of Shadows/QW: Practical change/new start, creative change/
transformation

Sidhe/QW: Creative blend of ideas, practical harmony of mental and psychic
states

Nature/QW: Practical in choosing what appeals/following instincts, joyful
freedom

Wild Hunt/QW: Practical/optimistic approach to shocking event/sudden
change
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Star/QW: I'ract ical/crca t ivc hopcs arc obtainable, imaginative/creative

inspiration

Moon/QW: Creativity emphasized, practical with psychic influence/trusting

instincts

Sun/QW: Happiness/satisfaction with creative/practical/joful outlook

Harvest/QW: Practical/optimistic self-evaluation, creative/practical efforts

rewarded

World Tree/QW: f oyfulness emphasized, practical achievement/success

King of Wa nds-Professional Co op eration,
Go od Counsel, Conscientious, Honesty

AC/KW: Abundance/emotional fulfillment from professional cooperation/good

counsel

2C|KW: Harmony/partnership in professional cooperation

3C|KW: Problems resolved/good news through professional cooperation/good

counsel

4C|KW: New possibilities through professional cooperation/good counsel

5C|KW: Good counsel/conscientiousness in partial loss/troubled legary/vain

regrets

6C|KW: Professional cooperation/conscientiousness to manifest past

expectations

7C|KW: Evaluate plansichoices through good counsel/conscientiousness

8C/KW: Conscientiousness/counsel/honesty opens new direction in life/new

path

9C|KW: Wishes fulfilled/efforts rewarded by conscientiousness/good counsel/

honesty

10C/KW: Good reputation/recognition/esteem from conscientiousness/honesty

PgC/KW: Practical use of talents in professional cooperation, satisfied with
honesty

KtC/KW: Opportunity/breakthrough with professional cooperation/counsel/

honesty

QC/KW: Emotional truth with honesty/conscientiousness/good counsel

KC/KW: Responsible professional cooperation, reliable good counsel

Greenman/KW: Professional cooperation/good counsel for fresh start

Witch/KW: Conscientious/honesty in communication/skill/ creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/KW: Good counsel about secrets/occult wisdom/

intuition



llorth Mother/KW: trruitf ulncss with goocl counsel/profcssiottal cootrrcration/

dr.rtilirlncss

Horned God/KW: Conscientious builder, professional cooperation for stability

Drawing Down the Sun/KW: Good counsel on tradition lorganization, honcst

teacher

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/KW: Professional cooperation in partnership

Battle Wagon/KW: Victory with professional cooperation/honesty, conscien-

tious action

Crone/KW: Obstacles defeated with professional cooperation/good counsel

Holly King/KW: Good counsel/professional cooperation for wisdom/personal
growth

Wheel of theYear/KW: Fortunes improve with professional cooperation/good
counsel

Standing Stone/KW: Objective/fairlethical good counsel, honesty emphasized

Oak King/KW: Tiansition period for professional cooperation

Lord of Shadows/KW: Change/transformation by good counsel/professional

accord

Sidhe/KW: Blend of ideas through professional cooperation/good counsel

Nature/KW: Choosing what appeals with good counsel, conscientious about
instincts

Wild Hunt/KW: Good counsel for shocking event/sudden change

Star/KW: Hopes obtainable with good counsel/honesty/conscientiousness

Moon/KW: Conscientiousness in trusting instincts, honesty in creativity

Sun/KW: Happiness by honesty/conscientiousness/professional accord/good
counsel

Harvest/KW: Conscientious efforts rewarded, renewal with professional

cooperation

World Tree/KW: Conscientious achievement, completion by honesty/good
counsel
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Part Twelve

Qr 6emnroilSnlrj

Quick Guide to Cup Pairings

Ace of Cups-Abundance, Joy, Love,
In sp ir at i o n, Em o t i o n al F ulfillm e nt

2C I ACl- ]oyllove/emotional fulfillment in partnership/marriage, love

emphasized

3C|AC: Joy of wedding/birth/problems resolved/good news, celebrat-

ing abunda4ce

4Cl ACzNew possibilities through love/inspiration/abundance

SC|AC: Abundance despite partial loss, emotional fulfillment/love
ease vain regrets

6C|AC: Inspiration to manifest past expectations, emotional fulfill-
ment in reunions

7 Cl AC: Evaluate plans/choices for abundance/love/emotional
fulfillment

8C/AC: Turning point/new path for abundance/inspiration/emo-
tional fulfillment

9Cl ACzWishes fulfilled with abundance/emotional fulfillment
emphasized

10C/AC: Emotional fulfillment with recognitioniesteem/good repu-
tation/contentment

PgC/AC: Practical use of talents/artistic inspiration bring abundance/

frrlfillment

KtC/AC: Opportunity/invitationiartistry brings emotional fulfill-
ment/abundancei ioy



QC/AC: Iinrolional truth and lulfilhncnt, artistic/psyclric inspiration, joy of
nurturing

KC/AC: Emotional fulfillment in arts and sciences, abundance through
responsibility

Greenman/AC: Inspiration for fresh start, abundance from fresh start, carefree
jov

Witch/AC: ]oylabundance from communication/skill/creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/AC: Emotional fulfillment through intuition/occult
wisdom

Earth Mother/AC: Abundance/inspiration emphasized, joy in growth/
creativity/security

Horned God/AC: Inspiration for builder, joy in responsibility, stability brings
fulfillment

Drawing Down the Sun/AC: Inspiration emphasized, fulfillment in tradition/
teaching

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wbod/AC: Abundance/joyllove in choice/partner-
ship/trust

Battle Wagon/AC: Emotional fulfillment in victory/merit recognizedidomi-
nance/control

CroneiAC: Abundance of fortitude, emotional fulfillment from defeat of
obstacles

Holly King/AC: Fulfillment/joy in personal growth/changing times/seeking/
guiding

Wheel of theYear/AC: Fortunes improve for abundance/emotional fulfill-
ment/love

Standing Stone/AC: Abundance/fulfillment with win in legal matter/fairness/
objectivity

Oak King/AC: Inspirationiemotional fulfillment through meditation/vision
questing

Lord of Shadows/AC: Emotional fi.rlfillment/abundance with change/
transformation

Sidhe/AC: Fulfillment from blend of ideas, inspirational harmony of mind and
spirit

Nature/AC: Inspired to choose what appeals, abundance/joy by following
instincts

Wild Hunt/AC: Shocking event/sudden change brings joylemotional
fulfillment
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Star/AC: Ilopcs obtainablc firr atrunclancc/cmotional fulfillment/joyIloveI
inspiration

Moon/AC: Inspiration for creativity/psychic power/manifest subconscious

Sun/AC: Happiness with emotional fi,rlfillment, success brings joylabundance

Harvest/AC: Efforts rewarded with abundance/emotional fulfillment/iovllovel
inspiration

World Tree/AC: |oy emphasized, abundance brings ending and new beginning

Two of Cups-Ilarfiion/t
P artner ship, Affecti o n, Mam i age

3ClZCz Marriage emphasized, harmony with good news/problems resolved

4Cl2Cz Partnership offers new possibilities, reassessment of partnership/
affections

SCl2C:Disillusionment with partnership/marciage,useless regrets impede
harmony

6Cl2Cz Manifesting past expectations in marriage, harmony in reunions

7Cl2C: Evaluate plans/choices in partnershiplmarriage, harmony from truth
revealed

8Cl2C: Turning point/new pathinew direction in life with partnershipi
marriage

9Cl 2Cz Wishes fulfilled in marriage/partnership/harmony/affection

l0C | 2C: Contentment with marriage/partnership/affection

PgCl2C: Emotions satisfied in marriage/partnership/affection, partnership uses

talent

KtCl2Ct Sensitivity in marriage/partnership/affection, harmony in artistic
expression

QC/2C: Artistic partnership, harmony in emotional truth, nurture marriage/
partnership

KCl2Cz Responsible/reliable in marriagelpartnership, harmony in arts and
sciences

Greenman/2C: Fresh start with partnership/harmony/marriage

Witch/2C: Harmony/affection in communication, communication/skill in
partnership

Drawing Down the Moonl?Cz Intuitive harmony/partnership, partnership
secrets

Earth Mother | 2Cz Bounty lsecurity from harmony/partnership, fruitful/
secure marriage



llorned God/2C: Partncrship/harmony in builclirrg/rcsponsibility/stability

Drawing Down the Sun/2C: Tiadition with harmony/affection, teaching
partnership

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wo odl2Cz Partnership emphasized, harmony and
trust

Battle Wagon l2CtYictory through partnership, control shared within
partnership

Cronel 2Cl' Courage/fortitude in partnership/m arciage, power shared in
partnership

Holly King/2C: Affection/harmony with changing times/personal growth/
guide

Wheel of the Year/2C: Fortunes improve/progress in partnership/marriage/
harmony

Standing Stone/2C: Objective/ethical partnership, legal win for partnership/
harmony

Oak King/2C: Meditation/quest for harmony, transition period in partnership/
marriage

Lord of Shadows/2C: Change brings/affects partnership/marriage/harmony/
affection

Sidhe/2C: Mind and spirit harmony emphasized, blending ideas in partner-
ship/marriage

Nature/2C: Choosing what appeals for harmony/affection/partnership/
marriage

Wild Hunt/2C: Sudden change/shocking event affects harmony/partnership/
marriage

Star/2C: Hopes obtainable for harmony/affection/partnership/marriage

Moon/2C: Trust instincts in matters of harmony/affection/partnership/
marriage

Sun/2C: Happiness/satisfaction with partnership/marriage/harmony/affection

Harvest/2C: Reward of efforts brings harmonylaffectionlpartnership/marriage

World Tree/2C: Endings and new beginnings through partnership/marriagel
harmony

Three of Cups-Celebration, Go o d News,
Problems Resolved, Wedding, Birth
4Cl 3C New possibilities with problems resolved/good news/wedding/birth

5Cl3C: Problems resolved regarding a partial loss/troubled legaryluseless
regrets
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6Cl3C: (ioocl ncws/problcms rcsolvcd in rnanifesting past expectations

7C/3C: Problems resolved with careful choices/evaluation of plans, wedding
plans

8C/3C: Good news/problems resolved/wedding/birth prompt a new direction
in life

9Cl 3C:. Wishes fulfilled for resolution of problems/good news/wedding/birth

l0C/3C: Celebration of recognition, good news/problems resolved brings
security

PgCl3C: Problems resolved/good news through practical use of talents

KtC/3C: Celebration of breakthrough, opportunity for good news/resolved
problems

QC/3C: Emotional truth resolves problems, sensitive/artistic good news

KC/3C: Good news/problems resolved in arts and sciences/through counselor

Greenman/3C: Carefree/spontaneous celebration, fresh start with problems
resolved

Witch/3C: Good news in communication, problems resolved through skill/
adaptability

Drawing Down the Moon/3C: Good news from trusting intuition/secrets/
occult wisdom

Earth Mother/3C: Celebration of bounty/growth, security from problems
resolved

Horned God/3C: Problems resolved/good news about building/responsibilities

Drawing Down the Sun/3C: Good news relating to tradition/teacher/getting
organized

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/3C: Problems resolved with choices/trust/
partnership

BattleWagon/3C: Celebration of victory, problems resolved through merit
recognized

Crone/3C: Problems resolved with fortitude, good news on defeating obstacles

Holly King/3C: Personal growth/wisdom resolves problems, valued experience

Wheel of theYearl3C: Fortunes improve with problems resolved/good news

Standing Stone/3C: Problems resolved with fairness/objectivity/legal win

Oak King/3c: Period of transition with wedding/birth/problems resolved/
good news

Lord of Shadows/3C: Change with good news/problems resolved/wedding/
birth

Sidhe/3C: Blend of ideas for problems resolved/good newsiwedding/celebration
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Nature/3C: Ohoosing what appcals brings good ncws/rcsrtlvcs problcrrrs

Wild Hunt/3C: Shocking event/sudden change resolves problems/brings goocl
news

Star/3C: Hopes obtainable for resolving problems/good news/wedding/birth

Moon/3C: Trust instincts for problems resolved/good newsiwedding/birth/
celebration

Sun/3C: Happiness with problems resolved/good news/wedding/birth/
celebration

Harvest/3C: Renewal/reward of efforts by problems resolved/good news/
wedding/birth

world rree/3c: Endings and new beginnings with problems resolved/wedding/
birth

Four of Cups-Reassessment, New
Po s sibilities, Unidentifi ed Longings
5Cl4C: New possibilities from partial loss/troubled legacy,reassessment of

regrets

6Cl4C: Nostalgia emphasized, reassessment of expectations, potentials for
reunions

7Cl4C: Reassessment of choices emphasized, choices bring new possibilities

8Cl4C: Turning point from unidentified longings, new possibilities in new life
direction

9Cl4C: Wishes fulfilled for new possibilities, unidentified longings impair
contentment

IOCl4Cz Reassessment of security, new possibilities from recognition/good
reputation

PgCl4C: Reassessment/new possibilities in practical use of talents/artistic
inspiration

KtC | 4C'. Opportunity/breakthrough for reassessment/new possibilities

QC/4C: Reassessment of emotional truth, new artistic/psychic possibilities

KC/4C: New possibilities in arts and sciences, reassessment of reliability
Greenman/4C: New possibilities from fresh start/spontaneity

Witch/4C: New possibilities with communicationiskill/adap tabllity /
astuteness

Drawing Down the Moon/4c: New possibilities from secrets/trusting intuition
Earth Mother/4C: Reassessment/new possibilities for bounty/growthi

creativity/security

Horned God/4c: Reassessment/new options for builder/responsibility/stability
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Drawing Down the Sun/4C: Ncw options/reassessment for tradition/
organization

Lord and Ladyof theWildWood/4C: Appraisal/new options for choice/
partnership/trust

Battle Wagon/4C: Victory/merit recognized/control brings new possibilities

Crone/4C: Reassessment of fortitude, new possibilities in defeating obstacles

Holly King/aC: Reassessment for personal growth, new possibilities in chang-
ing times

wheel of theYeail4c: Fortunes improve with new possibilities/reassessment

standing stonel4c: Reassessment of objectivity, new possibilities with legal win
Oak King/4C: Activities suspended by unidentified longings, new options in

transition

Lord of Shadows/4C: Change/transformation by reassessment/new
possibilities

sidhe/4c: Harmony of mind and spirit/blend of ideas bring new possibilities

Nature/4C: Reassessment of instincts, new possibilities from choosing what
appeals

Wild Hunt/4C: Shocking event/sudden change prompts reassessment/new
options

Starl4C: Hopes obtainable through reassessment/new possibilities

Moon/4C: Unidentified longings impair instincts, creativity generates new
possibilities

Sun/4C: Happiness from new possibilities/reassessment

Harvest/4C: Reassessment/self-evaluation emphasized, reassessment brings
renewal

World Tree/4C: Completion opens new possibilities, unidentified longings
impair joy

Five of Cup s-Usele ss Regrets, D isillusionment,
Partial Loss, Troubleil Legacy
6Cl5C; Disillusionment with manifesting past expectations, useless regrets in

reunion

7Cl 5C: Choices bring partial loss/useless regrets/disillusionment

8C/5c: Partial loss/disillusionment prompts turning point/new direction in life
9Cl5C: Wishes fulfilled despite partial loss/troubled legacy

l0C/5C: Partial loss of good reputation/contentment, disillusionment with
recognition
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PgO/SC: l,artial lossidisillusionment offset by practical use of talents

Ktc/Sc: opportunity/breakthrough in troubled legacy, sensitive to regrets/
partial Ioss

QC/5C: Emotional truth impaired by useless regrets/disillusionment

KC/SG: Disillusionment as counselor, partial loss/troubled legacy in arts and
sciences

Greenman/Sc: Disillusionment/partial loss impairs spontaneity/prompts fresh
start

Witch/5C: Useless regrets/disillusioned with communications/skills/adaptability

Drawing Down the Moon/5c: secrets cieate useless regrets/disillusionment
Earth Mother/5C: Disillusionment spurs inspiration/creativity/growth
Horned God/5c: Partial loss of stability, empowerment overcomes regrets/

partial loss

Drawing Down the sun/Sc: Useless regrets/disillusionment with tradition/
organization

Lord and Lady of the wild wood/5c: Disillusionment in choice/partnership/
trust

Battle wagon/5c: victory despite partial loss, disillusionment/regrets prompt
action

crone/Sc: Fortitude overcomes partial loss/troubled legacyldisillusionment/
regrets

Holly King/5C: Disillusionment prompts personal growth, guide through par-
tial loss

wheel of theYear/Sc: Fortunes improve/progress with troubled legacylpartial
loss

standing stone/5c: objectivity allays useless regrets, legal win in troubled
legacy

oak King/sc: suspended activity due to disillusionment/useless regrets

Lord of shadows/Sc: Disillusionment/useless regrets/partial loss prompts
changes

Sidhe/SC: Blend of ideas aids in partial loss/troubled legary
Nature/5c: useless regrets/disillusionment/partial loss from choosing what

appeals

Wild Hunt/SC: Shocking event/sudden change dispels useless regrets

Star/SC: Hopes obtainable in troubled legacy or despite partial loss/
disillusionment
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Moon/SC: Trust instinctri to ovcrcomc disillusionment, creativity for troubled
legacy

Sun/SC: Success despite partial loss, disillusionment/useless regrets vanquished

Harvest/SC: Self-evaluate useless regrets/disillusionment, renewal after partial
loss

World Tree/SC: End of useless regretsi disillusionment for a new beginning

Six of Cups-No stalgia, Manifesting
Past Exp e ct atio ns, Reuni o ns

7Cl6C: Manifesting dreams emphasized, evaluate plans to manifest old
expectations

8C/6C: Turning point in manifesting past expectations, nostalgia prompts new
Path

9Cl6C: Wishes fulfilled/efforts rewarded in manifesting past expectations

l0C/6C: Contentment with manifesting past expectations

PgCl6C: Practical use of talents for manifesting past expectations

KtC/6C: Opportunity to manifest past expectations, invitation to a reunion

QC/6C: Emotional truth dispels nostalgia

KC/6C: Responsible/creative in manifesting past expectations

Greenman/6C: Excitement/fr esh start for manifesting past expectations

Witch/6C: Adaptability to manifest past expectations, communications of
nostalgia

Drawing Down the Moon/6C: Following intuition to manifest past
expectations

Earth Mother/6C: Bounty/growth from manifesting past expectations

Horned God/6C: Builder/stability manifests past expecrations/dispels
nostalgia

Drawing Down the Sun/6G Nostalgia for tradition, expressing traditional
expectations

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/6C: Partnership/choice to manifest past
expectations

Battle Wagon/6C: Victory in manifesting past expectations, nostalgia
dominates

Crone/6C: Fortitude/defeating obstacles to manifest past expectations

Holly Kingi6C: Nostalgia interferes with adjusting/changing times

Wheel of the Yeail6C: Fortunes improve with manifesting of past expectations



standing Storre/6c: objcctivity irnpairecl by nostalgia, rcunions through legal
wirr

Oak King/6C: Nostalgia suspends activity, transition in manifesting past
expectations

Lord of Shadows/6C: Manifesting past expectations brings change/
transformation

Sidhe/6C: Blend of ideas in manifesting past expectations/reunions

Nature/6C: Choosing what appeals to manifest past expectations

wild Hunt/6c: shocking event/sudden change averts nostalgia/manifests
expectation

Star/6C: Hopes obtainable in manifesting past expectations

Moon/6c: Tiust instincts to manifest past expectations, nostalgia influences
creativity

Sun/6C: Happiness with reunions/achieving past expectations/nostalgia

Harvest/6c: Efforts rewarded with manifested past expectations, renewar in
reunions

World Treel6C: Completion with manifestation of past expectations

Seven of Cups-Ch oices, Materialize
Dreams, Truth Revealed, Evaluate Plans
8cl7c: Ttrrning point/new direction in life from choices/truth revealed/evalu-

ating plans

9cl7c: wishes fulfilled through materialized dreams/choices/evaluation of
plans

lOcl7c;' careful choices/evaluation of plans for recognition/good reputation
PgClTC: Practical use of talents in materializing dreams/choices

KtClTCz Opportunity to materialize dreams, breakthrough with choices

QClTCz Choices reveal emotional truth, artistic choices

KCITC: Responsible/reliable choices/materialization of dreams

Greenman/7C: Excitement over choices, evaluate plans for fresh start
witch/7c: Tiuth revealed in communication/skill, choices in adaptability/

creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/7c: Secret truths revealed stressed, intuition aids
choices

Earth MotherlTC:Bountylfruitfulness from choices, evaluate plans for
fruitfulness
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Horned GodlTC: Evaluate plans/choices for building/empowerment/
stability/reliability

Drawing Down the Sun/7C: Tiuth revealed by inspiration/teacher/traditiory
organizing

Lord and Ladyof theWildWoodlTC:Choices stressed, trust in truth revealed

Battle wagon/7c: choices/evaluation of plans bring victory/merit recognized/
power

CtonelTC:, Fortitude for choices/truth revealed, evaluate plans to defeat
obstacles

Holly King/7C: Choices from wisdom, truth revealed to seeker/in changing
times

Wheel of the YearlTC: Progress in materializing dreams, choices improve
fortunes

Standing StonelTC: Tiuth revealed for objectivity/fairness/win in legal
matter

Oak KingTC: Tiansition period in materializing dreams, meditation on
choices

Lord of Shadows/7C: Change/transformation through choices/truth revealed

Sidhe/7C: Evaluate plans with blend of ideas, dreams materialized by blend of
ideas

Nature/7C: Emphasis on choices based on what appeals, evaluate plans with
instinct

Wild Hunt/7C: Tiuth revealed/choices connected with shocking event/sudden
change

StarlTC: Hopes obtainable to materialize dreams, opportunity through choices

Moon/7C: Tiust instinct for truth revealed, manifesting subconscious/dreams
stressed

Sun/7C: Happiness through choices/manifesting dreams/truth revealed

Harvestl7C: Evaluation of plans/self stressed, choices bring renewal

World Tiee/7C: Completion of manifesting dreams opens way to new
beginning

Eight of Cups-Tzrning Point, New
Path, New Direction in Life, Moderation
9Cl8C: Wishes fulfilled with new direction in life, turning point leads to happy

future

l0C/8C: Contentment/recognition/esteem comes from new path/new direction
in life



PgC/8Cr Ncw tlircction in lifc with practical usc ol'talcnts

KtC/8C:'l'urning pointibreakthrough emphasized, opportunity for new
direction in life

QC/SC: Emotional truth leads to new direction in life, artistic/psychic turning
point

KC/8C: Tlrrning point in arts and sciences, responsible/reliable new direction in
life

Greenman/8C: Emphasis on fresh start/new direction in life, courageous turn-
ing point

Witch/8C: Turning point/new path in communication/creativity/skill/
adaptability

Drawing Down the Moon/8C: New path from secrets/occult wisdom/psychic
intuition

Earth Mother/8C: Bountyigrowth offers new direction in life, turning point in
inspiration

Horned God/8C: New direction in life as builder, turning point in stability/
responsibility

Drawing Down the Sun/8C: Moderation/turning point with tradition/
organization

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/8C: New direction in life through trust/
partnership

Battle Wagon/8C: Turning point/new path from victory/merit recognized/

control/action

Crone/8C: Fortitude/courage for new direction in life, new path by defeating

obstacles

Holly King/8C: New path from personal growth/changing timesiwisdom/
seeker/guide

Wheel of theYear/8C: Turning point for improving fortunes, progress on new
path

Standing Stone/8C: Turning point for win in legal matter, objective/balanced
new path

Oak King/8C: Meditation on new direction in life, suspended activity with
moderation

Lord of Shadows/8C: Emphasis on turning point, change brings new direction
in life

Sidhe/8C: Inspiration for new direction in life, turning point with blend of
ideas
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Nature/8C: Oh<losing wl.rat appcals lor new clirection in life, turning point by
instinct

Wild Hunt/8C: Shocking event/sudden change prompts turning point/new
path

Star/8C: Hopes obtainable for new direction in life, turning point opens
opportunities

Moon/8C: Tiust instincts for new direction in life, new path in creativity/
psychic work

Sun/8C: Happiness from new direction in life, turning point for achievement/
success

Harvest/8C: Self-evaluation brings turning point/new direction in life

World Tree/8C: Emphasis on endings and beginnings with a new direction in
life

Nine of Cups-Wishes Fulfilled, Efforts
Rewarded, Contentment, Happy Future
l0C/9C: Wishes fulfilled/effiort rewarded for recognition/good reputation/

esteem

PgC/9C: Wishes fulfilled/efforts rewarded with practical use of talents

KtC/9C: Opportunity for wishes to be fulfilled/efforts rewarded

QC/9C: Wishes fulfilled in emotional truth, nurturing/artistic/psychic efforts
rewarded

KC/9C: Wishes fulfilled in creativity/arts and sciences, counselor efforts
rewarded

Greenman/9C: Wishes fulfilled for fresh start/excitement, happy future and
carefree

Witch/9C: Wishes fulfilled/efforts rewarded in communication/skill lcreativity

Drawing Down the Moon/9C: Secrets/psychic intuition/occult wisdom fulfill
wishes

Earth Mother/9C: Wishes fulfilled with bounty/fruitfulnessigrowth/creativity/
security

Horned God/9C: Building/stabilityiresponsibility fulfills wishes/brings reward
for efforts

Drawing Down the Sun/9C: Inspiration/tradition/organization efforts rewarded

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/9C: Wishes fulfilled in partnership/choice/
trust

Battle Wagon/9C: Wishes fulfilled for victory/merit recognized/control/
dominance



(lrorre/9c: wishcs ftrlfilrcd/crlirrts rcwardccr by crcrtating obstacles
Holly King/9c: Efforts rewarded by wisdom/personal growth/seeker/guide
wheel of theYear/9c: wishes fulfiiled for improved fortunes/progress
standing stone/9c: Efforts rewarded by win in legal matter/balance/objectivity
oak Kinggc: suspended activity on reward for efforts, meditating on wishes

to fulfill
Lord of shadows/9c: wishes furfiiled for change/transformation/new start
sidhe/9c: wishes fulfiiled for inspiration/harmony of mental and psychic

states

Nature/9C: Happy future/wishes frrlfilled by choosing what appeals
wild Hunt/9c: wishes fulfilled/effort rewarded through shocking event/

sudden change

star/9c: Emphasis on wishes granted, hopes obtainable for rewarded efforts
Moon/9C: Trust instincts to fulfill wishes/reward efforts
sun/9c: Happy future emphasized, happiness with effiorts rewarded/wishes

firlfilled

Harvest/9c: Emphasis on efforts rewarded, wishes fulfilled for renewal/rebirth
world T?eel9c: completion brings reward for effiorts, wishes firlfilled for success

Ten of Cup s-Contentment, Recognition,
Esteem, Good Reputation, Securiiy
Pgc/l0c: Practical use of talents lcreativeinspiration brings contentment/

recognition

KtC/l0C: Opportunity for recognition/good reputation, security/esteem
breakthrough

QC/10c: Emotional truth brings contentment, good psychic/artistic/nurturing
reputation

KC/l0c: Recognition in arts and sciences, good reputation as counselor/
responsible

Greenman/l0c: contentment with fresh start, good reputation as courageous
witch/l0c: Recognition/esteem/contentment in communication/skill/creativity
Drawing Down the Moon/l0C: Security secrets, esteem for occult wisdom/

intuition

Earth Mother/l0c: security emphasized, recognition for bounty/growth/
creativity

Horned God/r0c: Recognition/good reputation as builder/responsible/stabre
Drawing Down the sun/l0c: Good reputation in traditionar, esteem as teacher
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Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/l0C: Contentment with partnership, esteem
and trust

Battle Wagon/l0C: Emphasis on merit recognized, victory boosts esteem/
reputation

Crone/l0C: Recognition/good reputation for courage/fortitude/defeating
obstacles

Holly King/l0C: Esteem as seeker/guide, recognition for wisdom/personal
growth

Wheel of the Year/10C: Recognition/contentment/esteem with progress/im-
proving fortunes

Standing Stone/l0C: Objective/balanced esteem, good reputation aids in legal
win

Oak King/l0C: Meditation for recognition/esteem, security suspended/in
transition

Lord of Shadows/l0C: Change/transformation brings recognition/esteem/
contentment

Sidhe/l0C: Blend of ideas brings contentment/recognition/good reputation/
security

Nature/l0C: Choosing what appeals/following instincts for contentment/
. recognition

Wild Hunt/l0C: Recognition/esteem/contentment from shocking event/
sudden change

Star/l0C: Hopes obtainable for recognition/esteem/contentment

Moon/l0C: Tiust instincts for good reputation, recognition for creativity/
psychic ability

Sun/l0C: Satisfaction/contentment emphasized, happiness with recognition/
esteem

Harvest/lOC: Efforts rewarded with contentment/recognition/good reputa-
tion/security

World Tree/l0C: Success brings recognition/good reputation/esteem/
contentment

Page of Cups-Practical (Jse of Thlents,
Creativ e Insp iration, Emotions S atisfieil
KtC/PgC: Breakthrough with practical use of talents/creative inspiration

QC/PgC: Emphasis on satisfaction from emotional truth, artistic lcreative
inspiration
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KC/PgC: Orcativity cnrphasizccl, practical use ol'lalcnts in arts/scicnces/
courrscling

Greenman/PgC: Spontaneity/fresh start with creative inspiration/practical use

of talents

Witch/PgC: Creativity stressed, practical use of talents lcreativity in communi-
cation/skill

Drawing Down the Moon/PgC: Creative inspiration for occult wisdom/
intuition/secrets

Earth Mother/PgC: Inspired creativity stressed, bounty from practical use of
talents

Horned God/PgC: Practical use of talents/creativity for building/responsibility/
stability

Drawing Down the Sun/PgC: Inspiration emphasized, traditional practical use
of talent

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/PgC: Emotions satisfied in partnership/trust/
choice

Battle Wagon/PgC: Practical use of talents brings victory/merit recognizedl
dominance

Crone/PgC: Practical use of talents/creative inspiration to defeat obstacles

HollyKing/PgC: Creative inspiration for seeker/guide/personal growth/wisdom

Wheel of the Year/PgC: Fortunes improve through practical use of talents

Standing Stone/PgC: Balance/fairness/win in legal matter with practical use of
talents

Oak King/PgC: Meditation for creative inspiration, transition in practical use

of talents

Lord of Shadows/PgC: Change/transformation through practical use of talents

Sidhe/PgC: Creative inspiration emphasized, blend of ideas for practical use of
talents

Nature/PgC: Choosing what appeals for practical use of talents/creative
inspiration

Wild Hunt/PgC: Creative inspiration from shocking event/sudden change

Star/PgC: Inspiration stressed, hopes obtainable for practical use of talentsi
creativity

Moon/PgC: Creativity stressed, trust instincts for practical use of talents/creativity

Sun/PgC: Happiness with practical use of talents/creative inspiration

Harvest/PgC: Efforts rewarded for practical use of talents/creative inspiration

World Tree/PgC: Success/joy with practical use of talents/creative inspiration
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Ihight of Cups/KtC-Opportunity, Invitation,
Artistic Expression, Breakthrough, S ensitivity
QC/KtC: Artistic/sensitive emphasis, emotional/artistic/psychic breakthrough/

invitation

KC/KtC: Breakthrough in arts and sciences/counselor, opportunity for
responsibility

Greenman/KtC: Exciting opportunity/invitation, breakthrough offers fresh
start

Witch/KtC: Opportunity in communication, breakthrough in skill/creativity

Drawing Down the Moon/KtC: Breakthrough in psychic intuition/secrets/
occult wisdom

Earth Mother/KtC: Breakthrough/opportunity for bounty/growthiinspiration/
creativity

Horned God/KtC: Opportunity for builder/stability/empowerment

Drawing Down the Sun/KtC: Sensitive traditionalist lteacher, inspiration
opportunity

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/KtC: Invitation/opportunity for partnership/
choice/trust

Batde Wagon/KtC: Opportunity for victory/control, breakthrough for merit
recognized

Crone/KtC: Opportunity/breakthrough in defeating obstacles, sensitive power

Holly King/KtC: Breakthrough for seeker/guide, opportunity in wisdomrper-
sonal growth

Wheel of theYear/KtC: Opportunity emphasized, progress with breakthrough

Standing Stone/KtC: Opportunity for fairness/objectivityilegal win in a matter

Oak KingKtC: Meditation for breakthrough, period of transition for artistic
expression

Lordof Shadows/KtC: Opportunity/breakthrough with change/transformation/
new start

Sidhe/KtC: Opportunity/breakthrough with blend of ideas/harmony of mind
and spirit

Nature/KtC: Opportunity/breakthrough by following instincts/choosing what
appeals

Wild Hunt/KtC: Opportunity/breakthrough from shocking event/sudden
change

Star/KtC: Hopes obtainable for opportunity/breakthrough/invitation/artistic
expression



Moon/KtC:'liust instincts lirr opportunity/brcakthrough/artistic cxprcssl()n

Sun/KtC: llappincss/success in opportunity/breakthrough/invitation/artistic
cxprcssion

Harvest/KtC: Self-evaluation of artistic expression, opportunity for renewal

World Tree/KtC: Opportunity for completion/ending and new beginning

Queen of Cups-Em otional Truth,
Sensitive, Psychic, Nurturing, Artistic
KC/QC: Artistic application to arts and sciences emphasized, nurturing

counselor

Greenman/QC: Courageous in emotional truth, psychic/artistic spontaneity

Witch/QC: Emotional truth in communication, artistic creativity, psychic skill

Drawing Down the Moon/QC: Psychic emphasis, emotional truth in intuition/
secrets

Earth Mother/QC: Artistic inspiration/fruitfulness, psychic growth

Horned God/QC: Emotional truth in building/responsibility, artistic/nurturing
stability

Drawing Down the Sun/QC: Sensitive to tradition, psychic/nurturing teacher

Lord and Ladyof theWildWood/QC: Emotional truth in choice/trust/
partnership

Battle Wagon/QC: Dominance/control undermined by sensitivity/nurturing

Crone/QC: Courage for emotional truth, sensitive in defeating obstacles

Holly King/QC: Personal growth/wisdom/seeker/guide through psychic/
emotional truth

Wheel of theYear/QC: Fortunes improve/progress through nurturing/
emotional truth

Standing Stone/QC: Objective emotional truth, psychic ethics, sensitive legal win

Oak King/QC: Meditation on emotional truth, psychic vision quest, sensitive
transition

Lord of Shadows/QC: Change/transformation through nurturing/emotional
truth

Sidhe/QC: Harmony of mental and psychic states emphasized, artistic blend of
ideas

Nature/QC: Choosing what appeals for psychic/artistic/emotional truth
Wild Hunt/QC: Emotional truth from shocking event/sudden change

Star/QC: Hopes obtainable for emotional truth, artistic/psychic inspiration

Moon/QC: Psychic emphasis, trust instincts for emotional truth
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Sun/QC: I lappirrcss/satislitction wilh cnrotional truth/artistic and/or psychic
cxprcssion

Harvest/QC: Nurturing/artistic/psychic effort rewarded, emotional truth
appraised

World Tree/QC: End of nurturing brings new beginning, artistic/psychic
success

King of Cup s-Responsible, Reliable,
Counselo6 Creative, Arts And Sciences

Greenman/KC: Fresh start in arts and sciences, inhibited spontaneity

witch/KC: creative emphasis/reliable in communication/skilliadaptability
Drawing Down the Moon/KC: Responsible with secrets, psychic arts and

sciences

Earth Mother/KC: Responsible growth, inspired creativity, security in reliability
Horned God/KC: Responsibility emphasized, reliable builder, stability and

reliability

Drawing Down the sun/KC: Reliable with tradition, creative organization of
spirituality

Lord and Lady of the wild wood/KC: Responsible partnershipi trust/choice
Battle Wagon/KC: Control through reliability, reliability for victory/merit

recognized

Crone/KC: Fortitude for responsibility, creative defeat of obstacles

Holly King/KC: Responsible seeker/guide, wise counselor, reliable in changing
times

wheel of theYear/KC: Progress in arts and sciences/creativity/counseling

Standing Stone/KC: Reliable and objective, responsible win in legal matter
oak King/KC: Meditation on counseling, transition period in arts/sciences/

creativity

Lord of Shadows/KC: New start in counseling, change in arts/sciences/
creativity

Sidhe/KC: Blend of ideas in counseling, creativity, arts and sciences

Nature/KC: Choosing what appeals in creativity, following instincts in
counseling

wild Hunt/KC: Awakening in counsel/creativity from shocking event/sudden
change

Star/KC: Hopes obtainable in creativity/counseling/arts and sciences
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Moon/KC: orcativity cnrphirsizcd, trust instincts in counseling/arts ancl
sc icrrccs

sun/KC: lJappiness from responsibility/counseling/creativity/arts and sciences

Harvest/KC: counseling efforts rewarded, self-evaluation of counseling, cre-
ative renewal

world riee/KC: Success/joy in counseling lcreativityrarts and sciences/
responsibility
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Quick Guide to Major Arcana Pairings

0 - The Greenman-Spontaneity, Courageous,
Fresh Start, Excitement, Carefree

Witch/0: Fresh creativity, spontaneous communication, astuteness
tempers elation

Drawing Down the Moon/0: Excitement with occult wisdom, unable
to keep a secret

Earth Mother/0: Fresh start leads to growth and bounty, spontaneous
creativity

Horned God/0: Courageous builder, abandoning of stability, willing
to take a chance

Drawing Down the Sun/0: Tiaditional views overturned, excited by
new possibilities

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/O: Spontaneity impinges on part-
nership and trust

Battle Wagon/O: Merit recognized for courage, willingly relinquishing
control

Crone/0: Inner fortitude despite carefree exterior, fresh start over-
comes obstacles

HollyKing/0: Going on a retreat, eagerly seeking wisdom/path, excited
by changes

Wheel of theYear/0: Opportunity from fresh start, exciting progress,
new adventure



Stnnding Stone/O: ltthical c()uriltic, l'ralancccl spontancity, objcctivcly carclicc

Oak King/0: liansitioning to carefree lifestyle, meditating on making a fresh starl

Lord of Shadows/0: Fresh start is a turning point, courage for transformation

Sidhe/0: Spontaneous blending of ideas, exciting inspiration

Nature/0: Recklessness, delirious with excitement in freedom or fresh start

Wild Hunt/0: Sudden release from restrictions, enlightened fresh start

Star/O: Opportunity for a fresh start, courageously pursuing dreams

Moon/O: Psychic spontaneity, courage to trust instinct, heedless of undercurrents

Sun/0: Happiness from fresh start, courage brings success, spontaneous gains

Harvest/O: Fresh start rewarded, courage for self-evaluation, renewed joy in life
World Tree/0: Major ending and new beginning, success leads to eager new

start

I - The Wit ch- C o mmuni c atio n,
Creativity, Skill, Astuteness, Adaptability
Drawing Down the Moon/l: Skill in occult wisdom, communicating secrets

Earth Mother/l: Communication and skill with creativity/inspiration bears
fruit

Horned God/l: Responsibility in skill and communication

Drawing Down the Sun/l: Creativity blended with traditional outlook
Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/l: Communication in partnership, trust in

skills

Battle Wagon/l: Control over communications, creative merit recognized

Crone/1: Fortitude in skill, adaptability defeats obstacles

Holly King/l : Guidance with communication, mentor/mentoring in skill/
creativity

Wheel of the Year/l: Creative/communication opportunity, skill and fortune
improve

Standing Stone/l: Balanced skill and adaptability, objective communication

Oak King/l: Creative activity suspended, transitional phase in skill/
communication

Lord of Shadows/l: Transformation through adaptability new creative start

Sidhe/l: Synthesis of skill and communication, blending ideas for creativity

Nature/l: Following instincts to hone skills, freedom in communication

Wild Hunt/l: Sudden enlightenment in communication/creativity

Star/l : Opportunity for increasing skill/creativity/communications
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Moon/l:'liusting instincts to gain skill/creativity, psychic communications

Sun/l: Success and happiness with skills/creativity/communications

Harvest/l: Creativity rewarded, self-evaluation of communicationiskills

World Tree/l: Achievement in communication/creativity fields brings joy

2 - Drawing Down the Moon-Secrets,
Intuiti o n, O ccult W s do m, P sy chi c

Earth Mother/2: Secrets of inspiration, fruitful occult wisdom, psychic bounty
Horned God/3: Stability/empowerment through secrets/intuition/occult wisdom

Drawing Down the Sun/3: Conventional occult wisdom/ritual

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/2: Tiust intuition/occult wisdom, psychic
partnership

Battle Wagon | 2: Y ictory I control through secrets, espionage, reco gnized
occultist

Cronel2z Fortitude/courage in occult wisdom/psychic intuition, secret fortitude
Holly King/2: Seekeriguide of secrets/occult wisdom emphasized, psychic

growth

Wheel of theYearl2: Progress in occult wisdom, improve fortunes through
secrets

Standing Stone/2: Tiust intuition for objectivity, legal win through secrets
revealed

Oak King/2: Meditationivision quest for occult wisdom/psychic intuition/
secrets

Lord of Shadows/2: Change through occult wisdom/secrets/intuition/psychic

Power

Sidhe/2: Emphasis on mental and psychic harmony, blend of ideas in occult
wisdom

Nature/2: Emphasis on following intuitive instincts, secrets/occult wisdom
learned

Wild Hunt/2: Sudden change from enlightenment by occult wisdom/psychic
power

Stail2: Hopes obtainable for occult wisdom/secrets/psychic power

Moon/2: Emphasis on trusting instinct/intuition/psychic power

Sun/2: Happiness through occult wisdom/secrets/psychic power/intuition

Harvest/2: Efforts rewarded/renewal through occult wisdom/psychic power/
intuition

World Tree/2: /oylcompletion found in occult wisdom/secrets/psychic power
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.l - Iiartlr Mother-B ounty, I;ruitfulness,
Gro wt h, lnspiration, Creativity, Security

llonrccl God/3: Bounty/growth for builder, security in stability, possible

Prcgnancy

Drawing Down the Sun/3: Inspired by tradition/teacher emphasis, organized
growth

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/3: Security in trust/partnership, bounty from
choice

Battle Wagon/3: Bounty from victory/merit recognizedlgrowth of control/
dominance

Crone/3: Defeating obstacles to bounty/growth/fruitfi.rlness, bountiflrl fortitude

Holly King/3: Personal growth emphasis, bountiful wisdom, inspired seeker/

guide

Wheel of the Year | 3: Fortunes improve with fruitfulness/bounty/growth/
security

Standing Stone/3: Bounty from legal win/objectivity/fairness, balanced growth

Oak King/3: Fruitfulness/inspiration from meditation, period of transition to
bounty

Lord of Shadows/3: Change/new start/transformation to fruitfulness/creativ-
itylgrowth

Sidhe/3: Fruitful harmony of mental and psychic states, bounty from blend of
ideas

Nature/3: Fruitfulness/growth/bounty/inspiration from choosing what appeals

Wild Hunt/3: Bounty/creativity/security from shocking event/sudden change

Star/3: Hopes attainable for inspiration/bounty/fruitfulness/creativity/security/
growth

Moon/3: Creativity emphasized, trust instincts to attain inspiration/bounty/
security

Sun/3: Happiness from bounty/fruitfulness/creativity, fruitful success/

achievement

Harvest/3: Efforts rewarded with bounty/fruitfulness/creativity, renewal of
inspiration

World Tree/3: Bounty/fruitfulness augers ending and new beginning

4 - The Horned God-Builder, Responsibility,
Stability, Empowerment, Pro ductive

Drawing Down the Sun/4: Responsible teacher, tradition builder, organized
stability
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l.ord and Lady of thc Wild Wood/4: lluilcling a partr.rcrship, responsible rn

t rust/cltoicc

Battle Wagon/4: Empowerment through victory/merit recognized, dominant
builder

Crone/4: Fortitude for builder/stability, defeating obstacles for stability/
empowerment

Holly King/4: Responsibility of wisdom/personal growth, stability in changing

times,

Wheel of theYear/4: Fortunes improve with stability/empowerment/
responsibility

Standing Stone/4: Empowerment with legal win, balanced/ethical stability/
builder

Oak King/ : Suspended activity/transition period in building/productivity

Lord of Shadows/4: Change brings stability/empowerment, turning point for
builder

Sidhe/4: Stability/empowerment through blend of ideas/mental and psychic

harmony

Nature/4: Empowerment with freedom/choosing what appeals

Wild Hunt/4: Empowerment/stability from shocking event/sudden change

Star/4: Hopes obtainable for empowerment/builder/stabilityiproductivity

Moon/4: Tiust instincts for empowerment/stability/productivity, creative

builder

Sun/4: Happiness/success from empowerment/building/stability/productivity

Harvest/4: Empowerment/productivity efforts rewarded, responsible self-

evaluation

World Tree/4: Completion for empowerment/builder/stability/productivity

5 - Drawing Down the Sun-Inspiration,
Teacher, Tradition, Ritual, Organized

Lord and Lady of the Wild Wood/5: Tiust in tradition/teacher, choosing

orderly tradition

Battle Wagon/S: Merit recognized for teacher, dominance/control through
tradition

Crone/5: Fortitude for inspiration, defeating obstacles to be spiritually
organized

Holly King/S: Wisdom guide/teacher emphasized, tradition in changing times

Wheel of theYear/5: Inspiration/organization improves fortune, progress in
tradition
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sluntlirrg stone/5: ( )bjcctivc tcachcr, balancccl trarlition, ctlrical teachcr/
t rirtlil iorr

oak King/5:'Iiansition/meditation in a tradition, suspended activity for teacher
Lord of shadows/S: change/transformation away from/within accepted tradition
sidhe/5: Inspiration emphasized, blend of ideas within tradition/organization
Nature/S: choosing what appeals in tradition/ritual, following instincts as

teacher

wild Hunt/S: overturning convention, sudden changes to traditional outlook
Star/5: Inspiration emphasized to obtain hopes, hopes obtainable within

tradition

Moon/5: Tiust instincts for teacher/tradition/spiritual organization
Sun/5: Happiness with tradition/teacher/ritual/spiritual organization
Harvest/S: Teacher efforts rewarded, self-evaluation/renewal/rebirth within

tradition

world Tree/S: completion within tradition, end of tradition and new beginning

6 - The Lady and the Lord of the Wild Wood-
Cho ices, Trust, Partner ship

Battle wagon/6: victory through choices/partnership/trust, dominance in
partnership

crone/6: Fortitude/courage for choices/partnership, defeating obstacles by
choices

Holly King/6: Tiust in wisdom/seeker/guide, personal growth through choices
wheel of the Year/6: Fortunes improve with choices/partnership/trust
standing stone/6: objective/ethical choices/partnership, trust for legal win
oak King/6: Tiansition period for partnership/choices, meditate on choices
Lord of shadows/6: change/transformation in partnership or from choices
sidhe/6: Blend of ideas in partnership, trust in mental and psychic harmony
Nature/6: choosing what appeals emphasized, fonowing instinct in choices/

partnership

wild Hunt/6: shocking event/sudden change affects partnership/choices
Star/6: Hopes obtainable in choices/partnership/trust

Moon/6: Trust instincts in choices emphasized

Sun/6: Happiness from partnership/choices/trust

Harvest/6: Renewal/reward from choices/partnership/trust
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World'l'ree/6: Oonrplction lront choices, cnd ancl bcginning with choices/
partncrship

7 - The Battle Wagon-Vi ctory, Merit
Recognized, Control, D ominance, Action

CronelT; Victory in defeating obstacles emphasized, dominance and fortitude

Holly King/7: Merit recognized for wisdom, victory in changing times

Wheel of theYearlT: Fortunes improve with victory/dominance, progress by
control

Standing Stone/7: Merit recognized for win in legal matter, ethical/fair victory

Oak King/7: Transition period for control, victory in vision quest/meditation

Lord of ShadowslT :Victory/merit recognized for change/transformation/new
start

Sidhe/7: Blend of ideas brings victory, control of mental and psychic harmony

Nature/7: Following instincts/choosing what appeals brings victory/dominance

Wild Hunt/7: Victory from shocking event/sudden change, sudden change by
action

StarlT: Hope obtainable/wish granted for victory/merit recognized/dominance/
control

MoonlT:,Trust instincts for victory/merit recognized/dominance/control

Sun/7: Success/victory stressed, happiness from victory/merit recognized

Hawestl7: Efforts rewarded by victory/merit recognized, action/victory for
renewal

World Tiee/7: Victory brings completion/end and new beginning

8 - The Crone-Courage, Fortituile,
P ow er, D efe ating Ob st a cle s

Holly King/8: Courage/fortitude for seeker/guide/wisdom/personal growth

Wheel of theYear/8: Fortunes improve through fortitude/defeating obstacles

Standing Stone/8: Objective power, defeating obstacles for win in legal matter

Oak King/8: Fortitude for vision quest/meditation, power in transition period

Lord of Shadows/8: Change from defeating obstacles, transformation with
power

Sidhe/8: Defeating obstacles with blend of ideas/mental and psychic harmony

Nature/8: Power of freedom/choosing what appealsifollowing instincts

Wild Hunt/8: Obstacles defeated/courage in shocking event/sudden change



Slur/8: I lopcs obtaittalllc lirr tlclcating obstaclcs, irrspiration lirr lirrtituclc/
c()u filgc

Moon/8: Tiust instincts to defeat obstacles, psychic power

Sun/8:Happiness from defeating obstacles, satisfaction with courage/power

Harvest/8: Rebirth/renewal from defeating obstacles, courage for self-
evaluation

World Tree/8: Completion by defeating obstacles, courage for end and new
start

9 - The Holly King-Wis dom, Seeker,
Guide, Pers o nal Growth, Changing Times

Wheel of the Year l9:Progress for seeker/guide/personal growth/wisdom

Standing Stone/9: Objective/balanced wisdom, balanced personal growth

Oak King/9: Tiansition period in changing times, meditation for
wisdom/seeker

Lord of Shadows/9: Changing times emphasized, change/transformation in
wisdom

Sidhe/9: Wisdom from blending ideas, seeker of mental and psychic harmony

Nature/9: Following instincts for wisdom/in changing times/for personal
growth

Wild Hunt/9: Wisdom/personal growth by shocking event/sudden change

Star/9: Hopes obtainable for wisdom/seeker/guide/personal growth

Moon/9: Tiust instincts for wisdom/changing times/personal growth

Sun/9: Happiness from wisdom/personal growth/changing times

Harvest/9: Self-evaluation for seeker/wisdom/personal growth

World Tree/9: Changing times bring end and new beginning, joy of wisdom/
seeker

l0 - TheWheel of theYear-Fortunes
Improv e, Opp ortunity, Pro gress

Standing Stone/I0: Fortunes improve with objectivity/fairness/justice in legal
matter

Oak King/l0: Progress in period of transition, fortunes improve through
meditation

Lord of Shadows/10: Change/transformation/turning point for improving
fortunes

Sidhe/l0: Fortunes improve with mental and psychic harmony/blend of ideas
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Nature/10: Iiortuncs irnprove by choosing what appeals/following instincts

Wild Hunt/I0: Sudden change/shocking event brings improving fortunes

Star/l0: Hopes obtainable with improving fortunes, progress in gaining wishes

Moon/10: Fortunes improve through creativity/psychic power/manifest
subconscious

Sun/10: Happiness as fortunes improve, progress toward achievement/success

Harvest/I0: Efforts rewarded/renewal/rebirth with improving fortunes

World Tree/l0: Improving fortunes bring completion and new beginnings

11 - The Standing Stone-Objective, Balanced,
Fair, Ethical,Iustice Prevails in Legal Matter

Oak King/ll: Suspended activity in legal matter, meditation for objectivityi
fairness

Lord of Shadows/I1: Change brings objectivity/fairness, turning point in legal

matter

Sidhe/I1: Objective/ethical blend of ideas, balanced mental and psychic

harmony

Nature/I1: Following instincts for fairness/ethics, freedom with win in legal

matter

Wild Hunt/l1: Win in legal matter/objectivity/fairness through sudden

enlightenment

Star/l1: Hopes obtainable for objectivity/fairness/justice to prevail in legal

matter

Moon/l1: Tiust instincts for win in legal matter, balanced psychic ability

Sun/l1: Happiness with objectivity/fairness/justice prevailing in legal matter

Harvest/I1: Efforts rewarded by fairness/objectivity/justice prevailing in legal

matter

World Tree/I1: End and new beginning through justice prevailing/objectivity/
fairness

12 - The Oak King-Suspended Activity,
Transition, Meditation, Vision Quest

Lord of Shadows/l2: Meditation for transformation, change is temporarily
suspended

Sidhe/|2: Meditation/vision quest for mental and psychic harmony/blend of
ideas



r
Nllrlrc/12: SttsPt'ttrlt'tl irtlivity/rrreclilirtiorr to clroost'wlrirl irPPcirls/lirllow

rrrsl tttr. ls

Wilcl FIunt/l2: 'liansition/suspended activity due to shocking event/sudden
changc

StarlI2: Hopes obtainable through meditation/vision quest/period of transition

Moon/l2: Psychic vision quest emphasized, trust instincts during period of
transition

Sun/12: Suspended activity delays success, transition period leads to satisfaction

Harvest/I2: Reward/renewal after period of transition/suspended activity I
meditation

World Tree/l2: Completion of period of transition/suspended activity to new
start

13 -The Lord of Shadows-Change,
Transformation, Turning Point, New Start

Sidhe/l2: Harmonious change/transformation, new start/change from blend-
ing ideas

Nature/12: Following instincts for transformation/change/turning point/new
start

Wild Hunt/I2: Emphasis on sudden change, transformation with shocking
event

Starlt2: Hopes are obtainable for change/transformation/new start

Moon/I2: Tiust instincts for change/transformation/new start, psychic
transformation

Sun/12: Happiness/success/joy through change/transformation/new start

Harvest/l2: Tiansformation emphasized, rebirth/renewal with change/
transformation

World Tree/l2: Tiansformation brings completion, ending and new start
emphasized

14 - The Sidhe-I{armony of Mental and
Psychic States, Blend of ldeas, Inspiration

Nature/l4: Follow instincts for inspiration, freedom in harmony of mind and
spirit

Wild Hunt/I4: Shocking event/sudden change brings harmony/blend of ideas

Star/l4: Hopes obtainable for blend of ideas/harmony of mental and psychic
states

Moorr/l4: l'syrlrit errrplrirsis irr lrirrrn,rrry with nrcntal statc, inspirctl litr
crcir I iv ity

Sun/14: Ilappincss from harmony of mental and psychic states/blend of ideas

Harvest/I4: Blend of ideas rewarded, self-evaluation of mental and psychic

harmony

World Tree/l4: Success/completion with mental and psychic harmony/blend of
ideas

15 - Nature-Freedom, Choosing
What App eals, Following Instincts

Wild Hunt/l5: Shocking event/sudden change brings freedom

Star/l5: Choosing what appeals brings opportunitp freedom makes hopes
obtainable

Moon/I5: Trusting and following instincts, following natural creativity, psychic
instincts

Sun/I5: Happiness comes from choosing what appeals/following instincts

Harvest/I5: Reap the reward from choices made/following instincts/choosing
freedom

World Tree/l5: Freedom brings completion, following instincts leads to end/
beginning

16 - The Wild Hunt-ShockingEvent,
Sudden Change from Enlightenment

Star/16: Opportunity comes through shocking event or sudden change

Moon/16: Tiust instinct for sudden change from enlightenment

Sun/16: Happiness/success comes suddenly

Harvest/16: Renewal/self-evaluation from shocking event

World Tiee/16: Completion with sudden change from enlightenment

17 - The Star-O p p ortunity, Wshe s
Granted, Hop es Obtainable, Inspiration

Moon/\7: Opportunity from trusting instincts, subconscious hopes obtainable

Sun/17: Inspiration is a success, opportunity brings happiness

Harvest/l7: Efforts rewarded with wishes granted, renewal of obtainable hopes

World Tree/I7: Completion in wishes granted, opportunity brings renewal
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I tt -'l'he Moon-'Irusting lnstincts,
S u h c o n s c i o u s Manife st e d, Cr e ativ ity, P sy chi c

Sun/18: Happiness through trusting instinct, balance of achievement and
creativity

Harvest/I8: Creative efforts rewarded

World Tree/l8: Subconscious manifested leads to new trust/creativity/goals

19 - The Sun-Happiness, Success,

Achiev em ent, S ati sfacti o n

Harvest/I9: Achievement brings transformation/renewal, success is rewarded

World Tree/l9: Happy conclusion, achievement/success emphasized,
contentment

20 - Harvest-Efforts Rewarded,
Self- ev aluation, Rebirth, Renetv al

World Tree/20: Matter concludes well, planning for new goals, renewing
cycles in life

21 - TheWorld Tree-Completion, Achievement,
Success, Joy, Endings and Beginnings
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MeetYour Throt Deck
Each tarot deck is different in its presentation ofthe cards, and

not all of the decks available are equally easy to work with. Our
own preferences and tastes affect how we react to the appear-

ance of tarot designs, but there are a lot of options available

today that simply were not on the market twenty or thirty years

ago. Once you have found a suitable deck of cards to work with,
you can familiarize yourself with each card by laying the appro-

priate card on top of the illustrations in Parts TWo and Four

through Seven. As you proceed through those pages, look at the

picture on your card-I mean really examine it. Are there little
creatures or plants that you might miss with a casual glance?

What colors predominate? Can you determine a season? Does

the card impress you with light or shadow; age or youth; vitality
or sorrow? What is the perspective taken in the card? Take a

look at the 5 of Cups, as an example: is this a picture that shows

a total loss or one that shows a partial loss with a person focus-

ing on the loss rather than what remains? In some decks this

card seems to illustrate the classic description of the pessimist-
seeing the glass half empty, while the optimist sees it as half firlI.

Look for little clues in the cards and see how they relate to the

descriptions and key words on the page for that card.



'l'lrc rrrirttcl ol-pcrspcctivc is an important otrc. With thc 5 of:Sworc'ls
thc dcpictioll lray be of someone holding a clutch of swords while others
tum away; or a figure looking dejected and humiliated in defeat. I do not
consider this card to be necessarily a negative influence-the holder of
the swords could be the querant, and therefore the victor in a confronta-
tion. This is where you need to look at the surrounding cards or lay out a

few more cards to modifr the one in question, comparing the images
with the paired relationships in the later parts. But for now, just observ-
ing the different nuances within the card and the different points of view
(victor and vanquished) shows that the card is actually very versatile.

\A4ren you look at each card, find something in it that you can associ-
ate with a "trigger" word that works to prompt you in remembering what
the cards represent. I have given a sample here of a Quick Chart, and this
is followed with a blank one for you to fill in with your own prompting
words. While you are learning the tarot, you may want to keep the Quick
Chart handy-make some copies of the blank one first because usually
the prompt word will change over time. This is because you have ab-
sorbed the meaning and now you are looking for alternate meanings. As
time passes, your prompt words may cycle back to the original ones,
meaning that you are comfortable with the cards and have learned the
variations. The quick-glance style of chart is good to look at from time to
time, even when you become proficient, for it gives you an opportunity
to mentally review the journey you have made in the learning process
and pick up anything you may have dropped along the way.

Some people like to sleep with their cards to embue them with per-
sonal energies, but I do not consider this necessary ifyou handle them
periodically. Placing the cards in a silk or cotton cloth pouch, or wrap-
ping in cloth and placing them in a decorative box is best for storage
when the cards are not in use. Do not leave them lying out where the
cards can collect dust or get damaged in household activities. These cards
are a line of communication with the Divine, so treat them with respect
and care, passing them through incense smoke from time to time, and
holding them for energy balancing.

On the next pages are Quick Glance Charts for the Major Arcana and
the Minor Arcana.
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Major Arcana

0 The Greenman Spontaneity

I The Witch Communication

2 Drawing Down the Moon

3 Earth Mother Abundance

4 The Horned God Builder

5 Drawing Down the Sun Tiadition

6 LadyandLord oftheWildWood Decisions

7 The BattleWagon Victory

8 The Crone

9 The Holly King Wisdom

10 The Wheel of the Year Progress

1l The Standing Stone Objectivity

12 The Oak King Transition

l3 TheLordofShadows Change

14 The Sidhe Harmony

15 Nature Freedom

16 TheWildHunt Shocking Event

17 The Star Hopes Obtainable

18 The Moon Tiust Instincts

l9 The Sun Happiness

20 Harvest Reward/Renewal

2l The World T[ee Completion



Minor Arcana

Card Pentacles Swords Wands Cups

Ace prosperity vlctory creativity fulfillment

TWo changes tenslons ease new venture partnership/love

Three celebrity unknown/
separation

career news celebration

Four security recuperation rewards reassessment

Five financial
worries

lessons learned competition/
strife

useless regrets

Six generosity/gift Ieaving
troubles

public acclaim nostalgia/
pleasure

Seven impatience strategy/
cunning

valor/advantage many choices

Eight commercial
skills

dilemma/
patience

news comrng
fast

turning point

Nine accomplishmenl anxieties/
worries

strength
readiness

wishes fulfilled

Ten wealth/stability turning from
trouble

stress/

oppression
recognition/
joytul

Page diligent work/
study

ready for action restless/

resourceful
creative
inspiration

Knight propitious
occasion/
competence

swift action seeking
adventure

opportunity

Queen plans realized perceptive practicall
optimistic

true to own
feelings

Kirg business leader Iegal authority professional
helper

reliable arts/
sciences
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Now hcrc arc Iwo lllank charts lirr you to lill in firr yourscll'as you re-
view your cards going through Parts Two and Four through Seven:

2l The World Tiee

Major Arcana

0 The Greenman

I The Witch

2 DrawingDown the Moon

3 Earth Mother

4 The Horned God

5 Drawing Down the Sun

6 Lady and Lord of the Wild Wood

7 The Battle Wagon

8 The Crone

9 The Holly King

10 The Wheel of the Year

I I The Standing Stone

12 The Oak King

13 TheLordofShadows

14 The Sidhe

15 Nature

16 The Wild Hunt

17 The Star

18 The Moon

19 The Sun

20 Harvest



Minor Arcana

Card

Ace

Ten

Page

Knight
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Aficr lookiug at thc inrlivirlrrirl eirrtls, you slrould now look at yollr
own cards in thc paired scttings of'Parts Nine through Thirteen. See how
the images interact as you consider them as a unit providing you with ad-
ditional information. When you finish doing this, try adding more cards
to a paired set, seeing what further nuances you can draw from them, and
try combining in a coherent fashion two sets of paired cards. What do
they tell you? As an example, look at the two cards,2 of Swords and Ace
of Wands:

25: Tensions ease, balance of opposites, important decision, diplomacy

AW: Tensions ease with career start/creative awakening

These two cards together indicate that the querant has suffered from
tensions relating most likely to unemployment or an unsatisfactory job,
but this situation is being remedied by the querant starting a career. Or, it
could mean the querant has been under some tension to create some-
thing, but with the ideas starting to flow, the tension is easing. But which
one is it? Adding the other cards points the way.

For your tarot exercise in linking pairs, use as a further example, in ad-
dition to the 2 of Swords and Ace of Wands, look at the 5 of Wands and
the Ace of Cups:

5W: Competition and tests, struggle, teamwork needed

AC: Emotional fulfillment from competition and tests/struggle/teamwork

With these two cards brought into the reading, you can feel fairly con-
fident that the matter involves work or career-half of the cards are in
the suit of Wands. The tension that is easing in relation to a career start
shows here that the querant first had to pass an employment examina-
tion in which there were other applicants to compete against for the po-
sition. The querant did a good job on the test (emotional fulfillment) and
got the job (tensions ease with carcer start). Although teamwork is in the
second pairing in relation to struggles, there are no other cards to sup-
port a teamwork effort here-a career start in a reading will pretty much
narrow things down to the querant, especially when tests or competition
for the job is involved. Much of interpreting the cards depends on your
ability to draw together these various factors and blend them into a co-
herent, sensible reading. If you are getting distinct impressions of some-
thing out of the norm, let the querant know so you can work out thc



un(l('rsl;ul(linli l()li('lllcr'. Irr lrry torrsrrltir(iorr,llrt'l<.t'y llttor is torrrntrrri
t.r tiott. l'coplc tlo tto( go to doctors, psychologists, or lirwycrs to sit irr

st()ncy silcrtcc, btrt arc cxpcctccl to participatc in thcir ()wl.l cor)sultiltioll,
ancl I f-ccl thc same applies to tarot readings. The only exception I sce firr
this is when doing readings in an entertainment setting such as at a party
or convention where the host has paid for the readings in advance and
the querant may be a skeptic, just curious, or truly intent on a psychic
reading. Then you have to be flexible-and not feel insulted or slighted-
to handle the reading on the terms of the querant and the host.

ChartingYour Course Through the Throt
The previous charts have been intended as study tools, but another type
of chart is one that tracks your own readings. There are varying opinions
on how often to read for people and for yourself, but when you are learn-
ing the tarot, a daily reading for yourself is good practice. Of course, after
a day or two you might see the same cards coming up because there is
nothing new happening, and you can take a few days off and return to
the readings after that or sooner when you have specific questions. The
following chart is one you can use to track your readings. Use one type of
card spread, such as the ten-card Witch's Circle or Celtic Cross. Enter the
date of the first reading at the top of the first column, then put a check
mark or "x" in the block next to the card you drew in that reading. You
may want to enter the position the card was in rather than a check or "x"
and designate the cards by a number I through 10. You already know
what each number represents (pages 133-135): 1) current influences, 2)

arising events, 3) foundation of situation, 4) passing influences, 5) what
is desired, 6) arriving influences, 7) environment, 8) strong points and
advantages, 9) hopes and fears, 10) likely outcome, so by putting the
number in the space for the card in the column, you know exactly how
the reading looked. The reason for tracking overall is to see what cards

pop up most often in any given period. These repetitive cards are indica-
tors for you of influences flowing around you, and offer you an insight as

to what to be aware of or what to direct your energy toward for changes.

For convenience, I have included a brief descriptive for the Minor Arcana
listing. Fill out the chart as you do your daily readings, and look for pat-
terns developing. You may find that a repetitive card is changing places,
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s. tlrirt wlrcrc it bcgan, lirr cxanrprlc at the number 6 position of arriving
inllucnccs, it may disappear or show up in the number 4 position of
passing influences. This is particularly relevant to practicing witches who
see an unwanted arriving influence and conduct spell work to avert it
rather than simply noting its arrival and passing. Here is a chart for you
to note your cards from your readings:

Throt Record Dates

0 The Greenman

I The Witch

2 Drawing Down the Moon

3 Earth Mother

4 The Horned God

5 Drawing Down the Sun

6 Lady and Lord of the Wild Wood

7 The Battle \Ahgon

8 The Crone

9 The Holly King

10 The Wheel of the Year

l1 The Standing Stone

12 The Oak King

13 The Lord ofShadows

14 The Sidhe

i5 Nature

16 The Wild Hunt

17 The Star

l8 The Moon

l9 The Sun

20 Harvest

I

The World Tiee
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l'e rr I ircle s

Atc (pr.ospcrity)

'lwo (changcs)

Three (celebrity)

Four (security)

Five (financial worries)

Six (generosity/gifts)

Seven (impatience)

Eight (commercial skills)

Nine (accomplishment)

Ten (wealth/stability)

Page (diligent work/study)

Knight (propitious occasion)

Queen (plans realized)

King (business leader)

Swords

Ace (victory)

Two (tensions ease)

Three ( unknown/separation)

Four (recuperation)

Five (lessons learned)

Six (leaving troubles)

Seven (strategy/cunning)

Eight (dilemma/patience)

Nine (anxieties)

Ten (turning from troubles)

Page (ready for action)

Knight (swift action)

Queen (perceptive)

King (authority)

Warrds

Acc (crr'ativity)

Two (new venture)

Three (career news)

Four (rewards)

Five (competition)

Six (public acclaim)

Seven (advantage)

Eight (news coming)

Nine (strength/readiness)

Ten (stress/oppression)

Page (resdess/resourceful )

Knight (seeking adven ture )

Queen (practical/optimistic)

King (professional helper)

Cups

Ace (fulfillment)

Two (partnership/love)

Three (celebration)

Four (reassessment)

Five (useless regrets)

Six (nostalgia/pleasure)

Seven (many choices)

Eight (turning point)

Nine (wishes fulfilled)

Ten (recognition/joy)

Page (creative inspiration)

Ituight (opportunity)

Queen (true to own feelings)

I

I

L
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King (reliable/arts and sciences)
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Worl< with your carcls as olicn as sccr.lls right filr yott, but bc alcrt to
thc psychic ovcrload dangers of tarot reading. lf you find you are de-

pcndent upon a reading prior to any action, or that you cease to actually

do things and instead spend your time seeking answers from the cards,

you need to put them away for a while and give yourself a breather. If you

feel foggy-headed or listless and tired, you are draining your own energy.

Remember to ground and center before doing readings, and this will pre-

vent energy depletion. The tarot cards are not meant as an escape from
life or realiry but as a guide to understanding these.

There are also a few different types of spreads you may want to exper-

iment with, including one that I like to do every Samhain for a view of
what the coming year holds in store on a month-by-month basis. Explore

as many types of spreads as you can, and even invent some of your own.
All you really need to do is understand in your own mind what the place-

ments mean. In AppendixA, there is information on finding personality,

life, and annual influences using the tarot cards of the Major Arcana ap-

plied to the numerology of birthdates and years. But beyond the different
ways of utilizing the tarot, the most important thing about reading the

cards is that you enjoy the experience, for this is communication between

yourself and the Divine. The following are some sample spreads you may

Iike to try out.
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TREE OF LIFE

EE EEEEE

Shuffle and cut as usual, then lay out cards I through 7: these are the
branches of the Tiee, showing how you touch others and how they touch
you. Lay out numbers 8 and 9, then read 4,8, and 9: this is the trunk of
the Tiee, showing what supports you and how you stand. Lay out num-
bers 10 through 14: these are the roots of the Tree, showing what feeds
you-the energies and influences you take within. Lay out number 15:

this is the heart of the Tree, showing the major influence or concern af-
fecting your growth and life.

r
E

E
Er
E

Er
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Shuffle the deck, then cut into three portions and restack as usual.
Now cut the deck into two stacks. Use the stack on the right for the cards
on the right side of the pairs and the stack on the left for the cards on the
left side of the stack. The right card shows the major event of the month,
while the left card shows the major influence.
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NEED A CHANGE

EE
Shuffle and cut as usual, then lay out the cards: 1 = what to let go; 2 =

what to embrace; 3 = obstacles or negative influences; 4 = assistance or
positive influences; 5 = here to look for direction or assistance.

MYSTICPYRAMID

[-]tll,l-
E' ' tfIE

This is good for when something is bothering you, but you cannot
quite put your finger on just what it is. The revelation comes in the 4th
card. Shuffle and cut as usual, then lay out the cards: I = past; I = pres-
ent; 3 = near future; 4 = what is really on your mind; 5 = how others
react; 6 = obstacles or challenges; 7 = likely outcome.



ELIMBNI/\L (]I{OSS

For this spread, shuffle and cut as usual. Draw the first 5 cards,laying
them down at the 5 positions face-down. Draw the next 5 cards, laying
them down face-up on top of the first 5. The face-up cards show the Ele-
mental energies. Read these, then move them aside and turn over the
face-down cards beneath them to see what the hidden influences are be-
hind these energies. I = Earth; 2 = Nr;3 = Fire; 4 = Water; and 5 = Spirit.

il;lL_!f

il;lLl#

Fl-ftT-
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Appendix

Lre PRmeRn flilD
fluDffir, Inrlwilcc5

Finding Your Life Pattern
The numbers for the cards of the Major Arcana may be used to
interpret the major influence of your birthdate for a life pattern
and to interpret the major influence for any given year of your
life. Using numbers to reveal life patterns is an ancient practice,
and this can be related to the tarot. Your overall path in this in-
carnation includes both personality and life pattern, and is
determined by adding the numbers of your birthdate-day,
month, and year-then reducing to get a number between 1

and22. The number 22 is used to signify the 0 of the Greenman
(or Fool) card since there are 22Major Arcana, and the 0 is seen

as both a beginning and an ending card. Those numbers that
initially yield a single digit number of 1 through 9 show that
both your personality and spiritual path are matched in the cor-
responding card of the Major Arcana. Those birthdate numbers
that are 23 or higher should be reduced to a single digit number
by adding the digits together (23 = 2 + 3 = 5). The resulting
number shows that both the personality and spiritual path are
matched in the corresponding Major Arcana card.

For those whose birthdates result in a double digit of 10

through 22,the personality number is the double digit number
(with 22 equating to the Major Arcana 0), and the life pattern
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nunrl)cr is the single digit number resulting from adding the two digit,'
lolit'thcr". This means that there are two different Major Arcana cards lo

lrt' r't'rrrl together. If your number is 22, then the personality card is tlr,
(irt'crrnrrrn (or Fool), and the Life Pattern card is the Horned Gocl (,"
lrrrrPcrrlr).

Life Pattern Example
As an cxample, for a person born on May 15, 1971, the addition is tlrrr:,

acld month and date; then add the year:

5+15=20.20+1971=199I
add the resulting individual digits:

I + 9 = 10; l0 + 9 = 19;19 + I =20
'l'l-re personality number is 20, which is the number of Harvest irr llr,

Major Arcana. This means the character or disposition of the pcrs<,rr r'.

onc of renewal; of self-evaluation rather than being held to other pcopr, .

irrtlgcrnents; and of having a sense of accountability for personal actiorr ,

Ilirrvcst also implies fertility and abundance, as well as reaping wlr,rt r'.

s()wlt.

Arlding the 2 + 0 = 2, now gives the life pattern number, whiclr is tlr.rr

ol' l)rawing Down the Moon (High Priestess), showing the influcn, ,. , 'l
irrsight, intuition, learning secrets, occult wisdom, and psychic 1'.,rv, ,

'l'his card utilizes a sense of knowing yourself, rather like Socr-rrtt's ,'rn

phasized, and comes together well with the Harvest card of tirliirrll ',
sponsibility for personal actions. This person is likely to lrt' l','tli
honorable and insightful.

Il-tl-rc number in the first calculation were 22,thatwould indit.rlt tlr.,t

thc pcrsonality number is 0 for the Greenman, and the life pattcnr rrrrrrr

lrcr is 4 [<rr the Horned God, since 2 + 2 = 4.

ll'tlrc rcsulting number were a single digit one, then both thc l)t'r',r,rr
irlity ttttntbcr and the life pattern number would be the 53v11g. 11r1; ,,'rrl,l
t'vcrr apply thc nr"rmbcr of digits in the first calculation to rrurrrt'r'ol, '1ir, 'l
lt'lt'vrlrcc, so thirt d<lu[rlc-digit numbcrs show 1-rcoplc who rrst'lr.rl.rrr' '

rrrrtl ltirrtttotry, whilc singlc-digit nunrbcrs show pcoplc who rrrc rrr,l,

lr('n(l('r)t or wlto c()r)ccntr.ltc ott sittglc nrilttcrs, gaining Pr"olit ir'rr, r' rr' ,,

prrrtit ttlitl li'ltl.

The Annual Influence Number
The annual influence number is found by adding the day and month of
your birth with the current year, and reducing as described above to ei-
ther a single digit, or a double and a single digit if l0 or above. This num-
ber relates to the year as it flows from birthday to birthday rather than
January 1. If your birthday is in May, your year flows from that date in
May to the next birthdate in the coming May rather than from ]anuary I
to |anuary 1. If the birthday is May 15, as an example, and today's date is
February 6, you would use the previous calendar year for your current
year. If today's date is on or after May 15, you would use the current cal-
endar year as your current year. Years in which the current year number
and your birth year number are identical are considered especially signif-
icant and can mean major life changes. If, as an example, your birth year
number is 4, and your current year number is 4, then you know you are
in for a year of building, empowerment, creating something for which
you will be responsible and which will bring stability to you. This could
be a year in which you decide to embark upon your own business, or cre-
ate a career or business change that brings you stability and possibly
greater responsibilities.

Annual Influence Example
Using the same hypothetical person, born on May 15, I97l,here is how
you would find the annual influence utilizing the year in question rather
tlran the year of birth on ]anuary L2,2003:

add the numbers of month and day:

5+15 =20
add this to the numbers of the current birth year:

2002+20=2022
then reduce:

2+0+2+2=6
The annual influence number is 6, which is the Lady and the Lord of

(hc Wild Wood, showing that this period may involve making an impor-
trrrrt choice, perhaps involving trust and partnership, hence a year in
which there is much going on in the area of relationships.
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This same person looking at the annual influence on |une 2,2003,

would see a change:

add the numbers of month and daY:

5+15=20
add this to the numbers of the current birth year:

2003+20=2023
then reduce:

2+0+2+3=7

Now the annual influence number is 7, showing the power of action as

demonstrated by the Battle Wagon.

For the purpose of calculating the annual influence, should the total

from the addition of the digits of the year come out to a double digit

number from 11 to 21, then use that number, but if it comes out to a

double digitZZor higher, reduce by adding the digits: 22 = 2 + 2 = A'The

0 is not used, as this represents the period of life from birth to the first

year.

You may want to create a list of your annual influence numbers and

matching Major Arcana card, then see if you can recall the major theme

of that year. |ot down a note on that beside the year and continue into the

future for a few years to see what is indicated. Add your impression of

what was important during that year for you and see how this matches

your annual number. The results are often quite enlightening.
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